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CHAPTER ONE
Another Happy Ending
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Warm colors, bright light. Are those the gates of heaven? In it, angels reside. Beings
who know not of sin yet. Children seeking guidance. A voice to follow. Someone they trust to
guide them out of the darkness of their ignorance.
A cold, almost lifeless soul approaches. The xarrin, or priest to the common folk,
entered the large establishment through big peach-colored stone gates that arched above a
wooden door. He found himself walking in a busy hall with reception desks directing people
towards their desired destinations. Being a Violet, he couldn't see the colors surrounding him.
From birth, Violets are taught that colors are differences in one's personality. States of mind
and emotions. They are not mere dots and strokes on a surface. Though it may be true, he was
still missing out on an incredible, vibrant sight. The walls were made of the same peachcolored stone as the arch above the door and there were varieties of vines with flowers that
hung from vases above him. Quite a crowd of people was surrounding him as well. With all
that chatter, it wasn't hard for him to sense where everything was placed. He walked to the
nearest marble counter and stood in line behind a Green and an Orange. As he stood in
silence with a serious, annoyed look on his face he remembered why he even bothered to
come. It was all Arjadan's idea.
The archbishop, or vrispasha as the Violets call them, is a good friend of his. He was
the one that talked him out of the ritual of passing. Arjadan is the only one stopping him from
passing onto the other side with a dignified and painless death since he refuses to conduct the
ritual unless his demands are met. Fortunately, there was only one. Arjadan told him to go to
the Auroratorium and pick out a student to teach and raise. Should the xarrin fail to find one,
he will gladly grant his wish and be the one to send him off this world to sit by the side of the
Divines.
So, the priest came and was now standing in line at one of the reception desks, feeling
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the warmth of sunlight that was covering him from the window. When it was finally his turn,
he spoke to the Blue with braided, transparent hair that he almost mistook for jellyfish
tentacles.
"Good day, sir. Name and identification card, please," she greeted him with a focused
gaze and a faint smile, with her fingers entwined and gently resting upon the table's surface.
"My name is written here," the xarrin slid her his identification card, "you can keep it
if you want. It's of no use to me anymore."
The woman ignored his lifeless expression and swiftly took the card between her thin,
bony fingers. She glanced at it and immediately threw him a judgmental glare, unsure about
what he was talking about and quite frankly, uninterested.
After having read his name, she stretched out her arm towards the tall man and
handed him his card back.
"I'm afraid I'm not allowed to keep it, Mr. Salavreech. But it checks out."
The Blue entwined her fingers once more and brought back a polite grin on her face.
"What can I help you with?" she inquired.
"I'm a priest and a scholar. Chemistry and psychology," he replied quite sternly while
moving his arms behind his back and straightening out his posture. He wished he didn't have
to waste his time being here. But more than that, he wished to tell the woman about how
pointless her assistance is. Unfortunately, he cursed himself night after night for being too
kind to people. They're all ungrateful bastards who will gladly stab you with hurtful insults
and complaints when they feel like it. The xarrin wasn't like them. He was above them. Even
though he could think of a thousand words to say to someone who was bothering him in any
way, he concealed it all.
The woman simply kept nodding to indicate a sense of involvement in the
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conversation, but to the xarrin, it looked almost as if she was faking her interest in his words
with the way she was bobbing her head up and down. "A Green would be your best match.
Most of them are very polite and obedient," she added, "we've had very few reckless Greens.
I'm sure you'll find a suitable student among them."
"I highly doubt it," he growled, highly annoyed by her meaningless guarantees.
"I'll take that bet," the woman grinned and stood up proudly from her mighty costly
leather chair.
Salavreech glanced towards the Blue that seemed to be in her mid-fifties by the looks
of the wrinkles on her face and thin fins. Her attitude puzzled him.
"Excuse me?" he asked, raising his eyebrow and chin snobbishly at her.
"I've been working here for almost twenty years and if there's one thing I've learned
it's that two kinds of people come here," she began to explain and make slow, obnoxious hand
gestures that were supposed to make her look intelligent instead of pretentious. "Those who
wish to teach children because it brings them joy and those who have hit rock bottom
regarding their finances and are looking for a source of income."
"I'm only here as a favor to a friend," the xarrin sighed in hopes that she will show
some mercy and stop trying so damn hard. "Do you act like this with other customers or am I
special in a way?"
Glad to have found a challenging customer, she answered whilst trying hard to keep a
straight face. "This is commission-based work, Mr. Salavreech. When I help get a child
chosen to be taught, the parents pay depending on how many days the child spent here and I
get twenty-five percent. I also get an additional percentage if my services are rated well."
The Violet nodded to himself and bit his lip lightly, burning up inside with a desire to
tell her how this means she will pester him by trying to get him to adopt a child who was here
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the longest. Instead, he smacked his lips and said, "I appreciate honesty, but I'm having a hard
time believing you or anyone else could bring me joy at this moment."
"Children are a blessing, Mr. Salavreech. They bring everyone joy. Now, if you'd
kindly follow me to the Greens' section..." she trailed off as she started walking towards one
of the tunnel-like hallways, with the sounds of her heels bumping against the cold surface of
the floor. The decor gave it a certain appeal because of its simplicity and colorful glow. Any
more details would have ruined it.
As the xarrin walked though it next to his guide, he finally felt calm and was at ease.
The spaciousness was doing his spirit good. He was enjoying the sunlight shining through the
windows, thinking about absolutely nothing. Just listening to chatter and sounds of footsteps
surrounding him.
He was a fairly slender man with short, coffee-colored fur covering his body. Violets
usually had long hair growing on their heads like the ones Greens, Oranges, Reds and Indigos
had, but the xarrin would be considered bald if it weren't for his fur. His eyes were a brilliant,
lime green color. Like in all Violets, who were the only ones with this particular feature, his
scleras were dark instead of white. In addition, the abundant number of teeth that grew
outside of their mouths gave Violets their signature sinister and frightening appearance. He
also bore an indigo mark on his abdomen in the shape of a swirl spinning in a circle while
gravitating towards the center. Details like this made every man and woman a unique
specimen.
"Might I ask for your name?" he spoke to the Blue without glancing at her or even
turning his head.
She did exactly the same. Though, while she was acting serious because it was in her
nature, the xarrin was simply trying to show disrespect in his own subtle way. "You may
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address me as Mrs. Cindel, Mr. Salavreech."
"Duly noted."
A silent pause lasted for a few moments until the Blue had to ruin it with more
pointless commentary she thought he needed to hear. "They get under your skin, Mr.
Salavreech," the woman continued with a bit more enthusiasm and volume, "you may think
you won't get attached, but many mentors find it hard to leave their creations when they turn
twenty."
Her ignorance really began to feel like a thorn in the priest's eye. Who is she to
guarantee him he'll find what he's looking for here?
Thus, they arrived before a majestic, green wooden door. Though it looked like it
once belonged to a Farrhandesh sultan, one could still argue that this kind of establishment
can't afford to look like any old shack.
Once they went inside, they were greeted with sounds of laughter and blinding rays of
light coming from the windows. Just in front of them was a magnificent set of merged rooms,
each with a large fountain containing clear, green liquid that ran down some stone dishes. The
little Greens were playing in and around them, scampering and prancing like colorful fairies
and elves during one of their many festivities. They were young, around six to ten years of
age. Many were still unable to fly and only happily flapped their wings when they needed to
climb to the top of the fountain. There was so much joy. It was pressuring the xarrin, but he
stood calm and collected. He envied the little children for their carefree spirits and lack of
burden on their shoulders.
"I am going to be in this office," Mrs. Cindel spoke up and pointed towards the nearby
wooden door, "whenever you are ready, please come see me. I'll leave you to get to know the
children now. Take as much time as you need."
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With those words, she left him standing next to one of the fountains. He nodded in
agreement and sat down on the edge as soon as she left. He was thankful that she left. It
would have been such a miserable experience for him if she were to start introducing him to
some of the children. None of them is good enough to be his student. What makes them think
they might actually have a shot? The poor creatures. They wouldn't be able to keep up with
his mind.
So, without much else to do, the xarrin decided he was going to relax for a few
minutes, talk to his guide and then leave. It was difficult for him to admit to himself that he
was enjoying the atmosphere though. The temperature was just right and a cool breeze was
spraying little drops of water from the fountain towards him. He pulled up his sleeves, fixed
his violet robes and played around with the green water, dipping his right hand in it for a
minute or two. He raised his head up to glance over the children. There were some who were
completely ignoring him and there were those who seemed to be afraid of him. The latter
didn't play with the rest. They were just shyly standing behind the centerpiece of the fountain.
The xarrin felt a little disappointed by this deep down. Still, he tried not to pay much
attention to them.
Then suddenly, he felt a light touch. Something brushed up against his hand.
Something soft and so very gentle. Like petals from a blooming rose. He failed to even move
or let out a gasp. Only his body froze and his chest became filled with immense heat. As he
was trying to breathe shallowly in order to conceal his desperate need for air, he looked down
and saw a little Green girl in a pretty, white Lolita dress. She was lying in the shallow water
with a head of beautiful, brown locks with orange tips. The delicate wings on her back were
as white as those of a swan, but had orange dots on the tips of her feathers. Her dress was wet
from the water. It wasn't exactly warm, but she didn't seem to mind. The small creature had
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been tugging at his finger with her gray talons. She was staring back at him with a
mesmerizing gaze. He was completely silent, as if he were bewitched by it. By her smile. By
the brightness in her big, indigo eyes.
Despite the fact that he couldn't even see the beautiful light green color of her skin, he
could still sense that she was bursting with energy. So full of life. He could tell just by
looking at the light and sounds reflecting off her how her body was shaped and how round
and innocent her face was, but what really caught his attention was the sound of her voice.
When she spoke, it almost felt like he was a leech, feeding off her joy. Never in his life had
he heard a more melodious sound caress his senses. It was jolly, sweet and adorable, just like
her. Enough to make him want to rip his ribs open and let the torturous heat escape. Never
had he felt this way other than when he kissed his wife for the first and last time. But even
then the feeling wasn't nearly as strong as it was now.
"Hi! I'm uhm... really sorry to bother you and all... but aren't you bored of just
swirling your hand around in the water? You should try to roll in this stuff! It's much more
fun!" the little girl raised her arms as she spoke and rolled around like a pancake a few times
in order to give him a quick demonstration, "like so!"
"I wouldn't like to get my robes wet," he replied in confusion whilst carefully
observing her. His eyes kept shifting focus. He had no idea where to look and had to take a
few moments to think of something else to say. Then, after having made peace with the fact
that he was at a loss for words, he managed to come up with a question to keep the awkward
silence at bay. At no cost did he wish to cease conversing with someone that fascinated him
on such a level, and so he asked, "what's so fun about it?"
"I don't know," she shrugged and continued to playfully wave her arms around as if
she was cursed with a spell that made her unable to keep still. "I just really love to roll around
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and lie in shallow water! It's like magic! And swings! I loooove swings! Sometimes our
caretaker plays some music for us when we're in the garden and I swing on my swing, listen
to the music and think about stuff at the same time. It's an awesome feeling! Especially when
it's sunny, warm and windy. But not when it's just sunny. Then it's too hot and I get all
sweaty."
The xarrin chuckled and looked away, his cheeks hurting from uncontrollable smiling.
Embarrassment, shyness, joy, confusion, it was all stirring up inside of his soul, reducing a
sophisticated, intelligent man to an introvert schoolboy who had acquired his first crush
because a kind angel smiled at him.
"You have a really nice dress by the way," the girl grinned and crawled over to him in
order to take a closer look. She was sitting on her knees with her little talons touching and
rubbing the soft fabric all over her face. The bright smile across her face and closed eyes
indicated that she was enjoying herself quite a bit. During those moments, the man felt a
strange sensation he had never experienced before. He felt powerful, somehow. Like an
emperor. For a split second, he could image himself caressing her delicious locks of hair, but
those thoughts were quickly dismissed as he shook his head in disgust.
Alas, she stopped all too soon and gazed down at the piece of clothing still resting on
her palms. "I wish I had one like that. The color is nice. Better than mine. Our caretaker said
we need to be very careful with white because smudges don't come off them easily."
"Thank you. They're robes, not a dress. There's a slight difference," the xarrin
explained, amused by her comment. "May I ask, why aren't you playing with the other
children? Wouldn't you rather be doing that?"
"Uhm... The other kids don't really like me. Sometimes the boys make fun of me and
call me fat," she gave him a little saddened frown and rubbed her arm. "But I'm not bored or
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anything. I can have fun all by myself anywhere!" the girl exclaimed joyfully afterward and
waved her hands high up into the air once more to express her happiness.
The information he received really seemed to bother Salavreech. How could it be
possible? Her? Being bullied? This sweet little thing? It only confirmed his secret prejudice
that all are far lower on the evolutionary scale than him, and now this child. He is well aware
that it's not a very good personality trait to have, but his little secret hasn't done any harm to
anyone so far.
He attempted to comfort her and changed his sitting position in order to face her with
his whole upper body. "Don't worry about them. Sometimes bullies like to exploit other
people's insecurities to hide their own. And besides, you're not fat. Don't let them make you
think otherwise because you and I know the truth."
"Really? That kinda makes sense the more I think about it," she looked away, thinking
about his words with a true detective look in her eyes before turning her head abruptly and
joyfully thanking him.
"Don't mention it," he smiled lovingly and spoke in a very gentle tone of voice.
"Would it be alright with you if you told me your name?"
"Tangora," the child answered kindly.
Tangora. The name that spoke of sensuality and strength like that of a tropical plant
and it's delicate fruit which would make one's mouth water with desire as he'd breathe out
each letter. Tangora. It sounded like the name of a young goddess who would spend each day
enchanting men with her beauty. Both in body and spirit. Tangora suited her. Tangora. It felt
like it was taken from the word tangerine. A lush, small, but refreshing treat. As sweet as her
smile. As bright as the burning sphere in the sky that would give life to all who were to bask
in its rays.
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"And your last name?"
"Desjardins. Now you tell me your first and last name," she demanded, giggling as
she playfully poked the side of his abdomen.
Bowing his head lightly, he replied as if speaking to a member of a royal family,
"Rorschet Salavreech. I'm very pleased to meet you."
Tangora seemed to have barely acknowledged his words. She was eager to ask him a
few questions and didn't spend even two seconds waiting after the priest introduced himself
properly. "So do you have a job or something? I mean, if you want to be someone's mentor,
you gotta know something about something, right?"
Charmed by her honest, inquisitive nature, he gladly answered her after letting out
another light chuckle. "I'm a xarrin, but I'm also a chemistry and psychology scholar."
"What do scholars do?" she asked while tilting her head to the side like a confused
puppy awaiting orders from the master.
"They study all there is to know about a certain subject, so to speak," Rorschet
explained and leaned his head onto the back of his hand as his elbow was firmly resting on
his lap.
"And xarrins?"
"You go to the haven at the end of the week, don't you?" he grinned.
"Yeah?" the girl puzzled, unable to figure out where the conversation was headed.
"The xarrin is the man at the altar who preaches," Rorschet added.
"That's a xarrin?" she gasped lightly, "I thought they were called priests."
A suspicious expression crept onto her face as if trying to tell him that she wasn't
buying his story.
"They are. Xarrin is an Apahinatl word for priest. We like to use those more often,"
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he told her, hoping it would make things clearer.
"And what would that be? The Apahi— something something something," she uttered
immediately after he finished his sentence.
"They are our ancestors. The civilization that lived over 3,000 years ago. But you'll
learn more about them in time, I'm sure."
"Uhuh," Tangora bemoaned, rolling her eyes to signify how unlikely that is, "maybe
sooner or maybe in a few years. I'm going to a regular school when I'm older unless I get a
mentor."
"How old are you?" Rorschet inquired.
The little girl raised her hands and showed him six fingers. It took her some time to
raise the right ones and the right amount, but she proudly presented them to him once she
succeeded.
"I've been here for some time. It doesn't feel good when you have to constantly be on
the lookout for the boys that tease me. And when we play games with our caretaker, the boys
never want to hold my hand or touch me," she complained with a hint of fright that could
have been sensed in the tone of her voice.
"I see," the xarrin sighed in contemplation, "unfortunately, hiding from them isn't
going to help much. Getting along with some people can be a very difficult process which
often takes a while."
"I guess I just wish I could understand why they're doing it." the little girl sobbed
softly and kept her head down submissively in sorrow, trying to keep herself from shedding a
tear.
"They don't have a reason. People tend to do things just because they can or feel like
it. Many children such as yourself are forced to go through things like these. However, that
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still doesn't mean they have to go through them alone," he smiled at her warmly.
"Yeah, well, I don't really have a friend to go through it with me. Some kids are nice
to me, but when the boys come they just join them and start teasing me too. Maybe it's
because they're scared cuz I saw them getting picked on before. I don't know. But that sounds
logical, right?" Tangora looked up at him with hopeful, glassy eyes. It made the xarrin feel
like a knight being asked to defend a helpless maiden. He felt very protective of her at that
moment, but he also felt very impressed by her way of thinking for a six-year-old.
"You're a very bright little girl, you know that?" Rorschet praised her, wondering
whether he could pet her bright little head. He was aching to do so, but part of him thought it
would be inappropriate.
"Thank you!" she smiled with her eyes closed and her rosy cheeks blushing a little bit
more.
"May I ask you something?"
"Oh! Can I ask you something first?" Tangora excitedly interrupted him and jumped
up in a standing position with both her talons facing inward a bit and her hands held behind
her back, puffing out her chest and stomach.
"Alright," Rorschet replied, showing great interest and admiring her charming, playful
posture.
"Our caretaker, Mrs. Brimley, she told us that Violets live for a very long time. Is that
true?"
Her large eyes kept gazing at him, impatiently awaiting answers. The light from the
window enabled him to just barely see how she puckered her plump little lips in anticipation.
"We can't die of old age and we stop to age once we mature into adults like myself. Unless
something or someone else finishes us off, we get to decide when we wish to leave this
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world. Then we hold a ritual of passing where the Violet that wants to die is killed with a
special poison placed in his last meal. Of course, the death process is as painless as possible.
You would just fall asleep and never wake up again," he told her, but did not remember one
word of it. The entire time, while part of his brain was giving her the answer, all he could
think about was how he wanted to stroke one of her soft, bubbly cheeks. She was as sweet
and adorable as a cupcake. Her soul seemed so pure and honest. It was like there was no
corruption. Endless reserves of love and affection. The way she stared at him was the
equivalent of having a lover hold you close and caress your thoughts with delicate whispers.
Warmth overflowed him. He was struggling not to show how his breathing was becoming
seemingly more difficult.
"Isn't that considered murder?" Tangora asked and threw him another one of her
skeptic looks.
"The ritual of passing is special," he argued with a soothing tone.
His answer didn't quite satisfy the little girl. She continued to question him about
other circumstances. "What if you poisoned someone during a meal and claimed he wanted
you to kill him?"
Rorschet tried hard not to start laughing because of her reaction to such a grim topic.
"You'd have to have witnesses and special preparations made. It's not just a regular meal.
Everything is set by the book."
"What if you paid the witnesses to be on your side?" she added and put on a witty grin
from one cheek to another, crossing her arms and twisting her torso to the side just like a
sassy cartoon character would in this situation.
"I don't think a Violet could be corrupted, but there are always exceptions," the xarrin
assured her.
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"What's an exception?" she blurted and went back to standing straight with her palms
facing the ground at a slight angle. The confusion in her look was apparent.
"I can't say for sure that every single Violet is going to follow the rules," he told her.
"Oh, okay," the girl replied with a smile.
Rorschet found it incredible how she changed her gestures and facial expressions so
quickly and dramatically. He wondered whether it was natural or whether she was just acting.
Or both. She seemed to be enjoying herself while doing it though.
"Now may I ask you a question?"
"Yeys," she nodded.
The decision had already been made, but now he was even more sure in it. More
eager to do it. Why wouldn't he want to do it? She made him smile when darkness had
enveloped him like a serpent. He was happy talking to her. He didn't want to let go of that
feeling. Death no longer seemed like salvation. He had to have her. He knew he needed her.
She could heal him. She alone. Thus, he asked her a question politely and calmly, when
inside he was burning up. He wanted to talk to her some more. Their eyes met as she was
waiting for him to speak. So, he spoke. "Would you like to be my student?"
With the brightest of smiles she could muster and eyes glimmering with joy, the girl
shouted, "yes!" She barely found the strength to keep her happiness sealed away, but
managed to stay somewhat calm. "Thank you so much, sir!"
"Not at all. I think you'd make an excellent student," he told her with a satisfied gaze
fixated on her, "now, I'll go deal with the paperwork. I'll see you soon."
The xarrin then stood up and began elegantly treading towards the office Mrs. Cindel
told him about.
"Sure," Tangora nodded and shouted back to him once he walked over to the door,
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"again, thank you so much!"
As he stood before the wooden barrier, he realized he just couldn't cease smiling. His
whole face was paralyzed. It took him a few moments to calm himself down from the warm
feeling that seemed to have taken over before entering the office. He wanted to live. He
wanted to be there for her. Protect her from all the bullies and talk to her. She gave him a
purpose for existing again. Her voice was so sweet and jolly. She made him forget about
everything that had ever brought him sorrow. She breathed honesty. There was goodness in
the air she exhaled from her lungs. Of all the children, she was brave enough to approach
him. It couldn't have been a coincidence that she was there, in that very fountain. The Divines
wished to keep him alive for something. He still had things they wanted him to do in his life
when they created this magnificent, almost perfect being. But fear slowly began to manifest
in his mind. The way he was thinking about her. It wasn't normal. It didn't feel... right. What
if he fell in love? A sickening thought. She's just a child. It couldn't be. He's not like that. The
answers he once thought were so clear had now come into question. Perhaps he simply
confused the feeling of fondness for a person as a friend with romantic interest. Yes, that must
have been it. His mind was playing tricks on him again. At times it was quite obnoxious to
have to deal with those kinds of troubling thoughts. All as the price he had to pay for his high
intelligence.
As he entered the office, Mrs. Cindel greeted him behind her massive stone desk,
"Ah, Mr. Salavreech. Please, have a seat."
After having been gestures to sit down by the Blue, Rorschet did so, looking awfully
stern.
"Your face tells me you are not too pleased. Or, if I'm mistaken, you're too proud to
admit defeat, are you not?" she spoke and crossed her palms together. Sitting straight and
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carefully observing him with a relaxed smile, she waited confidently for him to speak up.
"You work at the reception and you have an office?" he asked, unimpressed by her
overconfidence.
"This office is free for all employees to use in order to discuss private matters with
clients. We are not allowed to lock the door, however. There was an incident with two of my
colleagues a few years back."
Rorschet took a moment of silence to glance down at the smooth surface of the table.
"That desk doesn't look very comfortable," he commented.
"I couldn't agree with you more," Mrs. Cindel spoke without moving a single muscle
other than her lips before leaning back comfortably into her chair. "So, have you made up
your mind?"
"I'll be honest. I was disappointed by the way the children reacted to my presence," he
complained and stared at her coldly.
"Is that so? How did they react?" she leaned back forward in intrigue.
"They looked frightened. Some of them just ignored me. I expected them to have at
least some manners and respect for their elders."
"There are those who are timid and I cannot blame them for being that way, but rest
assured, we will correct the mistake regarding those who ignored you as you claim," the Blue
replied.
"I sincerely hope so. But... to my surprise, I have indeed found my student," the
xarrin's frown was immediately turned around and he grinned with delight as he spoke.
"Well then, I am very happy for you, Mr. Salavreech. What is the name of the child
that won you over?" she smiled back and nodded with approval.
"She told me her name was Tangora," Rorschet uttered softly, as if those words
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needed to be handled with special care.
"Little Miss Desjardins. You have good taste," she grinned and clapped her hands
together. "yes, she is special. Her mother is a chiropractor and her father is a well-known
artist. Surely you've heard of him. Of course, you must have already known about their social
status. Miss Desjardins wouldn't be here unless her parents were not able to pay for her stay
or the child support you shall be receiving once we place her in your care."
"There are many children here. How would you know who she is?" Rorschet asked
her, curious to know if she had been charmed by the little girl as well.
"Miss Desjardins talks to us and the caretakers more than she does to the other
children her age. Everyone knows about her. She's a very nice girl and has demonstrated a
thirst for knowledge. Always cheerful, but quite sensitive, I won't lie," she explained.
"Regardless, I think if someone else had a chance to talk to her before you, she wouldn't be
here today. It's almost as if you are favored by the Divines. Well, it only figures since you're a
xarrin."
"Perhaps," the Violet nodded to himself, "so, what am I to do now? I'm unfamiliar
with the process."
"Now..." Mrs. Cindel paused and took some papers out of the top drawer behind her
desk, "you need to write down some information for me, sign a few papers and rate our
services on a scale from one to five, five being the best and very satisfactory, of course."
Rorschet took a moment to look through the sheets before urging her to get to the
more important part. "When may I take her home?" he inquired, still looking through the
papers, not even bothering to look up to face the woman.
"First I send a reading to the parents to let them know the good news. We arrange a
meeting with them and if everything goes smoothly, you will be able to take Miss Desjardins
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home with you where she will be in your care until she turns twenty. At the meeting, I will
explain how everything works and give you a teaching manual to study," the Blue answered
whilst handing him a pen.
He gladly accepted the writing stylus, wrote down his information and signed every
paper that needed to be signed. Mrs. Cindel then sent a reading to Tangora's mother and
father to arrange a meeting with her and Rorschet. She used the simplistic, stone-shaped
telecommunication device that had always been lying on her desk both as a functional tool
and a very sleek decorative piece, serving also as a bright reminder of how far technology has
come as to allow people to send their thoughts across distances—a skill which has been for
so long only known for the Violets and Indigos to have. They called it "a reader".
And, as was expected, the mental exchange of information went well, as was
expected, and the xarrin agreed for the meeting to take place in a nearby café called The Onyx
Armor at ten o'clock the following day. Afterward, he was escorted back to the entrance.
Before he left, he shook the woman's hand firmly and gave her a smile, wishing she
could understand how much she had helped him. If she hadn't left him by himself there, he
might not have met Tangora. No longer did he see her as a lowlife made to please him with
sweetened words in order to make a successful sale. He saw her as a friend.
The xarrin thus walked out the door and stepped into the sunlight and the cool spring
breeze. The air smelled light and rosy. Refreshing.
Because of this, instead of flying home, he decided to take a nice stroll. Perhaps the
calm wind and sunshine might ease his blazing heart.
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CHAPTER TWO
Knight in Shining Armor
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The following morning, Rorschet Salavreech was lying in bed, sleeping and
dreaming.
In his dream, he was walking through the gardens of the Flamma Rostro Abbey. It
was spring and all the flowers were blooming, creating a heavenly circle of beauty and
serenity around him. He was at peace.
In the middle of the garden, he spotted a lonely bird of paradise and recognized its
shape. It couldn't have been anything else. He felt a painful urge inside him, telling him to
pick it and to hold it. To feel it. He fought against the voice in his head, using every bit of his
strength to resist that urge. Ultimately, he fell to his knees before it from his weakness.
Without warning, the flower began to emit a strange aura. It became ripe for picking and it
was the most magnificent feeling in the world for him.
He touched its petals and caressed them gently, breathing in the wonderful scent. His
long fingers glided down the green stalk and carefully pulled the flower out of the ground.
A powerful surge of energy rushed through him once the last little root was pulled
from the soil. It was sensational, but a bit frightening because it was so sudden and
unexpected. His muscles contracted and the vision began to fade from the wave of pleasure
that washed over him. He couldn't let out a single sound. It didn't matter though. He was
enjoying the experience.
Moments later, the xarrin woke up. It was a sunny morning just like yesterday. He
was feeling overjoyed like he hadn't in a long time. Partly because of his exhilarating dream
and partly because today was the day he was to meet Tangora's parents and take her with him
back home.
He lay in bed for a few moments in order to bask in the afterglow of his dream. It was
too good to forget about. Incredible. Such a thrill. It gave him so much energy. He felt like he
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could run a marathon.
But, there was no time. Rorschet certainly didn't want to be late for the meeting, so he
rushed into the bathroom in order to make himself look more presentable.
His heart wouldn't stop pounding against his chest. He had to gasp for air half the
time so he wouldn't pass out from lack of oxygen. All while thinking about seeing Tangora
again. What kind of dress will she wear? Will she be happy to see him? Perhaps he should
bring a gift.
The Violet was so excited, he didn't even have an appetite. After having put on his
finest robes with golden details which he usually wore only for very special occasions, he
applied his favorite mango scent to his neck and chest.
Ready to tackle the day, the xarrin walked out onto his dark stone, Gothic balcony and
spread his demonic wings with which he caught rays of sun like an absorbing shield. The
sunlight gave his fur a copper shine. And knowing that, he felt ten times more confident. Like
a girl getting ready for the prom and having bought the most spectacular dress for it.
He swooped down from his balcony and flew beside the stone walls of his small
castle. The house was not too large for his taste and had a certain dark and monastery-ish
appeal to it, just to his liking.
The xarrin soared through the skies proudly and swiftly, deathly afraid of being late.
The flight, combined with his euphoria, made him feel more alive. There was nothing to keep
him down anymore. Happiness was the wind beneath his wings.
He flew above his neighborhood, filled with houses similar to his. The differences
were in small details, such as the stained glass and reliefs protruding from the walls.
The neighborhood itself was not large and it was quite elite. Mostly Violets lived
there, surrounded by a forest of Cloboko trees with a wide road on the hills where the houses
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were situated that enabled non-flying colors to come to visit. He would often take walks by
that road when he wished to relax. It was a soothing sight. Either the world was getting
darker or lighter when he chose to take his stroll, depending on the time of day. It reminded
him of how death was not the end, but the beginning. That thought made his decision about
the ritual of passing much easier. And though he hated to admit his defeat and swallow his
pride, he knew he had greatly underestimated his dear friend Arjadan and his ability to
communicate with the Divines. Were it not for him, the xarrin would have missed this
opportunity to obtain a friend whose virtues he greatly admired.
As he was flying over Warmbury, the district of Charclay where most low colors
lived, he thought of an answer to his puzzling queries. Perhaps what he thought was the
twilight of his life was actually the breaking of dawn. Spring. What had once been dead was
reborn. All that he needed to wake him up was the morning song of a little bird. And that bird
was none other than the sweet little Miss Desjardins.
By now, he was already close to the center, also known as Glogmore. Having passed
by some some Greens and Violets while swiftly flying between tall buildings, the xarrin
spotted the café he was headed to near the Auroratorium. He slowly drifted down to the
ground onto the colorful circle in the middle of the plaza. As he got closer and closer, he
carefully listened in hopes of hearing a certain voice in the crowd. A large circular fountain
situated behind him was making it a bit difficult because of the water flow being so loud, but
it seemed that nothing could distract him. Once he opened his eyes and fixed his robes, he
heard the voice of his new friend calling out to him.
"Oh! Mr. Salavreech, sir! Hi!" little Tangora waved joyfully towards him with her
hand.
The xarrin flashed her a grin so that she would know she'd been heard. He then
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walked over to her and her parents with his back straightened and his wings folded back,
passing through a curtain of flowers that hanged from ceramic pots atop the café.
The bright sunshine that was piercing through the flora created spots of light on her.
He barely even noticed her parents sitting next to her and Mrs. Cindel.
"We're glad you made it, Mr. Salavreech," the Blue stood up, shook his hand and
offered him a seat, "please, join us."
The xarrin responded with a silent nod and sat opposite of his young friend.
"Cyrameen," The mother reached out towards him with her yellow talon and spoke
with glee, "it's so nice to meet you, Mr. Salavreech."
Rorschet shook her hand and that of her husband.
"Likewise. It's a privilege to meet the revered Nallun Desjardins. Forgive me, but I
must compliment your work," the xarrin spoke, "there are those who would pay millions of
balvas for a few scribbles and a triangle. I believe your paintings have far greater value. You
have a vision. Anyone can draw two lines and call it art. I take it Tangora has inherited her
wild imagination from you."
"Well, I'm flattered. If only there were more people who were as smart as you, Mr.
Salavreech," Nallun chuckled whilst leaning back into his chair. "I think abstract art is a
complete joke. A mockery even."
Nallun was an Orange with quite a bit of meat on his bones, though not necessarily
one you'd be able to use for hard labor. When he walked, his heavy hooves were heard by the
people from the other side of town. His mane was quite thin for an Orange. It was obvious
that Tangora had gotten her luxurious hair from her Green mother.
She was by no means an unattractive woman. Her curves were very impressive and
womanly. It made Rorschet wonder why he couldn't simply fancy Cyrameen instead of her
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daughter, but those thoughts were quickly dismissed. He wasn't a homewrecker, and besides,
Tangora had already captivated him with her kind, joyful nature and interesting way of
thinking. Cyrameen seemed nice, but that was all he thought of her.
"We've heard many great things about you as well," she added, "we heard you're a
close friend of vrispasha Arjadan."
"That is correct. He's helped me in many dark times, for which I am incredibly
grateful," the xarrin replied.
"Nevertheless, we are honored that you have chosen to teach Tangora. We would have
never expected an esteemed gentleman such as yourself to be looking for work as a mentor.
We must be very lucky."
The mother gave him a loving smile and petted her daughter's head.
Rorschet's eyes glanced the child's way for a second. Behind his smile hid an envious
frown. He knew it wasn't right, but he couldn't help it. Still, assuring himself that it wasn't
harming anyone, he let himself feel that slight envy as Cyrameen was touching her.
The resemblance between her and Tangora was remarkable, but as much as she
reminded him of her, the little girl's smiles and laughter seemed much more pure and honest.
"Why don't we start before Mr. Salavreech changes his mind?" Nallun spoke up with
a tone which indicated that he was joking, but was actually very impatient, for he had to wake
up for this meeting earlier than usual and could only think about returning to the soft
sanctuary of his bed.
Tangora didn't seem to have anything to say. She didn't want to bother the adults in
their all too important conversation. While sitting quietly next to her mother, she rocked her
legs back and forth with her palms gently resting on her lap. The xarrin listened to the others'
voices surrounding her and noticed she wore a puffy little dress with layers of tulle
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underneath. She even had a big bow tied around her waist to match. Her bouncy locks of hair
looked well on her. They were somewhat like a symbol of her bubbly personality.
She kept looking around and just couldn't keep still for one second. Once in a while
she would stop when she would see something that fascinated her. Then she'd open her mouth
with a bright smile across her face, let out a girly gasp and stare at the object or person her
eyes were fixated on. It was a rather fascinating sight to observe. The xarrin could have never
imagined he would feel the same as a poetic hunter watching a young doe, nature's shy
beauty, prancing through a thick, green forest.
His mind wandered. Creating images of what Tangora would be like as a young
woman. He wouldn't feel so horrible and disgusted with himself if she were fourteen years
older. He would be able to hold her in ways he'd never held a woman before. Touch her in
ways he hadn't experienced. What a cruel joke it all seemed to be. For once he found a person
whose personality he truly adored and she looked young enough to be his daughter.
Rorschet wasn't the type of man who believed that one could fall in love at first sight,
but he now understood what people meant by that. He promised himself as he was listening
to the sounds that gave away Tangora's presence that he would allow himself to dream, but
never to try make those dreams real. At least until she came of age.
Fourteen years. It seemed like such a big number, despite the fact that he had already
lived through over sixty of them. His mind was sharper, more defined. And his body
remained the same as when he turned thirty.
Yes, these fourteen years shall be significantly tougher to get through. He'll sate
himself with whatever he receives and wait for her. The Divines will surely reward him if he
is good and patient. He'll take care of her and protect her. Then maybe one day she won't feel
repulsed to kiss him. No. She'll even hold him as tightly as she'll be able to. She won't avoid
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him. She'll be asking for his affection. Then finally, she'll let him sleep in her bed. She'll let
him love her.
While the xarrin's spirit was absent, Mrs. Cindel was discussing the rules of the
contract with her clients. To his fortune, his concentration returned just in time for the
important things he needed to pay attention to.
"Should the mentor decide not to teach the student or have her in his care any longer,
she shall be sent to a regular school and continue living with her parents," the Blue read from
the freshly printed sheet of paper out loud, "The student will be in the mentor's care until her
twentieth birthday. They will live under the same roof and he will be receiving money from
the parents each month. The quote is 4,000 balvas. The money can be transferred to the
mentor through direct deposit, by writing checks or other preferred methods which will be
discussed in a bit. The student has a choice between two subject she can study over the years.
Chemistry or psychology. By the time the essential studies listed in the manual the parents
and mentor shall receive are dealt with, she will have to choose one of those two subjects.
Regarding visits and holidays, the parents are always welcome to visit and see the student.
She may come home to stay with the parents for the holidays."
Mrs. Cindel took a big breath of air after having read all of that out to the people
present. She then looked around, glancing their way and added, "if you have any more
questions, please do not hesitate to ask."
Afterward, she gave the copy of the contract to the mother, who folded it and placed it
in her designer leather handbag.
"Which documents are we required to give to Mr. Salavreech?" she asked after having
put the handbag away.
"Documents such as birth certificates are to be given upon request when needed.
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However, Mr. Salavreech will be required to keep a document signed by both parents which
will state that you approve of his responsibility for your child until she is twenty years old,"
the Blue stated.
Feeling a bit parched, Nallun turned to Rorschet in order to ask him if he wanted
anything to drink. Solely because he didn't feel like drinking all by himself.
Unfortunately, the xarrin politely rejected his offer. Alcohol had never succeeded in
becoming anything more than a forgotten acquaintance, whereas Nallun had always enjoyed
a glass of quality wine with an Urguan cigar.
"You know, Tangora was very excited when we took her home to pack," Cyrameen
commented.
The father then turned to the little Green and began bothering her with things he had
told her countless times before. "Now, Tangie, remember everything we talked about.
Hygiene, safety and all that. And study hard. I want you to make us proud."
"Yeah, I know. Brush your teeth, all that stuff," she repeated with an annoyed tone and
rolled her eyes.
"Tangie, don't speak to your father like that," her mother raised her voice slightly at
her as she abruptly turned her head to face the child.
Her words were not harsh, but they still bothered Rorschet. Tangora's parents were
obviously unaware of how bright their daughter really was. He felt a strong need to defend
her. He had to protect her.
"Forgive me for interfering, Mr. Desjardins, but I believe you give Tangora very little
credit. She seems like a very smart girl. I see great potential in her," Rorschet told him
politely, "trust her. I'm positive she will not disappoint you."
Nallun nodded in agreement, respectful of his words. "I absolutely agree with you,
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Mr. Salavreech. But you gotta understand me too. I just wanna make sure my baby girl is
going to be okay," he explained happily and patted Tangora's shoulder roughly.
Her eyes began to sparkle while she gazed at her new mentor for a few seconds. She
was just so glad that somebody was on her side and understood her. Her parents would have
never believed her if she had told them that herself.
The girl's little heart beat so loudly that Rorschet could sense its thumps against her
ribcage. He noticed her head facing him and smiled at her.
In response, she quickly looked away and shyly hid her face, smiling to herself the
entire time.
Moments later, the papers were signed and the deal was sealed. However, it was still
too early for the group to split up. Mr. and Mrs. Desjardins wanted to get to know Rorschet a
little better. He and his wife thus started thoroughly questioning the xarrin.
"You live nearby, Mr. Salavreech?" the Orange asked.
"Archanvein forty-two. Most houses there are fairly similar, but you'll easily notice
mine. It's the only one with vines surrounding it. I do tend to them each year to keep the
snakes and critters from sneaking in through the windows, but I like to leave just a bit on the
walls," he spoke, leaning back into his chair with some of his fingers playing on top of the
others like they were piano keys.
"I heard it's a very nice neighborhood. It must be very peaceful when you're isolated
from the city in a forest," Cyrameen added with a light grin.
"But it can also be quite lonely for people who are used to leading rich social lives.
Everyone wants big, spacious homes. I'm not so keen on hosting festivities for people with
whom I've barely spoken," Rorschet complained, "Fortunately, I was able to find one to suit
my needs. It's not as large as the other ones in the neighborhood, but that's what I like about
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it. It's easier to maintain. Of course, I do have a maid that comes over every Monday. She
does the chores I haven't been able to do myself over the course of the week."
"I think I speak for Cyra and me both when I say I'd welcome you to the family if
Tangie was old enough for marriage," the father chortled, impressed by the Violet's will to do
housework, and everyone else but Tangora laughed harmoniously.
"That's not funny, dad..." the little girl mumbled to herself and stared down with an
annoyed and angry expression on her face. Though, despite her annoyance, she blushed
redder than a ripe chili pepper.
It amused Rorschet, but once he noticed her glance his way a couple more times, there
were things he was beginning to suspect. Could it be that she felt embarrassed because she
was a little fond of him?
Nevertheless, he continued to act normal in front of her parents, fearing he might not
get to take her home with him if they started suspecting something.
"Well, the least I can say is that I'm honored to have your blessing," the xarrin
chuckled. "But believe me, I'm not as perfect as you think. If you are to trust your daughter
with me I feel I should be honest with you at all times."
The joyous atmosphere was killed in a matter of seconds. Everyone was curious to
hear what he had to say.
"I have less than a handful of close friends. I'm not a very social person. I prefer not to
spend most of my time in the company of large groups of people," the Violet confessed.
"Oh, there's nothing wrong with that," Cyra smiled and waved her hand at him
dismissively. "It just means you have more time to focus on more important things in your
life. Having people over can be very exhausting and time-consuming. Especially when only
one person has to work the entire night and the others just sit, talk and drink."
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She thus glanced angrily at her husband who just chuckled at her words.
"You have a wife, Mr. Salavreech?" he inquired.
"I did. Sadly, death chose to take her earlier than anyone could have expected," the
xarrin sighed and glanced to the side so he wouldn't have to look at their faces.
"I'm sorry for your loss," Nallun spoke with sympathy in his voice.
Cyrameen placed her hand on her heart and uttered softly, "our deepest condolences.
It must have been awful for you."
The Blue that sat next to her nodded in agreement, keeping silent like she did most of
the time. She was required to do so because her primary goal was to let the parties get to
know each other better.
"Thank you, but many others have been through worse. You see, we had an arranged
marriage," Rorschet explained, "I did have feelings for her, but I don't think she felt the same
way.
"Sir...? Would it be okay if I asked— how exactly did she die?" little Tangora stuttered
lightly as she spoke, hoping her curiosity wouldn't hurt his feelings.
As sunlight was hitting her face from a particular angle, Rorschet could see she had a
very concerned look in her eyes. And as sounds of nature reflected off her, he could perfectly
picture the innocence of her face and frowning lips. Her head was bowed down lightly and
she was looking up directly at him from her chair. The xarrin even forgot all about his wife
and her terrible demise when he was listening to the voice of that child. She sounded like she
knew the question she asked was a bad one and was terribly sorry for bringing it up. It
showed that she was a good person inside. Someone who would never hurt anyone on
purpose.
"Tangora, I don't think Mr. Salavreech would like to talk about it right now" the
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mother warned her kindly.
"It's alright. The past is in the past. Whatever emotions I choose to express regarding
the subject are and always will be a simple need to purge myself from psychological pain,"
he assured her. "Her name was Ninafae. We were married for about two years. She was...
strange, but I respected all of her wishes during our marriage, including her request for us not
to consume our marriage until she was ready. She also failed to tell me she was suffering
from an illness until things turned for the worse. And to answer your question, child, she had
a parasite manifestation in her lungs. The doctor called it Turbula rettel. Apparently, you can
acquire it if you disturb a patch of moss on which one of its colonies are. The parasite
becomes airborne and you simply inhale it into your body. It's easily mistaken for dust, which
is why no one ever thinks of visiting the hospital to have themselves tested. The symptoms
are also very unclear. Just minor coughing from time to time. A faster heart rate and lack of
energy. She never complained to me about any of that. I never would have guessed she was
sick until one night I woke up and heard her coughing. She wouldn't stop, so I had no choice
but to go see if she was alright. She was coughing something out. In panic, I immediately
suspected that it was blood and sent out a reading for an ambulance, but... she died on the
way to hospital. I was told that she shouldn't have died like that. She should have passed on
in her sleep, without suffering. According to the doctor, for some reason her life had lasted
longer than it should have. The colony was so large that it was capable of killing her, but her
lungs were still able to get enough oxygen into her blood, just a barely sufficient amount for
her organism to continue functioning. Then it grew to a point where it began to destroy the
tissue. The last thing she said to me was that she was sorry. And that now I too would know
what it feels like to be loved."
He remembered that night like it had happened minutes ago. Nina's sickly, weak
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voice. The ambulance sirens ringing in his ears.
Even though a part of him despised her, she had still been a good friend to him. But
just that. Perhaps he would have been more upset about her death if she had wanted to be a
real wife to him.
"You're a very brave man," Tangora's mother spoke.
"I agree with Cyrameen," Nallun praised him, "it takes courage to be this honest with
people you've just met."
"I'm really sorry about your wife, sir..." Tangora apologized, gazing at him with her
big, indigo eyes and shivering lips, almost looking like she was going to cry.
"Thank you for your sympathies," He gave her a light smile, wishing he could lift her
little chin up and tell her not to be sad, "Mrs. Cindel, it's almost lunch time and I would like
to return home with Tangora so that she may get settled, if that's alright."
"Should we bring this meeting to an end then?" she turned to the parents.
"Agreed," Cyrameen replied and stood up along with her husband. "It was great to
meet you, Mr. Salavreech. Would you mind if we stopped by your house in a few weeks to
see how things are going?"
"Not at all," he said.
Nallun left the money for his wife's unfinished tea on the table and then proceeded to
walk back to the land glider with the others. It was a sturdy machine land dwellers used to get
across distances faster. Back when the first prototypes where made, it used to have four round
wheels, but they were replaced with a smooth rubber-like surface underneath that made it
possible to travel over almost any terrain. The most difficult part was figuring out how to
make it move.
Two steps later, he turned around, remembering to offer Rorschet a lift. "We'll give
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you and Tangie a ride back to your place. We gotta get her stuff there anyway."
"I appreciate it. Thank you," the xarrin bowed his head lightly and followed along.
Tangora sat in the back seat and Rorschet took a seat next to her. Mrs. Cindel shook
hands with them one last time before they took off.
Just as her parents were putting on their seat belts, the little girl stood up onto the
leather seat and leaned closer to the priest. So close he could feel her warm, excited breathing
against his ear.
His hands began to tremble and got goosebumps all over, but his expression remained
indifferent in order to conceal his anxiety.
Tangora hid her lips behind her tiny hand and whispered ever so sweetly, "can I hug
you?"
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CHAPTER THREE
Princess Tangora Cometh
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Rorschet's heart raced like a war drum, creating unbearable heat inside his chest. He
felt his stomach twist, yet he remained perfectly calm and smiled at the little girl like he just
thought her request was cute.
She refused to move until she got his answer and kept gazing at him like a puppy
waiting to be fed. This made things worse for the xarrin.
He feared the parents. They could scold the girl for her actions, which was something
he definitely didn't want.
Why couldn't her mother and father be those kind of people that let their children do
as they pleased, unsupervised? It would have been easier to make this decision.
He wanted it, but was it the right thing to do? Crush or not, he was fourteen years
away from being able to even mention the word love as a lover instead of a good friend.
Still, the feelings would leave her eventually, even if he didn't confront her about
them. It wouldn't hurt to act dumb and let her do as she pleased.
"Alright," he chuckled to himself.
With an excited gasp, Tangora quickly crawled under his arm and embraced it as
tightly as she could, leaning her back against his side and rubbing her precious little face in
his robes. He hadn't felt this loved in so many years. Warmth had finally returned.
Nobody had ever wished to be so close to him but the woman who raised him. He had
never stopped cherishing her love, but he needed more. Someone who would only belong to
him and he to her.
And Tangora was so sweet and sincere. She wasn't at all ashamed to ask him for a
hug. She wasn't scared to touch him, unlike his own wife.
No. Tangora was different. She was... perfect.
The feeling of being able to be so close to her filled his entire being with glee. He
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wanted to pull her closer. Hold her in both arms and lullaby her to sleep. Take her out for
walks, visits to galleries and plays.
Such a beautiful creature she was. The xarrin wished with all his aching heart to
stroke her soft, bubbly cheeks and satin hair, praying to the Divines for strength.
Alas, his enjoyment was cut short by the painful sound of the mother's voice. "Tangie,
don't bother Mr. Salavreech."
"I'm not!" the little girl shouted back at her angrily, "leave me alone!"
"No, no, it's quite alright," said the xarrin. He made it sound like he was trying hard
not to cause any turmoil between the two. "On the contrary, I'm happy that Tangora and I
have managed to become such good friends in this short amount of time that we've known
each other. Honestly, I already feel like she's the little girl I've always dreamed of having.
Tangora is the closest thing I'll ever have to a child. That was why I went to the Auroratorium
in the first place."
Rorschet used sympathy to kill the growing tension between Cyrameen and her
daughter before it turned into a real fight. It worked well enough to stop the mother from
pestering his dear student.
"Oh, don't say things like that. I'm sure you'll meet someone eventually. After all, you
have all the time in the world," added with a somewhat awkward smile.
"So, Mr. Salavreech, would it be okay if you maybe told us your thoughts on the new
laws they think of incorporating? I'm very curious about your opinion," Cyrameen asked
from the front seat, much to Rorschet's dismay.
He did not wish to converse with her about politics and similar subjects. He just didn't
particularly care for it and was disappointed to conclude that there is a very little number of
topics the majority of people wish to talk about. Even most children he's met seemed to have
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fallen into that category. Tangora, on the other hand, refused to be a part of it. It was
refreshing to converse with her and that's what he wanted to do. The ride was not going to be
short, but he knew he would have plenty of time to talk to her once they arrived to their
destination.
"I don't bother myself to think about things that don't concern me. I'm not a
politician," he sighed and gave her a clear answer.
"The Indigos don't need reserves made for them. Just where do they think the money's
gonna come from? Taxpayers' money! And what do we get in return from them? You tell me,"
Nallun argued as he drove through the roads between the thick forest of skyscrapers in
Warmbury.
"Like I said, it is not my concern. I'd rather not talk about them," the xarrin's eyes
stared sharply and almost angrily out the window.
Tangora could see a form of hatred emitting from him. It made her feel a little uneasy.
In order to help him, she tried her best to change the subject.
"Mr. Salavreech, sir, can I ask you something?" she spoke up with her sweet voice.
He looked down at her and the serious frown on his face melted into a light smile. He
certainly didn't want to upset her.
"Of course, child," he replied softly.
"How old are you? I mean, Violets live for a very long time, right?" she inquired
whilst staring up at him endearingly.
"Compared to you, I'm quite old, but compared to any other Violet, I'm also young.
Most Violets live up to three hundred years. Some even longer. I'm going to turn sixty-eight
in the tenth month," said the xarrin.
"So if you weren't a Violet you'd probably look like grandpa Horkun," Tangora
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playfully waved her talons around and sat back deeper into the comfy seat.
"My eternal youth hasn't exactly brought me bliss so far."
"Why?" she asked.
"Never mind that. It's a complicated issue," the xarrin replied.
I love complicated stuff!" she smiled, "like those movies where people invent new
races and they have to make up their religions and culture and stuff like that. It's much more
fun than watching real people do boring stuff."
"Yes. A dull hobby, but we cannot judge others by their taste. Still, why pay to watch
others do what you do each day when you could simply go outside and observe your own kin
for free?" Rorschet grinned and raised an eyebrow while gazing down at her.
"Exactly! Finally someone who gets it!" the girl spoke with excitement in her voice.
"Tangora, calm down, please," her mother scolded her.
The little one gave her and angry glare, pouted a bit and crossed her arms, sitting in
complete silence.
Her teacher turned his head forward once more and tried not to show any emotions.
The way Tangora's mother spoke to her made him feel somewhat upset. Why would she be
using that tone of voice? The little girl was just expressing happiness. For the sake of his
relationship with them, he decided to keep quiet until he was alone with Tangora to ask her
about the whole situation. As the land glider drove on the path taking them through the forest,
approaching Archanvein, a song Tangora was very fond of started playing on the radio. She
was staring out the window when it began to play, kneeling on her seat and facing the glass
while her head rested on her arms. Rorschet kept still, listening to her movements. She was
lightly rocking her head from side to side. Then the whole world was silenced. There was
nothing but one sound he could hear. A sound that made him feel an incredible light feeling
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of serenity and beauty. It was soft and the sweetest, most innocent sound of all. As if Diva
Canitia and the Divine Brothers were there with him in those moments, filling his soul with
their holy presence. The little girl sang: "My tears are rivers, but my soul doesn't cry. You
push me away when I hold you, like any other guy. I can hear the silence creeping in and the
thunder that comes with the rain! A flower I may not be, but I'm still silent when I'm in
pain..."
The xarrin leaned back and turned his head to face the glass beside him, staring out
into the wilderness with his window half open. The wind blew ever so lightly onto his face. It
was a wonderful sensation for him, thus he continued listening and trying not to fall asleep.
"What am I if not a rose? I will not fight, I will pray. Another woman you chose. In
shadows I'm left to decay. Does my beauty not show? Why do you keep away? In the night I
shall glow. I'll keep waiting for the day. I'll keep waiting for the day..." she sang, smiling at
the world through that glass window, "every day is like a dream! But my innocence I shame.
Sometimes I see you return. Just to see what I became. Another one you hold in your hand
when I'm left all alone in the storm. I too long for the touch of a man, I too wish to keep
warm..."
Rorschet's eyes slowly started to close as he was drifting between worlds. There was
no pain. No sorrow. No loneliness. That voice was enough to fill the empty void of his heart
and make him understand there was still something worth living for. Tangora. Tangorita.
Tangerine on a branch. Little sphere mimicking the sun. Tangerine on his lips. Nectar so
ambrosial. Taste so divine. Tangerine between his fingers. Not a spot of rot. Only a light, soft
core protecting the tender goodness she holds within. Tangora. Tangorita. Little Miss
Desjardins. Tangerine on a branch. Honey for a bruised, violet heart.
"What am I if not a rose? I will not fight, I will pray. Another woman you chose. In
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shadows I'm left to decay. Does my beauty not show? Why do you keep away? In the night I
shall glow. I'll keep waiting for the day. I'll keep waiting for the day..."
Soon enough, the girl lowered the window and let her hand play with the wind. She
felt the cool breeze on her face and flowing against her chocolate-coated curls with orange
tips that matched the brightness and warmth of the sun's rays peeking through the branches of
the trees.
"Touch me, hold me. I beg of you, please, take my heart. Never have I felt this lonely,
when is my fairy tale going to start?" her voice created numerous melodious sounds.
Rorschet was smiling with his eyes closed, barely breathing. So still, as if he had left
the world and was finally at peace.
"What am I if not a rose? I will not fight, I will pray! Another woman you chose. In
shadows I'm left to decay! Does my beauty not show? Why do you keep away? In the night I
shall glow. I'll keep waiting for the day! I'll keep waiting for the day..."
Tangora sat back down on her seat and fixed her little dress with bows and lace. At
the same time, the xarrin slowly opened his eyes and took a steady, deep breath, still smiling.
"We're close," he spoke softly.
"Is that the one? The one with the vines, like you said?" Cyrameen asked him whilst
pointing towards it.
"You can park on the clearing across the road."
And they did. As soon as they arrived at their destination, Nallun parked the glider
like the xarrin told him. They got out and went to get Tangora's bags from the trunk. The
parents said their goodbyes and shook hands with Rorschet once again. Nallun offered to help
carry the bags, but the Violet assured him that there was no need. After a few more hugs with
their child, they left, so Tangora was finally on her own with her new mentor. While walking
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towards the house, she couldn't keep her big, indigo eyes off the beautiful rose window in the
middle and all the other ones made of stained glass. The vines decorating the outside walls
gave the house a more vintage feel as well.
"Your house looks amazing!" she exclaimed joyfully, "do you have a room in that big,
round window? Can I sleep in the room with the big, round window?"
"Unfortunately, that's my room up there. But don't worry, your room has a window
that is just as good. You'll see," he chuckled lightly as they walked.
"Is it colorful?"
"Very," he replied and placed the luggage on the floor to unlock the large wooden
door.
"How was anyone able to build all of this?" the little girl asked while gazing up at the
carved stones above the door.
"It took a lot of hard work, to put it simply. I'm very glad you like it. Others usually
describe our typical architecture as something frightening."
"Spooky can sometimes look beautiful. No matter if an image is pretty, scary or
anything in between, when you get a feeling on wonder inside of you, you know you're
looking at the goddess," she rose her hands up high and slowly separated them to mimic the
shape of a canvas or rectangle.
"Do you know anything about the Divine Brothers and Diva Canitia?" he inquired and
unlocked the door.
"A bit. But you're a priest and all, so I'm guessing you're gonna teach me all about
them," she smiled back at him and entered the haven-looking house, "oh wow! This is
awesome!"
"It's nice to know at least someone appreciates my taste in decor and art," he added.
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"No seriously, your house is the most beautiful house I've ever seen! It kinda looks
like a haven, but I think havens are the prettiest of buildings anyway."
"Thank you. I can take you on a tour after some lunch if you'd like. Also, now that
you're staying with me you'll have to get me better acquainted with your likes and dislikes,"
he spoke, left the luggage by the door and walked towards the kitchen while his faithful
student followed along, "for the purpose of feeding you something you would enjoy."
"I love chocolate, but my mom doesn't really let me have any, so we don't have it at
home," she looked down and lowered her head a bit in sorrow.
"My way of doing things is a bit different. I follow a strict code that clearly states you
can have anything you like as long as you act responsibly and never go too far. You seem like
a very nice little girl. I think you can be trusted," the xarrin turned his head to the side as he
walked to flash her a grin, "correct me if I'm wrong."
"No, sir! I would never do anything bad on purpose. I don't like being yelled at. And
don't worry, I won't touch anything and I won't break anything... On purpose," she assured
him.
"I believe you."
"Thank you again for letting me stay here, sir. I promise I won't make any problems
for you," she spoke and kept nodding repeatedly.
"Relax, child. I know you won't," he chuckled again, "now, I haven't had time to make
lunch yet, so I was hoping you would assist me."
"Okay," she smiled back.
They walked into the small dining room where the long, wooden table was
surrounded with walls on three sides. The chairs were also very nicely carved and attached to
the wall behind them. On the other side was a kitchen with fairly new appliances. Everything
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looked that way, but was designed to mimic the Balastignan period. A time when everything
had to have lush spirals engraved into the wood, which was one of the most favored materials
back then.
"Since this is your first day here, I think it's only fair we make something you'd like.
So, what would you like to eat?"
"I really like quinoa salad. I don't suppose you have any," she answered.
"Your mother must be really picky about your diet. It's not necessarily a bad thing, but
only if you're happy with the decision to eat so healthy."
"I am. Most of that stuff is actually pretty tasty."
"Unfortunately, I don't have any quinoa at the moment, but we can go to the market
tomorrow to buy some groceries."
"Thank you, sir," the little girl said and rocked from side to side with her hands
behind her back.
"Think simple. What else would you like?" he asked whilst looking inside the fridge.
"Well, mom made me grilled cheese sandwiches once. Those were really good."
"I think I can do that," the xarrin replied and took out the necessary ingredients.
Following his instructions, Tangora placed two plates and two glasses on the table.
After that, she took some homemade apple juice in a glass bottle and poured it into the two
glasses with great precision, afraid to spill any on the beautiful lace tablecloth. She sat down
and patiently waited for him to finish cooking. The smell was brilliant. As soon as it hit her,
time just started ticking away more and more slowly. Then, once the meal was finished,
Rorschet placed the grilled cheese sandwiches onto a bigger plate and brought the meal to
her.
"You have a beautiful singing voice, by the way. I really enjoyed hearing you sing in
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the glider," he complimented her after having sat down.
"Oh, thank you so much," the little girl thanked him while shyly turning her head
away a bit, fearing to look him in the eyes out of embarrassment.
"Did anyone teach you to sing like that? You're almost as good as a Blue," he spoke
and took a bite out of his sandwich, piercing the bread with his large fangs.
"No. I just like to sing sometimes. I dunno. It's fun when you really get into it," she
gave him a smile and started eating like a hungry little bear.
"It is. I, as a priest, am required to know how to sing, but I still enjoy it very much.
Though, I doubt people would tell me I'm good if they heard you sing."
"Do you do other stuff? Like, in your free time?" she asked with her mouth filled with
food and her hand covering it.
"I play the piano and the organ. Does that count?"
"That's really neat. Especially since most people I've heard of can only play the guitar.
I don't really think it's that great. It's just not special when a lot of people do it," the little girl
commented.
"Which one's your favorite?"
"The saxophone!" she exclaimed, "however you play it, it always sounds awesome!
"That's understandable. It does sound nice. Just try not to talk with your mouth full,
child. I wouldn't want something bad to happen to you on my watch," he smiled and warned
her.
"Oh, sorry," Tangora spoke and swallowed her food, "so what are we gonna do
today?"
"Like I said before, I'm going to give you a tour of the house and show you to your
room so that we can unpack your things. If there is any more time left, we could do whatever
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you'd like. However, I'm going to have to ask you to stick to a certain schedule from this day
forth. Under normal circumstances your bath time shall be at eight o'clock. That includes
brushing your teeth as well. You need to be in bed by nine."
"My mom usually brushes my hair after I wash it, which is twice a week. And then
she curls it up with little spiky tubes. I can take them off in the morning and my hair looks
like this after that. We have to go cut it a bit every four or six months because if it grows too
long it gets heavy. Then the curls don't stay up long enough and straighten pretty quickly,"
Tangora added.
"Your mother knows best and I agree with her completely. But, if I may just ask,
wouldn't you like a different hairstyle? It seems to me that your mother really likes it, but I
want to hear your opinion."
"It was her idea and I like it anyway. I think it looks great. Do you think it looks
alright?" she inquired softly and a bit shyly.
The xarrin grinned and reached for a delicious, green apple from the fruit bowl in the
middle of the table.
"It suits you perfectly," he replied and sank his large fangs into the apple.
Tangora observed him with curious eyes as he was sucking out the fruit's juices. Once
he was finished slurping, he looked back at her and chuckled: "Why are you staring at me
like that?"
"Oh, uhm... Sorry," the little girl shook her head, "I've just never seen anyone eat like
that."
"It's understandable. Only the Violets have this habit. We can eat anything like
everyone else, but during the evolution, we adopted this habit of feeding mostly on liquid
substances in fruits and such. What's even more interesting is the fact that each color evolved
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from one species that somehow managed to gain traits from others. They say the main
species, with whom all of us share genetics, lived in different environments and copied the
adaptability of others living in its habitat. The Violets are most likely the result of it living in
caves and copying the abilities and physical traits of the bat to survive," Rorschet explained.
"So each color is like a mix between two types of creatures?"
"To put it simply, yes."
"Just one question. Uhm... What are environments?"
"They are the surroundings in which a being lives or operates in," he answered her.
"Oh, I get it! Okay," she flashed him a smile and continued chewing on her delicious
grilled cheese delight she hand't had in a while.
The two were silent for some time as they were eating. Tangora still had a ton of
questions she wanted to ask her mentor, but was just too hungry to stop chewing her food.
After finishing her meal, leaving only crumbs on her plate in memory of the noble sandwich
that once did lie upon it, she drank some more apple juice. Rorschet then took his plate and
Tangora quickly and anxiously grabbed hers as well, following his lead. The xarrin sensed
her fear very clearly. He felt saddened by her reaction a bit. It was as if she was scared
something would have happened if she hadn't picked up her plate. She simply placed it into
the sink and ran back to get the glasses and everything else that was left on the table.
"Tangora?" he sighed with his hands folded down.
"Yes?" she turned her head after placing the fragile cargo into the sink.
"Thank you," the xarrin smiled lightly.
"Oh, no problem, sir," she smiled back.
"I believe I promised to give you a tour of the house."
He walked towards the arc that led out of the kitchen and back into the hallway.
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"But first, let's go get your things to your room."
"I'll go get them," she said and turned towards the door where her suitcases were.
"Don't worry, I'll carry them. We'll be able to move faster since I have more strength
to carry them with," he stopped her and took her suitcases up the stairs.
"Makes sense," she thought and thanked him.
"No worries, child. Your room is fairly close to mine, so if you ever need me, no
matter what time it is, you can always go look for me in my room."
"Okay," the girl retorted.
Rorschet took her to a room near the master bedroom. He placed one suitcase on the
floor for a moment in order to open the door and went in afterward. Tangora was happily
skipping and following his path.
"Looks pretty neat," she commented as she was walking around and inspecting the
furniture. It's really small and cozy.
"From now on this will be your room."
"Question. Why do you have stairs? I mean, you can fly. We have stairs because dad
doesn't have wings, but you're the only one living here and you have wings."
"I'm impressed with the way you think, child," he spoke and placed the suitcases near
the bed, "you seem to pay attention to things most people wouldn't even notice."
"Thanks," she smiled, "so are you gonna tell me why you have stairs?
"In case I ever have guests over. Those that can't fly."
"How did you afford all of this? Do priests really earn this much money?"
"Currently I am earning a living as your teacher, but I also own a pharmaceutical
company which was given to me by my stepmother who has chosen to pursue a different
career path. I receive monthly income and pay my cousin to run it as the CEO so that I may
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have more time to do other things," the xarrin elaborated.
"That was really nice of her."
"It was. I'm very grateful for that."
"So... is there anything else I should know?" she asked with anxiety creeping in on
her.
"Such as?"
"Well... rooms I shouldn't go in or stuff like that. I don't like being yelled at when I do
something bad."
"Child, you needn't be afraid. A true wrongdoer would have never said something like
that. I have no reason to suspect you would disobey me unless it was for the greater good,"
the xarrin gazed down at her with a trusting smile, "there is no room in which you are not
allowed to go. You may do as you please."
"Okay. So should I start unpacking now?"
"If you wish."
The little Green struggled a bit to lift one of the suitcases up on the bed. Rorschet
noticed it, walked over to her and offered his assistance.
"Let me help you with that."
"No! I can do this," she stopped him from touching the bag and kept on stubbornly
trying to lift it.
After a few minutes she was still going at it, but without any success. She just couldn't
push it over the low, wooden rails on the edges of the bed.
"Would you like some help now?" the xarrin inquired.
"Yes, please," she sighed in shame and ceased with her efforts.
Her master then took both of her bags and placed them onto the soft surface on the
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bed with lavender-colored sheets.
"Being stubborn like that can be a good thing, but also a bad personality trait if you're
too proud to admit defeat and confess to yourself that you cannot do some things on your
own.
"Sorry..."
He looked down at her again and noticed a little frown creeping up on her face as she
was facing the ground with her fingers entwined. Feeling responsible for making her feel this
way, he placed his large, clawed hands under her arms and helped her climb onto the bed that
was almost as tall as her.
"Are you mad at me...?" she asked with a frightened look in her eyes.
"Of course not. Why would I be mad? You did nothing wrong, child."
"I could have lifted that bag."
"I believe you, but I just wanted to speed things up a bit. I hope you're not upset about
what I said. I'm sorry if my words hurt you, but it was never my intention to do so. What I
meant to say was... You're not alone and you don't have to be. If you need help you should
never be afraid to ask for it," he smiled at her and tilted her face up, "look me in the eyes,
child."
Tangora hesitated for a few seconds, but then decided to look up.
"I only want what's best for you and I think knowledge is one of those things.
Someday you'll understand that none of my words or deeds are meant to cause you harm. At
least you of all the people I've met don't deserve it. You're a good girl."
Tangora replied to him with silence and a bright smile across her face. She didn't have
to speak. Her expression told Rorschet everything he needed to know.
"Others may try to hurt you and some will succeed. You might have already noticed
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that back in the Auroratorium."
"Yeah... I still don't get why people do that."
"Nobody can fully understand the reason. What I can tell you is that you mustn't stoop
to their level. There will be times when you will be tempted to get revenge or even do some
mean things to others, but I believe you will have enough strength in you to fight that urge."
"How do you know that?" she tilted her head to the side in confusion as she sat before
him.
"Indigo is my secondary color. Those with indigo in their blood are gifted with certain
levels of intuition, depending on the amount."
"Indigo's my tertiary color!" the girl exclaimed, "that's why my eyes are indigo. And I
guess orange is my secondary color. I have orange spots on my wings and the tips of my hair
are orange."
"Can you tell what color my eyes are?" he grinned.
"Green, so green's gotta be your tertiary color, right? Mom told me you get your
primary and secondary color from your parents and that your tertiary color is chosen by the
Divines to tell you about your destiny."
"It is believed to be so, yes. I just wish there was a way of knowing what our eyes say
about our future," the xarrin added.
"Oh, by the way, are you gonna teach me how to fly someday?"
"Your wings are still not strong enough to support the weight of your body. They will
grow into proportion around age ten," he told her and helped her fold her clothes neatly into
separate piles.
"How am I gonna be able to climb up onto the bed on my own until then?"
"I'll help you and tuck you in every night to make sure you're not up past your
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bedtime."
"Okay," she smiled at him.
While unpacking, Rorschet came across a little, crocheted doll that resembled a
voodoo doll with buttons for eyes and stitched lips. He held it up and showed it to her.
"Is this yours?"
"It was in my suitcase, of course it's mine," she giggled and took it from his hand,
then pressed it tightly against her chest as if it were something very dear to her, "he's my
boyfriend."
"And what would the young gentleman's name be?" the xarrin played along.
"Pirry," she gazed at him whilst hiding the rest of her face shyly behind the small
body and big head of the doll.
You could almost see her rosy cheeks blushing atop her light green skin. The end of
her smile was visible as her big, indigo eyes met the two emerald marbles placed into the eye
sockets of his skull. It was a beautiful sight for him. He even forgot what they were talking
about for a moment, thinking how he would be able to see that pretty smile brighten his day
over and over again for the next fourteen years.
"You two certainly look like a sweet couple," he complimented her.
"Thanks. I just wish he was real so he would kiss me back..."
The xarrin was quite interested now. He though a child her age with a doll would
pretend that the doll was a living being, but Tangora was willing to acknowledge that Pirry is
just a soulless plaything. Not only that, but she openly admitted to him that she had an urge
dwelling inside of her quite untypical for a six-year-old girl.
"At least he'd never push me away."
"Why would he want to push you away?" Rorschet asked, intrigued by her statements.
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"Back in the Auroratorium, I really liked this one boy... and... I tried to hug him, but
he pushed me away and told me not to touch him..."
"You are past them, child. What you are feeling the need for is what they are yet to
develop. Boys at that age tend to be... strange, to say the least," he explained, "girls mature
earlier than boys and they get scared of that attitude even tough you mean them no harm."
"Yeah... well, it still doesn't help my situation. I wish they'd let me hug them and hold
their hand," she sighed.
"For some things, you simply need to be patient. And besides, you are still much too
young."
"I guess."
They continued sorting the clothes and Rorschet could feel nothing but serenity and
glee both blended into a smooth mixture as they continued their discussion. Tangora's dresses
all looked very expensive, but that was not what piqued his interest. Most of them were puffy,
little lolita dresses with bows, lace and virtually anything that screamed female sweetness,
similar to the one she was wearing. They had a variety of soft, creamy colors. Tangora
seemed more of a pastry project than a person now, but he didn't complain. No child he knew
of looked or acted quite like her. He felt the need to exploit her beauty and show his prized
pet student off to the world so that they may bask in her light as he enjoyed doing.
"Okay, so every type of clothes has to be in its own pile."
"I'll put them in the wardrobe for you," he volunteered and took the big pile of dresses
first.
"No no no! I'll do it. You don't know how I organize stuff yet," she refused his
proposal and jumped off the bed.
"You'll tell me where you want me to put them. Does that sound fair?"
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"Okay, I guess. I'm too short to reach those knobs anyway."
"You'll grow very quickly. Don't worry about that," he told her and started placing the
piles of clothing where she wished to see them stacked.
Soon enough, both suitcases were unpacked, the clothes were put away and things
such as her toothbrush and hair comb were placed in the bathroom a few doors away.
They spent the rest of the afternoon touring the house. Rorschet kept his piano in the
living room and Tangora was very excited to fiddle around with it. She spent a lot of time
trying to create a melody that would sound just right. Afterward, they made a chocolate
milkshake blend for dinner and enjoyed each other's company. Rorschet explained to her
what he would be teaching her over the course of the following few years. The curriculum
would include what they called "common knowledge subjects", which are Math, Sheshki, as
it is their mother tongue, Chemistry, Physics, Geography, Logic, History and Biology.
Although, he was only going to be teaching her the basics. The real complications would
come at a later time when she shall be studying her primary subject in depth, be it Chemistry
or Psychology. During the first lessons he planned to teach her a little bit about psychology so
that she could chose between the two more easily when the time came. After dinner, Tangora
had a bath and washed her hair. Once it dried, the xarrin sat with her on her bed and carefully
brushed the precious, glimmering strings that gently glided through his fingers. He was very
careful not to cause her pain by being too harsh. He soon realized how much he was enjoying
brushing her hair and that he just wanted to keep on going. To his dismay, the little girl began
to yawn repeatedly and he finished his work by curling it with the curlers they brought from
the bathroom. He then tucked his little student in and said "goodnight" one last time before
leaving her to rest. The evening was quiet. Not even the animals made any sounds. He could
hear Tangora breathing softly from his room as he was getting ready for bed himself. For the
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second night in a row, his nights were a torment no longer. The sounds of the little girl's heart
beating rhythmically lullabied him to slumber.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Divines' Garden
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"It's time to wake up, Tangora. We mustn't be late for Mass," Rorschet loomed over
her bed and spoke, hoping she would wake up.
"Hmmm...? What time is it?" she inquired with her eyes half open.
"Seven a.m."
"Okay..." the girl said, stretching her back before sitting up and yawning loudly.
"I made breakfast. Get dressed and come down to the kitchen," he told her politely
and left.
About ten minutes passed and Tangora ran down the main stairs to get to the kitchen.
Her master sensed she was wearing the same white dress she wore two days ago when they
met. The lace that flew from beneath the top fabric was hard not to notice because it danced
so gently behind her as she ran. Her little talons tapped against the floor and she hopped onto
her seat with hungry eyes staring back at him.
"So what's for breakfast?"
"Boiled eggs," he answered and grabbed a glass of blueberry juice.
"Oh! Is the yellow part still liquidy?" the girl inquired in a melodic, jolly tone.
"I find the taste to be much more enjoyable that way."
"I know! I tastes really good! When it's solid like the white parts I get stuffed too
early. Not that kind of stuffed when you felt like you ate something good, but the kind of
stuffed when you feel like you've eaten a whole bag of dirt and you don't know why. It
doesn't feel good. Just stuffy."
"Interesting," the xarrin chuckled lightly and took a sip of his drink.
"So will you be singing in the choir today?"
"If it will please you."
"Great!" she exclaimed, "what song will you sing?"
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"I believe the "Ode to the Divine Brothers" would be a good choice."
"The two guys that live up in the sky?"
"With their wife, yes."
"Weird," she said and proceeded to peel the outside layer off the large, spotted egg,
"why would they have the same wife?"
"Well, if you'd like I could tell you the whole story."
"Okay. And thank you for keeping the yellow part liquidy," she nodded and listened
closely as she ate with her tiny spoon, carefully putting a bit of salt on each spoonful of egg
yolk.
"Any time," he held back from laughing—though he would have found it satisfying—
and began telling her the story, "to start off, in the very beginning there lived two brothers
named Nero Umbra and Albus Lux. Nero is very wise and holds all the knowledge of the
world within his mind. But, he is ignorant regarding matters of the heart. He does not know
what we feel. That is his brother's niche. Unlike Nero, who is without color, Albus has white
skin and bares all the colors of the rainbow within him. With such power in one being... Well,
I understand why he appears to be somewhat... insane. He is the judge. He judges us and is
the voice of moral. The voice that speaks to you inside your head and tells you what is wrong
and what is right. One day, they decided to create life, so they created our Divine Mother,
Diva Canitia. Nero gave her the ability to think and Albus gave her the ability to feel. With
both of their powers combined, Diva Canitia became superior to them and used her wits to
gain their loyalty and affection. She is a creature many describe as the mortal goddess, seeing
how she has both the gifts of the Divine Brothers and like us, she acquired certain needs. So,
one evening, she seduced her creators, made love to them both and became their wife. She
gave birth to the first beings of all seven colors. They were then sent to live in a place made
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just for them. This land. And according to our sacred book, Garraschata, each one of them
settled in a different part of the world. Some time passed and Diva Canitia became pregnant
the second time. She later gave birth to the so called "Seven Ladies", who married the
firstborn sons, thus enlarging and creating the population of colors we have today. There are
numerous other tales and events that took place after that, but I will tell you about those in
time.
"Uhuh..." Tangora added, "but how can three people make babies?"
"It's a... heh... complicated matter. You'll know when you're older," Rorschet glanced
away bashfully for a moment, amused like a observing an adorable little animal.
"Why can't I know now?"
"Because we will be learning about it at a later stage, when you have mastered
anatomy. We'll be studying the functions of each organ and how they come together to form
organic systems, then we'll come to culture and religion," the xarrin told her.
"I guess that's okay," she shrugged.
"Now, after the ceremony, I am going to introduce you to some of the other priests
and a dear friend of mine. He'll most certainly hold a grudge if I don't let him meet you."
"Why?" the child inquired after swallowing another spoonful.
"He was the one who told me to become a mentor. I'm sure he's very anxious to see
the student I have chosen. And I can assure you, he won't be disappointed with my choice.
We've only known each other for a few days, but I trust you and I sense that I could not have
chosen better," he smiled back at her.
"Thank you, sir," the girl lowered her head down lightly with a grin and continued
eating.
"I only speak the truth... Unless a time comes when there is a need for lies in order to
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achieve certain goals for the greater good. But let's talk about more important matters now.
Tomorrow we'll visit the market and browse through some shops in Glogmore. We need
supplies. Maybe perhaps you will even find something you like. A little welcoming present."
"Oh, you don't have to buy me gifts, sir. My mom and dad told me they'd send me
some money along with your pay every month as allowance so that I can buy something I
like if I find it," Tangora responded with an uncomfortable smile and tried to talk her master
out of buying her anything.
"Just as you have your money, I have mine. And I shall do with it as I please. When is
your birthday?"
"May one and six. I remembered it because I met a girl named May in the
Auroratorium. I don't know numbers yet, but mom taught me how much one and six are.
When you draw them they look like a fishing lure and a fat cat with a long tail."
"A few weeks from now. Something we can both look forward to, it seems. Do you
usually celebrate birthdays?" he asked her.
"I don't really like birthday parties. I always end up crying because of something. Like
last time when my dad told me to sniff the cake, but when I leaned closer she pushed my head
into it and everyone laughed. He told me it was supposed to be funny, but I still think that
wasn't very nice of him. - the little girl sighed.
"I can understand that. However, there is really no reason to blame anyone here. Your
father just doesn't know that you don't understand the concept of joking at your own expense
yet," the xarrin consoled her, "some types of knowledge simply come with age."
His student took a glance up at him and nodded silently. Still, he could certainly feel
that she was not as joyful as she was a few minutes ago.
"I... noticed you have some bows while we were unpacking your things yesterday.
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May I ask what they are for?" he attempted to change the subject.
"Sometimes I ask mom to put them in my hair. I really like bows. She thinks they're
too much."
"Would you like me to help you put them on before we leave?"
"Uhm... Alright. Thank you," Tangora hesitated, but agreed to his proposal in the end.
After having finished their meals, the two went upstairs to get their things. Rorschet
then visited Tangora in her room to help her put on her hair bows. Two of them were white,
with two beautiful ivory pearls decorating the center. The pattern of the cloth was smooth and
spiral to compliment the lace that circled around the edges. He used alligator clips to place
them into position on the sides of her head. Though he didn't exactly understand why she
needed help, he didn't complain. The bows looked magnificent on her. Upon kneeling before
her, the xarrin placed his claws onto her shoulders and gazed directly at her. His eyes may
may not have let him enjoy the sight of his student in her pretty, little outfit, but that didn't
stop him from enjoying beauty just like everyone else. It was not about seeing, but feeling.
Feeling the soft curls of her hair and the plumpness of her cheeks that formed one of the most
gorgeous smiles.
"It's time to go."
Tangora nodded and patiently waited for further instructions from her mentor, keeping
herself amused by swinging her hips around in a playful fashion.
"Unfortunately, I'll have to carry you since your wings are not strong enough to hold
your weight yet and I don't own a vehicle. So, do you think you'll be able to get though these
times until you learn to fly?
"I guess so... I've never flown before. I'm... uh... scared," her stare would hop from
place to place in her anxiety.
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"You won't have to look. You can keep your eyes closed the entire time. It'll make
things easier. Are you afraid because you think I'd let you fall?"
"N-no!" the frightened little girl stuttered and shook her head whilst holding her arms
tightly together against her chest, "but you can't be sure. What if you get scared too and you
let go?"
"I'd only get scared if you were in danger. I can handle myself quite well. It's your
safety I'm worried about. But fret not, I promise I won't let go," he chuckled and stood back
up, folding his hands together and hiding them behind the long sleeves of his purple robes.
"You can't promise something like that! I had a dream once where I was falling and it
felt really weird! The bad kind of tingly! Plus, it can kill you!" she argued.
"I'm not saying that you don't speak the truth, child. I simply wish to assure you that I
will not let you fall. I'd rather break your fall with my own body and let myself die. You are
my responsibility and I made a promise to your parents that I would keep you safe."
"No, you're not gonna die!" she exclaimed nervously and dashed towards her mentor,
tightly grabbing hold of his leg.
Rorschet stood still despite his surprise. She was hugging him so tightly he could
almost feel the same fear she was experiencing. It melted his heart, seeing his little friend
already show signs of concern for his wellbeing. He gently stroked the top of her head and
placed the other hand on her arm.
"We all have to leave this world one day, child, but I still have many years ahead of
me. You can't possibly think I'd leave this early. I wouldn't want to disappoint my most
precious friend."
"Are you absolutely sure?" she asked.
"Yes, I'm sure. Now come on, we're going to be late," he replied, picked her up
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effortlessly and walked out onto the balcony with his student burying her face in his chest.
"Just tell me when you're gonna take off, okay?"
The xarrin assured her once more that she was in good hands. Once he stepped onto
the railing, he could feel Tangora's arms tighten the grip around his neck. He felt the shaking
of her childlike body, along with her quickened breath and pounding heartbeats. Her terror
somehow began to rub off onto him. His thoughts were telling him he'd do something wrong
and hurt the child, but there was one thing that was able to silence them. The need to show
her he could be brave for the both of them and capable of being her guardian. Then as he was
listening to his surrounding, he sensed the light slowly dimming, meaning the clouds were
covering the sun. Still, a few rays managed to sneak through, which created a beautiful
painting of colors in the sky, mixing the grays and oranges together. There was little wind,
and the air was warm. It seemed there would be nothing slowing him down in his endeavor.
"I'm going to jump off the edge."
"No! No, please don't!" she begged.
Even a few drops of tears rolled off her cheek onto the top of his chest, just under his
neck.
"Have faith, child. As long as I'm here, you're safe," he told her.
"O-okay..." the girl gulped and took a few more shallow breaths.
The xarrin thus dove down into the invisible sea and flapped his mighty wings to lift
himself up towards the heavens. His passenger felt a bolt of adrenalin pass through her body
so rapidly it was almost painful. The rush was alien to her and she barely had enough strength
in her to keep quiet and not scream. Her pride, however, was far too superior compared to her
hysteria. Rorschet held her close, confident and fearless as he soared through the air above
Archanvein. Noticing that Tangora's fear was still holding a tight grip on her, he decided to
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speed up. Like a falcon swooping down from the skies, he dove down behind the Haven of
the Mirthful Divines and landed on solid ground on his large, clawed feet. The landing was
all but quiet and gentle, but Rorschet could only think about getting his student back on
sweet, solid ground as soon as possible.
"We're here, child," the xarrin told her.
Tangora didn't answer or acknowledge the fact that he spoke to her. She let out an
annoyed, muffled moan into his chest, indicating that she had no intention of leaving the
safety of his arms.
"Did I anger you so much that you won't even speak to me now?" he chuckled.
"Yes..." she mumbled.
"Once you learn to fly you won't be so scared. And tell me, honestly, was it really that
frightening?" he said with a smirk.
The girl nodded.
"Tangora, look at me," he ordered with a kind voice.
She looked up with her lips still pouting ever so slightly and her eyes showing signs
of uncertainty.
"Are we dead?" the Violet asked.
"No..."
"Did I keep my promise?"
"Yes..."
"I understand you must still be in shock, but it's best not to let the imagination dwell
on such dreadful thoughts," the xarrin tried to calm her down and placed her onto the moist
soil, "come. I need to prepare for the ceremony. You'll be sitting in the first rows with the
other children."
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"Okay..." she replied with a sad tone.
"I also require your help. I think I'd sing much better if I didn't have to look at you
with a big frown on your face," he took her little hand in his and smiled at her.
"How will that help you?"
"Motivation. I'd be more inclined to do my best if I knew you were proud of your
mentor."
Tangora's little cheeks were flushed with pinkish red colors. Her inexperienced mind
could not wrap itself around these newfound emotions. Master Rorschet was most kind from
the start. Kinder than almost anyone outside her family. A genius within, a grown adult deep
inside, knew something Tangora did not. She could only feel the of what was conjured up by
the chemicals in her body, without having little to no understanding about them.
Only one thing was for certain. Tangora wanted to be close to her master. His
presence made her feel comfortable and safe. She chose him to be her living sanctuary. A safe
haven for this small, beautiful creature.
Rorschet then felt a single drop of water fall on the side of his large bat ear. Rain was
making its way down from the sky onto sister earth. The two hurried inside and entered a
small room with a few closets, tables and religious objects decorating it. Vrispasha Arjadan
and two other Violets were fixing their attire and getting ready for the ceremony, it seemed.
The wise and respected archbishop appeared to have quite an athletic figure for someone who
spends most of their days standing around and preaching. His body was covered in creamcolored fur. As indicators of his secondary and tertiary colors, he had blue skin inside his ears
and electric yellow eyes.
"Divines be heard, vrispasha," Rorschet greeted his friend.
Arjadan turned around to face him, then nodded back.
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"Divines be heard," he repeated and embraced him, "I haven't heard any news from
you since our last meeting. I was getting worried."
"My apologies. I had... company," the xarrin smiled and looked down towards his
little student whose hand he was holding.
The girl waved back at the revered father with a bright smile on her face. She stood
closely by Rorschet's side as if he was the only person in the world she trusted.
"Oh. I'm afraid you've caught me off guard there, old friend," Arjadan spoke with
gladness, "Rorschet, won't you introduce me to your companion?"
"She's my student," he corrected him.
"Really? Brother, you have brightened my day. Those are wonderful news. I have
prayed day and night for you to find a student and it would seem that my prayers have been
answered."
"Tangora, this is the revered father Arjadan Syctolin," Rorschet introduced him.
"Hi. I'm Tangora Desjardins," she added.
"It's a great pleasure to meet you," he bowed down lightly towards her out of respect,
"Rorschet, if you have some free time after the ceremony, I would be honored if you and your
disciple would help me tour some of the newer xarrins around the haven and the abbey. I'm
very interested in finding out more about her. Surely she is something special if you chose her
as your student.
The little girl looked away shyly after feeling flattered by the vrispasha's words.
"Gladly," the xarrin accepted his proposal and looked down at his student, "we should
get you seated, child. I still need to make a few quick adjustments."
She followed him to the main hall where almost all the spots were filled up except a
few places where Tangora would be able to squeeze in with the rest of the children at the
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front. She sat down next to a girl with silver fur and short, straight hair. A bushy tail lashed a
couple of times from behind her back and it caught Tangora's attention.
"I'll come back to get you after the Mass is over. Alright?" Rorschet told Tangora and
left as she nodded to let him know she understood him.
"What are you looking at?" the girl with shimmering silver skin twitched her catlike
ears and turned to face the Green.
"You don't look like an Indigo. Would it be okay if you told me what you are
exactly?" she inquired curiously and politely, "by the way, your tails is really nice."
"Are you serious?" she sneered, "you're the first person I've met who doesn't know
who I am."
"Oh... Was I supposed to know?" Tangora asked and noticed that the girl had a blue
tongue to match her turquoise eyes, but dared not say anything about her observations.
Her tone was starting to frighten the little Green either way.
"Uh... Duh!"
"Sorry."
"You don't have to apologize," the cat creature scolded her, "why are you apologizing
for dumb stuff like that anyway? Stop it."
"Sorry."
"You did it again!"she exclaimed.
"Oh uhm... Sorry."
"Stop apologizing! Ugh... Forget it. Why do you have to be so weird?"
"Because it's fun?" the Green managed to sneak a light smile on her face.
"Hmm... I guess it is kinda fun. I'm weird too. I'm the only Silver in the world. People
keep treating me like some sort of child prodigy. First it was the Gold kid and now me. They
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keep saying in magazines that he and I should get married when we grow up. Sucks for them.
I'm gonna be too busy designing dresses."
"I wish I'd get married. I wanna have lots of babies when I grow up," the curly-haired
child replied with a jolly tone whilst sitting on her hands and rocking her legs back and forth.
The Silver girl burst into laughter so loud that the people in the haven all turned to
stare at her angrily and shushed her up.
"Oh oh! Look! It's starting!" Tangora whispered to her excitedly.
"Please rise," the xarrin pleaded.
Without a word, everyone present stood up with their hands clutched together.
"Divines be heard," he continued from behind the marble altar and opened up a large
book that had been placed before him.
"Divines be heard," everyone else repeated.
Rorschet rose both his arms up above his head, creating an almond shape as the palms
of his hands were facing outward. Then he took a short breath and began to sing the
beginning prayer.
"Consiga, Diva. Consiga, Hermatide Anxitli."
"Consiga pos mihu sha'a anumii," the crowd sang along after him.
"Entaru, alumahame. Vitl de suni aruga etye nah."
"Vitl de suni aruga etye nah. Consiga, Diva. Consiga, Hermatide Anxitli."
"Bikrah findali ugamure perinietla uskun."
"Bikrah findali ugamure perinietla uskun. Consiga, Diva. Consiga Hermatide Anxitli."
"Please, be seated," the xarrin said, and the people obeyed, "the world is a vast and
empty place, or so said Ania Luteus, when you have none to share it with."
"He looked towards the crowd and placed his finger onto the top left corner of the
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page, then continued to speak whilst the finger moved from left to right. For many, the way
he spoke was fluent and intoxicating because of the roughness and strength of his voice,
mixed with a gentle tone, like he were speaking to a child.
"The first Orange woman lived in an isolated place, basking in all that was pure and
beautiful. A valley hidden where no man had ever treaded. One day, Ania was picking fruit
from a nearby tree when she stopped to observe two magnificent equines near their herd,
nuzzling and sharing light touches with their long and elegant necks. Ania felt her heart beat
inside of her chest and envisioned a sensation in which she would be sharing such moments
with someone else," he preached, "she had never seen a man, nor another person for that
matter, until a young wanderer came across the valley on his travels. Tristel Luteus, the
second child of Diva Canitia, took shelter inside Ania's cave because of the storm that loomed
over the valley. When Ania returned, she had something blissful to behold. A man who
looked much like her was sleeping soundly in her bed. She gazed at him inquisitively for
some time. She touched him, eager to see what his skin felt like. She would lie next to him
and feel his body against hers. But much to her dismay, the wanderer was in deep sleep for
almost a day and would not wake up. Ania was scared and saddened because of this. She
wished for him to wake up and to speak with her. To return a few little gestures of affection.
Alas, he breathed calmly and his eyes remained closed. She dared not leave his side and did
not know that in fact the warmth emitting from her body was keeping him from waking up
from his beautiful slumber. One day, Ania gave up. She left him in tears and went to roam the
valley in search of a new home, one that would not remind her of her heartbreak. Once Tristel
felt the bitter cold creeping in on him, he woke up feeling the cool hand of winter gliding
down his spine. The wind blew colder and the warmth which kept him sound asleep provided
comfort no longer. The snow came, and the wanderer was trapped in the valley without a
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single chance of surviving should he have tried to leave. Desperate and hungry, he decided to
try his luck and search for food in the dreaded kingdom of ice despite the slim odds. When all
hope was lost, he found patches of grass peering out of the snowy blanket in circular shapes.
He followed them and they led him to Ania, sitting beneath a tree. It looked as if it was the
only place the winter couldn't touch. Tristel fell down onto his knees before her, exhausted
and almost frozen. He crawled closer to her in utter despair, begging her to let him warm
himself up in her arms. Ania hesitated at first, but she decided to have mercy on the poor
man. As she embraced him, a rush of heat flowed through the wanderer's body and thawed
the ice that had trapped him in its deathly grasp. In order to save his life, she sacrificed her
most sacred possession. She submitted to him. Then, the following morning, winter left the
valley and returned it to sunlight and summer. Realizing he was no longer able to live without
his savior, his dear Ania, Tristel made her his wife. The two thus continued to live in the
valley as man and woman, together in their sacred bond."
After telling them the story, Rorschet closed the book and placed both of his hands
onto it. The light coming through the windows poured over his robes like gold. You could
even see the dust particles slowly floating around him. All of the images created from
colorful glass on the windows were gateways for the sun's rays to enter through and shine
over the xarrin's figure. Tangora felt exhilarated because of the beauty of the sight. She
almost forgot to listen to what he was saying.
"We did not have until we have lost. A mistake many of us often succumb to. The
story of the first Oranges wishes to warn us not to make the same mistake again. It teaches us
to cherish what we have and not take it for granted, as I'm sure many of us have. There are
some things given to us as gifts during our time on this earth, but life itself is not one of them.
It is energy that we borrowed from the Divines. One we must one day return. So, I ask of
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you, be grateful for what you have. There are so many less lucky than you. And besides, you
may not have it for much longer," he warned them, "join me in prayer, children of the
Divines. Let your virtues shine. Let your voices be heard."
"May our voices be heard. May the Divines hear our whispers," the people replied.
Then they all bowed their heads and prayed together along with the priest: "Nero
Umbra, enlighten us and cure us of our blindness. Show us what there is, but we cannot see.
Albus Lux, bearer of the Rainbow, tell us how we may redeem ourselves and be forgiven for
our sins. Show us how we have wronged. Diva Canitia, mother dearest, do not leave your
children to starve. You have raised us to stand. Do not let us fall."
As the organ began creating a calm and aristocratic melody, the choir entered from the
sides and joined together with Rorschet at the front. They took their places and sang together
as one untied voice.

Give us sweet life, oh brothers of divine.
Conquer our fears, oh brothers of divine.
Award our virtues,
Feed this poor child of mine.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.

Call forth the sun, oh brothers of divine.
Make way for the moon, oh brothers of divine.
Let the stars light the sky,
With joy pour our blood and wine.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.
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Teach us your thoughts, oh brothers of divine.
Cleanse our souls, oh brothers of divine.
Give us your knowledge,
Let your perfect voices shine.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.

Have mercy on fallen, oh brothers of divine.
Let them prove their worth, oh brothers of divine.
Reach out and lead us,
When comes the end of the line.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.

Teach us your justice, oh brothers of divine.
Smite all the wicked, oh brothers of divine.
Let us reach the haven,
Give us another sign.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.

Open our eyes, oh brothers of divine.
Enforce our faith, oh brothers of divine.
We yield our hearts
Onto the holy shrine.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.
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Keep our heads high, oh brothers of divine.
We rejoice in prayer, oh brothers of divine.
We are all different,
But before you we align.
Please bring us hope, oh brothers of divine.

After the sounds of their voices faded into silence, Rorschet walked to the altar as
three of the other xarrins went behind him to gather supplies from a cabinet in the wall
decorated with statues and golden ornaments. The rest stood in place and continued to chant
and sing in the language of the ancestors, the Apahinatl civilization, along with the crowd
before them. Tangora was happily enjoying the melodic tunes and began humming them
herself. Once more has silence fallen over man when Rorschet Salavreech heard that gentle
voice softly whispering to him. It was as if all the other voices were muffled and nothing
could prevent him from hearing that beautiful humming sound coming from the front row.
While waiting for the other xarrins to prepare the black, white and gray paint, he lowered his
head like he would in prayer and closed his eyes, listening. He wondered, what was in that
child's voice that seemed to soothe his soul every time she sang? He had heard voices of a
more beautiful color and tone, but this one had something that made it outshine all the rest.
The sounds emitting around his dear student enabled him to sense her presence. There were
so many, he could clearly picture every single line and ripple on her round, plump face. With
each sound wave that bounced off her brown, slightly auburn hair, he could sense the curly
locks delicately falling over her shoulders and wings. Though still small like those of a
duckling, he knew they were quickly going to sprout into magnificence. If only he could see
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the colors of her treasured being. He envisioned them to include pure and ivory white to
compliment the goodness of her heart and honest soul. Uncorrupted, unspoiled, without a
trace of dirt that is so prone to stick to the inhabitants of their world. Since he now knew all
the colors that flew through Tangora's veins, he remembered a piece of information from his
childhood that gave him hope and filled him with admiration and a pinch of lust. The Indigos
have a strange connection between them. It is unclear to many, but they claim that when
someone with indigo in their blood is thinking of another person who shares that color with
them, chances are that the other person is thinking about them as well. Tangora told him
indigo was her tertiary color. Of course, he had already suspected what her primary and
secondary colors were when they met. Violets have a very distinguished ability to sense the
colors in a person by analyzing their personality. After she confirmed his suspicions back at
home, it became clear that they would share a common bond for the rest of their days. He
continued to wonder if she was thinking about him just the same. What would her thoughts
be related to? There was only way to find out. While being held in deep thoughts, he sensed
the three xarrins surrounded him and placed the bowls he required onto the table, along with
three statues of the Divines in gold, silver and copper. The copper statue of Nero Umbra was
created to resemble what the people believe he looks like. He had the form of the creature
described in evolution theories named the "homo sapiens" from which all the colors
originated. Hairless, tall and with the strength of one hundred men, he was standing upright
with only a long white robe covering the lower part of his body down to his feet. In his right
hand, he held a book to represent knowledge and their sacred religious scripts. In his left
hand he held the representation of an atom and its electrons floating around it. Both of these
items together symbolized unity between religion and science that were made to be
collaborated for the benefit of the people. Unfortunately, Umbra also had a blindfold and if
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one were to look closer, he or she would see drops of liquid running down his face. As the
story goes, those drops are blood from his eyes which his brother clawed out in jealousy and
insanity. Nobody knows the reason for his actions and none dare ask them when they meet
them in meditation.
Only the Violets are able to speak to the Divines through concentrated effort and faith.
It is part of the reason why they choose to be locked up in monasteries away from society for
winter. So that they may converse with their gods.
On the other hand, Albus Lux was portrayed as a monstrous being. Unlike Umbra,
whose skin was as black as the abysmal darkness, Lux had white skin. He holds the power of
the Rainbow within him, which is why he is utterly and completely out of his mind. All the
colors are combined within his being, and so are all the traits that go with them. He has a
third eye in the middle of his forehead and each limb and body part is of a different shape and
type, all originating from the seven colors. Those would include two pairs of arms, three tails,
large horns on top of his head, abundant, long and swirly hair, three tongues, both feathered
and bat-like wings and a set of sharp teeth. The grotesque image of this god wears a long,
black loin cloth at the front and the back. His statue is made of silver and is placed right by
his brother's side. He holds all four elements in each hand. Fire, Earth, Air and Water.
Lastly, on a higher pedestal, standing between the two brothers was the golden statue
of Diva Canitia. The Diva is a woman of a graceful, slender figure with gorgeous, long hair
that flows down her back and chest like a river. Being the combination of the two brothers
and their physical and mental traits, she has gray skin and hair with traces of beastly
attributes around her body. They include feathered wings, clawed hands, small fangs and two
little horn on the top of hear head. Like Umbra, her skin is like silk, but as strong as mountain
stone. Both her face and body represent the most praised beauty of all. One that includes a
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pretty face with plump lips no man wouldn't wish to kiss. Her gentle and motherly touches
are enough to make him drunk, but her strength, determination and protective nature are not
to be challenged. She is the one that brings order in the chaotic bond between the two
brothers. She is the golden middle.
Finally, once the choir was finished chanting, the three xarrins places each bowl in
front of their respective color bearer. Rorschet raised his arms in a manner similar to the one
at the beginning of the Mass and spoke: "The three shades are that which bind us together.
They are in all of us. In tones of both light and dark. Come forth and proudly wear the
Divines' mark. Divines be heard."
"Divines be heard," the crowd repeated.
Many of them began forming a line in the middle and walked towards the altar where
Rorschet and the three xarrins stood, each holding a bowl. A person would step before the
first xarrin and he would speak to them.
"We live in darkness that we wish to explore. It knows all, but we know very little of
it."
Then the xarrin would dip his index finger into the black paint inside his bowl and
place a dot on the left side of the civilian's forehead. As they would step in front of the next
xarrin, Rorschet spoke again.
"Moderation. The middle is golden. Listen to our dearest mother and you shall
continue on your path from the darkness into the light."
The person received a gray spot in the middle of their forehead from the second
xarrin.
"The light may enable you to see, but it may also blind you if it is too strong. Embrace
it and do not look directly at it. Step into it with courage and you will keep your sight."
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The last white dot was placed on the right side of the forehead and thus the next
person received the same treatment. So did the cycle continue for every person.
"See that priest behind the the altar? That's my mentor," Tangora whispered to the
Silver girl sitting next to her.
"You've got a Violet for a mentor? How freaggin' lucky are you? They're the best
teachers, and most of them are super rich," she replied in surprise.
"Mr. Salavreech has a really pretty house. He lives alone there, though. His wife
died."
"Sorry to hear that. I get what that's like. My mom died giving birth to me..." she gave
her a sad look as she spoke.
"I'm really sorry... It can't feel good never knowing what your mom was like."
"Yeah, well, crying about it isn't gonna help," the Silver sighed., "but you. You got
out. I'm still in the Auroratorium.
"Which color did they sort you with? I mean, you said you're the only Silver in the
world."
"I'm with the other Blues, with my cousin, Fisc. He didn't come to the haven today
cuz he's sick."
"I don't get sick very often, but sometimes I wish I did because I don't feel like getting
out of bed," Tangora explained.
"So do I," the girl added, "this one time, I took a hot shower and sat outside on the
swing, hoping I'd get sick because it was kinda cold, but nothing happened.
"I love swings!"
"I've got five at home," she boasted.
"That is so amazing! I wish Mr. Salavreech had a swing in his garden, but he doesn't.
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It's just a bunch of trees around. Pretty trees that are never gonna be as pretty as a swing."
"I'm Ria," the Silver shook Tangora's hand firmly.
"Tangora. It's really nice to meet you."
"Same here."
"Hey, Mr. Salavreech and I are gonna tour some of the newer xarrins around the
haven after the ceremony. You wanna come?" she offered with delight.
"Thanks, but I can't leave the group. They're taking us back to the Auroratorium for
lunch. Plus I have to go to ballet class.
"I love dancing!" Tangora gave her a bright and excited smile.
"You'd change your mind pretty soon. It's very hard and you always have to do what
the teacher says."
"Oh... Okay."
"We're going to the zoo on Friday though. You could ask your mentor to take you and
we'd be able to hang out. Our caretaker said we'd be there around two o'clock after we've had
lunch," Ria proposed.
"Okay!" her new Green friend exclaimed, "well, I think I'm gonna go get the little
paint dots. I wouldn't want Mr. Salavreech to think I'm not religious."
"I never go to get them. I hate standing in really long lines."
Tangora hopped off the bench and stood in line like a good, obedient lamb. It was
quite a long wait, as Ria said, but it was all worth it when she saw the proud look on her
mentor's face once it was her turn to receive the blessing of the Divines. After that, she
quickly scampered back to her seat. Rorschet spoke to the crowd once the three other xarrins
that had blessed them took their positions by the choir.
"Fellow brethren..." he spoke, "what you have learned here today is a gift the Divines
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give to you. Keep it in your souls, hearts and minds. Cherish their teachings. Now... Let us
rejoice in prayer."
Everyone in the haven except Rorschet got down on their knees with their heads
bowed. Their hands were folded together and hanging from their burdened shoulders.
Together, their voices were as one as they prayed.
"Diva Canitia, mother dearest, guide of our voices, let your beauty be praised through
our nations. Heal out wounds and cure the deaf who cannot hear the sweetness of your voice
and loving words. We put our trust in Lux and his divine light. Let him stare down with pride
at his people and make them see again. Make them see the right and the wrong. We put our
trust in Umbra and his mirthful darkness. Make us understand the world around us so that we
may walk through it as if there is nothing standing in our way. Shield us from blinding power
and help us slowly adapt to it. Who bears the Rainbow inside him, may he share its secrets
with us. Who is without color, may he give us strength to understand it. Who lurks within us
as a shadow, may she never leave our side. The Rainbow is great. There is one for all. Red is
a pillar that shall never crumble; Orange is the fruit that sustains us and inspires us to create
as it has been created; Yellow is the storm of Umbra which brings rain with a strike of
thunder, enabling us to see all that is and to use it as we wish; Green is the flower that grows
within reach, so we pick it and heal our wounded soldiers with it, knowing that with a little
kindness it will always grow back to help us when we need it again; Blue is an echo through
the mountains that lets us know we are not alone, breathing through us, uniting us as brothers
and sisters in a bond which shall never be broken or betrayed; Indigo is an isolated island at
sea that holds many mysteries within it, inviting us to explore its jungles and see our world
through the eyes of the Divines; Violet is a crown that does not sit atop a king's head, but
inside the soul, making us all kings because it blesses us with a virtue of having faith. Divines
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be heard throughout the land. Divines be heard from where we stand. Divines be heard in the
dark of the night. Divines be heard through the darkness and sunlight."
"Divines be heard and may their voices speak to you, my brethren," Rorschet added,
"leave not in silence.
"We are grateful," the people replied and started leaving through the main doors.
Ria stood up from her chair and turned to Tangora before going to join her group.
"Well, it was nice meeting you. You'll come to the zoo on Friday, won't you?" she
asked.
"I have to ask Mr. Salavreech, but I'm pretty sure he'll say yes if I ask him really
nicely," Tangora said and the two went their separate ways after a short goodbye.
The little student ran over to the altar to be reunited with her teacher. Rorschet sensed
how she rushed and was glad to know that she wanted to be by his side.
"Tangora, there you are. I would like you to meet the xarrins we will be touring.
Ganvil, Misus, Alendre, Elilei, Phoxx and Rhashun," he introduced his fellow xarrins to her.
They all greeted her with a cheerful tone and she waved back.
"Hi."
Arjadan came just in time from the back room and join the group for the tour.
"Good. We are all accounted for," he commented, "there would be no point in
standing here for an hour, so shall we begin?"
Everyone agreed to his proposal and the group thus followed the revered father back
into the room from which he had just come from.
"In these quarters only men are allowed. Think of it as a dressing room where we also
make other ceremonial preparations. A room similar to this one is situated on the other end of
the haven and serves the same purpose, except that men are not allowed inside. As always,
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there are exceptions. For example, should you hear someone calling for help or find yourself
in similar situations," the vrispasha explained.
"I was here before the ceremony and I'm a girl. How come you let me stay then?"
Tangora tugged at his robes and stared up at him with an inquisitive gaze.
The xarrins all chuckled lightly after having heard the little girl's question.
"Yes, little one, but there was no one other than us here at that moment and we needed
to make sure you would not get lost within these walls."
"Oh. Okay," she nodded and continued walking by her master's side.
"Now, the statues and the bowls for blessings are kept behind the altar in the small
cabinet, as you may have already been aware of. I hold the key, but we keep a spare one in
here as well. We lock the cabinet every night at around seven o'clock unless there should be a
ceremony held later in the evening. You may place your clothes in this large wardrobe to your
left if you prefer to change here and not at home. We keep a lot of documents here because of
the room's size, but the most important ones are kept in my office which I will be showing to
you at a later time."
Tangora was listening to what the revered father was saying very attentively for a
short amount of time. She couldn't help but let her thoughts drift off into a different place
where she would ask series of questions regarding the things she was noticing around her and
wondering about them.
"Uhm... How come there are no girls here?"
"On the contrary, we have four female xarrins here," Arjadan replied, "they are
currently attending to some important matters and they have agreed to meet us once we go
tour the abbey."
"Okay, cool," she smiled and continued listening.
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"As I was saying, we keep all our other props in the closet over there. The lavatory is
to your left. Now, if you would be so kind as to follow me, I will take you to our private
praying chamber."
They followed Umbrix through a corridor. The farther they went, the darker it got. It
was actually quite a long walk. Tangora wondered how come it was so far away. The haven
didn't seem to be so long on the outside. Small, warm-colored lights were places inside
carefully planned cracks in the wall to light the way through. It was actually a brilliant design
which made the atmosphere feel in tune with the time in which the haven was built.
"Why do they have to be private? It's just praying, what's so secretive about it?" the
little girl asked, hoping to get an answer from someone.
The majority of the young priests chuckled in amusement, but still didn't give her an
answer.
"You needn't worry about that for now," Arjadan spoke up, "I am certain Rorschet will
explain it to you when you come of age."
"That's what Mr. Salavreech said too."
"And you can rest assured that he will keep his promise," the archbishop smiled and
stroked the top of her head as they walked.
"Are you sure it's alright for us to be taking her with us? The place might be occupied.
She could get the wrong impression," one of the younger xarrins added.
"I have already notified everyone that the room will not be available for use today."
"This place is really big. How come no one lives here? What do you need all this
space for?" Tangora asked again.
"I haven't really thought of that," Elilei thought to himself whilst glancing at Alendre
who was walking next to him.
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"It'd be pretty amusing if we were all to live in the haven as some kind of family or
sorority and what not," he commented as he was waving his arm around to create more of an
emphasis on the spoken words.
"Unfortunately, there are not enough rooms for all of us. I suspect each one of you
requires a substantial amount of privacy," Arjadan argued.
"Each of us could bring a mattress, a pillow and a blanket and then we could all sleep
in one room!" little Tangora suggested with a warm smile which none of them could see, but
they could sense the formed shape of her chubby cheeks and the jolly tone of her voice, "we
could play board games and cards and talk about weird dreams... Like the one I had a few
weeks ago. I was in this really cool underwater parade with all sorts of pretty party stuff
flying around! And there were bubbles!"
The xarrins laughed once again, including Rorschet. Tangora's inquisitive nature
seemed to have charmed them and before they knew it, they were all walking near her and
her mentor in order to hear more of what the strange little girl had to say. Her proud mentor
was very pleased to see that the xarrins and the vrispasha were taking a liking to her.
"So, did you have a crush back at the Auroratorium or are boys still too repulsing for
your taste?" Phoxx asked her just to see her reaction, considering that children at her age
were mostly either confused or disgusted by the thought of having a romantic interest.
"I did, but he didn't like me back. I wanted to hold his hand sometimes. He wouldn't
let me. The only good thing that happened was that I did get to kiss him on the cheek when
he wasn't looking. It felt nice," she admitted and blushed a bit, gazing down shyly at the
ground with her big, indigo eyes.
Another harmony of chuckles was heard through the hallway. The xarrins were very
impressed with the child's personality.
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"You must be glad to have found her amongst all the other children at the
Auroratorium, Rorsch. She's a doll," Rhashun praised his faithful student.
Rorschet bowed his head lightly and thanked him for the compliment.
"This tour is going to end up being a complete waste of time with your attention being
constantly directed towards our young guest," Arjadan scolded the xarrins humorously.
"Unfortunately," Alendre was compelled to agree, "brother, we really should schedule
a meeting to continue this conversation with you and your lovely student. At your leisure, of
course. As much as I loathe the thought of even saying this in front of you both, she is
distracting us from focusing on the tour that vrispasha Arjadan has so kindly agreed to
organize. Perhaps you and Tangora could spare a few hours to meet us for lunch at the Dama
Blanca bistro. Say, around noon?"
"I'm really sorry if I'm bothering you. I'm gonna stop talking now," the little Green
worriedly apologized and ceased to speak.
"Look at what you've done. Now the poor thing thinks she's done something wrong,"
Misus complained.
"That was not my intention," the other explained himself.
Ganvil, who was shaking his head with a smile on his face, trying to comprehend the
foolishness of the others' actions, sighed lightly and tried to correct Alendre's mistake:
"You're not a bother, Tangora. You'll have to forgive brother Alendre. His social skills are still
at an early stage of development."
"There is no need for petty insults, Ganvil, I am perfectly aware that my words have
made the little one feel uncomfortable and for that I sincerely apologize."
"That'll be all, thank you, Alen," Elilei hushed him and turned to Rorschet, "brother
Rorschet, what say you regarding the offer?"
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"As far as I'm concerned, I'd be glad to join you for lunch, but it depends whether
Tangora feels like going or not," he grinned and gazed down at her as if asking for her
approval.
"Yeah! Sure!" she smiled back.
"Everyone, I feel terrible for this interruption, but I have been waiting in front of this
door for you to enter the chamber for almost three minutes now. Would you please go
inside?" Arjadan asked them after getting annoyed with waiting in front of the entrance at the
end of the corridor.
"Oh. Our sincerest apologies, vrispasha," Phoxx added and was the first one to go
inside.
The secret praying chamber, also known as the chamber of fertility or Diva Canitia's
womb, was traditionally decorated with many colorful decorations and the statue of the
Divine Mother standing tall and watching over her children against the wall on the right. The
marble statue had flowers surrounding its pale exterior, as if it was showered with petals and
healing herbs that had a very appealing and recognizable scent. The whole room was lacking
in windows and sunlight. However, there were many candles burning on small tables, which
were tucked away in each corner of the room. A fairly large, orange rug was placed in the
middle. It was soft to the touch and highly detailed with all sorts of ancient inscriptions. On a
longer table which stood against the wall on the opposite side of the statue were many stacks
of towels. Everyone who has ever been to a secret praying chamber knows they are mostly
used for ridding themselves of liquids left over on their bodies after the mating rituals.
"As I have said before, this is our secret praying chamber," Arjadan announced, "I
believe there is no need to explain its purpose."
"This room would be great for slumber parties. The dim candle light is pretty cool. It's
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like a setting from a scary movie," Tangora added and then gasped in joy, "you know what
you should do? You should drill little holes in the ceiling above the carpet and make water go
through them and fall down like rain. It'd be so awesome to be lying on a rug with soft rain
falling on you!"
The xarrins tried hard not to laugh, but some were simply too weak to not let out a
giggle.
"What's so funny? Did I say something?"
"She's got orange in her blood, doesn't she?" Ganvil asked the teacher.
"You best be careful, Rorsch, otherwise you're gonna be seeing a lot of young men
sneaking in and out of your house in a few years," Phoxx said and placed his hand in front of
his mouth in order to somewhat hide his smile.
"Are we gonna get robbed?" the little girl worried and hid behind her mentor for
protection against her troubling imagination.
"The chances of that happening are small. We live in a good neighborhood," Rorschet
attempted to calm her down.
He was flattered to be thought of as an authoritative figure to her and someone who
can protect her. It appeased his ego, undoubtedly so.
"She is a dear, Rorschet. I bet you can never be bored when she is around, am I
right?" Alendre gazed down at the child with the sort of look one would have when staring at
an adorable little baby.
"Not in the slightest," Tangora's master replied proudly.
The group inspected the area for a few minutes, but quickly grew tired of it. Tangora
was just impatiently waiting for the tour to be done so they could go to the abbey.
"Can we go to the abbey now?" Tangora asked.
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"Patience. Now I will show you my quarters. This way, please," the revered father
gestured with his arm towards the door through which they came and waited for the others to
leave. They strolled all the way back and then through another door inside the room where
preparations were made and where the male xarrins would come to change their attire. It led
them directly to the archbishop's office. It was a highly luxurious office, but who would
expect anything less from a person of his status? The vrispasha explained where he kept
important documentation and such. He also told the group about some safety guidelines, such
as where the fire exits were located. Tangora was amazed by the decorations and the overall
feel of Violet architecture. She barely remembered what Arjadan said. All she could think
about was how much she loved the decorations and the furniture. After that, her wish was
finally fulfilled and the group took a walk to Flamma Rostro Abbey. It was situated up on the
hilltop behind the haven, overlooking one fourth of the city. When they arrived, Tangora
couldn't stop smiling. The sight of its picturesque and breathtaking gardens lit a fire of
unexplainable joy inside her. A white, wooden arch served as an entrance to the gardens.
There was an abundance of vines swirling around it, with light pink and yellow flowers in
bloom. The girl followed her teacher through the arch, staring up at the monastery and it's
glory. Her smile brought nothing but happiness to her proud mentor, and just as they were
approaching the entrance to the monastery, there stood two female Violets waiting to greet
them.
"Sister Allna," Arjadan bowed his head lightly along with the others, "Sister Jasirre."
The women bowed back.
"We could not be happier that you've come to grace us with your presence, vrispasha,"
the first one said, "brother Neftet hasn't finished preparing our meal, but I'm sure it'll be ready
by the time you finish showing the interns around.
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"It is quite alright. We can wait, sister. I will show the young ones around until you
call for us," Arjadan replied with a polite smile.
While listening to his fellow Violets talking, Rorschet turned around a few times to
look at the beautiful scenery he had not seen in some time, having spent most of it either in
the haven or at home. At one point, he saw a small patch of grass which looked familiar to
him. It was odd that he could recognize it from all the other thick flora surrounding it, so,
naturally, he got curious.
"Mr. Salavreech? Are you okay?" Tangora tugged at his robes.
"Hmm?" he looked down at her in confusion.
"Rorschet, are you coming with us?" Arjadan asked after all the other xarrins have
already gone inside.
"We'll catch up. I'd like to stroll through the garden with Tangora first. I haven't been
here in a while," the teacher tried to excuse himself and his student.
"As you wish," Arjadan said and respected his decision.
Once he went inside, Tangora was left alone with her mentor to explore the garden.
She just kept gazing up at him with the most innocent smile that could only be made by a
child as dear and loving as her. Eagerly and obediently, she awaited his orders.
"Come. There's something I'd like you to see," he told her and jerked his head in the
direction of the still blooming flower from his dream.
He then took her to it and knelt to take a better look at it.
"Do you see this flower?" he gazed down at it and urged her to observe as well.
"It's a little plant, not a flower. Flowers have petals," she commented.
"It hasn't bloomed yet," the xarrin told her, "do you know what kind of flower it is?"
"Uhm... No?"
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"It's a bird of paradise."
"Why does it have the word "bird" in the name if it's a plant?" she inquired and sat
down, fixing her little white dress so she wouldn't sit on it and get it dirty.
"When it blooms, it resembles the shape of little bird spreading its wings," he smiled
and glanced at her.
"Uhuh... But... There's a whole bunch of flowers around here. It's a garden. Why did
you wanna show me this one that hasn't even bloomed?" she asked.
"I saw it in a dream not so long ago. I can't understand what it..." his eyes shifted from
the flower to look at the little girl and didn't finish his sentence.
He stared at her in surprise. Even though he couldn't see her, just the light reflecting
off her, it looked as if he was bewitched. He realized something.
"You can't understand what?"
He blinked a few times and smiled, like he had just woken up next to a beauty under
his sheets, "No matter. I think I have my answer."
"I don't get it," she rose her eyebrow in confusion.
"Me neither."
"But you just said you had the answer."
"It doesn't necessarily mean I understand it," the xarrin explained.
"Maybe I could help you understand. Tell me what your dream was about," she tried
to persuade him with another inviting smile.
"Do I really have to?" he grinned.
"Come on. I'll tell you what I dreamed about last night if you tell me about your
dream."
"If you insist," the xarrin sighed, "well... the dream started right here. I was in this
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very garden, walking towards the flower. I don't know why, but the closer I was to it, the
more joy I felt for some reason. Then when I got to it I felt excruciating pain. It was...
horrifying, to say the least. I wanted to pick it, but something was telling me not to. Then it
bloomed before my very eyes. When I finally pulled it out of the soil, I just felt... happy.
"Sounds like some pretty twisted flower. Maybe we should burn it just in case it wants
to torture more people," she suggested.
"You think so?" Rorschet chuckled.
"Plus your dream kinda sucks. I'm sorry, master," the girl shrugged, but still kept a
smile on her face in hopes he wouldn't feel too bad.
"I have to agree with you. It wasn't really fun."
"I dreamed I was in a maze with a big monster chasing after me! I did like these
awesome ninja moves and tried to kill him, but he just wouldn't die! I was running all fast,
jumping over walls while doing flips! Then I hid in this big orb thing where he couldn't go
for some reason. He just placed his face and hands against it and stared at me. That's when I
woke up," she said in a manner where she wanted to emphasize the amount of awesomeness
her dream had by using her hands to recreate the beast's size and the punches she used to try
to defeat him.
"What did the monster look like...?" the xarrin asked her with a very concerned face,
one similar to that of a man who just heard one of his loved ones had died.
"I can't really remember. I just know I didn't wanna hit him. I don't know... I wanted
to hug him. I thought... maybe he was just angry or sad and... he needed a hug. I wish I had
hugged him... instead of trying to beat him up, heh," the girl gave him an awkward smile and
rubbed her arms lightly to indicate that she was sorry for being so mean to her aggressor.
Rorschet returned to the sanctuary of his thoughts again. What if Tangora was the
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flower? The one tender little thing that didn't say: "Don't touch me.", like she was repulsed by
him. No. She said she didn't want him to die. She let him hold her hand. She wanted to hold
his hand. She looked up to him and trusted him to take care of her and not let her fall while
they were flying. Then he remembered everyone else. The thorns that had enveloped him in
the past. Father. Nina. He was patient with both of them. He sacrificed himself for them. He
tried to reach out the first time and all he felt on his palm was a whip of a leather belt. He
tried to reach out the second time and felt nothing. Only the cold wind. When his hand had
given up and could reach out no more, someone reached out to him and pulled him out of the
dark, empty well the world had thrown him in. But there was one other thing to consider.
Who was the monster chasing after his dear student in her dreams?
"Dad?" she called out to him and placed her little talons onto his lap, unsure what's
wrong with him and why he's staring blankly out into space again.
Something snapped him out of it. Something... unpleasant.
"What did you just call me?" he looked up at her with disappointment in his eyes.
"Oh! I'm sorry! I mean... Sorry, sir. Are you okay, sir?" she corrected herself and sat
back down again, staring at the ground to express her shame.
"Tangora, listen to me," he raised his voice in frustration and grabbed hold of her
shoulders.
Surprised, and a bit scared, she dared not look into his eyes.
"Don't ever call me that. Do you understand? Don't think of me as your father."
"It slipped, sir. I'm sorry," she stuttered a bit.
"I'm not your father, I'm not your brother and I'm not your master," he said with anger
channeling through him, but he calmed down soon enough, and let her go, "think of me as
your friend. I'm your friend."
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"Okay," she nodded, still trying to avoid making eye contact with him.
"I'm sorry. I'm so sorry... I didn't mean to say it like that. Please, forgive me," he asked
for her forgiveness and contemplated whether he should hold her to make things better or not.
Panic was starting to get to him. Her lips were shaking and her saddened eyes made
him feel even worse for speaking to her in such an aggressive tone of voice. Then, without a
warning, the girl threw herself into his arms. Tears were running down her warm cheeks and
he could sense that she was crying because of the sound of her voice. The xarrin was caught
off guard and froze for a few moments.
"I'm sorry. I didn't wanna make you angry. Please don't be mad at me," she cried.
Rorschet gently placed his palms onto her back, feeling the softness of her luxuriant,
brown and bronze-colored locks with orange tips decorating them. He thus hugged her back
and closed his eyes, not knowing how and not wanting to stop smiling.
"You did nothing wrong, child. I shouldn't have spoken to you like that. I'm the one
who should be sorry, not you," he consoled her, "don't cry. When you're upset, I'm upset too."
"Okay..." she sniffled and wiped the tears off her face, "I'm sorry... Please don't be
sad."
"Can I ask you to promise me one thing?" he pushed her away lightly, but still held
her in his arms so that he could face her while he spoke to her.
"Yeah...?" she replied with traces of shiny tear drops still covering her innocent, round
face.
"Keep smiling. You have a beautiful smile. It makes me proud to be able to call
myself your mentor when others see what a beautiful smile you have," the xarrin requested
and wiped the rest of the water off her face with his sleeve.
She immediately showed him a light smile, still glancing away from his gaze from
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time to time.
"Brother Rorschet?" Jasirre called for him from the door.
The xarrin turned to face her and gently placed Tangora back on her feet while
standing up.
"Yes?"
"Lunch is ready. Won't you and your student join us?"
"How does she know I'm your student?"
"I suspect Arjadan had something to do with it. Now let's go. They're expecting us,"
he told Tangora and they both followed sister Jasirre to the monastery's dining hall.
The group, including Arjadan and other xarrins Tangora hadn't seen before, were
sitting at a large, elongated table with all sorts of delicacies on it just waiting to be consumed.
Most of it contained fruit, and there were even some grain crops that she liked.
"Was the garden really so intriguing that you had to leave us behind?" Arjadan spoke
with a healthy dose of sarcasm.
"We couldn't pass the opportunity to enjoy the sunny weather," Rorschet admitted and
helped Tangora take a seat before he sat down himself.
One could barely hear anything through all the chattering coming from the xarrins'
mouths. Still, it was nice to see that the atmosphere was lively.
"Why isn't anyone eating yet?" Tangora asked the revered father, "is it okay if we start
without them?"
"We were waiting for you. Manners and all. But I agree with you, if someone is late
for a meal, it is their loss. First come first served."
"Yeah! Why should we wait for someone? It's their fault they're late," she agreed.
"Don't teach her that, Arjadan. I am going to be held responsible if she grows up to be
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uncivilized," Rorschet replied wittily.
"Do not talk to me now, Rorsch, I'll choose the food over you any day," he replied and
bit into a plump mango.
Soon enough, everyone was eating. The majority of the xarrins chose to suck on
nutritious juices of fruit while Tangora and a few others were making sandwiches out of
various ingredients they liked. As long as they had food in their mouths, everyone was quiet.
"Oh, I just remembered!" the little girl gasped lightly, "Mr. Salavreech, do you think
we could go to the zoo on Friday?"
"If you'd like to," he agreed, "we have nothing else planned other than your studies.
"I met this girl in the haven and she said that if we come at two o'clock we'd be able
to hang out some more."
"Well, I'm very glad to know that you've made a new friend. We could begin with our
lessons a bit earlier and leave after lunch."
"Great!" she smiled, "thank you so much. She's really nice, you'll see."
"What's her name?" the xarrin took a sip of water from his glass and inquired.
"Ria... something. I'm not good with names. She said she's a Silver."
"Ria Ferrero? Her?" he spoke in surprise.
"Is that a bad thing...?"
"No, not at all. It's just... She's quite famous. Her father too. Don Quiserco is the
owner and CEO of a very well-known record label. He makes music, so to speak, with the
talents of other artists. He produces it and markets it."
"That's nice," she smiled lightly and nodded.
"It is a very strange phenomenon, being a color that rare. Scientists claim it's the
result of an error in the genetic code. The last time a Silver existed was around three thousand
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years ago. The first Gold we knew of lived five centuries after that," her mentor elaborated.
Just then, the group of interns stood from their chairs and Ganvil chose to speak on
behalf all of them: "Brothers, sisters, vrispasha, it has been an honor, but I'm afraid we have
other matters to attend to. We are very grateful for your wonderful hospitality and each one of
us hopes to be chosen to become a xarrin of the Haven of the Mirthful Divines. We take out
leave now and we thank you. Hopefully, our paths will cross again in the future."
Everyone followed them outside and escorted them. It was time for Rorschet and his
student to return home as well, so the two also bid the revered father farewell and left. This
time, Tangora was not as frightened as she was during her fist flight. She seemed a bit more
relaxed, but still very cautious. They spent the rest of the day talking about the lesson
schedule for Tangora's first week of studies and which supplies she was going to need. It was
a silent and nice end to a good day. The following morning, they woke up, got dressed,
brushed their teeth, ate breakfast and did all those things they needed to do before starting the
day. Afterward, they went into Rorschet's study to begin with the first lesson. Her mentor
decided to take it easy for starters and they spent most of the morning learning to recognize
the first five letters in the alphabet. They were expected to meet the interns for lunch and they
left home at around half past eleven. When they arrived in front of the bistro, the others were
already sitting at a larger table, waiting for them even thought they came ten minutes early.
All six of them stood up to greet them.
"We're sorry you had to wait for us again," Rorschet apologized and placed Tangora
down on the ground after he had safely landed.
"Two of us arrived half an hour too early," Misus said.
"Honestly I couldn't wait. I'm baffled by the thought that the most riveting
conversation I had in a long time was with a child," Phoxx added and greeted the little girl,
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"hello again."
Tangora smiled and bowed down whilst holding her perky and puffy light yellow
dress with pink bows and lace.
"Come, come. Sit with us," Rhashun offered them two free seats at the table.
"Thank you!" the girl exclaimed and skipped over to one of the seats.
Once everyone was sitting down, the questioning started.
"I am curious, little one. Your taste in wardrobe is very peculiar," Alendre inquired
whilst leaning on his hands with his elbows firmly placed against the hard surface of the
table, "no child I know of is fond of this kind of fashion.
"Oh... You don't like it?" she pouted a bit.
"No, no. You misunderstood me. I think it is very nice, but not something many
children would be fond of wearing these days."
"You have no tact, Alen," Elilei added.
The other xarrins laughed in agreement, but Alendre simply ignored them.
"I think it's really pretty. And cute. And colorful. I just like it," Tangora replied.
"Sister Allna told me yesterday that you have gorgeous hair. She talked a lot about
you during the tour," Ganvil commented.
"Oh. Thank you so much!" she flashed another smile towards him and waved her feet
around in joy a few times without even noticing it.
"Brother Rorschet, if it's not a problem, would you mind telling us what took you so
long yesterday. You failed to join us during the tour. Sister Jasirre told us later on that you had
spent the whole time in the garden with your student," Elilei asked and called for a waiter to
come and serve them.
"Have you decided on what you would like to order, gentlemen?" the Yellow asked.
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"Two bottles of Purungush and a large grill plate. Rare please," he ordered and turned
to Rorschet and Tangora, "what will you two be having?"
"Do you still have Garlic Batashka on the menu?"
"Yes, sir," the waiter nodded and wrote down the previous order.
"Tangora?" he spoke to his student who was looking through the menu.
"Uhm... Do you have spring rolls?"
"We have Carmanian spring Rrolls. They're similar. They're similar, except the
Carmanian ones have amaranth and pepper in them," the Yellow explained.
"Okay, I'll have that!" she grinned and happily closed the menu, "and can I have some
apple juice with mineral water, please?"
"Of course."
"Is there a particular reason for you to be ordering that?" Rhashun asked her, intrigued
by her choice.
"My mom doesn't like me drinking just apple juice from the store. She said I should
mix it with water. We were out of normal water one day so I mixed it with some mineral
water instead and it tasted pretty good. That's how I discovered it."
"Now I'm curious. I'd like to try some," Misus confessed.
"It's a bit too early for me to be drinking anyway. I'll have one of those as well,"
Alendre joined in.
"Then I guess those two bottles are going to be a waste. Everyone who's changed their
mind about the wine raise their hand," Elilei said.
All seven of the xarrins present rose their hands almost simultaneously.
"Will that be all?" the waiter asked.
"Yes, thank you," he answered and sent him on his way.
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The Yellow left the group to continue with their chatter.
Misus remembered something he wanted to ask Rorschet yesterday and had no
problem in discussing the matter which would commonly be thought to be no one's business
but their own. He took the opportunity while there were a few seconds of silence and asked:
"So, have you thought about looking for a suitable mate. Arjadan told us you live all by
yourself.
"Well, he's wrong. Tangora is staying with me until she finishes her studies."
"Yes, but dearest Brother, you can't seriously be thinking of remaining single," Elilei
added, "it's unkind.
"Arjadan obviously didn't tell you the reason why I'm still single," the mentor argued.
"We were hoping you would tell us."
"I have been hurt two times too many. Both of those people who hurt me used to be
very dear to me."
"I see," Elilei nodded.
"My only wish now is to raise my student and be able to see her grow up," Rorschet
stroked the back of Tangora's head and looked down at her endearingly as he spoke.
The obedient little girl smiled back whilst holding her hands tightly together on her
lap.
"If it makes you happy, then by all means," Phoxx said.
"Rarely will you find a woman who won't drive you insane after a few years," Ganvil
complained.
"No, don't say things like that," the Green looked at him with a sad expression and
sobbed a little.
"Hmm?"
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"I wouldn't drive anyone insane. I'd be a good wife."
The interns all chuckled at her response. They were very charmed by how much such
a silly topic meant to her at such a young age.
"No one doubts it, child. Her mentor told her."
"Tangora, you are so young and you are already thinking of marriage," Alendre
laughed, "you have your whole life ahead of you. Do not worry about those things. Just enjoy
your youth while you can. Trust me, when you grow up you will see life rather differently. It
will most certainly not be such a sightly image anymore."
"It's not good even now. No one likes me. All the boys say I'm fat and are afraid to
even touch me," she sniffled as tears started forming in her eyes.
The poor thing didn't want to cry, but she couldn't stop her lips from frowning and her
eyes from watering.
"For the love of divines, again Alen?" Rhashun said and rushed over to console the
little girl.
The others followed behind and Alendre was the last one to stand up. He was
paralyzed by confusion.
"What did I say?"
Rorschet held his student in his arms and patted her head in order to calm her down.
"It's alright, child. Let it out," he whispered.
"He didn't mean to upset you, little one. He just doesn't know how to talk to people,"
Elilei explained the reason for his friend's behavior.
"You're not fat. That's just a way for those bullies to hide their insecurities. They pick
on you because they themselves have some very serious problems," Phoxx said.
"Just gives us the names and we'll take care of the rest," Misus grinned.
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"No! You'll make it worse!" she argued, trying to wipe the tears off her face because
she was starting to feel embarrassed with the Violets making her the center of attention.
"We won't if you promise you won't let them get to you. Just ignore them. You and all
of us present know you're ten times better than those ruffians," said Elilei.
"Okay..." the girl sniffled again, still lying her tired head against her teacher's chest
and sniffling.
By that time, the waiter came back with the drinks on a large platter, carrying it all
with one hand.
"Is everything alright?" he asked.
"Everything is in order," Alendre replied and went back to his seat with the rest of the
interns.
The waiter decided it would be best not to pester the customers with more questions
and so he placed the drinks in front of them and left.
"Would you do the honors, Tangora?" the eldest, Rhashun asked as he was pouring
the two liquids into his glass.
"Uhmm..."
"Make a toast," Misus insisted playfully.
"To those boys that made fun of you. Hopefully, they'll each grow up to live in a
carton box," Elilei added.
The girl giggled lightly and a smile returned to make her face shine with joy again.
After a few more moments of persuading she poured herself a glass of fizzy apple
juice and raised it with the xarrins. They made a toast to her and her bright future. What they
meant by that was her finishing her studies and finding an excellent job or perhaps even
following in her teacher's footsteps and becoming a priestess. It is not as uncommon for
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someone who is not a Violet to want to pursue that career as one might think. However, they
rarely become priests and priestesses unless they have strong connections within the Violet
society or talents that are a result of violet being either their secondary or tertiary color.
Rorschet only knew one thing for certain. When she is old enough, he wants to see her sing in
the choir at least once. He wants the whole world to admire her voice the way he does. So, he
slept peacefully once again, knowing that there was no more pain left to haunt him in his
slumber. Each morning he woke up with a smile on his face, impatiently waiting to greet his
dear student every day. His most precious friend.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Tangorita
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A few days passed and Tangora's studies were coming along nicely. Rorschet knew
that it wouldn't be long before she learned to read and write. As usual, she was not afraid to
ask questions, even if some had no connection to the subject or topic which they were
discussing. She's learned to count to twenty so far and her teacher was very pleased with her
progress. He cherished every moment they spent together. Conversation, any form of it, was a
joy for him. She was to become his masterpiece. A stone yet to be carved and turned into
something people would admire and adore, just as he did. Tangora was someone he could talk
to about almost anything. She liked listening to him and he liked listening to her. What they
had was a beautiful friendship between a master and his student. She not only brought life
into his dark and abandoned home, but also to his own life. On Friday, early in the morning,
Tangora was woken up by a thunderstorm and was unable to go back to sleep. Afraid and
uncertain about what she should do, she decided to take a chance and ask her mentor for help.
She left her doll that lied next to her on the bed and walked in front of the door that led to
Rorschet's room. She knocked three times before entering and found him still sleeping
soundly under the sheets.
"Mr. Salavreech?" she whispered, whimpering a little.
Every time thunder struck she would tremble a little and cover her ears if it was really
loud. She quietly crept over to his bed and poked his shoulder several times.
"Mr. Salavreech?"
After a few more pokes, the xarrin woke up and turned to face her, holding his torso
up with his arms as they pushed against the mattress.
"Tangora? Why are you up so early?" he asked, feeling his heart race, fearing and
thinking what could have been wrong for her to seek him out at this hour.
"The thunder woke me up. I can't fall asleep again. The noise is too loud..." she
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explained whilst holding her head down and playing nervously with her little, pink
nightgown, "can I sleep in your bed...?"
"There's no shame in asking me that, child," he sighed in relief and smiled, "you had
me worried. I was afraid something worse had happened."
He lifted her up, placed her by his side, told her "goodnight" and went back to sleep.
Just as he closed his eyes, the Violet felt her cuddle up against him, right under his arm while
he was lying on his side. The frightened little thing bundled up in a ball and hid her face
away. Rorschet was surprised by the way she reacted, but he was somewhat glad. It felt nice
to be someone's savior. A valiant knight who wanted nothing more than to serve and protect.
The two thus continued with their slumber as the rain poured down from the heavens.
Eventually, the thunder ceased with its rage. Peace at long last.

***

The alarm clock rang and Rorschet flailed his arm towards it, hoping he would make
it stop producing that awful noise, but without much luck. Tangora, who'd been woke up by
the blasted thing as well, crawled over her mentor's stomach and pressed a big metallic button
which looked like like the most logical button to press in order to stop the buzzing. Then, she
crawled back to her previous position, bundled up next to the xarrin.
"Thank you," he smiled delightedly.
"Mr. Salavreech...? What were you writing yesterday?" she remembered to ask him
and spoke in a quiet, gentle tone of voice.
"Just a song. I felt like writing it," the xarrin responded truthfully.
"I heard you playing the piano too. Did you write the song for that?"
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Rorschet took a second to think. The song he was working on was something that his
heart had produced. An expression of joy and gratitude, but also of shame and confusion. He
was contemplating whether he should kill every thought of it or tell her about it. She was
very trusting. Somehow he didn't really feel afraid and was willing to offer to play it for her.
Looking at her hope-filled eyes, he realized he couldn't hide from her. He took a shallow
breath and spoke: "Would you like to hear it?"
Tangora immediately nodded in approval. Thus, the two left the bed and went over to
the wooden instrument situated near the tall window on the other side of the room. The
teacher expected his only pupil to sit next to him on the seat, but instead, she playfully
climbed onto it and then onto the flat, shiny surface of the dark piano. She sat there with her
hands holding her head steady whilst leaning on her elbows and gazing at the xarrin. He
smiled back and turned the sheet music to the first page. Sunlight was covering the sides of
their bodies and keeping them warm after the cold storm. Dexterous fingers began to tap the
keys one by one, two by two, three by three. It was as if he wasn't even controlling them. The
birds suddenly went silent and the neighbors were slowly waking up and approaching their
windows in order to hear the melody coming from inside the house more clearly. Being
woken up by a symphony of sounds made by a musical instrument that represented grace and
the sweetness of life was the best way to wake up for a Violet. Rorschet calmed himself and
breathed out the words his heart had created. He was singing, yet he was also talking to
someone because he knew the truth was the hardest to believe, so he had no worries to hold
him back from releasing the spirit of every Violet. His voice.
"Here I stand, in the night. I keep my head down and I do not wish to fight. Bruised
and weak, now on my knees, I stay quiet and I try to hide my fright. Losing a close friend to
me, now feels like losing what I failed to be. Blind from birth, raised a priest, growing a man,
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grew a beast."
He took another breath and focused on not missing a single key. Tangora silently
watched him play. Her mind was completely blank. Only the sounds of his strong, sinister
voice flowed through her mind.
"To learn what is that... which we cannot see. To learn to stand tall while being able
to flee. To learn to give more than you could ever receive. To learn to wait for a miracle,
believe, feels like an eternity."
Even though Tangora failed to understand the hidden meaning in the lyrics, she was
still happy he decided to sing her the song. Soon enough, she started rocking from side to side
to the rhythm.
"Flower dear, why do I feel... ashamed for wishing next to you to lie. Let me keep your
warm, dry of tears. I will protect your from your horrors and your fears. Left in the dark
because I had no pride. Used as a mask for an unlucky bride. Blind from birth, raised a
priest, growing a man, grew a beast."
This time around, the xarrin began to sense his student's presence with the sound of
his voice ricocheting back to him after having hit her little body. Her smile was very visible
now. It motivated him to continue, to give it his best to impress her.
"To learn what is that... which we cannot see. To learn to stand tall while being able
to flee. To learn to give more than you could ever receive. To learn to wait for a miracle,
believe, feels like an eternity," he sang the chorus again and changed the melody a bit after
that, "is there nothing here I'll ever own? Was I really meant to be left all alone? That's how
I've felt until one day she came. The most beautiful voice to ever speak my name. I have been
healed and I have been saved. I left the dungeon in which I've been enslaved."
After having sung those last few words, he couldn't help but smile with his student.
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Singing this song was a way of purifying his soul. His wounds were mending. The bright
light from the window was reflecting off of Tangora's face. He looked up for a brief moment
and saw every single indent, every single wrinkle. It was overwhelming. Still, he kept singing
and hiding his joy from her in order to keep up the pace, just until the song ended.
"To learn what is that... which we cannot see. To learn to stand tall while being able
to flee. To learn to give more than you could ever receive. To learn to wait for a miracle,
believe, feels like an eternity."
While singing the last words, he decided to look up and deliberately gaze at her. She
was happy. He was even happier.
"For one last thing now I need to wait. I stand before the heaven's gate. For the last
time it feels like a lonely flight. One last eternity of a sleepless night. Feels like an eternity..."
Tangora started clapping her hands and praised her mentor's performance. She wasn't
even able to realize that the last stanza of the song was meant for her to hear. It was
something he wanted her to know.
"That was amazing, Mr. Salavreech! My favorite part was when you sang the 'blind
from birth, raised a priest' part. The whole song sounded great, but that part was best for me if
I had to choose," she complimented him.
"I'm honored to receive such praise from you, child," he chuckled.
"And thank you for letting me sleep in your bed. It was a really scary thunderstorm. I
was scared it was going to hit the house and the roof was gonna fall down..." the girl
elaborated with a worried expression.
"Well, the people who built this house thought of that and took necessary
precautions."
"Sometimes I can hear strange noises in the night... It's hard for me to fall asleep
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when I hear them..."
"I hear them too," the Xarrin admitted, "but you know what I do when I'm scared?
"What?"
"I try to figure out what's making them. Most of the time it's just an animal outside in
the forest or some electrical appliances."
"Makes sense..." she thought.
"If you still get scared, you can always come see me. I won't be mad, I promise," her
mentor grinned.
She nodded in agreement before hopping off the piano. Rorschet stood up and stroked
the top of her head afterward.
"Now go get dressed. We have a lot of work to do today."
"Okay," the girl smiled back and ran off to her room.
Their study session continued without any problems, but Tangora couldn't be more
excited. Her trip to the zoo to be with her new friend again was only hours away. Because of
the heat, the rain that had been falling almost the entire evening quickly turned into hot
summer steam, so the ground was far from moist by noon. Tangora wore her ginger-colored
dress with white polka dots to go with her ivory hair bow that had a genuine turquoise stone
in the middle. Rorschet's monochromatic wardrobe has very few varieties. Most of his
clothes are violet, but instead of wearing priestly robes today, he wore a pair of baggy,
balloon-like gray harem pants tapered just above his knees and a violet shirt with golden
edges and wide, elbow length sleeves. It was pretty breezy, and the hole through which his
head went when he was putting it on was square-shaped. The shirt's pattern was slightly
lighter than the main color and resembled little swirls. He still couldn't decide what jewelry to
wear today though. The outing was casual, but he felt like he needed to look good in front of
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his student's friend so she would be proud of him just as much he was of her. In the end, he
chose to hang a round, golden amulet around his neck over which some text was engraved.
He also placed two golden rings around the ankles of his four-toed talons.
The Greens' and Violets' feet are very similar when it comes to the shape of the bones.
The Greens have three-toed talons with scales for skin like you would see on the legs of
birds. Their hands and arms have the exact same features up to their elbows. Three fingers,
claws and podotheca. The talons of a Violet have four toes with claws, as was stated before,
but they are completely covered in short fur like the rest of their bodies. As for their hands,
they have five long and nimble fingers. The Yellows' shape of feet are similar to the Greens',
but without the claws. The only colors whose feet resemble those of their ancient ancestor,
the homo sapiens, are the Reds and the Blues, where the Blues have light skin between their
fingers and toes which helps them glide through water faster and Reds do not. However,
because the Blues have sensitive, moist skin and the Reds mostly do manual labor, the Blueskinned fish folk are usually the only ones who wear shoes for protection.
So, the xarrin put on some cologne and waited for his faithful student on the balcony
of his room. She rushed to him like a child usually would when it was excited about
something. He then took her in his arms and they soared off under sunlight's curtains. The
zoo was located on the west side of the city of Charclay, between the Warmbury district and
the Glogmore district. It's almost as large as a whole neighborhood and it's a beloved family
outing spot for all colors. Tangora and Rorschet noticed a large group waiting near the ticket
booths and immediately suspected that Ria was down there. They landed near them and
Tangora recognized her Silver friend right away. She called out for her and waved her hands
energetically in hopes of getting her attention.
"I didn't think you'd be here so early," the seven-year-old spoke, "our caretaker's just
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buying the tickets.
"It's really great to see you again!" Tangora exclaimed.
"You too, Tangie," the Silver replied with a light grin and looked up at the priest
towering over them.
"You must be Miss Ferrero. I'm very pleased to finally meet you. Tangora was very
excited about coming here to see you again."
"Thanks. And... you are?" she squinted one eye while staring up at him.
"That's my mentor, Mr. Salavreech," the little Green introduced him.
"Oh, right right right! You were preaching on Sunday!" Ria finally remembered.
"I was," he nodded, "Tangora tells me you are staying at the Auroratorium for the time
being.
"Yeah. And my cousin too. FISC!!" the Silver added and called for him.
"WHAT?!" the young Blue shouted back.
"COME SAY HI TO MY NEW FRIEND!!"
"NO, I'M BUSY!!"
"I'M GONNA TELL DAD YOU DIDN'T COME GREET THEM!!"
"OKAY, OKAY, I'M COMIN'!!"
And finally the shouting ended. Rorschet almost completely ignored it. He was too
busy wondering how come Ria wasn't attracting any attention from stalking journalists and
paparazzi. In a few moments, the boy with a plume made of fish bones and light skin atop his
head walked over to them a bit arrogantly, as if he was wasting his time having to talk to
them. Unlike his cousin, Fisc wore clothing that screamed "rebellion", but rebellious or not, it
is far more apparent that he hates order and symmetry. He had yellow eyes and metallic
scales, yet the skin around his eyes was blue. It would often make people think the boy
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enjoyed getting into fights, which wasn't the case. Finally, the crest on his head was
something he was born with. Since the Blues have no hair, their hairstyles seem out of place
compared to everyone else's, if you could even call them hairstyles.
"Hey," the boy greeted them, keeping his fists inside the pockets of his torn jeans.
"Hi!" Tangora waved at him with a bright smile across her face.
"Hello," Rorschet added.
"This is Fiscosino."
"Yeah, thanks, I could have said that myself," he argued.
"Alright, this way!" shouted the caretaker and all the other Blue children followed
behind.
"I'll go alert your caretaker about Tangora joining your group for today. Would you
mind telling me her name?" the xarrin asked the two relatives.
"We're supposed to call her Miss Lina," Ria answered.
"Thank you. I'll be on my way then. Take care, children."
He left the three little ones to run along and join the group. In the meantime, Rorschet
walked to the front to talk to the caretaker.
"Excuse me, are you Miss Lina?" he asked, trying to make her take at least a glance at
him since she was ignoring him even though he was walking close to her.
"Yeah, that's me. And who are you?" the Blue with a long, clear and glittery fin that
flowed from the top of her head down to her waist finally looked at him.
"Rorschet Salavreech. I'm sorry to bother you. I just wanted to ask you if it will be
alright for my student to tag along with your group today. Would that be a problem?"
"What's her name?"
"Tangora. She's right over there. The Green in the doll-like dress," he pointed.
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"I guess it's fine as long as you keep an eye on her. I don't want to be held responsible
if anything happens to her," the caretaker explained and continued walking forward without
paying much attention to him.
"Then you won't mind me following you around, would you?" the xarrin said without
a hint of humor in his tone.
"No, you're good. I saw you at the Auroratorium not so long ago. I was on my way to
lunch and I saw you talking to your student. You two looked like you had a lot of things to
talk about."
"We do. Truthfully, I've never had a friend as amusing and sweet as her. Talking to her
is never a bore," he smiled to himself.
"Glad to hear it, but why go to the Auroratorium in the first place? All you Violets
usually don't have any problems with money. I'm guessing you just really like kids, huh?"
wondered the caretaker.
"I don't have a particular fondness of them, but I guess any company is better than no
company at all."
"You live alone?"
"Not anymore."
"Oh, right. Your student," she corrected herself, "what I meant to ask was, you don't
have a partner?"
"No," he answered without any signs of grief, "what about you, Miss Lina?
"You don't have to be so formal. Just Uni is fine," the Blue told him and giggled very
lightly to lighten up the mood a bit, "no, I'm single. My boyfriend's parents were looking for
a more successful business woman for their son and I guess it wasn't me."
"I'm sorry to hear that. It's his loss," the xarrin tried to express sympathy as he spoke.
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"Heh... What makes you say that?" she smiled.
The young woman was obviously charmed by the xarrin's words. She glanced at him
a few times as they walked as well, but never caught his stare.
"You just seem like a nice young woman, that's all," he replied a bit coldly.
"I do? Well, thanks. You're not too bad yourself. By those clothes I'm guessing you're
pretty valuable to our society," she focused her gaze on the flashing, golden details on his
shirt.
"I'm a xarrin and a scholar. As of last week, I'm also a teacher."
"Not bad. I assume you had a lot of time on your hands."
"I'm sixty-seven if that's what you're trying to ask. Though I'm not sure why everyone
is always curious about our age," he managed to put on a light smile.
- I know I am because I can never tell how I should act around you guys," she smiled
back awkwardly.
"Just as you would in the company of any other adult, I suppose. After twenty, every
year is the same as any other. There are three most common reasons why we decide to
conduct rituals of passage. It's either because we're bored and sick of life, we want to be able
to stand by the divines' side or we have been through some experiences which keep torturing
us and the only way to forget about them is to give up on life," he explained.
"Can't say I understand. But then again, how could I? I'd give anything to stay young
forever," Uni laughed, but stopped immediately after she saw that Rorschet wasn't laughing
with her.
After visiting a few exhibits, Uni decided it was time for a break. They stopped by an
ice-cream stand and once everyone bought themselves a something to nibble on, they sat
down on a big grassy area near a small lake in the middle of the Zoo. Rorschet was quietly
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sitting next to the caretaker.
"What are you into? Any hobbies or interests?" she asked him and took a bite out of
her ice-cream.
"Not really."
He did have something to say about that, but he just didn't want to. For some reason,
he told this information to his dear student, yet didn't feel like telling it to the caretaker.
Rather, he kept gazing at Tangora sitting on the grass with Ria and Fisc, talking and waving
her hands around in an over-the-top way to express herself more clearly. She was so full of
happiness, it was hard for him to ignore her. Uni stared at him, confused, for he couldn't stop
smiling for a reason that was unknown to her.
"What are you looking at?" she asked playfully.
"I don't know..." the xarrin sighed.
"You dozed off a bit. It's just that kind of weather today, I guess," Uni told him and
lied down on her back, staring up at the sky.
"Uhuh..." he replied without any interest.
"You know, at first I thought you were just one of those really serious guys that only
cares about discipline or success and stuff like that..."
Rorschet's pupils shrunk. He was silent and frozen like he was paralyzed and unable
to move a muscle. He remembered something. A moment from his childhood. More
specifically, the moment when he came home with a test for his father to sign on which the
word "Failed" was written with a red marker.
"You didn't study well enough," his father spoke with his sinister, stern voice and
blood-chilling glare.
"I'm sorry. I did my best..." young Rorschet muttered.
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"It obviously wasn't enough," he breathed harder the more his anger consumed him.
"I'm really sorry..."
The father slapped the child.
"I DON'T WANT EXCUSES!" he shouted, "YOU WERE DESTINED FOR
FAILURE FROM THE MOMENT YOU WERE CONCEIVED!"
"Hey? Can you hear me?" Uni inquired and broke him out of his trance.
"Hmm...? I'm fine."
"You daydream often?"
"I just remembered something," the xarrin replied in hopes she would get off his back.
When he looked back up and saw his student, every trace of the pain vanished like it
had never existed in the first place. She came to him without fear when they met, while his
own mother had rejected him when he was young. All because of something that wasn't his
fault. Because of a crime someone else committed. Then Ninafae came along and even she
couldn't bare to look at him, let alone touch him. But the little girl cared for him. Something
no one but his good friend Arjadan did in the sixty-seven years he's been alive. Kindness was
a luxury he could not obtain until the day he met his dear student. Taking care of her became
his top priority and to be able to see her grow up into a beautiful, intelligent young woman
was a dream worth pursuing and waiting for.
"Something good or something bad?"
There was no answer from Rorschet. There was something else rummaging through
his mind. He noticed Tangora running towards him. She came over to him panting lightly and
holding up an elongated bundle of little yellow flowers on a green stalk. The way her soul
glistened at that very moment... the xarrin hadn't felt such adoration for a person in many
years. Such gratitude for the way she was treating him. He was no longer looking at a small
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child at that moment, but the purity of her spirit. The girl was offering him the flowers and a
joyous grin to go along with it. The sweetness you could almost taste it was so potent and
vibrant. A gift for a lowlife such as him, for such a pathetic creature that even his deceased
wife refused to sleep in the same bed as him when she was alive. And all because of the
kindness of that little girl did Rorschet feel the beauty of life. The scars may have healed on
his flesh, but his bruised heart was still so tender to a touch so foreign it twitched shivered
from pleasure.
"Ria and Fisc helped me pick it from that tree over there," the girl pointed and smiled,
holding out the flower in front of him.
"I'm flattered, child. It's lovely. Thank you," he thanked her and took the flower,
spinning it around and studying its exquisite form, then looking back at his student, "but, if I
may ask, why would you give it to me? Don't you think there's someone more deserving who
should have it?"
"The tree looked really pretty and I wanted you to have one of the flowers," the child
answered whilst twisting her hips playfully left and right with her hands behind her back.
"How very thoughtful of you," he replied with a smile he couldn't hide, "I can't
explain to you how happy this makes me. You're very kind."
"And thanks again for the ice-cream. Mom told me I wasn't supposed to ask you for
money, but I forgot my allowance at home," she explained.
"You can ask me for anything, anytime. Don't worry about it."
"Okay. I'm gonna go back now. Ria and Fisc can't start the game without me."
"I understand."
With that, Tangora skipped over to where her friends were and continued playing with
them.
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"I think someone has a little crush," the Blue grinned and leaned on one of her arms
as she was sitting next to him.
Rorschet was very unpleasantly surprised. He wanted to turn and face her with an
expression on his face with which he would show an immense amount of anger, as if he had
just been very rudely insulted. Unfortunately, just before he could do that, she made herself
more clear.
"But you can't blame her. You really act like you care for her as if she's your own kid.
It's nice."
The xarrin was relieved and smiled to himself, finding out he was getting worked up
over nothing.
"Does it really look like that?" he asked as a joke.
"Gee. I don't know. I usually give flowers to all my guy friends for no reason. It's
perfectly normal," Uni giggled.
"As long as it makes her happy, then I'm happy."
"You'd make a good dad, you know that?" she leaned a bit closer to him and spoke
with a strange, charming intonation which was starting to make Rorschet feel uncomfortable.
"It's getting late," he excused himself and stood up.
"It's not even three o'clock," the caretaker said in confusion.
"It was nice meeting you, but Tangora and I really must get going now. Have a nice
day," said Rorschet and walked over to his student and her friends.
"It's getting late, Tangora. We need to go home and finish up some chores," he told
her.
"No, not yet! Please, just ten more minutes!" the little girl pleaded.
"Tangie, you're being rude. You can't talk to your mentor like that. You gotta listen to
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him," Ria scolded her publicly.
"Sorry..." she held her head down and apologized to both Ria and her master.
Rorschet was a little agitated by the way Ria spoke to Tangora, but he had no time to
tell her so. He wanted to get away from the group and Uni as quickly as possible.
"Don't worry, you can play with them some other time. Will you be coming to the
haven tomorrow?" he asked both Fisc and Ria.
"We'll be there. Uncle Quiserco's coming too. He's gonna take us on some field trip or
something after the ceremony," the boy added.
"We'll see you then. I'll talk to him and maybe we could arrange another outing so you
three can spend more time together."
"Thank you, Mr. Salavreech!" Tangora smiled at him.
"Bye now," the xarrin bid the two little children farewell and left with his student.
They went to walk down a path around the lake. The day was still in its youth, but it
was just a little bit cooler than it was a few hours ago. Tangora and Rorschet were walking
side by side, enjoying the pleasantness of nature.
"Mr. Salavreech? How come we're not flying home?" she inquired.
"We will, child. But I thought maybe we'd spend some more time together here. Just
the two of us," he smiled at her kindly.
"You could have said so before. You didn't have to lie in front of Fisc and Ria. They'd
understand."
"To be honest, that wasn't the only reason. Their caretaker, Miss Lina... She was
making me feel uncomfortable and I couldn't stand her nearness," the xarrin admitted.
"Why?"
"Like I said, she made me feel uncomfortable. I felt as if my faithfulness and privacy
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were being threatened."
"I don't get it," Tangora raised an eyebrow in confusion.
"She was being flirtatious."
"What's flirtatious?"
"You know when you said that you tried to hold the boys' hands back at the
Auroratorium?"
"Yeah?"
"You were being flirtatious. You were giving them signs and signals in hopes of them
figuring out you liked them," he elaborated.
"That's not nice. You acted just like those boys did with me!" the little girl argued.
"I had a good reason for that, child. I already have someone to take care of. That's
enough for me. It's all I want and all I'll ever need."
"Who?"
"Well, aren't I taking care of you?" he grinned lightly and glanced down at her.
"I guess. I still feel bad for Miss Lina though."
"As do I, but she will have to understand that I've already made a commitment."
"I don't like her much anyway. She just looks like one of those ladies that think they're
cool because they're obsessed with their pet or a hobby that everyone else has."
Rorschet chuckled warmly upon hearing her comment. The more he thought about it,
the more she appeared to be just another person that blends in with the crowd, but think that
they are unique because of the interests they have, which are actually pretty generic. The sad
part is, they never do learn how "normal" they are.
"She's still sorta pretty. I like the way her hair sparkles," Tangora continued.
"It's called a dorsal fin, but that's besides the point. When you're older you'll figure out
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that only the media and very few people care about looks. Let me ask you this, would you
rather have a boyfriend that's ugly as sin, but incredibly intelligent and nice, or would you
rather be with a guy who's claimed to be the handsomest man in the world, but is lazy and
can't figure out the solutions to the simplest of problems?" he asked her.
"That's super obvious. I mean, the pretty guy is gonna get old and ugly anyway unless
he's a Violet."
"You think being young forever is a good thing?"
"I don't know. Maybe?"
"Maybe. Not as much to me, I'm afraid. You'll never be able to know what it's like to
grow old with someone. You don't get to experience that stage of life. Many Violets who care
deeply for their partners who are not the same color as them usually end their lives when the
partner starts to show signs of old age. Not because they become unattractive, but because
they don't want to have to see them die. When it comes to having to face the death of a loved
one, we are cowards. I can tell you right now that I'd rather die early than to have to watch
someone close to my heart have their soul taken to the other side. Nina and I weren't really as
close as I wanted wanted us to be, so I suppose I never would have even thought of leaving
this world before her even if her death hadn't come without warning in the first place.
"Nina was your wife, right?"
"Yes," the xarrin nodded, "though that's not really the word I would use to describe
her."
"Why? Weren't you married?"
"Only on paper. We never consumed our marriage. She didn't want to. She asked me
to sleep in the room where you now sleep. I was practically cast out of my own bed by my
own so called 'wife'," he spoke with anger building up inside him.
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Tangora felt that it was hard for him to talk about it and started to feel a bit worried.
"But I respected her wishes. And in my opinion, she should have been more grateful.
Most men would take what was rightfully theirs by force. It wasn't until later that I found out
the reason for all that nonsense and torture. She asked me to keep quiet about it and I did. She
begged me not to divorce her, which completely crippled me in terms of finding another
partner. I couldn't have spat on the sacred bond even if those were only empty words that
bounded us. Nina ruined my life and I was... too good to do anything about it. She lived off
of me like a parasite. I was only a puppet for her to show to her parents and the society so
that she could have kept her secret hidden. When she finally passed away... I was actually
kind of relieved. I was free, yet broken, like a prisoner who just got his freedom after many
years of imprisonment, but couldn't leave because his body was too weak to move from the
lack of sunlight and with just barely enough food and water to keep him alive. Still... I
thought about the past a lot after that and I realized something. Something that I could have
never foreseen. I thought she murdered my spirit, but not until recently did I begin to
comprehend that she had to do it in order for me to finally see what real joy is like. If she
hadn't done what she did I would have never found a source of true happiness. I ended up
being the one who was ungrateful.
"What's your source of true happiness?" the little girl inquired.
"Hmph..." he grinned, "a flower."
"I get that. Dogs with flat faces make me happy. They look so retarded that it's cute!"
she replied joyfully.
"Yes, they do," Rorschet chuckled, "so, are you tired?"
Tangora nodded. Then, without a word, Rorschet smiled to himself, took Tangora in
his arms and rocketed up towards the clouds. She has already gotten used to being carried
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around and stopped showing any signs of fear. It even became fun for her. With each day, she
couldn't wait for her wings to finally start growing so she could learn how to fly. For the
moment, she just had to take what she could get. When they got back home, the xarrin placed
the flower his student gave to him in a ceramic vase near the smaller window in his room and
went downstairs to the kitchen where Tangora was getting herself a glass of water.
"I guess I could start preparing dinner. Would you like to help me?" he asked her
politely.
"Sure," the child smiled back.
Twilight was making way for the full moon when the meal was finished. Rorschet
took a glance at his student while they were eating and couldn't help but wonder how
beautiful, sweet and innocent she seemed. Poets and writers would speak of either exotic or
plain women and what made their beauty so captivating. Some were as jolly as Tangora, but
spoke and thought like fools. The others were serious and unkind, yet intelligent. Tangora
was nothing like the women he had read about. She was far better than them in every way.
Look at her. Behold her. A sweet little angel, lustful, yet faithful. Brilliant, inquisitive, honest
and without shame to hold her back. Unfortunately, life was making her feel insecure and
kept shoveling dirt on top of her in order to keep her trapped in loneliness. We are able to do
many unkind things in desperation. He knew how loneliness feels. If only he could spare her
the torture he had to go through.
Now, having finished with dinner, he watched her run up the stairs as she was going
back to her room. Her hair bounced around and flowed like strings of golden silk as she ran.
She did not move like a child, thoughtlessly. She moved like a ballerina, gracefully and
playfully jumping onto each step. Rorschet observed her carefully and thought to himself
how beautiful she was. Her gorgeous smile that could light up the darkest room. Her eyes that
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made him feel alone in the world, yet far, far from lonely. Her honest laughter. Her voice that
lullabied him to a world without pain. When he finally lay in bed at the end of the day, he
asked himself, "How could I have looked at her in such a way?"
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CHAPTER SIX
Do You Come to Me in Friendship?
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It was Sunday morning. Warm and sunny. But the breeze that would pass by on
occasions compensated for the heat. Fortunately, the stone walls of the Haven of the Mirthful
Divines shielded the people inside from the sun's rays. Tangora Desjardins was sitting at the
front once again, but Ria and Fiscosino were nowhere to be seen. She barely payed attention
to what was going on around the altar from worry. Sister Allna was holding the ceremony
today. The Green's mentor was one of the xarrins that sang in the choir and helped with
putting colored dots on the foreheads of people who wished to receive blessings from the
Divines. When the ceremony was finally over she waited patiently for her teacher to come to
her and explain why Ria and Fisc hadn't arrived. But, her disappointment was short-lived.
The two relatives walked over to them as soon as there was enough space for them to move
through the crowd exiting the haven. Behind them proudly walked a Blue named Don
Ferrero. He was a tall man with a body and stature built to intimidate, as well as dark, dirty
pink scales to match. While not exceptionally muscular, he was large and meaty like a Red.
Even from that distance, Tangora noticed his glassy, red eyes and three blue stripes that
looked like someone had stroked identical lines from the back of his head to his cheeks with a
paintbrush. His lips appeared massive to the Green. She tried to picture a set of thin and sharp
teeth inside that enormous maw. His jaw was large and square shaped, almost to a point
where it was no loner considered manly, but strange and unnatural. He also had some kind of
short extension on his forehead. On the end of it hung a small transparent raindrop-shaped
marble. At least it looked like a marble.
You could tell the man knew how to handle power and wealth just by looking at him.
He didn't move like an insecure young man who had just acquired immense amounts of
money by winning the lottery. The Don shimmered with confidence. He had no need for five
rings on each finger, golden accessories and expensive fur coats. He only wore a black suit
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with a black shirt and black tie underneath. His shoes were, unsurprisingly, black as well.
Simplicity seemed to be something he liked. Typical for someone with the color red in their
blood.
"Mr. Salavreech, today is a very good day to be a saint. What I wouldn't give to be
wearing something light and comfortable in this heat," the Don shook his hand firmly and
smiled, showing off the hundreds of needle-like teeth situated inside his jaws.
"It's an honor to meet you, Mr. Ferrero," the xarrin nodded in respect with his hands
held together under his long, wide sleeves.
"Why? I'm just a man who runs a family business, trying to earn a living and feed his
family," he chuckled.
"As do we all."
"Dad." Ria coughed lightly, trying to remind him of something.
The intimidating Blue sighed.
"Children have no patience these days," Quiserco complained and glanced back at his
daughter, "the three of us are going to Opal park. If you and your student don't have anything
better to do, I'd like to invite you to join us."
"That'd be great!" Tangora exclaimed and looked over to her teacher with hope-filled
eyes, "can we, sir?"
"We'd love to accompany you," the xarrin said.
"Terrific. I'll drive us there. My glider's parked nearby," the Don spoked and by the
look on his face, he seemed very pleased with the answer.
It took them approximately fifteen minutes to get to the park, not including the five
they spent walking to the parking lot. Opal Park was a large, grassy field with a few trees
here and there. It was famous for an art project made by Stavros Gurdasta who created a large
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image of a woman's face by planting flowers in specific places. Of course, the face can only
be recognized if looked at from above. The whole thing was right in the middle of the park,
and because of the oval shape of it, the grass around the flowers made it look like the
woman's face was trapped inside a bubble or a green sun. Rorschet and Quiserco walked
around to chat, being careful not to wander off too far from the children who were playing.
"I should be over at Jin's house playing Lord of Thunder. Instead, I gotta be here and
babysit you two," Fisc said with a grumpy frown, holding his head with both arms as he was
sitting on the freshly cut grass.
"You're just four years older than me. That still makes you a kid. And it doesn't make
you any better than us," Ria argued.
"Uh, yeah it does. I'm your superior, and uncle said you gotta listen to me cuz I'm
responsible for you when he's not around."
"Who's Jin?" Tangora asked, trying to change the subject, for she did not enjoy having
to watch the two bicker all the time.
"He used to go to my school until his dad got canned by the douches who work in
some lab. He works as a waiter now, I think. They had to move to a small apartment in
Warmbury and Jin and his sister Vicsine were transferred to a public school there," Fisc
replied with a hint of anger in his voice, "his dad doesn't let him come over to my house cuz
he needs help with chores and stuff now that his mom lives with some other guy, so I gotta
bring my GameCell with me every time I come over."
"Why did his mom leave? That was really mean of her," the little Green moved closer,
showing great interest in his story.
"He said he didn't know. His dad just told him that she fell in love with another guy.
But it's not like they never see her. They go over to her new house—where she lives with her
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husband—every other weekend," Ria added, "Jin said he's got some issues. Every time they
come over he's always trying to steal their mom's attention and she spends time with them
less and less. If my mom were still alive and had a boyfriend I'd wait until I was older and my
claws were stronger, then I'd claw his eyes out in his sleep and push him down the stairs.
Her gestures as she described what she would do to the man were not those that
represented rage. Rather, she was smiling as if she was staring at his messy and bloody
corpse with glee.
"Well, he'd deserve it. If two people are married or together they shouldn't spit on the
sacred bond. That's what Mr. Salavreech taught me," Tangora said, enforcing her wish for
justice.
"Let's sneak off and go to Jin's place. You can play with Vick and her dolls," Fisc
suggested, confident that no one but the girls could hear him.
"We can't leave without telling dad!" Ria scolded him for even thinking of doing such
a thing.
"Not unless you tell him about it."
"I can't go. I don't want Mr. Salavreech to get mad..." the Green mumbled with
insecurity and fear.
"It's their fault I have to be here, boring myself to death and starving!" Fisc
exclaimed.
"If you go I'm telling dad," Ria said and gave him an ultimatum.
And so the argument continued. In the meantime, the xarrin who was walking beside
Don Ferrero was able to overhear the little one talking whenever he was close enough to
them.
"The children seem to be arguing," he commented.
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"Looks like it," the Don turned his head and observed the three of them on the grass a
bit further away.
"You nephew wants to go find a different source of amusement."
"Who could blame him? At his age, girls are either gross or boring."
"He suggested that they run off and visit a friend of his, but your daughter is trying to
persuade him to give up on the idea," Rorschet continued telling him what he's heard.
"Ria's respectful and loyal as long as it doesn't conflict with her own wishes. Unlike
Fiscosino. I'm afraid he's one of those people that feel the need to bite the hand that feeds
them. They all eventually come back when they're hungry or scared, but it does make them
seem incredibly ungrateful," the Blue explained and sighed.
"Pardon me for asking, but I'm rather curious. From what Tangora's told me, your
nephew seems to be spending a lot of time with you and your daughter both. Doesn't he... do
things with his own parents or siblings?"
"My sister... well, he and my brother-in-law are two very adventurous. I knew Fisc
would turn out like this. His own mother and father are never really there for him, always
traveling and leaving their children in the care of their aunts and uncles. I can't say it'll be
easy with him, but he's family. Sometimes you need a biter to keep things interesting, you
know? I was a bit reckless myself in his age, so I understand.
"That's very noble of you. Please correct me if I'm wrong, but aren't most Blues like
that? I understand you aren't generally very attached to your offspring," Rorschet inquired.
"No, you're absolutely right. I would honestly love to know why we share that
characteristic, but you gotta have it to understand it. I guess the red in me dominates when it
comes to that. I could never leave the kids," the Don added and smiled lightly, "I live for my
family. Now more than ever. My wife died giving birth to Ria and she's all I've got left to
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remember her by."
"I'm sorry to hear that. My sincerest condolences," Rorschet replied.
"Time's managed to somewhat heal my aching heart, Mr. Salavreech. My daughter
now fills the once empty void inside it left by my wife's death. I am prepared to do
unspeakable, unthinkable things to anyone who even thinks of harming her."
"You said that your nephew is wandering away from his path," the xarrin continued,
"aren't you afraid that he might be a bad influence on Ria. And please don't take this the
wrong way. I'm only curious.
"Unfortunately, Fiscosino is becoming more restless by the day, but by trying to
correct him I'll only make things worse for the both of us. And besides, I'm confident that I've
raised Ria well enough to respect me and she would never do anything against my wishes
unless it was something she really wanted for herself. Something big."
"Our minds work in strange ways. If you lock an animal up in a cage, it'll do anything
to get out, but if you leave the door open, it often never ends up leaving," said the Violet,
glancing back at Tangora who was trying to settle the argument between the two relatives.
"But you're more of an expert than me. Tell me, when the time comes for both of
them, how will I make them understand that they can trust me and let me be involved in their
lives? You know how it goes... Something awful happens, but the kid doesn't wanna tell you
anything until it's too late to fix the problem.
"React calmly to bad news and stay collected. Otherwise, when something truly awful
does happen, they will hesitate to contact you because they will keep asking themselves the
same question over and over again: 'What will my parents say? How will they react?'"
Rorschet advised him, "tell them that they can always turn to you for help, no matter what
happens. After all, you want to see them alive and well rather than be sitting in your room,
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thinking up ways of punishing them for what they've done, right?
"Undoubtedly," the Don retorted.
"Just let them know they can rely on you with actions instead of words."
"It's hard being a parent, isn't it?"
"I wouldn't know," the xarrin responded, looking more serious than a few moments
ago.
"You don't feel your student's like your own kid?"
Rorschet turned his head towards the children again and observed them carefully. He
kept staring at Tangora and buried himself in deep thoughts. The little ones weren't fighting
anymore. Just talking. His student would sometimes wrap her fingers around the grass and rip
it out because it amused her. She was sitting next to Ria, wearing yet another beautiful dress
and a hair bow to go with it. Sunlight was shining directly upon her and he could see a few of
the lines on her face. The most noticeable ones were those which only formed when she was
smiling... and she was smiling often. When a light breeze would pass it would make her dress
and hair dance with it, creating an image so beautiful that not a single artists on this earth
wouldn't wish to capture it. What was it that he was feeling every time a sound wave passed
her and reveled her presence to him? Never has he felt such happiness caressing his mind and
nerves as when he was thinking of her. The Violet still remembered the sensation he had
experienced when that little girl approached him and touched his hand so very gently, without
anger or hatred, without fear or disgust. For the xarrin, that moment was carved into the stone
of his memory, standing at the top of the highest pedestal so that he could look at it and
remember that beautiful feeling. When she gave him a flower as a gift, his heart fluttered,
though he did not show it. His fingers twitched as he felt paralysis eating away at his limbs
when he caught her glance. That was when he realized he had an answer for the Don's
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question. An honest answer.
"No."

***

Near Warmbury, there is a sacred place built during the times of the ancestors.
Golishah's Bath is a ruin left by a royal family from the fifteenth century, the Nipachas.
Golishah supposedly discovered the hot spring and transformed it into a big pool for him and
his wife to enjoy. Legend says that his son, Jurumush the Illustrious, was conceived in the hot
spring on a night of the full moon. The ruins of the marble pillars which surround the
irregular shape of the pool create a lovely atmosphere. Unfortunately, you can't take a bath in
the hot spring, but you can always sit on the colorful, marble tiles around it and enjoy the
beauty of the site. Nearby is an old passageway which was built around the same time as
Golishah's Bath and it is used even to this day. While passing down the sets of stairs, one
would think they were entering a tomb of some sort. At the bottom was a room which has
been reconstructed using the same type of stone for the walls as did the ancestors who had
built it. Decorations were scarce and it only had a few faded writings written on the walls in
an older variation of the language currently spoken in Charclay and other cities of the small,
yet very developed country which it is a part of. Still, the room had a purpose. It was of a
more circular shape and it had six more sets of stairs which led to six apartment buildings in
Warmbury that were built in the late twentieth century. This day in May, Fisc, Ria and
Tangora were going to go play at Jin's place. Rorschet still felt a little uneasy, having to leave
his young student in someone else's care, but like he said to Don Quiserco, he had to keep the
door of the cage open. If anything, he at least offered to escort the children to the apartment
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building. They were walking by the hot spring, stepping lightly on the cold, marble tiles
beneath them.
"I'll come to pick you up at five," the xarrin told his student, who was happily
skipping by his side.
"Okay," she agreed and smiled, not even bothering to look at him as they walked.
"Good. I trust that you'll behave well there."
"Yes, sir."
"Good.
"You say good an awful lot," the little Green glanced up at him and giggled lightly.
"Better good than bad, don't you think?" he looked back at her and flashed her a witty
grin, then spoke to the Silver, "now, Ria, I know you said your father is going to drive you
and Fiscosino home, but I will have to insist on staying until he comes for you when I return.
And Fiscosino, you are the eldest, therefore you are responsible for your sister and Tangora,
but I'm guessing you already knew that."
"Don't worry, Jin's dad is at home, so he's gonna be looking after us," Fisc replied.
"Good."
"See? You did it again," Tangora continued to giggle.
Rorschet smiled to himself and enjoyed hearing the sound of her laughter.
"Mr. Salavreech, Fisc and I can just as easily take the bus. We've been here a couple
of times already and we know our way around," Ria assured him.
"It's hard for me to believe that you are so young and already capable of traveling
around the city on your own. That's very admirable."
"Thank you," she said and led the group down the stairs to the room with the six
stairways. It was not as crowded like it usually is on workdays. There was only a handful of
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people passing by when Fisc was taking them up the third stairway on the left. They surfaced
and found themselves in an alleyway with land gliders parked around the narrow street. They
made another turn and ended up in a small, triangular yard which also had a little basketball
basket fixated on the wall in one of the corners. Shaping the triangle was the building's
strange and pointy architecture. It was a massive, black building with an abundance of
windows and two entrances. The group was let in by Jincris who opened the door for them
after they had rung the doorbell. Sadly, they had to walk up some more stairs because the
elevator was out of order for the time being. Once they got to the fifth floor, they rang the
doorbell beside the apartment door this time, and were greeted by a small female Yellow in
colorful pajamas. She had two bulging red eyes, dark purple scales and yellow freckles at the
base of her snout. She was also holding a tortoise big enough to wrap her four-year-old arms
around.
"Hey Vick," Ria greeted her.
"Hi," Fisc added.
"Hello!" Tangora exclaimed whilst waving at her frantically and smiling.
"Good day," the xarrin behind them said.
Vicsine only stared back at them with a blank expression for a few moments and then
turned around, calling out to her big brother: "Jin! Ria and Fissy are here!"
"It's Fisc!" the boy corrected her.
Jincris immediately came and started scolding her even as he was walking towards
her. The young boy's skin was fairly similar to his sister's, but lighter in tone. His eyes
appeared to be blue and had greenish palms on his little arms and hands.
"Vick, what are you doing? You're not supposed to open the door without asking who
it is first!"
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"But Ria and Fissy are not strangers... You said so!" she replied, putting the tortoise
down on the floor and sending it off to wander around the apartment.
"You must be Jincris," Rorschet introduced himself and shook the boy's hand,
"Rorschet Salavreech, Tangora's mentor."
"Oh, yeah. Uhm... It's really nice to meet you, sir. And your student," he said
nervously.
"Is your father home?" asked the xarrin while trying to peer inside the apartment.
"Yeah, he's... uh... He's taking a nap in his room."
"Then I shan't bother him. I'll come back at five to pick Tangora up. You have fun,
children," he smiled at Jin, trying to let him know that he doesn't have to be so scared of him.
"Yes, sir."
"I take my leave them."
"Bye, sir..."
"Bye, Mr. Salavreech!" the Green bid him farewell just as energetically and happily as
she said hello to little Vicsine.
"Okay, well, come on in then," Jin said and let them inside.
The apartment was small and all the furniture was fitted together as close as possible.
Just by the door was a sofa on each side, and on the right was a glass door which led to the
balcony. Through it, you could see the window of the bedroom. Both of them looked like
they hadn't been cleaned in some time. Still, you could see something through it. Someone
was in the bedroom. Zanneki Tylleb, Jincris and Vicsine's father was sitting on the bed, in
front of his small TV screen and staring at it lifelessly. His tired, ocean blue eyes looked
either very artificial or very dead. The sandy brown scales of his skin showed some wounds
which had been inflicted upon the poor man's body by a blunt kitchen knife. His arms
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suffered the most. At first glance, one would think the violet spots aligned in a straight line
across the Yellow's lizard-like head were not from birth, but they were indeed a birthmark
that indicated what his secondary color was. With his back hunched, a bottle of cheap vodka
hanging down in his hands as they rested upon his knees, wearing a pair of gray sweatpants,
Zanneki kept staring at the petite, flashy screen as he sat on the edge of his bed. He heard
voices coming from the living room. More children. He didn't care. He just continued
watching a video of a wedding from two years ago. There was his wife, walking to the altar
in a stunning white gown. There was him... but not in front of the camera. He was sitting
outside the haven that day. Even though he was drunk, seeing the recording forced him to
remember what he was doing. And what exactly was he doing? Like any angry soul, he was
cowardly standing outside, yelling at spirits who ignored him before he threw the empty glass
bottle at the door. Then he went back to the bar and drank some more. One drink after
another, until it was closing time. He was so tired and so worn out that he could barely walk
back home to his apartment. It was late when he was walking through the room with the six
stairways and was caught by a group of young delinquents who took advantage of him in his
alcoholic trance. They beat him and then they robbed him of the little money he had left on
him. The beatings got his mind off the emotional pain, which was far worse. It kept him from
thinking about the wedding and thus he was relieved in those moments. Like any other day,
Zanneki continued staring at the TV and took a sip of the precious liquid he held loosely in
his hands. When it was all gone, he walked out of his room and headed for the living room
where the children were playing on Fisc's gaming console. He took the key card to he
apartment from the kitchen table and grabbed his coat from the rack near the door, tottering
his way through to the door.
"Dad, where are you going?" Jin inquired and rushed over to hold him back, "dad,
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you're tired and you've got work tomorrow. Go lie down."
"I'm going to the store," he growled.
"We don't need anything. Please, just listen to me and go to bed," his son restlessly
continued to keep him from exiting through the door.
"What's going on?" Tangora asked, feeling worry and anxiety.
Ria shushed her up and urged her to ignore them
"Jin, is daddy sick again?" Vicatri went over to the two and held her father's hand.
"No, honey, daddy just needs some fresh air," the man continued, still trying to move
past Jin and get to the door.
He was thirty years old, yet with life putting so much onto his shoulders, he looked so
much older. Once a young scientist with a bright future ahead of him, and now Zanneki
Tylleb was nothing more than a waiter who had a job because of his sister-in-law's help, and a
bundle of flesh which had already rotted away. It was only a matter of time when it would be
consumed by maggots.
"We have guests! You're supposed to be looking after them and all I'm asking is for
you to stay at home this one time, please!" Jin begged him.
His father looked down at him angrily, knowing he was defeated, and thus, he crawled
back into his dark den without a word, continuing to stare at the screen which was now
nothing more than an image of black and white dots sizzling and fidgeting around
uncontrollably. Even the meaningless snow he was staring at reminded him of his wife's
betrayal. There was only one way for him to end the torment. Only one way to run away from
his own twisted vision of himself.
"Zane, you're coward," he whispered as tears began to form at the bottom of his
glassy eyes, "and you deserve to die like one."
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The Yellow walked over to the old wooden wardrobe and pulled out a black gun from
underneath it. He then sat back on his bed with both of his hands shaking as he was holding
the weapon.
"But what makes me a coward...? Is it because I'm taking the easy way out or is it
because I'm scared to pull the trigger? I've been holding this gun more times than I can count
and I still can't make up my fucking mind. Pro... I won't have to feel pain ever again... Con...
My son and daughter will be left fatherless. Is Galvan going to take them in even though they
are both Inca's kids? No... Of course not. He's too proud for that. But... maybe that Quiserco
guy will take care of them... He's a good man. He'll take care of them. Just one shot and I'll be
free. It'll only take a second..." he cried and aimed the gun at the side of his head, "I won't
have to feel guilty or ashamed... I'll be dead and it won't matter. Inca will then be the one to
suffer and feel guilty... Yeah. She'll know this was all her fault... Just one shot... It won't
hurt... I won't feel a thing... I'll be free."
He heard someone knock on the door and enter the room. When he turned to see who
it was, he slowly placed the gun down on his lap, staring at the uninvited guest, confused, not
knowing how to explain what he was doing nor what he was about to do. It was Tangora,
standing by the door in a pretty, turquoise dress with white bows. She was staring back at him
somewhat frightened, afraid that he would be mad at her for coming uninvited.
"Uhm... hello, sir. I was standing on the balcony and I saw you crying... So, I came to
ask... Are you okay?" she mumbled nervously.
"No... No, I'm not okay," he replied, "I'm a failure as a husband and I'm a failure as a
father. My own kid has to take care of me and keep me from hurting myself or drinking more.
He's only eleven... I'm already ruining his life. He has to put up with me and my problems
day after day... And Vicsine... He has to look after her too. He cooks, he cleans and he
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studies... He even helps his little sister with her homework. I took his life away and there's
only one way to return it. Besides, I'm all alone... I won't be missed. I'm only a burden. And
my poor Jin... He's only eleven."
The little Green walked over to him and sat next to him on the bed.
"Why are you sad?" she asked with a sweet, soft and a little frightened voice.
"My wife left me... We were good friends as kids... we started going out when we
were fifteen. We were still very young when we found out she was pregnant with Jin. We got
married that same year and I was just starting work at VexCo Labs. Life was good..." Zane
sobbed whilst staring down at the floor.
"Why did she leave you?"
"I wanted her to be proud of me. I did my best to try and earn as much money as I
could by working overtime and running a few extra errands for the company. Inca said she
left because I was never home. I didn't spend any time with her. She needed more attention. I
wasn't there," he explained.
"It wasn't your fault."
"You're just a little kid. You can't possibly understand. It was my fault."
"No," she kept convincing him, "you don't buy a new house when something breaks.
You fix it."
"She didn't exactly try to reason with me or talk to me about it. She just packed her
bags and left, like... like she'd been waiting for an opportunity and a good reason to leave," he
concluded.
"You wanted to make her happy, right? That's what you said. She didn't make you
happy in return," the little girl consoled him.
"You're... right..." Zane thought, surprised by how blind he had been all this time,
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blaming himself for it all.
"You're not alone, Mr. Tylleb. You have your kids. They'd miss you an awful lot. And
I know that we've just met, but you seem like a really nice person and I'd probably miss you
too.
Zanneki turned to look at her. He was confused and he was surprised. This little girl
had completely changed his outlook on life and himself. For once he thought that maybe he
shouldn't blame himself entirely for what happened. But... there was still one question in need
of an answer.
"How did you know...?" he asked.
"I know what a gun is, Mr. Tylleb. My dad has one just in case something bad
happens. I know what it does to people," she told him.
"You're a smart kid..." he finally smiled lightly and wiped off a few tears from his
face, "I never would have thought to give myself some credit for trying so hard. All I could
think about was all the bad things I did an the bad choices I made."
"I don't think it was a bad choice. I think what you did was very nice. Maybe your
wife just didn't know how to appreciate your present. I know I didn't always like the things I
got for the holidays or my birthdays, but I still pretended to like them so the person who gave
it to me wouldn't feel bad.
"Maybe," he nodded to himself.
"But I think it's for the best. Mr. Salavreech told me once that many bad things can
also have good sides to them. Maybe someday you'll find a another wife who will appreciate
your gifts more," Tangora added and smiled brightly, "don't be sad. When I'm sad I feel really
embarrassed because then everyone wants to make me feel better."
"You don't say?" the man chuckled.
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"Yeah. And I don't even wanna cry, but I can't help it."
"How old did you say you were?"
She showed him six fingers.
"It's gonna be my birthday in a few days. That's what Mr. Salavreech told me.
"Are you excited?" he asked with interest.
Pretending like nothing is wrong in front of the child helped him get his mind off of
all other things that he wished to forget. It was nice not to be forced to think about them for
once.
"No. I always end up sad on my birthday parties. I hope Mr. Salavreech doesn't throw
one for me," she explained.
"It's a party! Why on earth would you be sad?" Zane inquired with a smile formed on
his face, spreading his arms as if there was a crowd of people there to point her attention to.
"There was this one time when I was having my birthday party at this playground
place, I dunno, and we were supposed to cut the cake, but nobody wanted to come. They just
wanted to keep playing. They all ignored me. And last time my dad pushed my face into the
cake. That was really mean of him... Plus, it's not very clean. I didn't take a bath before the
party because...
"Hadn't," he interrupted her.
"What?"
"Hadn't taken a bath."
"Anyway, it was because I was so tired and all I wanted to do was sleep."
All of a sudden, Zane's stomach started to act up. He flung his hand towards his face,
closed his mouth and gripped his stomach before rushing to the bathroom. Tangora watched
him in confusion and felt a little worried, but she remained quiet and waited patiently for him
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to finish vomiting into the toilet. Once that was over, he kept gasping for air, lying there on
the toilet seat without energy to even sit up.
"Uhm... Do you need me to get some medicine?"
"No, no... I'll be fine. Just... go back to the others and keep them company. I need to
rest," he asked her whilst exhaling the air out of his lungs.
"Okay."
Thus the little girl returned to the living room where the other children were being
entertained by the TV and Vick's pet tortoise she'd named Mopsy.
"Where'd you go, you missed the bonus rounds," Ria turned to her whilst sitting on
the dirty carpet with Jin and Fisc.
They were still playing the game and battling each other in a deathly arena. Jin's little
sister, on the other hand, was holding a big bowl of cookies in her lap and eating them while
occasionally putting one on the floor for Mopsy to eat.
"I had to go to the bathroom," she replied and sat beside them.
"What about you, Fisc?" Jin playfully asked his opponent.
"I've been holding my pee in since we came. There's no way I'm taking a break so you
can cheat," the Blue argued and kept mashing the buttons on his controller.
"Hey, you girls wanna play "house"?" Tangora asked them.
"Yeah, sure," Ria shrugged.
"Mopsy and I will be the pets!" little Vicatri exclaimed and crawled over to the Green,
leaving her bowl of cookies behind.
The rest of the day went rather smoothly and the children felt pretty upset when
Rorschet came to pick his student up. She didn't tell him about the incident with Zanneki
though. She was afraid he was going to be mad and never let her play with Vick and Jin
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again. But, fortunately, the morning after was a memorable morning. The Yellow waiter
threw his first bottle into the garbage. He decided to take his children to a carnival. The
children were overjoyed. Slowly, day by day, little by little, he freed himself of his addiction
and of his misery. It took time, but he succeeded. And sure enough, Jincris was finally
confident enough and proud to introduce him to Rorschet instead of being desperate to hide
him or make up excuses for why he couldn't see him. As for the children themselves, they
continued to grow as time went by. Rorschet and Tangora decided to celebrate her seventh
birthday surrounded by friends and family. She didn't cry this time. So did the seasons
continue to pass. Before they knew it they were celebrating her eighth birthday, then the
ninth, tenth and so forth. Ria, unfortunately, didn't get chosen by a mentor in the meantime
because she kept driving them away with her outgoing and a little aggressive personality.
Plus, most of them didn't want to risk waking up with photographers pushing each other
outside their window to get the best pictures. The Silver thus went to a private school with
her cousin, who was being trained for a professional singing career at the same time. During
the winter months, like every other cold season, Rorschet had to be in the monastery, isolated
in order to pray and meditate along with the other xarrins that live nearby. Tangora is then left
to spend the holidays with Rorschet's cousin Lusunteph Midoux, his wife Andamia and
daughter Doronna. She is only a year younger than Tangora, so they get along very well.
Especially since she is a Green too. Her skin is a snowy blue color and her wings are
aquamarine with shades of light violet, similar to her lavender talons. The hair on her oval
and slender head is quite dark and fairly long. It is also straight and has a blue tuft on the
front left side. Yes, things were good during the early years, but Rorschet was not at ease.
Tangora was growing up into a young woman with each passing season. His thoughts were
concerning him. Temptation was everywhere and the demons within wouldn't stop
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whispering. The way he would often think of his student made him sick to his stomach, but
he just couldn't help himself. Every time she was near her would try to find a reason to touch
her. He would gaze at her when she wasn't looking. It all made him despise himself more and
more. The Violet now feared his own hunger, but somehow, he was certain he wouldn't do her
harm. For if he were to pick the flower before it bloomed, its beauty would fade away...
forever.
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PART 2

Adolescence
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Spreading Wings
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Tangora had been standing on the almost melted snow on her balcony for fifteen
minutes now, walking around in circles and waiting for her mentor to return from the
monastery on the first day of spring.
"Tangora, what are you doing outside?" her mentor inquired and jumped off the roof
onto the balcony right in front of the girl, "how long have you been standing out here in this
cold?"
The Green gasped, trembled and jumped away at the same time. Her usual reaction to
being startled. Once she realized that it was only Rorschet, a smile was formed on her young,
loving face as she turned around to face him.
"Master!" she shouted in glee and ran into his open arms.
"Tangora, haven't I told you to wear a jacket?" he asked with a stern expression whilst
studying her bare arms.
"Right here," she showed him the jacket she was holding the whole time.
"I understand that you're not as affected by the cold as most of us, but you're not
immune to it either," the xarrin warned her and opened the glass door, then lightly pushed his
student to hurry inside.
"I had it off for just ten minutes, I'm not gonna die cuz of that."
"Yes, but I almost died of a heart attack when I noticed you weren't wearing it."
The two walked down the steps, side by side, and straight into the kitchen to have
breakfast. It was seven in the morning, after all.
"So how's everyone doing?" Tangora tried to make small talk.
"Phoxx invited us to his wedding. He and Kalis apparently got engaged before he
went to the monastery. Odd timing."
"Really?" she looked up at him with an alluring and beautifully innocent smile, "I've
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always wanted to go to a wedding!"
"Well, now you get to go," the xarrin chuckled and smiled back, enjoying sensing her
grin and inviting gaze.
"But... What if I get jealous? I mean... the bride's gonna look really nice in a wedding
gown and..." she continued, now looking more upset rather than glad.
"Tangora, we've discussed this already. You're only seventeen. Love will find you
only when you stop searching for it," her mentor tilted her head up lightly and stared down at
her with a smile that was supposed to pour confidence into her, "you are a very beautiful
young woman and any man would be lucky to have you. The Divines have a plan and they're
obviously not going to give you to just anyone if it's taking them so long."
"I knew that but... it's always nice to hear you say it," the girl glanced at him happily,
feeling grateful for his encouragement.
"I'll say it as many times as I have to. Have patience," he added and started preparing
his tea once they walked into the kitchen, "so, do you still want to go to the wedding?"
"I guess..." she sighed whilst looking for her cereal in the top drawer.
"Elilei and Alendre have been asking about you. They showed much enthusiasm when
I told them you're going to be singing with the choir this Sunday.
"Just this once. Besides, Fisc is the singer. Why didn't you ask him?"
"Because... I enjoy your singing. I want the world to know what a beautiful voice you
have. Just this once, like you said," he grinned.
"I know I'm good, but I feel like I'm gonna embarrass you and my whole family line,"
the Green commented in a sarcastic tone.
"Irrelevant. I like it and you promised me you'd do this for me as a gift."
"It doesn't really matter if you like it," she replied and sat down at the table with her
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bowl of cereal and he followed, sitting down on the opposite side with his cup of tea and box
of chocolate cookies.
"Why wouldn't it matter?"
"I mean, please don't get me wrong, I really value your opinion, but your praise won't
fix my problem," Tangora explained.
"Love comes in many forms. You have more love than you could possibly ask for.
Your mother and father love you, your friends love you, everyone in the abbey adores you...
And I love you. You and Arjadan are the only good, honest friends I've ever had."
"Thanks..." she smiled lightly and glanced up at him, "but... seeing couples holding
hands... kissing... doing stuff... I wanna do all that stuff too. Know how it feels like... And
jealousy is just killing me. I can't even watch a stupid movie without crying or getting angry.
Or both..."
"You need to let go of it. Nothing good ever comes from jealousy."
"Did you used to be jealous?"
"Many times," he sighed.
"I mean... When you had to keep your wife's secret and watch all the other happier
couples around."
"Not after a while. There was no place in my heart for her when I found out about her
affair."
"She cheated on you. With a woman, no less. Why did you help her keep it a secret
from her parents? She was using you the whole time and you got nothing in return," Tangora
asked him with a frustrated tone of voice, feeling angry just by thinking of such injustice.
"I'm surprised you're asking me that question. I did it for the same reason you agreed
to come over to Ria's house early in the morning so you could help her study for her test last
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minute, even though you were very tired.
"Yeah, but that's because she's my friend. You said Nina didn't mean that much to
you."
"Do you also remember when I bought you your favorite cake and you cried because
you wanted to give it to a beggar but were too scared to do so?"
"That was different."
"How is it different? What did that man ever do for you?"
"Okay... I get it," she rolled her eyes and sighed in annoyance.
"No good deed ever goes unrewarded. You're a very good person and one day you'll
get what you deserve, don't worry."
"Did you get what you deserve yet?"
"As a matter of fact, I did," the xarrin replied with a light smile after taking a sip of
tea, "I have a good friend and a wonderful student."
"I'm very glad that you think so, but I have to ask... Wouldn't you like to meet
someone special? And why don't you ever go to the strip club with the other xarrins after you
spend the whole winter in isolation?"
"I can understand that you're curious, but sex is only a means of pleasing some
physical needs. It's nothing compared to sharing intimate moments with someone you deeply
care for. If you're asking me how is it that I've endured being a virgin all these years, it's
because I don't want just a meaningless night with someone. I haven't always thought about it
that way though. I asked for my mother to arrange my marriage for me because I felt lonely,
but Nina couldn't give me what I really wanted. Something I myself didn't even know until
some time ago. And what I want is to hold someone in the morning when I wake up, feeling
relief that they are safe and well. I want to look at that person every day and gaze at her for
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hours, just admiring her beauty like an artist would admire his own masterpiece. I want
someone who's different. Someone who's special. When you see her once you'll remember
her for a lifetime. Her sincere, warm smile... And the most beautiful voice."
For a moment he gazed directly at his dear student and couldn't stop smiling. She
wondered who it was that he was seeing in her place. Without a doubt, the man sounded like
he was in love. It gave her a rush of happiness and she couldn't wait to find out who his
sweetheart was.
"Who is she?" the girl said playfully.
"Who?"
"Master, you obviously like her a lot. Do I know her?"
"No, you misunderstood me. I was only describing to you what I want. What I'd like
to have," he laughed lightly at her assumption.
"Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!" she exclaimed and leaned against the surface of the table
with her arms fully stretched out and holding her weight as she was swinging her legs back
and forth her legs in excitement.
"I have nothing to say."
"I wanna meet her. Are you gonna invite her over soon?"
"Finish your breakfast, we still need to prepare lunch for our guests, remember?" the
xarrin said and tried to ignore her pleas.
"Oh, that reminds me, Andamia got sick so she and Lusunteph aren't coming, but
Dora's still gonna be here."
"I'll have to send a reading to them later and see if everything is alright. I never did
ask you how you spent the holidays."
"Fine," she replied without much enthusiasm, "we had time to practice flying a lot.
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"Remember how I used to carry you everywhere when you were little?" Rorschet
chuckled.
"Yeah, I kinda miss that. I used to pester you about wanting to fly on my own and
now I wish I didn't have to. I get a little tired when I have to fly for too long," she
complained.
"And look at you now. It's hard for me to imagine that the little girl I used to know
now grew up into such a lovely, intelligent young woman. I couldn't be more proud of you,
Tangora."
"Thanks!" she smiled back at him and felt very flattered by his words.
After they finished their meals, the teacher and his student walked back to their
quarters to get ready to start the day. They were having guests over for lunch and it was very
important for them to look their best. Just as he had closed the door to his room behind him,
Rorschet heard his reader buzz. He took it out of his right pocket and saw that he got a
reading from someone familiar. The caretaker he hadn't heard from in years... Uni.
"Hey, you might not remember me, but we met at the zoo when you brought you
student to join my group. I know we've only spoken a few more times after that and I haven't
heard from you in years, but I just remembered you the other day, so I thought maybe you'd
like to get together sometime and catch up over some coffee. I mean, if you have time."
He held the reader in his hand and stopped in front of the window, staring down at the
reawakening of nature.
"Rorschet, why are you doing this to her...?" he said to himself.
In deep thought, he received another reading. This time without the reader being even
close to his head. It was from an old friend, an Indigo.
"Rorschet?" the woman asked to see if she had reached the right person, even though
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she had to make a conscious effort to send him a mental reading, and him alone.
He was very surprised to receive a reading from her, even telepathically. He felt her
distress, and worried for her.
"Yes," he answered, "is something wrong, Bibbi? You sound very upset."
"I had to contact you as soon as I saw it," she told him with her thoughts' voice
trembling as if somebody was chasing her.
"What did you see?" the teacher inquired with great interest.
"I just need you to come over as soon as you can. We'll both have the answers then."
"Just tell me what you saw. I'll come tonight, but please tell me what you saw," he
pleaded whilst nervously walking around his room.
"The future, Rorschet! It was brief, and it just felt unreal. Like it never happens, but
somehow it does. Not in this world, at least. I was someone else. I was very afraid... and... I
have to go. I'll see you tonight," she spoke and broke the connection.
The xarrin couldn't stop thinking about what she meant by stating that the future she
saw will happen in another world. She was someone else and she was frightened. It made him
feel such anxiety, but the thought of knowing that his questions wouldn't go unanswered was
somewhat reassuring. Without much else to do, he took a hot shower, put on more
comfortable clothes, and went downstairs to start making lunch. Tangora joined him a bit
later and they made a large feast for their guests who were soon to arrive. Around one
o'clock, the Ferrero family knocked on their door. Tangora rushed over to open it for them
and to greet them with a joyful smile and lots of happiness to share.
"Hey guys!" the Green exclaimed, hugged her best friend and exchanged kisses on the
cheek with her.
"Hey Tangie," Ria giggled after having spent five whole seconds enduring her strong
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embrace.
The girl then proceeded to shake hands with the other two gentlemen.
The young man wearing dark jeans and a white shirt with decorative golden rings
strapped around his arms just nodded lightly without a word, whereas his uncle was polite
enough to speak.
"What? No hug for the old man?" Quiserco asked with a sarcastic grin.
Tangora gave him a big hug upon his request and led them inside to the living room.
"Master Rorschet is gonna be here in a minute. You guys want something to drink
while you wait?"
"How sweet of you to offer," the Don smiled as he sat down and adjusted his white
suit, "I'll just have some whiskey.
"I'm not thirsty," Fisc added.
"I'll go with you," Ria offered and the girls went into the kitchen.
"Good to see you, Ria," Rorschet spoke while focusing on frying the shrimp and
onions.
"Hi, Mr. Salavreech. How was vacation?" the Silver asked politely.
"It was hardly a vacation. You'd go crazy too if you had to spend three months
meditating and living off bread and water."
"That doesn't sound too bad," she replied jokingly, "you look super ripper for an old
guy."
"Heh... Your father told me you're planning on becoming a journalist. I didn't know
that it interested you so much."
"Master, where do we keep the crystal glasses?" Tangora interrupted their
conversation.
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"On the far right," he answered.
"It didn't until recently. I did one of those tests where they tell you what you'd be good
at and turns out I've got a knack for making people talk," she boasted.
"Tangora's planning on mastering chemistry."
"So I'll know how to make soap," she snickered as she was pouring the whiskey into a
crystal glass.
"We ought to make up a word for soap fetishism," Ria grinned.
"What's wrong with liking to touch soap?"
"What she has is still not bad when you compare her to Fisc," the Silver turned to
Rorschet, "he just recently decided to come out of the closet. As an asexual."
"It is odd, but we have no right to judge him," Rorschet sighed.
"Nobody's judging anybody. Just sayin'..."
"Are you and your father going to attend brother Phoxx's wedding this Saturday?"
Rorschet inquired.
"Yeah. Apparently this guy is the future son-in-law of one of my aunts." Ria
explained.
"I should probably get this to your dad..." Tangora commented whilst staring down at
the full glass in her hand.
"You girls go sit down in the living room. I'll just finish up over here and be with you
shortly," the xarrin encouraged them.
So with that, the girls went back into the living room and sat down on one of the large
sofas after Tangora handed Don Quiserco his drink.
"Who else is going to be joining us for lunch today?" the Don inquired.
"Uhmm... Mr. Tylleb, Jincris, Vicsine and my friend Doronna. She's the daughter of
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master Rorschet's cousin," the Green replied.
"Fisc, Tangie is looking very pretty today. Would you like to say something about her
new dress?" Ria smiled maliciously and stared at her cousin.
Without a word, he glanced at Ria and flipped her the bird.
"Manners, Fiscosino. Were you raised in a barn?" his uncle scolded him.
As if the merciful Divines had been watching, the doorbell rang just in time to stop
another fierce argument between the two relatives.
"I'll get it!" Tangora volunteered and went to open the door.
Before her then stood three Yellows she knew very well. She gave them all a warm
welcome with hugs and kisses just like she did with the Ferrero family. Vicsine was still
holding her bulky tortoise in her arms just like she did a decade ago.
"Come on in, the others are in the living room. Master Rorschet is just finishing up
with lunch," the Green spoke and led them into the house.
"You two go ahead. I just need to ask Tangora something," Zane urged them.
"Come on, Jin, let's go say hi," Vicasine tugged at her brother's sleeve and led him
into the living room.
As they were walking, the young man looked back at his father and Tangora with a
concerned look on his face. Still, he had to follow his sister, so he let go of his worries,
finding comfort in the fact that the house was full of people.
Once the two left, Zane pulled out a shiny pair of uncut mineral earrings.
"Just a little something for our lovely host," the Yellow grinned and placed them into
her gray talons.
"Mr. Tylleb, you really shouldn't have," she smiled back, feeling terribly embarrassed,
"I mean, I'm very grateful, they look really expensive, but you really shouldn't have gotten
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me these. It's not even my birthday or anything."
"I saw these in the shop window on my way to work the other day and I thought they
might look nice on you."
"Can't you return them? I really don't wanna sound ungrateful, but..."
"I insist. I want you to have them. It's the least I could do. You have no idea how
much it meant to me what you did for us all those years ago. You turned my life around. I'll
be forever grateful to you," he explained and closed her hands together as they were cupping
the earrings.
"I guess I can't convince you to change your mind... Thank you so much, Mr. Tylleb.
They're really beautiful," she smiled back at him and glanced down at the earrings that were
shimmering in the light.
"Tangora, you know you can just call me Zane, right?" the man chuckled, "we've
known each other for over ten years now."
"Sorry," she apologized, still keeping that bright smile locked on her face.
"Any chance you'd be free for coffee next week? We haven't seen each other in
months," he suggested in a friendly tone.
"Uhm... No good. Master Rorschet just got back from the abbey and he'll probably
keep me busy with my studies," the girl replied, very cleverly masking her anxiety and
unwillingness to spend time alone with him.
"If you find some free time I'd love to hear about how your exam preparations are
going. You'll be graduating in three years, right?"
"Yep. It's still pretty far away though," she commented as they began walking towards
the living room where everyone else was.
She also carefully placed the earrings in one of the two pockets she had on her dress.
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"My dear Tangie, time will only pass by faster with age. It's like only yesterday you
and the kids were running around the main square, chasing each other."
"Fisc and Ria still chase each other around sometimes."
The yellow laughed warmheartedly at her comment. Age has been fair to him after he
quit drinking. Even though his face is revealing the fact that he is a bit over forty, he looks
quite fit. Still, talking about age made him feel uneasy and uncomfortable. Especially since
Tangora was so much younger than him. A part of him kept saying that he could practically
be her father. On the other hand, he couldn't just forget what she did for him. If it wasn't for
her, his children would have been left fatherless. She made him feel like he was worth
something. Besides, there is nothing wrong with being friends. Perhaps that friendship could
become something more later on. But then his superego started talking again. It kept scolding
him for thinking of love. She's only seventeen. It's not right. Does love care about age or
gender? If two people love each other, does age and gender really matter? He won't push
anything. He'll just try to see if it would be possible for her to like him as more than just a
friend. She's grown up so much. It was hard for anyone not to notice her newly-acquired
post-puberty womanly form. She looked and seemed so much older. More mature.
"Zanneki, where did you run off to?" Don Quiserco inquired and laughed as he stood
up to give his friend a manly hug, "you finally wore that suit I picked out for ya. Now you
don't look like a hobo no more."
"I can't say I'm happy for you. You're still fat," Zane replied jokingly.
"Hey! Not in front of the kids," Quiserco warned him and pointed his finger at him,
"now come on, sit down. I wanna show you some pictures of the new equipment you'll be
setting up for the tour stop in Adlinbay."
"Will do, boss," he smiled and nodded, "I just wanna go say 'hello' to Rorschet first. I
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wouldn't want to be rude."
"Of course, of course. You go do that. Just hurry back."
Zane thus went into the kitchen and walked over to Rorschet, then greeted him with a
firm handshake.
"It's so good to see you, Zane. I was starting to wonder where you were," the xarrin
told him.
"We were just running a bit late. No reason to panic," he replied.
"Well, your timing is not as bad as you think. I'm almost done."
"Would you like some help?" the Yellow volunteered.
"No, no, I'm fine. I just need to set up the table. Have a seat."
As was requested of him, Zane took a seat at the table which Rorschet was setting up.
A magnificent lace tablecloth was already spread over it.
"Tangora talked to me about you before I left to go spend the winter in the abbey,"
Rorschet commented.
"She did?" the Yellow asked, wondering whether his tone was giving away confusion
or joy.
"She finally decided to tell me about your past. How you tried to take your own
life..."
Zane kept silent.
"She told me that you were drinking immensely... and everything you told her that
night I left her in your care for the first time. Your children were hiding you from me."
"I... I don't know what to tell you, Rorschet. Those days are in the past. You know me.
I've changed."
"You have. And don't fret, I'm not here to judge you or anything," the xarrin smiled
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and glanced at him, "I just wanted to tell you that you and I are more alike than any of us
would think."
"I don't... understand..."
"Both out lives have been saved by the same person. Both of us wanted to commit
suicide," he spoke as he was arranging the crystal wine glasses.
"You too?" Zane stared back at him, surprised.
"Even the circumstances were... very strangely similar."
"Tangora must be some kind of guardian angel then, huh?" the Yellow joked and took
one of the glasses in his hand, twisting it and staring at it with a happy grin.
"She is." he smiled to himself and then whispered, "the most beautiful one."
"Sorry, I didn't catch that," Zane told him after having been called back to reality from
his short daydream.
"No matter," Rorschet chuckled and placed his hand on his shoulder.
Zane continued to stare at his glass, thinking about the young girl, wishing he could
tell someone his secret.
"What do you think of her...?" the xarrin asked, jumping to the subject that had been
bothering him the whole winter.
Rorschet somehow felt that because Tangora saved them both from certain doom
there could be a chance Zane has also recognized her beauty and qualities. It was just a
suspicion, but that suspicion made his blood boil. He had to get more information.
"Who? Tangora?"
"Yes."
"She's a very nice girl. I couldn't thank her enough for what she did for me and my
family... I owe her so much.
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"She's special, isn't she? I've never met anyone quite like her."
"Smart kid," Zane added.
"Very. Obedient. Strange, sure... But also kind, and so full of life."
"Yeah, she does seem energetic. She's very mature. She talks and thinks like an adult,
but sometimes you can see that little girl again when you notice the way she moves,"
"I agree with you... But she's been very upset lately..." the xarrin sighed and frowned.
"What do you mean?"
"I'm starting to feel like her desire for belonging to someone is sucking the life out of
her. Sometimes she locks herself in her room and I can hear her crying... It pains me to have
to listen to her cry. It's torturous."
"It's never easy to see your kid in pain..."
"Hmm... Yes..." Rorschet agreed, but in his mind, he was angry at him for implying
that Tangora was like a daughter to him.
"So if I got this right... You're saying she wants a boyfriend of some sort."
"That is correct. Tell me, what should I do? I want to help her, but I don't know how,
Zane... I'm desperate. I can't bear to listen to her cry," he begged him.
"If you're that worried, why don't you let me take her out someplace to meet some
new people? You two have been very good to me and I wanna help any way I can," Zane
suggested.
Rorschet was caught by surprise. He hadn't expected such a suggestion. I made him
feel... uneasy. On one hand he wanted to show Tangora how he wants to help her, but he
didn't want to send her off into the den of pigs and hungry wolves. He certainly needed more
time to think.
"It does sound like it could work, but... I don't know... Could you give me some time?
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I'll have an answer for you by tomorrow."
"I'm just trying to help, Rorsch, you know that."
"I know. I know."
But he wasn't sure in it anymore. With every second, the xarrin's eyes became greener.
Still he knew he needed to keep his emotions in check.
The rest of the day went more smoothly after Doronna finally arrived and Rorschet
had gotten his mind off his jealousy. Every single one of them there had a story to tell at the
table. They were like a big family even though they weren't closely related to each other. Don
Quiserco even asked Jin if he would be willing to work with Fisc as a DJ just like he had
always dreamed of. Without any doubt, this day was a good day, but as night drew closer and
closer, wrapping its claws around the sun to bring forth the moon, Rorschet was getting more
nervous. He couldn't stop thinking about what Bibbi told him when they communicated
telepathically last time. Once all the guests had left, he changed into more comfortable attire
and rushed to the front door. Tangora noticed him while she was putting away the dirty dishes
from the coffee table.
"Are you going somewhere, master?" asked the student with her usually friendly grin.
Rorschet's heart would tremble ever so slightly when she would say or ask things like
that. She showed concern for him. He wished he could pull her into his arms and hold her at
that moment. To tell her how happy her words made him. She was a person unlike any other.
A truly good person. A selfish act of selflessness. Her biggest wish was to give herself to
someone. To make someone happy. Whoever is this man, he is incredibly lucky. He smiled
back at her, imagining himself in a world where is is the woman he is to come home to. One
who he will be able to love the way he feels is right. A petty fantasy, but it pleased the bruised
heart that now beat only for Tangora alone.
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"I'm going to visit Bibbi. She said she had something important to tell me. You don't
have to wait up," he said, closing the door behind him.
Once he was outside, the xarrin spread his magnificent wings and soared up into the
night sky. He flew over the whole town and the hills that surrounded it, only to land on a
clearing where the Indigo campsite was situated. It was quite a festive evening and many of
them were either drinking and laughing or dancing around the campfire. Bibbi, an older
Indigo with dark fur and gray hairs around her short snout, along with yellow tear marks
around her eyes, stood up from a tree stump near the fire the moment she saw Rorschet land.
Nobody else paid much attention to him, since other colors often like to come and join in the
Indigo festivities.
"You've finally arrived, little count," she smiled and greeted him with a light hug and
a kiss on the forehead once he bowed down to match her height.
"Let's not waste any time," he said with a stern look in his eyes.
"Rorschet, please, relax. There's no need for a hurry no more. Come. We'll talk in my
caravan," the old woman told him and started to trudge in the other direction whilst holding
herself up with her wooden staff, decorated with all sorts of herbs and charms.
It was nearby, so she didn't have to walk for too long. It was crowded with
decorations and large furniture, and very cozy on the inside. The orange lanterns around it
illuminated the wooden texture and colorful paw prints. When they got inside and locked the
door behind them, the two sat down at her oval table to converse about the future.
"Tell me what you saw," he insisted.
"Hurrying up won't change what I saw."
"What do you want me to do? You sounded upset when you were sending me your
thoughts."
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"That was only because I was afraid of getting caught. I'm an old woman, son. I need
to rely on your brothers to bring me food now. How would you expect me to run if someone
came by?" she laughed at herself.
"I think of you as my real family, but I wish you wouldn't call them that. I love you,
Bibbi. I've always thought of you as a mother, but I can't deny the fact that you were not the
one who gave birth to me," the xarrin added.
"Little count, why does it matter with whose milk you were nurtured? A mother can
easily leave her newborn baby anywhere she wants and never see it again. The one who gives
you love and who raises you to be the man you are today... Isn't that what a real mother is
supposed to do?" she asked him, slightly tilting her head sideways and smiling sweetly as she
was gazing at him, "release these fears of what others might think. They do not feed you nor
house you. Why should you care about what they think?"
"You have to be careful with the higher colors. Not all of them are tolerant of Indigos.
I wouldn't want my relations to you to harm anyone. That includes you and my reputation."
"It's your father talking again. First of all, no one can hear me calling you my son in
here. Second, why would you be ashamed of people knowing an Indigo raised you? You!
Rorschet Salavreech, the high priest, respected by all! Stop dwelling in a cave. Your father is
no longer here to plant shame into your head. The punishment you got was not yours to bear.
You could have ran away. You could have come to live here. I would worry every single day
when you weren't with us and I'd imagine all the terrible things that man was doing to you."
"He would have found me," the Violet retorted, looking down at the ground.
"We would have protected you. Besides, you and I both know that he wanted you
gone. It was his wife that wished to keep you because she felt sorry for you. You were just
her pet. Tell me, did she even try to protect you when you were getting beat up by that
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savage?"
"How would you have protected me from my own thoughts about myself? I was
raised to believe that I am of no worth. You can't convince me to think otherwise."
"You were fed lies. How can you not see that?"
"Bibbi... I was a child born from adultery and rape. My father hurt and dishonored
one of your own kin, how dare you tell me I deserve to even be alive?" he snarled, raising his
voice a little.
"You deserve it more than that man. I know we must always speak good of the dead,
but if I had the time I would walk over to the graveyard every day and spit on his rotting
corpse," the woman replied with an angry frown.
"Why?" he looked up at her with eyes that shimmered as if tears were going to spill
from them.
"Monsters create monsters. You are not a monster, little count, but whether you like it
or not, you have your father's anger concealed inside you. It's only a matter of time before it
surfaces. You deserve it more because you have the strength that he didn't. The strength to
fight back and choose the righteous path."
"Can we change the subject... please?" he gulped with a bit more aggressive tone.
"As you wish..." the Indigo sighed, "In my vision, I was someone else. Around me
were stone walls... Uhm... indigo-colored, I think. I was very afraid. Someone was chasing
me. I only saw the shadow, but it looked large. Like some kind of beast... I managed to hide
inside a pink bubble and the last thing I saw before the vision ended was its face and two
large palms pressed against the bubble.
"What did it look like?"
"You'll know in a moment."
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"I don't follow."
"I'd like to give you a reading, Rorschet."
"Hmm? Why?" he asked in confusion.
"Maybe it will shed some more light on the subject. I sense that my vision has given
you a lot to think about," the woman told him and pulled out a deck of cards from a small
drawer underneath the surface of the table and placed it in front of her.
"Alright then."
With his approval, Bibbi took the cards back in her hands and gave them to Rorschet
so he could shuffle them. After he was done, she took them back.
"This is called the "Rainbow Spread"," she stated as she was placing the cards in front
of her in the shape of a semicircle, "the first card is red. It tells us who you were in the past."
She then placed the second card a little above and to the left of the first one, as if it
was ascending.
"The second card, orange, will tell us who you are perceived to be. How others see
you."
The third card was placed next to and a little above the second one in the same
fashion, as was the fourth.
"This third card is yellow. It tells us who you want to be. The fourth one, green, who
you need to be."
Now, the fifth card was placed to the left of the fourth, but it was at the same level as
the third one. The cards were ascending back down now.
"The fifth one is blue. Who you are supposed to be. It is not the same thing as what
one needs to be. Need is more grounded to reality. Supposition is closer to destiny," she
continued, "the sixth card is indigo. It will tell us who you are going to become on this path.
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The seventh, violet, is who you really are."
The eighth card was now placed under the fourth, on the same level as the first and
seventh. Right under the rainbow.
"Now this eighth card... It is the pot of gold. The object of one's desire that is almost
impossible to reach."
Rorschet nodded in approval and waited impatiently for her to start flipping the cards
over to see what they would say about him.
"But... I sense there is something else you want to ask me. I don't want to start the
reading if you're upset."
"I'm not upset. Please continue."
"You think that somebody..." she closed her eyes for a few seconds and chuckled,
"yes... You think that somebody is after your pot of gold."
"What?" he squinted his eyes in confusion.
"I can't help you with that, but I have a feeling you know someone who can. Someone
with great knowledge."
"Are you talking about... Umbra?" he asked her.
"You're the priest. I know nothing about your gods," she smiled sweetly.
"Of course," he smiled lightly in return.
"Ah, a smile. That's what I was looking for," she added, "now we may begin.
The fortune teller asked him to flip the first card over. Facing him, it showed a young
Blue carrying a big bag filled with letters.
"The Page of Blue. When it's facing you, it represents social abundance, friendship
and kinship. Like I said before, you had us. You still do. We will always think of you as
family, remember that."
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The xarrin nodded and flipped the second card over. It showed a reverse image of a
Violet wearing a crown and carrying a golden scepter.
"The King of Violet. Reversed. It represents dominance, superiority and tyranny," she
sighed, "some seem to be in awe of you. Secretly, they fear your power and authority."
"I find that a bit hard to believe, but let's keep going..."
He flipped the next card over. This time, it was Albus Lux who was facing him.
"Can I ask you something?" the xarrin requested her permission to speak.
"Yes?"
"How come you have our gods on these cards when you don't believe in them?"
"Most of the people we give readings to here are not one with nature. We made these
cards to suit your way of thinking," she explained.
"Right... So what does this one mean?"
"The one you call Albus Lux. White. Facing you. It represents peace, harmony,
nirvana."
"I want to be a god?" Rorschet grinned in sarcasm.
"You want to be at peace. Not dead, but you just want to have a clear mind. Be
without worries."
"I see..."
The fourth card, once flipped over, showed a very old Indigo lady picking berries
from bushes in the forest and placing them into her basket. It was facing him as well.
"That one looks like me, doesn't it?" the Indigo joked.
"You're not that old, Bibbi."
"I'm over ninety, Rorschet. And look at you! So wise and still so young.
"Most women your age wouldn't be able to walk on their own, let alone work," he
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added.
"That's because they're eating all that factory-made manure..."
"Language, Bibbi," Rorschet tried not to laugh at the sound of such a sweet old lady
attempting to curse.
"Now, this is the Hag of Indigo. Facing you, it represents patience and historical roots.
I think this one is pretty clear.
"I need to be patient..."
"That is correct."
The following card was flipped over and it showed a reversed Violet holding a large
book and looking up as if awaiting orders from someone.
"Reversed Page of Violet. Responsibility. Independence. A pure heart. I always knew
you were destined for it. You have always been good to others, little count. Sometimes
perhaps even too good."
"You mean, Nina?"
"Maybe..." she thought to herself.
The sixth card showed a reversed rainbow.
"Oh my..." Bibbi gasped lightly.
"What does it mean?"
"A reversed rainbow... means decay and destruction. Should you continue on this
path, things do not look good for you."
"I still don't understand what my path is."
"We'll find out soon enough. Turn the next card over."
The seventh card showed a female Red with a stone tiara and a child in her arms,
facing Rorschet.
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"The Queen of Red. Family, children, marriage, stability. That is who you really are."
"I don't... understand."
"You are a protector. A strong pillar one can always rely on and one that will never
crumble. You are a father."
"What do you mean by that?" he spoke with a voice that almost sounded like a growl.
Bibbi could sense that what she told him was upsetting to him.
"What's the matter, Rorschet?"
"Nothing... Nothing..." he managed to calm himself down a bit in order to hide his
thoughts and feelings.
"One thing you must always remember is never to take the meanings of these cards
literally. When I said you were a father, it doesn't have to do anything with having a child on
this earth. It means that there is someone in your life who loves you and who looks up to you.
Who believes that you will take care of them and protect them."
"Alright then..." he exhaled.
Her words seemed to have put out the rambunctious fire that had been started inside
his soul.
The final card was revealed. The pot of gold. It's a female Green, wearing thin white
cloth over her body with her colorful wings spread wide. For a tiara, she was wearing a
beautiful garland and held a small branch with pink flowers and green leaves in her hands.
Rorschet's pupils widened. His jaw was lightly dropped. He couldn't stop staring at the image
before him.
"The pot of gold... The Queen of Green," Bibbi said, "Emotional healing,
compassion..."
"I..."
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"Let me speak first, little count," the old woman interrupted him, "I know what you
feel for your student. When you first came to visit us, I saw all the signs. You had that same
glow in your eyes like when your brothers and I made you a dreamcatcher for your thirteenth
birthday. You were so happy... You were overjoyed. But you were also afraid. You were afraid
someone was going to take it away from you or destroy it. You didn't want to take it home. I
discovered it after many years here on these grounds, buried beneath the soil. It was ruined
and torn... Rorschet, I ask of you, if you love this girl, don't lock her deep inside the dungeons
of your fortress where no light shines. She'll die..."
"I know that... I've always known that... But no matter how widely open I leave the
windows, she won't fly away..." the xarrin replied.
"You gave her a new home. She has no need to leave, nor does she want to. You're her
master now. Unfortunately, there will come a time, according to my vision, when you will
frighten her. She will try to avoid your presence and hide that fear. To defeat your demons
that are soon to surface, you must ask the one who passed them on to you for guidance."
"Father..."
"You will have plenty of time to fight them in the cold months."
"So you're saying the person in your vision was Tangora and I was the monster?" he
asked.
"Yes. Don't worry though. She won't be harmed as long as you promise me you will
talk to your father and continue to be patient."
"I want her to know, but I also want her to come of age first. She'll be able to make
the right decision then."
"It's still three years away, isn't it? Seems like an awfully long time for you."
"Yes..."
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"There is still something you could do..."
"Like what?"
"You don't necessarily have to tell her yet. Just be there for her. Through subtle acts of
kindness, let her know that she means a lot to you, that you care deeply for her."
"I'll do that," the xarrin looked up at her and smiled.
"Now I think it's time for you to leave. I want to get some sleep," Bibbi added and
shooed him out of her caravan, "go on!"
"Before I go..." he turned around before walking out.
"What?"
"I just wanted to say... Goodnight, mother," he said and left the happy old lady behind.
"Goodnight, son," she chuckled and closed the door.

***

It was around eleven o'clock at night when Rorschet returned home to his student. He
used his key to enter through the front door and the first thing he saw was Tangora sitting on
the sofa and arguing with the TV screen.
"She's not gonna listen if you keep forbidding her to do that! Are you people mentally
retarded?!" she shouted, "hey! You shut up! You have no right to speak!"
"The actors can't hear you through the TV, no matter how loud you are," her master
chuckled and sat on his armchair close to her.
"Yeah, cuz they're all dumb as cheese and sick in their heads!" she answered with the
same tone of voice, still glaring angrily at the screen.
"Why do you keep watching these shows? They're already stupefying."
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"Because every other channel is showing either something dumber or a horror
movie."
Then came a scene that stabbed a cold, metal spike right through Tangora's heart. The
woman was at a fundraiser to support her friend's husband and another man began hitting on
her. She then kissed her friend's husband in hopes of proving to him that the two are married
so that he'd leave her alone.
"No! No no no no!" the girl wept and shook her head violently.
Rorschet felt fear in his bones. He shuddered for a second. It was happening again.
She began crying a waterfall of tears and breathed unsteadily as she was hiding her face in a
pillow. She started scratching her arms like she had an unbearable itch. Concerned and filled
with dread, Rorschet jumped up from his chair, rushed over to her and held her close to his
chest as tightly as he could in hopes of calming her down.
"No! That whore needs to burn!!" she panted and screamed while struggling.
"Calm down. It's just a story someone wrote, nothing more," he spoke calmly.
"WHY?! Who gave her the right to do that?! How can a selfish bitch like her deserve
to have someone love her and I don't?!" the Green cried.
"You deserve it more than anyone..."
"Then why won't anyone love me?!"
"Everyone loves you."
"You know perfectly well what I meant!" her rage slowly started to pass, but her eyes
would not stop letting tears flow down her face.
"Remember what you told Zane when you were younger?"
"Yes...?" the girl sniffled and looked away angrily.
"How he wasn't alone even though he didn't have a partner...?"
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"At least he had one... I've never even had my first kiss... Every time I tried to get
close to someone they either ran away or didn't want to be with me."
"The Divines didn't allow it..." he replied and tried to shush her with his soothing
voice, "they're keeping you safe for someone more deserving of you."
"And when will that be? When I'm fifty? When I'm old and alone and when I won't be
able to have kids anymore?"
"Don't say such things. You will have everything you've ever wanted. Just wait a little
bit more..."
"Why do I have to wait for so long...? Why doesn't anyone want me...?"
"You need to rest, Tangora..."
"I need someone to hold me," she replied.
"Aren't I holding you now?" the xarrin inquired whilst gazing down at her with sad
eyes.
"That's different..."
"I wish I could help you. More than anything. Just tell me what you want me to do."
"Don't you know people...? Can't you introduce me to someone...?" she asked him and
looked up to face him.
Rorschet hesitated to speak for a bit, but he knew deep inside that sending her out to
find someone else would be better than having to watch her cry. He didn't really show his
anxiety because he understood that he had to stay calm in situations like this. What Tangora
didn't know was that his pain from having to watch her suffer was far greater than hers.
"I spoke to Zane and... he volunteered to take you out one afternoon so that you could
meet some new people..."
"Oh..."
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"I didn't want to tell you before having thought hard about it, but I can't keep doing
this anymore. You have no idea how much it hurts to know that I can't fulfill your wish. I
can't stand to see you cry..."
"I'm sorry... I can't help it..." the girl lowered her head down and stared at her hands,
feeling very sorry for what she had done.
The xarrin tilted her chin up and smiled as he wiped the remaining teardrops from her
beautiful, precious face.
"Don't apologize. It's my fault I can't make you happy. But I'll keep trying."
"No, you don't have to do anything for me," she replied whilst rubbing her eyes
lightly.
"I want to. I owe my life to you."
"You don't owe me anything."
"If I hadn't met you I wouldn't be here today."
"I didn't do anything," the girl tried to convince him.
"But you did... Maybe someday you'll understand."
"Alright... Well... Thank you. It was very nice of you to make that arrangement. I'd
love to go," she finally managed to sneak a light smile on her face and glanced back into his
eyes.
"I'm only glad that you're happy about it," he replied, "I'll send him a reading in the
morning and see when he's available."
After he said that, his student hugged him back as a small token of her gratitude.
Rorschet felt warmth flood his entire body, smiling and thanking the Divines. He gently
placed his arms around her as his palms were touching her back and fragrant locks of hair.
Those few moments of bliss meant the world to him. He wished he could hold her like this
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each day. His aching heart pounded, screaming for affection. It was just like in his fantasies.
Her skin smelled of coconut oil and chocolate. If only it wouldn't disappear. All that he has
gone through, all that has happened to him was worth it just for those few moments when he
was able to imagine them both as two lovers in an inseparable embrace. She would never
have to be lonely again. No more tears, no more cold. It would be just the two of them. Two
hurt souls who would mend and nurse each other back to happiness which had been taken
from them. He wished he could only get a taste of her lips... Her tender, plump flesh...
Tangora was the first woman he'd ever held this way. The beating of his heart frightened him
with its loud pumping sounds, but he tried to ignore it so that he could enjoy the moment. His
thoughts kept whispering to him, tempting him to sate his hunger. Kiss her, touch her, feel
her, hear her, taste her, consume her, love her... So did the voices say and he wondered what
would happen if he were to listen to their commands. But he couldn't risk driving her away.
She was the only thing on this earth that was his. If he could just touch her hand... But before
he got a chance to do so, she slipped away.
"I'm going upstairs. Goodnight, master," Tangora spoke and smiled sweetly at him
after having retracted her hands and placed them upon her lap as she was sitting on her knees.
"Sweet dreams," the Violet spoke and watched her walk upstairs back to her room.
When she was gone, he turned off the TV, went back to his room and stared silently at
his bed. Years ago, he was exiled from his kingdom by the woman who he thought was his
wife. Perhaps... Perhaps... Perhaps in three years he will finally lie in it next to his queen.
Maybe... Just maybe... she will visit him one night... carrying a candle and placing it on the
night stand before covering herself with his bedsheets while he would hold her... And she
would whisper to him words far sweeter than any other woman could utter. She would tell
him that she loves him. Then he would do the same. She would ask him to stay forever. He
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would beg her never to put out the flame.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Beauty's Lullaby
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On Sunday morning, Rorschet woke up early to curl his faithful student's hair. It was
for a very special occasion. Tangora was going to sing with the choir in the haven today. The
xarrin knew he was going to enjoy this day, whereas she was more anxious than glad. She
kept worrying that she wouldn't sing as good in front of a large crowd. But... she still
promised her mentor she would do it, so no matter what happens, she'll at least make one
person happy.
"Please cease moving your legs. When I burn you by accident you'll be blaming me
for it," Rorschet complained to her as he was curling her chocolate-colored hair with orange
tips.
"Sorry," the girl playfully replied and sat very still.
"And don't let anyone touch your hair. First they'll walk over and start touching it with
their filthy fingers, telling you how beautiful and soft it is, then it'll become greasy and that
means all my hard work would have been for nothing."
"I'm not a kid, nobody does that to me anymore," she explained.
"There will always be exceptions. And when they'll be blessing the crowd, I want you
far away from the paint as possible. You are going to wear the white dress, right?"
"Aren't I supposed to wear those priestly robes you guys have? Besides, how do you
know it's white? You can't see colors."
"The robes are only for xarrins. Something white, as a symbol of light, purity, and
innocence, is the next best thing to wear to the haven. And to answer your second question, I
know so because the woman who made it told me it was white."
"But I saw people wearing black, gray and other stuff."
"Yes, but I would consider it a big favor if you wore the white one," the xarrin smiled,
"would you mind if I put some flowers in your hair?"
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"Uhm... No. Go ahead."
"Terrific," he retorted.
And so, after he was done with curling her hair, Rorschet took a small basket of
daisies he had found already in bloom as the first signs of spring in the abbey and started
carefully binding together a couple strands of hair with each little daisy. He recognized the
daisies by their shape and was perfectly aware of their color, for it had been written in the
books he used to study from as a child. He worked with excellent precision and surprising
speed. Once he was done, Tangora used the only mirror in the house to take a look at finished
results.
"There. Now put this on," the Violet showed her a strange double cloth bag.
"You want me to carry my stuff in that?"
"It's for your hair. Lean back, I'll help you."
Without further questioning, she leaned her head back. The xarrin then carefully
tucked her hair inside the bag and strapped it around her head.
"Am I gonna have to wear it the entire time?" Tangora inquired.
"We still have to fly to the haven. More than half of the daisies are going to be blown
away by the wind if you don't wear this."
"Okay... I guess that makes sense. Now out out out. I need to change," the girl
playfully shooed him out of her room.
"Meet me on the balcony when you're ready," he added before the door was closed
behind him.
After a short period of time, approximately five to ten minutes, Rorschet waited for
his student on the floating pedestal before the heavenly gates made of white smoke and rain.
The golden details on his robes shined every time a ray of sun would hit them. Nature was
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wide awake and he could hear the creatures beneath him rustling through the decomposing
leaves and the melting snow on the ground. Even the ones being born on the branches of
trees. Before long, Tangora walked over to him to tell him she was ready to fly. Beams of
sunshine reflected upon her being when he was looking at her. The white dress she was
wearing resembled the one she had when she was a child. The one she wore on the day they
met. It complimented her young and nimble figure, letting her hourglass-shaped torso have its
contour lines expressed. Rorschet's eyes lit up. She was magnificent. So close, yet so far out
of his trembling hand's reach. He kept begging her to be near him in his mind. Wishing for
her to at least touch his arm. Anything. Just so he could feel her heat.
Unfortunately, there was barely any time to keep praying for a miracle. They spread
their wings and took off.

***

After their flight, Rorschet and Tangora landed near the back door of the haven. The
Violet walked her to the door which led to the women's dressing room.
"The xarrins will explain everything you need to know. I'll be watching from the
crowd today," he explained as they strolled down the corridor.
"Are the others here yet?" the girl asked him while taking off her hair's protective
armor.
"They should be. We won't know for sure until the ceremony starts. Sister Gurthen is
holding the ceremony today, in case you forgot."
"You'll talk to Zanneki afterward, right?" she inquired to make sure he remembered
the deal.
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"Of course," the xarrin replied with a light smile he put on to hide his jealousy.
They both then said their goodbyes and Tangora went inside the dressing room. The
second she closed the door behind her, a group of overjoyed xarrins went over to her to greet
her and shower her with compliments.
"There you are, Tangora. Oh, sweetheart, you look ever so beautiful," one said,
holding her hand gently.
"Thanks!" she exclaimed and smiled.
"And look at your hair..." another gasped, "amazing... Did you do it all by yourself?"
"Master Rorschet did it for me."
"You are just so adorable in that dress."
"Dear, how is your master? I haven't seen him since he went to the abbey at the start
of winter. Ugh... They insist on walking outside in the cold almost completely naked. I
wouldn't be surprised if at least half of them came back with a fever. But, I guess if that's
what it takes for them to reach enlightenment then it must be the right thing to do."
"One feels no physical pain, hunger nor thirst when one ascends into a clearer state of
the spirit," the thin Violet standing awfully close to Tangora added and placed her long
fingers onto the girl's bare shoulder.
"No, he's okay. Do they really go outside without shirts on?" Tangora inquired and
was trying to hide the fact that she was feeling very uncomfortable with the woman resting
her hand on her shoulder.
"Of course. For those three months, they live on water and bread alone. During the
day they either pray, roam around the abbey or read the words of the Divines," one of the
xarrins answered her question.
"They must forget about their physical form and focus on strengthening and
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improving the quality of their souls."
"Ladies, why are we standing around like this? There will be time for that after the
Mass," the slender one suggested.
"Good point."
They sat down at the table where the conversation continued. The slender one sighed
in disappointment.
"Women aren't allowed there during winter, right?" the Green asked, "that's kinda
lame. I'd pay good money to be locked up with a guy."
The women all giggled and chuckled at her comment.
"You must have been very close to being born an Orange, weren't you, dear?" one of
the women joked.
"You wouldn't? What if you reeeeeally liked him?"
"Most of us long for love expressed through deeds, feelings and spoken words.
Through faithfulness and trust. Sex itself is basically just a ritual for breeding purposes and
satisfaction of certain needs that we all have, but still, no true Violet can deny that making
love is a very spiritually uplifting act. Oranges mostly base their sexual attraction on physical
appearances, while we base it on character traits, emotions and our overall impression."
"That's exactly what master Rorschet said!" Tangora exclaimed joyfully, "well, sort
of. But that's similar to what he meant."
"However, It's not uncommon for a Violet who has taken a liking to someone to
eventually long for intimate physical contact with them. No matter how much we seek to care
for our spirits more than our bodies, never have we settled for such a thing as platonic love.
The Divines gave us bodies so that our spirits may use them to shape this world, as well as
enjoy it. An ill body cannot always do as the spirit commands. That's why we must tend to its
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needs and keep it healthy. We must always seek to find balance so neither the spirit nor the
body are constantly being neglected."
"I have a lot of respect for that man. Is it true he hasn't been with a woman yet?" a
xarrin asked Tangora with a curious gaze.
"That's what he told me. But it's not like he didn't want to. His wife didn't wanna do it
and he respected that. After she died he said he'd rather wait until he fell in love with the right
person."
"Ah. Nina..." one of the women sighed and looked down in light grief, "I feel so sorry
for what happened to her all those years ago. She was a nice girl. Used to work in St.
Natismi's Haven in Warmbury."
"I still think there was something a little off about her... I recall sensing hesitation in
her movement when she and Rorschet were supposed to kiss at the altar," another
commented.
"She was always so very shy."
"Yes, but that didn't feel like shyness... The more I think about it... It was as if she was
a little repulsed by him."
"Weird..." Tangora added, hiding the fact that she knew exactly what the reason was
for her behavior.
Even though she usually wouldn't mind telling people stuff nobody told her was
supposed to be a secret, she just couldn't take the risk. Her master was the fourth last person
she'd want to make mad. The first three places went to her parents and Ria.
"Let's not talk about such depressing things."
"Life itself is depressing, sister."
"It doesn't have to be," the Green replied.
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"You're still so very young. You haven't experienced real pain yet," the thin Violet
from before continued.
"My problems can't be any less painful than other peoples' problems."
"What problems could you possibly have at this age?" she snickered.
"I'm gonna grow old and live in an small apartment all alone with fifty hamsters," the
girl sighed and rolled her eyes.
Everyone in the room laughed at her response.
"Oh, Tangora, darling, believe me, you're better off without a man. It's not a written
law, but one way or another you begin to conform."
"Yeah, yeah, I get all that, but I'm seventeen and I haven't even had my first kiss
yet..." she let out an awkward chuckling sound as she spoke to make them think that she
might be joking, "I know a fourteen-year-old who's already had a boyfriend."
"Children. Rushing to grow up. They always regret it."
"I wanna know what it feels like when someone touches you. Sort of..." Tangora
smiled to herself as she continued to go on about her desires, "and kisses you... And stuff..."
"Do you have anyone that's an Orange in your family?" one of the women giggled and
asked her about her heritage.
"My dad. Orange is my secondary color."
"Figures. Now let me give you some advice," another leaned closer to her spoke, "no
matter how badly you want something, never take anything from just anyone. Never give
anything to just anyone."
"What if no one you like wants what you have to offer? Would it be wrong to give it
to someone who wouldn't cherish it just to feel wanted?" the girl inquired with a bit annoyed
tone of voice.
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"Don't even think about those things, dear. You should be with someone you really
care for."
"But that person has to love you too! That's my problem! No one wants to love me!"
"No, that is not true."
"My parents and friends don't count."
"No, no, no. You don't understand," she continued, "you're a beautiful young woman,
smart and good at heart. I'm sure there is someone or even more people who would want
nothing more than to be blessed with your hand. Perhaps they're just scared to confess. They
might not even be able to admit it to themselves."
"It's almost nine, sisters," the skinny one announced after having looked at her
wristwatch, "Tangora, you just follow our lead. When you come out, you'll take my place
behind the altar and sing when the time comes. After that, you and some of the others will
retreat and wait back here."
"Okay," she nodded.
"Excuse me," the woman who we now know is named Gurthen walked out of the
room and stood behind the marble altar, opening the Garraschata and flipping through the
pages. She then looked up at the crowd and said: "Please rise."
They did as she asked.
"Divines be heard."
"Divines be heard," they repeated after her.
"Consiga, Diva. Consiga, Hermatide Anxitli," she sang the beginning prayer.
"Consiga pos mihu sha'a anumii."
"Entaru, alumaha'ame. Vitl de suni aruga etye nah."
"Vitl de suni aruga etye nah. Consiga, Diva. Consiga, Hermatide Anxitli," the crowd
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continued to sing.
"Bikrah findali ugamure perinietla uskun."
"Bikrah findali ugamure perinietla uskun. Consiga, Diva. Consiga Hermatide Anxitli."
Then she took a shallow breath and asked them to sit down. Like obedient pupils, they
did just that.
"As you all know, today is the first Sunday of spring. This day is celebrated as the day
when our Divine Mother was created from water and clay by the Divine Brothers. She was
given knowledge and she was given emotions. Her love is cold, merciless and unforgiving.
But... It is for our own good, because her love is divine. We are her children," Gurthen spoke,
"a long time ago, after the divine brothers have forged our planet and all that lives on it, they
decided to create the first form of life according to their own image. Thus alongside the
animals and flora, Diva Canitia was created. Her beauty and her entire being is nothing
shorter of perfection itself. As an artist would fall in love with his creation, so did the Divine
Brothers. With the knowledge Umbra provided, she is now able to make them do her bidding.
With the emotions Lux gave her, she is hungry for receiving, but also for giving love. Her
hands are clutched into powerful fists made of solid rock with which she caresses her dear
children. Her eyes are judgmental, mysterious and empty, yet beneath the two orbs that show
nothing but regret and disappointment lies a loving, motherly and proud gaze. With her
strong legs, she keeps striding forward even when we cannot keep up with her. However, we
never stop trying. That will drives us to continue to thrive. Are those not qualities of a good
mother? She became the ruler of her own creators and still she dares not use that power for
destruction. And while Umbra is the one whose company she enjoys most, and Lux being a
far better lover, she still treats the Divine Brothers equally. Are those not qualities of a good
leader? Truth and moral have formed a perfect being. They created justice. That is our dear
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mother. Thus, we shall forever be her children. We are the seven colors of light. It does not
exist without each and every one of us. United we stand. The rain only stops when the seven
colors align in the shape of a holy halo. We are the Rainbow."
The book was closed after the speech. Gurthen smiled at the people as seeing them all
sitting side by side showed that everyone was equal. It brought her such joy. She has lived
through those dark times when some colors were more dominant than others. The hard work
of the Reds used to be taken for granted many years ago. Their lives were of almost of no
worth then. The Oranges were little more than slaves. Not much has changed for the Violets
though. They were the only ones of the high colors that did not approve of the tyranny being
brought upon the lower colors. The Blues were the ones that had no control over their lust for
dominance. Thank the divines that the Violets were able to put them back in their place. Too
much damage had been done. Too many had suffered. The Indigos, Reds, Oranges and
Yellows all had to pay a price that was never theirs to pay in the first place. They fought for
their freedom bravely and justice finally prevailed on the day of the revolution almost two
hundred years ago. After the rain comes sunshine. After the rain comes a rainbow.
"Rejoice, my brothers, my sisters. Rejoice before our creators. Every voice is heard.
No matter how silent. So speak. Pray with me."
Everyone then bowed their heads and started to pray: "Nero Umbra, enlighten us and
cure us of our blindness. Show us what there is, but we cannot see. Albus Lux, bearer of the
Rainbow, tell us how we may redeem ourselves and be forgiven for our sins. Show us how
we have wronged. Diva Canitia, mother dearest, do not leave your children to starve. You
have raised us to stand. Do not let us fall."
After those words have been spoken, the choir of female xarrins, along with Tangora,
slowly walked to the empty spot behind the altar and the lead singer took her place in front of
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them. The organ started playing a humble melody, gentle, quick and soft. There she was.
Rorschet felt her presence. He saw her as light was caressing her blessed being from behind
her. It was coming almost from the center of the top window, shining around her head like a
halo. The xarrin felt anticipation fill him. His heart was pounding so fast that he feared every
other Violet could hear it beat. Once the choir started to hum the melody of the song, their
voices echoed through the haven, bouncing off against the walls and surrounding Tangora. He
could sense her so clearly. Every line on her face was visible to his sense of hearing. Every
curve on her body, ever delicious curl and lock of her hair. Nothing was a secret to him but
what hid beneath her pearly dress. This is his moment to enjoy. The song of his mermaid who
had already taken him beneath the surface of the water. There was no going back, but he
didn't even want to return. He wanted to follow her deeper into the abyss. Into the depths of
her heart. That one place she would never be able to pull him out of. He would stay there
forever and dream, knowing that his beloved would belong to him. Even after his passing,
she would still keep him locked away. No one else would be able to take his place. So with
those thoughts, he leaned back into his seat with a smile and gazed up at the window in the
very center of the dome above him, only because he didn't want Tangora to notice him gazing
at her for too long. She sang: "Diva Canitia, glory to you. Diva Canitia, mother I never knew.
In every creature, in every tree. You've always been there for me. Diva Canitia, glory to thee."
That sound. That beautiful, beautiful high note she hit as she sang the last verse. The
entranced Violet felt his soul being laid to rest. It was healing from all of the wounds others
had cut open. There was no more paint to be felt. Nothing. And if Tangora wasn't keeping
him in this world, he would have wanted to breathe out his spirit in this very moment.
"Every day I feel your cold embrace. I still hear your voice, though I can't see your
face. You forced me to stand on my own. Made me sit upon my throne. The kingdom still lies
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in the dark, but your footsteps shan't lead me astray. Take us into the light and show us a
better day!" she continued, smiling beneath the sunlight while gazing at the arch above the
door, decorated with many colorful flowers and green vines.
The the choir sang with her, together: "Diva Canitia, glory to you. Diva Canitia,
mother I never knew. In every creature, in every tree. You've always been there for me. Diva
Canitia, glory to thee."
Remembering all that once was, Rorschet thought of Nina and her last words. As his
stare was still fixated on the single round window in the middle of the dome, he felt like he
was staring at the heavens. And Nina... She was looking down at him, just as happy. She did
this for him. She gave him this moment. He must do something to thank her. Then Tangora
sang alone once more: "We are equals before your watchful eyes. Hatred is our poison and
love the prize. Why are you the one who never speaks? Why won't you wipe the tears off my
cheeks? I tremble because I'm afraid. I don't know what my future shall bring. Every winter
must come to pass! We survive to see spring!
"Diva Canitia, glory to you. Diva Canitia, mother I never knew. In every creature, in
every tree. You've always been there for me. Diva Canitia, glory to thee!" the choir sang the
chorus with her again, only this time Tangora's tone became more passionate and she did not
sing in unison with them.
The way she sang now was so full of life that it was simply mesmerizing.
Breathtaking even. Rorschet's dear student was a rambunctious flame that you could touch
and caress as much as you wish, but it shan't burn you. He wanted to feel what it would be
like to feed on her love and joy. If only three years were not separating him from his beloved.
Three unmerciful, wretched years. Listening to her and being by her side was enough to sate
him for now. After so long, he couldn't let himself ruin his perfect plan and all of that wait he
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was put through. Then Tangora sang the last verse alone, with the sweetest, most gentle voice
she could muster: "Diva Canitia, glory to thee. Your love is a diamond I was too blind to see.
All along in a stone that you threw at me. You woke me up and I'm finally free."
Silence crept inside the haven's walls. Rorschet only kept staring at his student with a
smile. Once she caught his gaze, he nodded as if to say that she was more than perfect. She
smiled back and couldn't be happier to see that he was satisfied with her performance. And
while nobody could notice at that distance, she was sweating immensely and felt so relieved
her bit was over that she couldn't wait to get away from all those watchful eyes, but in the end
she was glad to have been influenced by stage fright. She believes it actually helped her
remember all the words in fear of humiliation if one word were to have been forgotten.
Finally, three of the xarrins remained with the people while the others took Rorschet's prized
flower away.

***

The crowd got involved in simple chatter which quickly cast out the silence from the
haven when the ceremony was over.
"I gotta be frank here, hanging out with you two is really good for the business,"
Quiserco chuckled and struggled a bit to stand up, "or at least it would be if you'd loosen up a
bit, Rorsch."
"Please understand, I cannot let her take that path. I fear her heart is too fragile for it.
She wouldn't be able to take a fall from such a height," the xarrin replied.
"She's a bird, for Divines' sake! You gotta let her spread her wings a bit."
"I wish you would respect my wishes. You may tell her when she turns twenty and
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when I am no longer responsible for her, but please don't mention anything to her right now.
She's so very young. I don't want her to decide whether or not she'd like to perform as a
professional until she's mature enough to make a decision not based on dreaming of fame."
"He has a point, Don. She's just a teenager," Zane added.
"You know I'd take good care of her for you, Rorsch. But okay, if that's how you feel,
I'll wait a few years," the Don smiled and roughly coiled his arm around the Violet.
"Thank you," he grinned awkwardly and patted his arm in hopes of letting him know
that his grip is too strong.
Dora, who was sitting somewhere in the middle with the others, came to tell them
about their future whereabouts: "Cousin Rorschet, we're gonna go get some ice-cream. Is that
okay?"
"Of course," he said and she left with a short goodbye.
"Why do they only tell you where they are and where they're going when they need
you to drive them somewhere?" Quiserco complained.
"She didn't say anything about needing a lift," Zane looked back at him, holding a
confused expression on his face.
"Well, someone's gonna have to take them. I'll keep my health as long as I know an
adult's with them."
"Jin and Fisc will be there. Jin's very responsible, don't worry," the Yellow assured
him.
"It's Fisc I'm worried about. Last week he insisted on preparing a stunt which
involved kitchen knives for the next show. I'm not comfortable leaving him alone with
anyone," the Don sighed with an annoyed frown.
"That reminds me, I need to speak with you about your offer, Zane," Rorschet turned
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to him.
"Yeah?"
"I think you may be right. Perhaps it would be good for Tangora," the xarrin told him
and forced a smile upon his face, but inside, his heart became ten times heavier.
"I'd be glad to help. When should I stop by?" he asked happily.
"Does six suit you? Friday?"
"Sure. I'll just drop Vick over at Dora's house and come pick Tangora up. Those two
really clicked. They've been planning this sleepover almost the whole week. I'll have Tangie
home by ten."
"Nine."
"Alright, whatever you say," Zane chuckled.
"Rorsch, are you sure you wanna push her into the crowd like that? She's got orange
in her blood. Before you know it, you'll be throwing naked strangers out her bedroom
window every other night," Quiserco added.
"As if I haven't heard people tell me that before. She's a good girl. She'd ask me about
brining someone over first."
"Yeah, I don't really get why he'd forbid her to have sex. I mean, we all have needs,"
Zane said with a puzzled look focused on the Don.
"I don't approve of it if she's still a minor, you know. Sure, I'd like Ria to save herself
for marriage, but hey, things can happen. It's not a crime, but I at least want her to be of legal
age and have some hope that she'll be able to make better choices."
"Why wait? Sexual urges come well before twenty. I feel it's more of a rule made by
man than a law of nature," the Yellow threw another argument into the conversation.
"Both of you are correct in a way," Rorschet said, "I think you'll agree that most
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young ones at this age are not fully capable of making decisions that are truly right for them.
You've said so yourself, Zane. Right now, Tangora is like a puppy. She might be willing to
follow anyone who gives her a treat, not to mention be talked into doing things I cannot even
bring myself to imagine. Yet still... If she is to learn that she is of more worth than she thinks,
I have to let her out into the world and only silently observe and watch over her without
getting involved unless I'm required to do so."
"Heh. You know, I wish I had you as a brother when I was a kid. Could have been
spared from doing some really dumb things," Zane smiled at him, "I remember how my mom
used to nag me all the time about things I haven't even done yet. That's probably why I didn't
listen to her. Even Inca did it a few times. I don't know why, but I just feel like you have this
freakish ability to persuade others into doing or not doing the things you want them to."
"Yeah... You're right. He kinda does have that effect on people the more I think about
it," Quiserco added with an intrigued tone.
"No, you have to really see it to believe it. I'll show you," Zane insisted.
"Alright then," the Violet gave him permission.
"Okay, you two pretend you're husband and wife and I'll be your kid. Go!"
"Since I have the widest hips, I'm obviously not gonna be the big spoon," the Don
laughed warmheartedly, leaned against Rorschet with his arm around him and spoke, trying
to imitate a female voice, "Rorschet, we haven't made love in a week. I feel like you're not
attracted to me anymore!"
The three of them had to take a moment to let themselves laugh it out before
proceeding.
"Okay, okay," Zane tried to calm himself down and finally started to talk normally,
"mom, dad, I'm off to my field trip! Now you guys tell me to brush my teeth, stay safe, not to
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go swimming thirty minutes before and after a meal, yadda yadda yadda..."
"Aherm..." the Don coughed, "Zane, when mommy and daddy love each other they do
some nasty things together, which is why I want you to be a good boy and not make eye
contact with anyone, especially your camp counselor, alright son?"
"That was kinda gross, but I'll take it. Rorsch?"
"If I must," he sighed with a smile, "son, you must already know what I am about to
tell you. You're thinking that I'm going to warn you about many things I've already told you
about. You're a smart young man. I know you don't need me to repeat what you already know,
but please try to understand me. You're my only son and you're going away for a few days. I
don't know what will happen there. I don't know if anything bad will happen to you. I can
only helplessly pray each night and hope that you're safe. You will be tempted to do many
things. I only ask of you one thing. Don't do it for them. Do it for yourself and do it because
you want to, not because they want you to do it."
"See?! When you say it it's totally different!" Zane exclaimed in joy.
"I've studied psychology, Zane. It's not strange that you feel this way, but I'm still very
flattered and grateful for the compliment," Rorschet replied, "now, Quiserco, I'd like to go see
my student. Please stop suffocating me."
"What's wrong with my hugs?" he inquired as if he was insulted and let go of him.
"I grew up with brothers who are fairly rough. I don't like to be reminded of the fact
that I was the runt of the litter," the Violet answered with a calming grin.
"You never told us you had brothers," Zane said.
"We're not related, but I spent most of my childhood days with them. They're like
family to me," he explained, "now, I really should get going. Tangora and I have work to do."
"Wait, I'll come with you," the Yellow volunteered.
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That very statement made Rorschet feel quite uneasy. He took a two-second pause
before starting to walk and saying: "Alright."
"I've got work to do anyways. I'll see you back at the studio, Zane," Quiserco told him
as he was leaving.
"I won't be long," he added and continued following the xarrin.
And so the two went to the dressing room of the female xarrins and knocked on the
door. One of the xarrins opened it and greeted them with a healthy dose of politeness and
happiness.
"Brother Rorschet. What can we do for you?"
"Is Tangora ready to depart? We have work to do back at home and I would appreciate
it if you told her that I'm waiting for her."
"Of course," she replied and closed the door.
A few moments later, Tangora walked out, holding her arms tightly against her body
as she was trying to hide bundles of toilet paper she had stuffed under her armpits while also
holding a tight grip on the double cloth bag in her hand.
"So, how did I do?" she asked.
"Heh, are you kidding?" Zane commented, "you were amazing out there!"
"Thanks," the girl smiled brightly.
"I couldn't be more proud of you, Tangora," the xarrin told her and placed both hands
on her shoulders in hopes of showing Zane how close he and his student are, "I have never
been given a gift as beautiful as this."
"Well, I'm glad you liked it. Now let's go before someone sees me."
"Why wouldn't you want anyone to see you?"
"Master, I'm carrying two tons of toilet paper under my armpits and I can't stop
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sweating. It won't be long before my dress changes color," she answered with a sarcastic
smile and a raised eyebrow.
"Oh, uh, before you leave, Rorschet and I've been talking and..."
"Zane agreed to take you out to meet some new people on Friday," the xarrin finished
his sentence for him.
"Really?!" Tangora exclaimed and hugged her master as tightly as she could, "oh,
thankyouthankyouthankyou! You have no idea how much this means to me!"
Rorschet hugged her back and enjoyed every second of it. Even though she kept the
upper parts of her arms close to her body, he was still happy to see her so filled with joy.
"You don't have to thank me. Your happiness will suffice."
"I'll, uhm..." Zane coughed, "I'll pick you up at six then. Sound good?"
Tangora let go of her master and focused her gaze on him instead, "thank you so
much, Mr. Tylleb. Six sounds great. I promise I won't bother you too much."
"No no, it's okay, you can bother me as much as you like," he smiled awkwardly.
The xarrin could feel his blood boiling inside him once more. He kept asking himself
the same questions over and over. Why doesn't he take her out? Why let Zane do it? Why is
he so afraid he might do something he'll regret? But the answer was the same every single
time. If he were there, he wouldn't be able to control himself. He'd just try to drive the other
suitors away and then she'd know. She's cleaver. One interruption would be forgiven, but she
would know everything if there was a second one. He couldn't let her find out just yet. There
was too much at risk.
"Let's go, Tangora. We have a lot of work left undone," the xarrin told her, "we'll see
you on Friday. Have a good day, Zane."
"Bye Mr. Tylleb," the girl waved back at him.
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"Yeah, you too," he nodded and watched them walk out the back door.
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CHAPTER NINE
Lady, My Lady
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It's Friday afternoon and Tangora couldn't be more excited. She put on her most
comfortable dark denim knee length pants and a fuchsia batwing sleeve shirt with a big white
bow print in the middle. She put her makeup on and another bow for her hair, then rushed
down to the living room so she could wait for Zane to arrive.
"I'm glad you haven't gotten over your obsession with bows. They make you stand out
from the crowd," Rorschet commented.
"Do you think I look too childish?" she gasped in fear.
"You're not wearing a pink dress, so I think that evens it out. Not that I'd complain.
Personally, I think you look far more interesting in one of your girly dresses," he replied,
"I've also noticed you're wearing new earrings.
"Oh, yeah. Zane bought them for me as a present when he came to lunch last time. I'm
just wearing them now so he sees that I like the present. I don't wanna be rude. Ria yelled at
me for not wearing my mom's present on my last birthday."
Rorschet's heart froze in a second when he heard her say that Zane gave them to her.
Every inch of his body right now was screaming inside of him, telling him to not let Tangora
leave the house.
"Do you like them?" he asked with a serious tone.
"They're okay. I like amber better, but I felt kinda embarrassed when he gave them to
me cuz they look reeeeeally expensive," she said whilst observing the minerals dangling off
her ears.
The doorbell suddenly rang and Tangora flew over to open it.
"Hey, kid," he greeted her and offered her a fist bump, "you ready to go?"
She gladly bumped his fist with hers and said: "Yeah. Let me just go say goodbye to
master Rorschet."
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The xarrin did not even move a muscle. He just sat there, staring at the screen in
complete silence. Tangora went over to him and gave him a hug. Zane peeked inside while
she was gone and saw Rorschet sitting on the sofa. He became terribly worried, for he had
seen that image before. Or rather... he was in it.
"Go wait in the glider, Tangie. I wanna ask Rorsch something," Zanneki told her and
gave her the glider token.
"Okay!" she exclaimed and skipped her way outside, holding her purse tightly
clutched in her hands.
"What's wrong...?" the Yellow asked and sat beside Rorschet, who was completely
ignoring him.
"Why would anything be wrong?" he spoke without turning his head or showing any
emotion.
"Because I used to sit there in front of the TV, staring blankly at it and only paying
attention to thoughts that kept troubling me."
"I'm worried. Something bad is going to happen to Tangora and I can't stop her from
going with you now."
"Nothing is gonna happen to her, I swear. Trust me. I won't let it," Zane assured him
and firmly placed his hand on the Violet's shoulder.
"If I forbid her from going she'll have questions. If I don't have the right answer,
things won't end well. She'll hate me for not letting her go with you."
"You're just worried. As would any parent be."
"She's not my daughter, Zane," Rorschet growled.
"Okay, I understand. You don't want to get too attached to her so that it doesn't hurt as
much when she leaves in three years. I get that."
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"She's waiting. Go," Rorschet said as he started to breathe a bit more heavily because
of the anger building up inside of him.
"Like I promised, she'll be back by nine," Zane told him and left, but not before
turning off the big plasma screen TV in front of the xarrin.
Even without it, he still kept very still. Motionless.
"Mr. Tylleb, I just wanna thank you again for taking me with you," she thanked him
with a joyful smile once he sat down in the glider.
"No problem, kid. Isn't that what friends do for each other?" he said as be began to
drive through the dark forest.
"I have a feeling he's gonna have some violet in him. I dunno. I've just been dream of
a lot guys with violet in their blood recently," she started explaining and leaned back into her
seat while she held her legs tightly against her, "just imagine! Me! Finally having a boyfriend
after all these years!"
"You talk like you're fifty. Come on, Tangie, you can't say stuff like that, you're too
young."
"It's gonna be the best! I'll finally get to do all the stuff I've wanted when I was a kid!"
she shouted and held her arms close together against her chest like an excited fangirl, "the
only time I've ever done anything you could actually call kinda romantic was when Ria took
me and Dora to a party where we danced with some guys... Then one of them started dancing
with me from behind and held me around my waist. It was amaaaaaaaazing...
"Heh, well I'm glad you at least went out with the girls. I know you always say how
much you hate going to clubs and what not," Zane added.
"I still do. It's exhausting! Besides, I've got everything I need at home. Food, water,
my computer, a clean toilet, and a warm, cozy bed."
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"You know, there are a lot of folks out there who would love to have a kid like you,"
he chuckled.
"I just wish guys would like something about me..." Tangora spoke in an annoyed
tone of voice and rolled her eyes.
"You have no idea how many guys out there would be lucky to have you even just as
a friend."
"Not a whole lot," she complained.
"I know you're probably not gonna take me seriously when I say this, but... You're
smart, you have an amazing voice, you're kind and sweet... I could keep listing good things
about you all day. You just lack a little self esteem."
"Right..." she sighed, then spoke with a joyful smile again, "but that's all gonna
change tonight! I've prayed over twenty times before this afternoon! Well.. It's sorta dark, so
night would probably be more accurate, but still! What if the Divines are gonna make me
bump into my future husband?! I'd love to have a baby girl one day.
"You're thinking about that stuff at your age? When I was seventeen, I'd get sick at the
thought of marriage or kids."
"Do you know what it's like to be friends with a super hot girl? Everyone's always
buzzing around her and I... I just sit alone. Sometimes I try to contribute to the conversation,
but everyone ignores me."
Something inside of Zane was lit at that moment. A certain urge. The need to protect
her from all the pain and mean thoughts he could see were surrounding her every time she
would talk about her loneliness. He wanted to do something to help her, but by the time they
got to the bar, the smile on her face had already returned. It was only unfortunate that the
night didn't go exactly as Tangora had planned. After about fifteen minutes, a young Orange
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approached her. However, he got spooked and left when Zane returned at the worst time to
give Tangora her drink. She was terribly mad at him and only forgave him because he was
nice enough to take her here and chaperon her for the evening. The second suitor seemed a bit
drunk. Out of the crowd on the dance floor, he came over to Tangora who was leaning against
a wall and drinking water from a big cup. Her first reaction to his awkward dancing was just
to glance and him and smile, hoping he'd say something, but after a few moments, he got
bored and tottered back to where he had come from in the first place. Tangora was very
displeased. Then there were a few older men who were trying to flirt with her from across the
bar. Quite frankly, she was a little frightened of them. They looked at least twenty years older
than her. Finally, after losing all hope, Tangora went over to Zane who had also been sitting at
the bar, drawing doodles on a napkin.
"Mr. Tylleb, can we go home now?" she poked his shoulder and asked him for a ride
home with a light frown forming on her face.
"Hmm...? Oh, right. Sure," he quickly replied and hid the napkin in his fist.
They got in the glider and Zane managed to dump the napkin somewhere on their way
to the parking lot. While driving, he tried to start a dialog with the young lady after noticing
how upset she was.
"Come on, it wasn't so bad," he attempted to cheer her up," it's a start. People rarely
reach their goal on their first try."
"I know. But it could have gone better."
"Listen, I just remembered, I gotta return something to Rorsch. Would you mind if we
stopped by my place before I take you home?"
"No..." she quietly answered him with a sad tone of voice
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***

Zanneki used his key to open the door of his new apartment in Glogmore. He then
opened the door for Tangora and turned on the lights.
"Thirsty?" he asked her as he was walking towards the kitchen.
"I'm good." she replied and sat down on the leather sofa in the middle of the living
room.
"Would you mind if I had a drink?"
"I thought you didn't drink."
"Water is a drink too, you know," he chuckled in amusement and sat down with her
after pouring himself a glass.
"Why did you sit down? You said you just had to grab something from the
apartment," she looked at him with a puzzled gaze.
"I gotta talk to you about something, Tangie," he sighed, "I'm really sorry I had to lie
to you, but this is... very important."
"Okay?" the Green said, feeling anxiety taking over.
"For nine years since you walked in on me as I was holding a gun to my head I
couldn't confess something to myself. After that and up till now I've come to terms with that...
but I've been hiding it from everyone..." Zane gazed back at her with fear and shame in his
eyes.
He gently took her hand in his.
"What are you doing...?" she stuttered, staring at him with dread filling her soul as she
pulled her hand away from him.
"Please don't be scared. I would never even think of hurting you, Tangie. You're my
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guardian angel," the Yellow leaned closer to her and continued to speak with a kind voice,
like a man trying not to drive away a frightened doe, only wanting to pet her gorgeous coat.
"I'm asking you, as a friend, please don't touch me," she gulped, then moved back to
the other end of the sofa.
"I won't, just... let me explain..." he continued, smiling whilst gazing into her clear,
indigo eyes, "for nine years I was trying to deny the fact that I thought of you as some sort of
miracle sent by the Divines to save me. When I first saw you after we moved to Glogmore I...
I couldn't believe what I was seeing. You've changed so much. You weren't that carefree little
girl anymore. You've grown up into the most beautiful young woman I've ever seen. And
when we spoke... I felt like I wanted to keep talking to you and making you laugh. When I
saw how upset you were about being all alone, I wanted to hold you. I wanted to keep you
safe."
"I..." she attempted to speak, but instead began breathing a little harder while trying to
hide her face away from him.
"You don't have to be alone anymore," Zane told her and moved closer to her, "let me
return the favor."
"I really should go, master will be worried," the frightened girl tried to think of an
excuse to leave, then headed for the door.
"No, wait!" he shouted and rushed to stop her.
"I've always thought of you as an uncle, but not this..." she struggled as he held her
arms, looking at him with tears forming in her eyes, "you're so much older than me!"
"I'm not going to hurt you, Tangora, I swear! You have to believe me!"
"I do... I'm just... I don't know what to think... I know I keep saying how I want
someone to love me, but not someone like you... I am so sorry," she sobbed.
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"Why does age matter? It's nothing but a number! Why does it have to keep two
people from being in love? When I saw you singing in haven yesterday, you can't possibly
understand how beautiful you were up there. And when Rorschet asked me to chaperon you I
knew it was a sign. The Divines have granted both our wishes. Don't you think so? You're my
sweet little angel... You're my precious hummingbird..."
As he said those words, he gently held her against him and kept stroking her orangetipped locks. She didn't speak. She just continued to weep and tried to keep calm. She knew
she would eventually convince him to let her go, but she couldn't help but cry from confusion
and anger for being so hypocritical, even though deep down she wanted to convince herself
that she wasn't and that she still had a right to choose.
"You said how much you'd love to be held and kissed. How much you'd love to
belong to someone. I could give you what you've always wanted. Nobody has to know," he
sighed, "why does my age matter to you so much, Tangie? Isn't the fact that I love you
enough?"
"I don't know... I just need some time to think..."
"I know what the others are like. I was just like them. You don't deserve the things
they'd do to you. It's like throwing pearls before swine... They'll never see how beautiful you
really are like I do. They'll never know how to cherish you."
"Please try to put yourself in my position..."
"I know you're confused... But it doesn't have to be so complicated. If two people love
each other why shouldn't they be able to express those feelings?"
"I don't know if I..."
"Don't say it," he interrupted her, "think about what I've told you here tonight. Take
your time. Whatever your answer might be, I'll respect it. Just promise me you'll think about
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it."
"Okay..." the Green whimpered.
"And please don't say anything to anyone. Once I have your answer I'll be the one to
speak."
"Can I go home...? Please...?"
"I'll drive you. If you flew by yourself Rorschet would have questions."
"That would be best..." the frightened dove agreed.
Zane then let her go and fixed his shirt, but when he turned around his entire body
began to tremble. Jincris was staring blankly at them by the kitchen door.
"Jin, let me explain," the father went over to his son and reached out for him.
But it was of no use. He moved his arm away and stared back at him with hatred.
"You don't understand! I had to do this. I couldn't live like this anymore!" he started
explaining as panic took over.
"You are so selfish..." the young Yellow growled.
"Jin, I..."
He then interrupted his father before he could say anything else, looked at Tangora
who was staring back at them with tears still flowing down her face and commanded her:
"Go. Leave. I'll deal with this."
Without hesitation, she did just that. She ran out through the door to the balcony that
warm evening and flew away into the night sky. Behind her, all she could hear was Jincris
yelling at his father. They were fighting, but she didn't look back. All she could think about at
the moment was getting back home to her master. Once she stepped onto the balcony of her
master's house, she hurriedly opened the glass door and rushed into her room through the
hallway with an unsteady breath. She cried and kept nervously walking around in front of her
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bed. A few moments later, she even began scratching her arms again. Rorschet, who was still
sitting on the sofa downstairs, heard whimpers coming from Tangora's bedroom. He was
there is seconds and when he opened the door, his heart froze in terror. Tangora jumped back
and stared at him with red, mascara-smudged eyes and tears still flowing down her cheeks
and neck.
"Tangora..." he whispered, then quickly grabbed her, holding her tightly in his
embrace as she cried into his robes. "It's okay... It's going to be okay... You're safe... You're
home..."
"Why did it have to happen to me?" she asked.
"What happened? Are you hurt?"
"No, I'm fine... It's just..."
"If anyone touched you..." the xarrin snarled and held her tighter, glaring down at the
floor.
Tangora could even feel his breath becoming heavier.
"It wasn't like that... Nobody did anything to me," she interrupted him in order to
explain.
"Where's Zane?"
"Please, let me explain," she pleaded.
"Alright. I'm listening..." he stared down at her with a very serious expression, trying
desperately to contain the rage he held within.
"Nobody came to me me... I was surrounded by all these beautiful women who were
talking to other guys and... I was all alone," she sniffled, feeling terrible for having to lie to
him, "I didn't want Zane to see me cry, so I asked him if I could fly back home by myself
before I..."
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"Thank the Divines, you're alright. That's all that matters now," Rorschet sighed in
relief.
"I just need a few minutes to cry this out and I'll feel better..."
"Alright... I'll go. Just... try to get some rest," the xarrin stroked her moist cheek and
left the girl alone with her sadness.

***

"You are one selfish bastard, you know that?" Jin spoke to his father with hatred.
"Jin, please..." Zane tried to approach him, but the son backed away and kept a steady,
furious gaze focused on him.
"Do you have ANY idea what you've done? Huh?" he argued and shouted, "does that
brain of yours have any control over your actions?! You just had to do it! What would you
have happened if I wasn't here to stop you?!"
The father continued to shake his head in disagreement and tried to hide his tears
away from him by staring down at the ground.
"You could be her fucking father!! Who in the name of fuck gave you the right to
even attempt to take advantage of her?!"
"You don't know what it's like..." Zane whispered without having the courage to face
him and look him in the eyes, "she saved us, Jin... And I'm just a man. I have fears, hopes,
desires... Even weaknesses. I couldn't help it... I needed to hold her. I swear, I would never
hurt her, but you have no clue what it's like! Ever since your mother left, nobody was there
for me when I needed help."
"I was there! I carried the whole family on my shoulders when mom left because you
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couldn't get a hold of yourself! I honestly have no idea why she did it because you two
fucking deserve each other! You're the most irresponsible, horrendous people and I have
never been more disgusted by the fact that you're my parents!"
"You and your sister are going to leave this house someday... I'll be all alone..." Zane
stuttered.
"She's seventeen, dad! Are you fucking insane?!"
"She's different. She would never hurt her beloved the way your mother hurt me," the
father tried to explain.
"You are despicable..." Jin glared at him in disgust, "it's wrong... It's sick..."
"You don't know what it's like..." the man kept repeating.
"Here's what we're gonna do..." his son sighed, "pretend like nothing happened. Don't
look at her and don't talk to her unless you have to. I'll level out the stories and talk to her
about this so that no one suspects anything. Especially Rorschet. I still can't believe you'd do
something like this."
Feeling shame, but also feeling like his own son did not respect him as his superior,
Zane took a deep breath and faced him with a serious, cold look on his face.
"Don't talk to me like I'm a kid. I'm an adult and I will do whatever I damn well
please. You know I'd never hurt Tangora and you have no right to tell me who I can or can't
love. We'll do it your way, but don't you dare talk to me like this again."
Jin stared back into his father's eyes and clutched his fists, wishing he had the heart to
punch him for doing something so stupid and twisted.
"If you were an adult you wouldn't have forced yourself onto a defenseless girl
because you couldn't control yourself! If you were really an adult, you wouldn't have let
yourself almost ruin the life of a seventeen-year-old! What you are is a selfish brat who only
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knows how to cry and complain when things get tough, always saying that he's the victim
without even thinking about how others might feel!"
Zane swung his arm and slapped his own son for insulting him like that. Jin grunted in
pain for a second and turned his head back to boldly face his aggressor. They stared at each
other for only a moment before his father rushed to grab his coat and storm out of the
apartment.
"Running away from your problems again, dad?!" Jin shouted at him, "YOU'RE
NOTHING BUT A FUCKING COWARD!!"
The last thing Zane heard before he got to the steps was what he assumed was Jincris
throwing something fragile against the wall and destroying it in his rage. The night
swallowed him once he was outside. One could see just the silhouette of the stranger as he'd
walk under a streetlight on his way to anywhere but reality. If only he could return to the past
when his mother, a single parent, cared for him and kept him hidden away in his perfect little
world. There was no Inca to have cut his heart in half. There was no Tangora, the angelic
being who helped heal his wounds and now sits atop an unreachable pedestal in the heavens.
There were no worries, no obligations, no responsibilities. How he wishes he could go back
to those times. To his childhood. Why did time have to pass? Why did joy have to abandon
him? What did he do to make the Divines so angry with him? He should have taken his life
when he had the chance. Now this single little feather of hope dangles in front of him,
keeping him from escaping this world. A single feather that fell off the wings of the girl who
saved him from darkness. Perhaps he is asking for too much. She already saved him from his
destruction and now he wants her to be at his side. One good deed was enough, but he can't
help himself. He knows she needs him as well. He's the only one who understands her
magnificence and is the only one who knows how to cherish it.
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CHAPTER TEN
Meet Scarlie
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Tangora woke up the next morning with the right side of her pillow still bearing
marks made by her tears from before she fell asleep. Having thus remembered what had
happened, she panicked and immediately grabbed her reader to send a reading to Zanneki and
tell him what she had told her master so that their stories would be in sync. As hard as it was
for her to think about the events that took place last night, she feared to tell Rorschet about it.
The Tyllebs and the Ferreros were their closest friends. If the word got out, that friendship
would be broken. Both Zane and Jin would be out of a job and she would never be allowed to
talk to Vicsine nor Jincris. Thinking about it all was making her eyes water again. She tried
desperately to think about something else before going downstairs to face her master. Even
though he wouldn't be able to notice, there was still a chance he'd feel the moisture on her
face if he'd touch it or see her tears if she stepped into bright light. The girl then put on a pair
of sweatpants and a wide shirt that drooped down her body before walking out her bedroom
door. In the kitchen, Rorschet was already waiting for her. He twitched his ear lightly when
he heard her footsteps and took a sip of warm tea which he held firmly clasped in his hands.
"Morning," she greeted him with a delicate and a little frightened tone whilst going to
prepare breakfast for herself.
"Did you manage to get some sleep?" he asked casually.
"Yeah... Took me a while, but I fell asleep at one point."
"Tangora, in a few years or perhaps even sooner this problem you've created for
yourself won't bother you anymore. You're only seventeen. There's a whole life ahead of you.
When the time comes, you'll get what you've always wanted. No goodness like yourself goes
unrewarded."
"Thanks, but I can't help it if it hurts. I'm really sorry," she apologized, facing the
ground in shame as she sat down at the table with her bowl of cereal.
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"Nothing hurts more than having to watch your loved one suffer. When I saw you I
was so scared... furious with the world. Images started flooding my mind. I had no idea what
could have happened to you," the man shuddered lightly and took another sip of his tea.
"I was crying because no one approached me. I'm sorry I upset you."
"Don't be. I'm just glad you're alright and that nothing worse had happened," he
continued, "now, before I forget, I just wanted to tell you that I've been talked into going to
Phoxx's bachelor party this evening. If you want, I can ask Lusunteph and Andamia to let you
sleep over at their house."
"No, no, I'll be fine. I bought a new game last week I got hooked on anyways. I'll be
preoccupied with that for a while," she tried to convince him to let her stay at home.
"If you say so. I won't be out for too long. Once the others start enjoying themselves,
I'll sneak out. They won't even notice my absence," Rorschet grinned.
"Where are you going?" she asked out of curiosity whilst chewing her food.
"The Ambermane. It's not cheap, but it lives up to our standards."
"You have standards?" Tangora replied with a bit more playful tone of voice.
"The employees there take good care of their health, so I've heard," he flashed her a
light smile.
"Wouldn't you want to stick around for a lap dance or something rather than run home
to your boring student?"
"I don't have to spend money to have an enjoyable conversation with you."
"Yeah, but you still gotta pay for my clothes, food and a bunch of other stuff."
"Your parents are paying for that."
"You know, you're not gonna find the one just by sitting around the house," she
argued.
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"I should be telling you the same thing. Besides, I certainly wouldn't go looking for
her in a brothel."
"Hey, I go out! I meet people!"
"What if I've already found her?"
"You'd tell me."
"Well... perhaps I just don't want to tell you," the xarrin grinned.
"Whatever. I'm not convinced," crossed her arms as if she were angry with him, yet
she still kept a shallow smile on her face.
"It doesn't matter. When you're done, come meet me in my study. We still have plenty
of time to work on a few things before tonight," he spoke and left with his cup of tea.

***

The moon has ascended, bathing Rorschet in a soft glow as he was flying over the city
of stars. Deep between the buildings in Warmbury lies the Ambermane. Wearing his half
buttoned-up white shirt and long jeans, he blended in nicely with the rest of the men walking
up the small number of steps and into the alleyway. Darkness wrapped itself around him.
There was only the orange light of the neon sign above the entrance shining upon the faces of
the visitors. Rorschet strolled inside the crowded establishment. The other xarrins greeted
him with firm handshakes and manly embraces after they had sensed his presence.
"Good to know you haven't decided to stay at home in the last minute," Phoxx
chuckled, "when was the last time you've been to a place like this?"
"Your restraint is admirable, brother. I only wish you'd tell us why it's so necessary,"
Elilei added, "think of this as a sanctuary for your dark secrets."
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"It is a little... dark, but if it will stop you from pestering me, I'll tell you. I don't
bother coming here because this place has nothing to offer me. There has been someone on
my mind for quite some time now."
"That was obvious enough. What we need is a name," Rhashun grinned.
"I'm going to have to disappoint you then," Rorschet smiled back as he sat down at
the large table with them.
"Oh, come on. You know perfectly well how sacred the vow of silence is. What our
ears hear shan't be spoken by our tongues," said Alendre.
"You're behaving like teenagers," Ganvil shook his head, "by the way, Rorschet, how's
your student? How old is she now?"
"Seventeen."
"I saw her with her friends a few days ago. The little duckling has become a swan," he
spoke and poured his friend a glass of wine.
"She has," the Violet smiled to himself.
"Has she found someone yet?" Misus inquired.
"She's suffering. I can only hope that will come to pass," Rorschet replied with a sad
sigh.
"I'm sorry to hear that. She's a very charming young girl. I'm surprised she's still
alone."
"You should have brought her along. Perhaps some company would cheer her up,"
Alendre suggested.
"It would only make things worse. Seeing two people even so much as holding
hands... I can't bring her here. Not until she stops being so envious."
"I see. Well, give her our best then," he nodded.
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They could heard the sound of hooves tapping against the wooden floorboards, a
woman began strutting through the room in their direction. As she swung her hips, almost the
whole bar would turn to gaze at the eye candy that was Scarliotte Visundra. The name itself
screamed raw beauty and wild spirit. The Orange, with her ginger hair flowing down her
back to her strong horse-like legs, was famous for being the most wanted and expensive
prostitute in Charclay, apart from the Greens who would be interested in working in that kind
of business. They are highly sought-after because of their regard for health and personal
hygiene. Rich clients pay good money just to be extra sure they won't become infected with a
deadly disease from sleeping with a woman in that line of business. Scarlie was even more
expensive than the Greens, but that was mostly because of her beauty and ways of charming a
man, or woman if required.
"Gentlemen, I sincerely apologize for my tardiness. We've been very busy tonight,"
the seductress spoke and leaned onto Phoxx's chair.
"Phoxx, I hope you don't mind, but I've asked Scarlie to accompany us this evening,"
Elilei raised his glass towards him and flashed him a grin.
"Isn't that a lovely surprise? I appreciate the gift," the Violet thanked him.
"Heard you were getting married tomorrow, Phoxxy. I asked Eli if he'd let me have
you for tonight before the bride steals ya from me," Scarlie added.
"She already has."
"Maybe one half but I've got the other right now," she purred and ran her finger across
his chin, focusing a very inviting gaze at him.
The others contributed to the great atmosphere radiating across the room with sounds
of laughter and enjoyment.
"He should have no problem enjoying himself," Ganvil said, "your voice is like honey
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for the senses."
"Rorsch, I didn't even see you there. How are ya?" she smiled towards the quieter
xarrin.
"I'm well, thank you."
"Would it help if I gave you a lap dance too? I'll trade ya for your golden bracelets,"
she laughed contagiously with the others.
"Don't bother, Scarlie. The man's in love," Rhashun advised her.
"Hey, I'm in love too!" Phoxx boasted.
"Who's the lucky girl, Rorsch? She must be something special when she's got you
thinking of her with me standing here," she teased him.
"She is," he agreed.
"Don't worry, I'll make you forget all about her. I don't mind a challenge."
"I'm in," Phoxx said, "Scarlie, would you mind?"
"This is getting interesting," Alendre commented.
"Two balvas on Scarlie," Rhashun placed a bet.
"Are you really so confident?" Ganvil added.
"I've got four on Rorschet," said Elilei.
But Rorschet was not pleased. He decided it would be best to stop Scarliotte's abuse
in private.
"Very well. If the groom insists. Would you care to join me in your quarters?"
Rorschet asked the Orange and stood up from his chair.
"Aww, come on, Rorsch. We came here to see a show!" Phoxx complained.
"Why do you have to spoil all the fun?" Elilei inquired with an annoyed tone.
"You'll get your turn, Phoxx, don't worry. I'm not going anywhere," she winked
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towards him and led Rorschet to her room.
It was fairly large and decorated with all sorts of colorful beads and feathers to add to
the creative chaos. Her bed was big enough to fit four people. The sheets were made of red
satin and messily scattered all over the mattress and floor.
"I came here to talk," the Violet spoke and stepped back while speaking in a cold tone
of voice.
"Okay, fine," she replied and sat down on her bed.
"Your behavior needs to stop."
"What did I do?" she asked mockingly.
"Need I make a list? I find sexual humor that involves me being in your company
insulting."
"I can't really think of a better way to get back at you for being a bastard," the Orange
smiled, "making little Rorschy angry is the best I could come up with."
"And you still can't face the fact that I never would have married her if I had known. I
strongly advise you to grow up. As much as I don't want to say this, it was her fault she didn't
want people to know."
"Bull-fucking-shit," she growled.
"Why does it even matter to you? I think the only thing you found appealing was the
size of her wallet."
"Some psychologist you are. Not all poor people wanna be rich, Rorschy. Did you
ever think that maybe I just wanna walk next to someone on a lighted bridge at night and
hold hands? Or maybe that I'd like to be proposed to, settle down with someone who'd listen
to me when I'd talk? Sorta like what you're doing right now, except that person wouldn't go
round insulting me and making false accusations because they're angry with me," Scarlie
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explained and kept smiling, but Rorschet could sense that she was struggling to keep calm by
the tone of her voice.
"I can certainly relate to that. Try being married to someone who doesn't want you
sleeping in the same bed with them and is cheating on you behind your back."
"You don't think I have a right to hate you as much as you hate me? She was too
scared to reject you and you took advantage of that! You stole her away from me! I loved her
first! You never loved her at all!" the woman shouted and stood up from the bed as if she was
going to jump on him and strangle him.
"I never forced her to marry me. I wanted to love her but she wouldn't let me."
"Because she loved me! She couldn't even look me in the eyes when you were around.
She didn't dare even touch me... All because of you."
"Of course... You're the only victim here. You don't know what my childhood was
like. After so many years I finally found a woman I thought would show me a little kindness,
but she only helped the wounds grow bigger," Rorschet explained.
"Oh yeah, it must have been awful to live in a big house, have everything you wanted
and not worry about feeding five more mouths. It was probably torturous for you not to have
been forced to sleep with men you find disgusting just to have your boss take over half of
what you earned," the woman began to laugh at his statement.
Rorschet had nothing to say. He kept silent.
"By the way, I heard you became a teacher. Your friends like to talk about her a lot.
Tangora, was it? Poor girl. I just hope you don't turn her into something as soulless and
twisted as yourself."
"She has more goodness inside of her than you, Nina or any other person on this earth
could have combined."
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"Ninafae was a saint, you fucking bastard!" Scarlie snarled at him as a few tears ran
down her cheeks, "she was the only one who ever gave a fuck about how I feel! No one ever
asked me if I wanted to do this! I had no choice! I had to take care of five brothers and
sisters! Do you think anyone thanked me for all I've done?! Nina was there for me! She
listened to me! She promised me she would get me out of this place and I'd never have to
give myself to anyone again! Now I have to go out there and entertain your stupid friends just
to be able to pay for food and a little room to sleep in!"
"Scarliotte..." Rorschet whispered in sorrow and stood up, trying to decide whether he
should go over to her and console her.
"My life was going to have a happy ending! Nina was going to save me from all of
this! I was going to be rewarded for all the wrongs that have been done to me and you took it
all away!" she shouted at him and pushed him violently, "you ruined my life!"
Seeing that there was nothing he could have done to help her now, Rorschet looked
down, unable to face her, and left her ias she cried.
"Back so soon?" Ganvil inquired once the xarrin returned to the table.
"Where's Scarlie? We're growing a little impatient, Rorsch," Phoxx commented with a
witty grin.
The Violet took out his wallet and placed a bundle of paper money before him.
"Here. I think this should cover it. Please, go somewhere else. As a friend, please do
this favor for me."
But before Phoxx even got a chance to respond or react, Rorschet had already rushed
out the door and into the darkness. He spread his magnificent wings and lifted himself off the
ground with the intention of returning home to his student.
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***

Tangora was sleeping in her cozy little bed, resting her soul while her mind was being
taken to a different world. In this world, she was sitting near the edge of a beautiful lake,
surrounded by a series of entrances leading into an indigo-colored maze. The light from the
sun enveloped the lake in a heavenly glow and Tangora could see all the colorful beauty of
the bottom. Fish, corals, jellyfish, seaweed, cuttlefish, starfish, seahorses... It was a gorgeous
sight to lose your senses in, especially when the water was so clear. And so, lost in this
wonder, she didn't even notice that she was wearing a silky white dress without anything else
under it to protect her sensitive vine-colored skin. She was kneeling and leaning onto her
hands to get a closer look at the bottom of the lake, smiling with joy and occasionally letting
out a giggle if she'd notice something interesting and amusing in the little lake creatures'
behavior. She was then frightened and caught by surprise. A large hand appeared out of the
water and grabbed her arm, tugging at it as if it was trying to pull her into the water.
Naturally, she shook and gasped in fear, desperately struggling to pull away. Though the beast
was mighty, she still managed to escape his grasp and make a run for it. The beats of her
racing heart were as loud as a pounding drum at a concert, but even with a heavy breath, she
still had the strength to keep running deeper into the maze, wondering why her wings
wouldn't listen to her and lift her off the ground. Every second the light would disappear little
by little, but she didn't stop running. She would occasionally turn her head for a second, but
could only see the large shadow of the creature following her around the corner. It was
double her size, with huge bat ears and a hunched posture. His teeth were so large that she
could even see their size in the shadow. The monster wasn't as fast as her, but that didn't make
her feel at ease.
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"Wait!" the creature shouted with his thundering voice.
The frightened fawn was even more scared now. The sound of his voice made her
heart jump into her throat.
"Stop!" he growled through his massive lungs.
Tangora stopped at a dead end and was relieved to see a large pink bubble there. She
ran towards it as quickly as she could and hid inside. As she crawled over to the other side,
trying to get as close to the wall as possible, the monster's shadow towered over the bubble.
He pressed his palms and face against it and so Tangora could finally see what he looked like.
Those black eyes... Those green irises... That face... The resemblance was remarkable, even
with the features of a flesh-eating monster. The young woman barely had a chance to catch
her breath. She couldn't stop staring at the beast in shock. Her body wouldn't let her move an
inch away from the wall.
"Master?" she mumbled in confusion.
The monster did not reply. Instead, he moved his face away from the bubble and fell
down onto his knees, still holding one palm against the pink barrier.
"Please don't hide from me," he spoke—sadness could be felt though his voice.
Tangora was in this situation before, only the way she was feeling was different. She
remembered being scared to death, not wanting to take a step closer nor look at the savage.
Now, a string of pity was strung inside of her. She was turning into the boys who used to
tease her and avoid her. Something gave her strength to stand up and walk out of the safety of
her bubble. Something gave her courage to face the creature and show him that he wasn't
alone in this endless darkness. The glow which the bubble was radiating revealed his body as
a whole. He was sitting down with his head facing the floor, holding his hands tightly
together against his forehead as if he was praying to the Divines for some kind of miracle.
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Like he had lost something dear to him. Tangora slowly and cautiously lowered herself down
on all fours and crawled over to him to get closer to his face. She placed her palms onto his
thighs and arched her back, thus nuzzling him lightly and feeling a few teardrops roll down
from his face onto hers. The beast opened his eyes and stared back at her, mesmerized. After
a few moments, he nuzzled her back, tenderly and lovingly. She smiled at him and could feel
strange heat starting to build up inside her. He didn't want to stop. Caressing each other this
way was a wonderful sensation for him because of the abundance of nerves located on the
center of his face. Those touches gave Tangora more joy than anything else she could think
of. She then moved closer, lightly brushing herself up against his large, bare chest. Feeling
his body against hers made a whimper escape her lips. The mere sound of her voice created a
wave of desire which rushed through the monster, and while they continued to exchange
sweet touches, he gently pulled Tangora closer against him by her shoulders. Instincts began
to take over and she couldn't help but start tugging at the top of his harem pants. She felt the
creature move his colossal hand up her thigh towards her back, lifting her dress in the process
to reveal the beauty she was hiding from him. She moaned softly in response and pressed her
entire body against him in hopes of easing the pain that was forming between her legs. She
wrapped her arms around his neck and arched her back while he was using both hands to
explore her delicious skin. Soon enough, the young woman began to lick and caress the
beast's chest with her tongue like an animal bathing. Her body developed a mind of its own
and she was grinding against him within seconds, breathing heavily and moaning into his
body. The monster ripped the cloth that was acting as a barrier between him and his mistress.
Filled with bliss, love and excitement, his beastly form was replaced with that of a man she
knew well. Tangora only felt two strong hands holding her prisoner within his embrace and a
tongue tasting the skin of her neck. She held on tightly and continued to hungrily move
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against his pelvis. After having spread her legs, her mind was filled with ecstasy and her body
became aroused by what she felt against her. Her lover panted from the lack of air in his
lungs, caused by his euphoria, and pinned her down onto the ground as his lower body slowly
throbbed against her in hopes of merging with her. Being a Violet, many of his teeth were
situated outside of his mouth, and so, he could only fondle his love's precious body like an
animal. Tangora was more fortunate and did not leave a spot on his upper body untouched by
her heavenly, soft lips, nor by her tongue. She could feel him touching the jewel between her
legs and her heart couldn't stop racing. It was an unbelievable feeling for her that only
became more amazing when their bodies finally merged together in the most intimate and
powerful bond between two souls. Her moist walls were wrapped around him as he continued
to thrust his way inside. No words could escape the poor girl's mouth. The feeling of friction
his skin was creating whilst being rubbed against hers was more incredible than anything else
she'd experienced so far. She wanted more. More of him. To be his. To bear him children.
Then the most horrible thing happened. A nightmare took over her piece of heaven. It was
reality. She woke up and opened her eyes after hearing the floorboards creek beneath the
steps of her mentor who happened to be walking past the open door of her bedroom. He
sensed her concerned and deep sigh, so he stopped to check if she was alright.
"I'm sorry. Did I wake you up?" he asked whilst standing before the entrance to her
room.
"No, I was just thinking," she forced a smile onto her face, "what time is it?"
"Around midnight,"
"Alright, well... Goodnight," she told him, wishing to end the conversation with him
as quickly as possible.
She still had the images of the two of them entangled in a strong embrace flowing
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through her mind.
"You're not curious to know why I'm home this early?" he chuckled and leaned onto
the side of the door.
"No, no, I know why. I'd take the first chance to leave a crowded room with minus
access to drinking water too," she replied with a forced laugh.
"If you can't sleep I would really appreciate some company to get my mind off
something. I could make some hot chocolate if you'd like."
The girl was torn apart by having to make this decision. She wanted to be there for
her master, just like he was always there for her, but after the dream she'd just had, she felt
terribly uncomfortable in his presence. Especially since she had no idea why she willingly did
what she did and why she enjoyed it so much. He's her mentor. Her friend. First there was the
whole situation with Zane and now this. It was too much for her to handle, but she just felt
like she owed her master for all those times he was there to calm her down when she was
feeling angry and upset.
"Uhm... Sure. I guess. Just no hot chocolate, please. It's fattening..." she told him and
pulled her sheets up a bit closer to her neck.
"Don't worry, confidence comes with age. I may not have perfect sight, but I'm sure
every bit of you is as gorgeous as you are kind," he grinned and went over to her to sit on the
end of the bed.
Tangora's heart skipped more than a couple of beats. She was scared of the sound it
made and how loudly it was beating now. It felt terribly awkward to have him sitting on her
bed after having said those words. She kept staring at him without any idea how to feel and
what to think.
"So... You wanna talk about that thing on your mind or do you want a distraction...?"
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she asked him, carefully trying to move her feet away without him noticing.
"I could use a distraction," he nodded whilst staring blankly in front of him.
"What do you wanna talk about?"
"The wedding's tomorrow... Or rather, today."
"Yup," she retorted.
"Are you excited?"
"Of course I am. Lots of people and possible boyfriends to meet."
"You're thinking of giving yourself to someone just because they asked?"
"Well, maybe. I guess if they're interested in me, we might have a lot of stuff in
common."
"Oh, Tangora..." the xarrin began to laugh, "do you even hear yourself? You think of
yourself as some kind of lowlife scum of this world who no one deserves to be with, when in
fact, you don't deserve them. None of them. You're kind, you're smart, you're young and
beautiful... No man deserves to have you, believe me. Please, promise me you'll wait.
Promise me you won't give yourself to just any man who asks."
"Promise," she replied jokingly, "but you'd feel the same way if you've gone through
what I have."
"I'd like to tell you a story. Would you mind?"
"No. Go ahead."
"It's about a boy who had a... similar problem. It didn't relate to relationships with
peers of the opposite gender, but he was also looking for someone to love him, only in a
different way. Later on he started to crave the same thing you do. He almost got it, but...
sadly, he wasn't given the joy of having someone love him as a woman would love a man."
"Is it about a boy named Rorschet Salavreech?" she spoke in a sarcastic tone of voice,
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trying to disguise her anxiousness and confusion.
"There goes my big plot twist," he chuckled, "it's not going to have the same feel
anymore."
"Regardless of the feel, please continue," she smiled and saw this as an opportunity to
move back a little and adjust her sitting position.
"You see... I was not birthed by the woman my father was married to at the time. My
father... he was the kind of man who enjoyed taking what he wanted without permission.
Nothing could stop him from getting what he wanted. My mother was one of the women he
had wronged. She left me in front of my father's door when I was just an infant. It was the
worst possible thing she could have done. All because my father had a mental illness. His
parents were too proud to admit it to themselves, so they never gave him proper treatment.
He was a good soul, a wise soul, but his body was very ill. Something out of his control made
him do the things he did, then he would feel immense guilt and it would torture him day and
night. To stop the pain, he would cause more of it to others. Someone like me. For example,
when I'd do something he thought was wrong or wouldn't live up to his expectations
regarding my studies, he'd beat me. His wife was too timid to do anything and she would
often lock herself in the other room so she wouldn't have to listen to my cries for help. I think
he beat me because I reminded him of my mother and what he did to her. It was torturing him
on the inside to be constantly reminded of what he was. Every chance I got I wanted to be
away from home. I didn't want to listen to him shouting at me. It was the most horrifying
sound I had ever heard, so I found myself often coming to the campsite where the Indigos
lived. I liked it there. That's where I met Bibbi. She's the only real mother for me. A very
independent woman with two daughters and seven sons whom she managed to feed and raise
on her own. I've always admired her. She was the one who raised me in the end and told me
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many things about my biological mother who used to live there with them at that campsite,
but I still couldn't have escaped the prison of my father's home. I didn't want to run away and
go live with Bibbi, though I should have. I was too scared of what my father would do if he'd
found out. If I had known he loathed to be in my presence I would have run away and spared
myself all that agony. Then, when I was older, I found out he had hurt another woman after
my mother. She gave birth to a child as well. A little Yellow. He was barely eight years old
when I saw him. My father and I were strolling through the park when the mother came to
confront him. He just sneered at her and laughed as if she was the insane one. The boy ran up
to her to ask her for some money. My father looked at him with the same expression he liked
to glare at me with. He asked for his age when the boy left, but the woman told him to stay
away from him if he valued his life. To this day I can't help but envy that boy. He didn't have
to grow up living with my father. No one ever caught him nor punished him for his deeds. He
was a powerful man that couldn't be touched. The women he would choose as his victims
were mostly of a lower color because he knew they wouldn't be able to bring him to justice. I
never dared do anything myself. Then one day, a miracle happened. The police came to my
house and told me that my father had been struck by lightning while flying. Typical of him.
He'd never let anything stop him from going where he wanted or getting what he wanted.
Nevertheless, the nightmare was over. I felt unbelievable joy fill me. The bastard was dead. I
slept better that night than ever before. I didn't have to fear the sounds of footsteps as I lay in
my bed anymore. I didn't have to hold on to my pillow, praying he wouldn't come into my
room. It took some time before I realized something was missing from my life now that I was
a free man. I searched everywhere for love, but I had no luck. It was then when I asked my
stepmother to arrange my marriage for me. It's never hard to find a family hungry for power
amongst the Blues and Violets. That was how I met Nina. You know the rest of that story. She
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was already in love with someone else when we married. I understand your pain. Believe me.
I've been there. I was planning on ending my life when I lost hope of finding happiness.
Figured life just wasn't worth living if I wasn't happy, but Arjadan told me he'd only organize
my ritual of passing if I promised to visit the Auroratorium. That's when hope came to me in
the form of a white dove. Happiness... You came up to me and touched my hand when all the
other children either ignored me or hid from my terrifying presence. When I hear your, when
I look at you and see you in the light, I know there is still some good in this world. I've said
this before and I'll say it again. No one deserves you. You're an angel amongst wretch. You're
water in a desert. You're a flower in a field of thorns... And there will come a day when you
will find what you're looking for. It will come. Just wait a little longer."
The xarrin smiled without turning his head and felt out her hand on the surface of the
bed. He held it tightly in his. Tangora, having no words to say, felt uneasy and wanted
nothing more than to pull her hand away from him. She was terribly sorry for what happened
to him and wished to comfort him as he comforts her when she's upset, but it was impossible
now. She couldn't get that dream out of her head. It was just too awkward to be touching him
in any way now.
"I'm really sorry for what happened to you, master," she said and looked up at him
with sorrow in her eyes.
"Don't be. I may have never met you if it wasn't for my troubled past," he replied with
a bright smile and turned his head to face her, "you're my pride and joy. Don't forget that."
"Thank you," she smiled back, but in reality, she wanted him to stop gazing at her like
that.
"I'm sorry, I got a little carried away with the story. You probably want to get back to
sleep," he apologized and let go of her hand.
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"Sort of..."
"Goodnight then. We must leave tomorrow around eleven for the ceremony," he told
her, then walked out the door.
"Night," she replied, waiting for him to leave in order to start holding her head in
confusion and trying to figure out why she had that strange dream to begin with.
Is she secretly in love with her mentor? But he's her teacher and her friend! She's
known him for years. Dreaming of them copulating just felt wrong. Then again, why would it
feel wrong? He doesn't age, so he's practically a young adult. But he's her mentor! That's
what's making it wrong. It's wrong. It's just wrong, she thought.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Princess, Don't Look Away
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After the ceremony in the haven, all the guests and the staff were relocated to Kalis
and Phoxx's home in Archanvein. Their house looked a bit bigger than Rorschet's when
Tangora saw it from above while flying with her master. By the time they got there, land
gliders started parking around it wherever there was enough space for them to fit.
Fortunately, many of the guests were Violets who flew instead. Tangora was very glad to
have been invited to this wedding. Kalis looked so amazing in her lavender wedding dress...
She kept daydreaming about her own wedding day. Nothing would be more perfect than that.
Especially the later hours, which she'd spend in the arms of her lover. But the second those
thoughts rushed into her head, the memory of her dream was not far behind. When she
spotted her friend getting out of the glider with her father and cousin, the girl excused herself
and managed to escape her master's presence with the excuse of wishing to talk to Ria. The
Silver was wearing an elegant, long, tight, turquoise dress with a large coral necklace around
her neck, accompanied by a pair of shiny red stilettos. Other accessories, such as her bracelet
and earrings, were also mostly made of red coral. Tangora, on the other hand, was wearing a
gallant, midnight-colored dress that was wrapped around her torso like fitted satin. The lower
parts were made of several layers of lace that flowed down to the floor. You could still be
able to see her graceful legs through the lace though. She curled her hair immensely and
wrapped it up in a high ponytail before going to the wedding. The glitter on her dark blue
eyeshadow glimmered when exposed to light. Her lips were not of a very different color than
her skin, but they were quite soft and glossy. She wore luxurious diamond earrings and a
heart-shaped necklace made from the same type of stone. She intentionally tied it a bit
loosely so that it would be closer to her cleavage. Her bare shoulders and young skin that was
as soft as coffee foam were just as deliciously inviting as her beautiful, innocent smile. Once
sunshine hit her, Rorschet couldn't resist gazing at her from afar. She passed through a single
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ray of sun on her way inside the house with Ria and that one second was enough to leave his
knees trembling. She looked unlike any other woman he had ever seen. Be it only her looks
or what was inside her soul that made the xarrin's heart flutter with joy, it didn't matter. He
was in love with this young woman and found it harder to wait for the time to tell her the
truth each day. Especially now. He couldn't move a muscle. He was dreaming of the day
when he would be touched by the glory in the highest. His dear, sweet Tangora was soon to
blossom. Blessed is the man she would choose to love. If only the Divines would grant him
that wish. What a miracle that would be. And so... he kept dreaming about that day as he was
walking through the door into the large hall filled with life and chatter. Perhaps Tangora was
to be the reward for all his sufferings. Nina had foreseen it—so had Bibbi. Still, no one could
blame him for wanting to request a dance from his own student, could they? In the meantime,
the girl was walking around with her friend while the guests were either seated at their tables
or dancing in the middle of the large hall where a group of musicians played traditional
music.
"You know, Violets should always star in horror movies. Viprus Corsakov, for
example, was brilliant in Ripper's Playhouse. They've got those creepy teeth that grow
outside of their mouths and black eyes. Who wouldn't wanna put a Violet in a horror movie?"
Ria commented.
"They're not creepy. I think the teeth are kinda cool," Tangora gave her a joyful and
excited reply, but then all of a sudden, her expression changed into a more concerned and
confused one for half a second because her words served as evidence that she found her
master attractive.
"They should put my dad in a horror movie too. I once woke up in the middle of the
night and went downstairs to get a glass of water. When I turned on the lights, I saw him at
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the table, eating a tuna sandwich. That's when I shat bricks for the first time. He's got that
whole anglerfish look. I'm surprised I turned out so hot when he's ugly as fuck.
"Hehe. Shat bricks," Tangora chuckled.
"How come swear words make up the majority of things you find funny?"
"I don't know, they're just hilarious. Especially when people make up their own," the
girl replied and then gasped with a big smile when she saw a table with her favorite sweets,
"Ria! Gruchkan caps!"
"Hey, I'm not done with my story."
"But... Gruchkan caps..." she pouted and stared back at her with sad eyes.
"You can go eat when I'm done."
"If I see anyone eating those I'll kill them. Then I'll kill you for not letting me go get
some," Tangora added and rolled her eyes angrily.
"They're just little cakes. Come on," Ria grabbed her arm and continued walking with
her.
"They're not just cakes! Those are the cakes of the Divines!" the Green hissed and
raised her arms with her fingers clutched in a comedic way.
"Just walk, there's a guy over there who keeps staring at me."
"Where?" she inquired without turning around to search for the man.
"Two o'clock. I'll tell you when to look."
"You know what, I don't care. It's bad enough that I have to walk next to you. My
chances of meeting someone with you near me are minus five hundred."
"Tangie, you're not gonna find anyone because you want it so fucking badly. Don't let
them know you're interested. Let them chase after you. Be cool. Be emotionless. Don't care."
"Okay. I don't care."
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"You don't give one shit about any of the guys here."
"Nope."
"You look gorgeous, you feel gorgeous and that's all that matters. Don't make eye
contact. Look uninterested. Reject anyone who wants to dance with you."
"How will not accepting that offer help me get a dance parter or a boyfriend? There's
no logic in what you just said," Tangora gave her an annoyed, tired look.
"You have to wear a mask until you find someone you really like. If he's persistent
enough, you can take off the mask. Tangie, believe the wise words of your dear friend Ria.
They don't choose you, you choose them. I could direct you towards at least three guys here
who've been glancing at you for a while, but I'm not gonna do that. You're an elite. Those
bozos don't fucking stand a chance. You're a very mature girl. What you need is a man, not
some lazy fucktard. That's also why I'm still single. I may not be as horny as you are, but I've
got very high standards. I don't particularly care how much money a guy has or who he's
related to, but who I do respect is a hard-working, independent, responsible adult," Ria told
her in all seriousness, "without my guidance, you're gonna end up being miserable. Well, I'm
not gonna let that happen."
"You're hunching your back a bit again. Come on, lift the boobs back up," Tangora
commented and patted her back.
"Afternoon, ladies," Rorsched approached them with a glass of champagne in his
hand and complimented the Silver's dress, "Ria, forgive me, but I must compliment the
craftsmanship of your dress. You look very lovely today."
"Thanks, Mr. Salavreech," she replied.
"By the way, Tangora, I saw a plate of Gruchkan caps on the buffet table and thought
you might like some," he smiled towards his student and showed her a small plate with three
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Gruchkan caps he had been hiding behind his back.
"Divines bless you! Of course I'd like some!" she gasped and smiled brightly,
reaching out towards the plate with her hands like a starving child.
He gave her the plate and Tangora took a bite out of one of them. Her eyes rolled in
pleasurable delight once she had tasted her favorite sweet.
"Thank you so much, master," she thanked him with a full mouth and a big, happy
grin.
"Calm down, Tangie, we're not alone here," Ria warned her.
"It's alright, Ria. Her reactions can be very amusing to observe sometimes," Rorschet
chuckled, "it's much more entertaining than having to talk to a group of people I barely know,
but have to pretend I'm good friends with. Every question is always the same. I actually came
here in pursuit of a more engaging activity. Tangora, would you care to share a dance with
me?"
"Uh..." she swallowed her food and opened her mouth in surprise, "master, I'm really
sorry, but Ria and I haven't talked to each other in ages and..."
"Tangora, Mr. Salavreech is your mentor. Don't be rude," the Silver scolded her in an
angry, motherly tone.
"It's alright to say no, Tangora. I understand. I wouldn't want to be a bother. Have a
good time then," he said and turned around, indicating that he was about to leave their
company.
"No, no, it's okay. I'll... dance with you..." she spoke and sounded like dancing with
him was something she was dreading an awful lot.
Upon hearing those words, Rorschet smiled to himself and turned back around to face
her.
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"It's just one dance. This wedding is far too uninteresting for me without you to
converse with. It would mean a lot to me," he replied.
"No, it's fine..." she stuttered just a little and tried to look at anything else but the man
in front of her.
"I'm gonna go check up on Fisc. See you later, kay?" Ria took the plate from Tangora
and excused herself, leaving the two alone.
"Miss Desjardins, would you be ever so kind as to do me the honor of sharing this
dance with me?" Rorschet asked her while bowing down gracefully, holding his left hand on
his chest and his right hand behind his back.
"Yes..." the girl answered with a smile that quickly changed into a concerned frown as
she gave him her hand.
Rorschet held it as gently as one would hold a fragrant rose, then straightened his
posture and walked her to the middle of the room where the rest of the dancers were. He
approached her and placed his free hand onto her lower back, whereas she put her right hand
onto his shoulder, trying to avoid touching his torso with hers as much as possible. However,
her efforts were not of much use. The xarrin kept subtly and gently pushing her closer to him
as they twirled and glided across the floor.
"Am I making you uncomfortable?" he asked, for he was starting to feel regret when
he noticed she was keeping her head down in shame rather than making sure she wouldn't
step on him.
"What? No. I'm fine. I'm just... I usually associate dancing with something that people
who are in love do. It feels weird to be dancing with you since you're my mentor and all," the
girl told him, still keeping her head down most of the time.
"Why shouldn't two friends enjoy it as well?"
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"Point taken."
"But I don't feel like you're enjoying yourself."
"I like more energetic music."
"Ah. Of course," he grinned, "Anyways, I'm glad I managed to steal you away for a
bit so we could talk."
"We talked this morning, but okay. What do you wanna talk about now?" she said and
pretended that she was amused by his statement when all she could think about was how
anxious he was making her feel when they were pressed against each other.
"Honestly, now that we're here, I have no clue what we should talk about. Give me a
topic."
"Okay... Uhm... What do you think they keep in those large cabinets on the wall?"
"There is a high probability that they keep alcohol in there."
"Do you think you could go to prison for conjugal visits even if you're not married to
anyone there?" she asked as a joke, but trying to make it look like she's serious.
"I don't think they would allow you to do that unless you're the spouse of one of the
convicts. I wouldn't recommend trying it either. Safety and health reasons," the xarrin told
her.
"I was just curious."
"Now I think might be the time to tell me why you've been so frightened of me
lately."
"What?" she asked and felt panic starting to overtake her entire body.
"Tangora, you've never had a problem with me holding you. You can act quite well,
but did you really think I wouldn't feel you trying to push me away?"
"I wasn't... Really. Like I said, it's just weird..." she tried to explain it to him, but the
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panic in her voice was revealing everything to Rorschet.
"I've known you since you were a child. You never would have started thinking that
way unless something had happened."
"I don't want to say... Please don't ask me to tell you. It's horribly embarrassing," she
begged him.
"I'm very disappointed, to be honest. Even after all these years, you don't trust me,"
the Violet sighed, hoping that his response would make her talk.
"No, I trust you! Please, you have to understand. I'll tell you, but give me a moment to
think first..."
"As you wish."
"Please don't be disappointed in me..."
"Only if you tell me what's been bothering you."
"I was dreaming when you came home from the bachelor party... Remember when I
was little I told you about that dream I used to have? About a monster chasing me?"
"You had the same dream again?"
"The monster was you..." she admitted.
"I see..."
Rorschet only pretended to be surprised by her words, for he knew he was the
monster from her dreams after his talk with Bibbi, but he had a feeling that was not the
upsetting part.
"I was hiding in some kind of bubble and you looked and sounded really sad because
I was scared of you. I stepped outside and tried to comfort you... One thing led to another...
You turned back into you normal self and we... we did things..." Tangora continued and tried
to hide her face away in shame.
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"That's it?" the man chuckled at her description.
"Well... yeah."
"All of this because you dreamed about us making love?" the xarrin laughed lightly.
"You don't understand... I enjoyed it... And you're my mentor. I don't know what to
think or how to feel about this," she tried to explain.
"Oh, I don't doubt that it must have been lovely. I just find it funny that you'd let a
dream shake your grip on reality," the Violet added, "dreams are not meant to be taken
literally. What you dreamed about most likely just meant that you've started adopting my way
of thinking. I'm your mentor and I've practically raised you. It's only natural you'd know and
believe what I've been teaching you."
"Still, I can't just forget about it..."
"Use one word to describe me."
"I don't know... Wise?"
"Was there penetration?"
"Please don't say it like that..." she cringed a little as she spoke.
"Then you've become wiser," he smiled, "there is absolutely no need for you to feel
this way, Tangora. It was a dream. Nothing more."
"Thank you, but it's gonna take a bit more time for me to get my mind off it."
"I'm guessing joking about it won't help, huh?"
"Not really. Please don't."
"Don't worry, I won't bother you anymore," he said, let go of her and took a step back,
followed by a bow, "thank you very much for your time. You're free to go."
"Thank you, master," she bowed back and hurriedly started walking around in search
of her friend.
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Rorschet kept gazing at her as long as he could still sense her and see her with the
help of the lights from the chandeliers. He just couldn't wipe off the devilish grin off his face.
Even though what he said about the dream being symbolic was true, he was still far too
overjoyed to cease thinking about it. He felt like a high school boy at that moment, giddy and
jolly. They made love in her dreams. If only that dream was his to experience, but knowing
that it was hers gave him a little grain of hope that she might actually feel something for him.
He went over to an empty table and sat down to enjoy his bliss. In the meantime, Tangora and
Ria were sitting with the rest of the Ferreros at their table and having a light snack.
"Tangie, we saw you dancing with Rorsch just now. You look so much older in that
dress," the Don commented and stuffed another shrimp into his mouth.
"Thanks, though I'm not sure if that's supposed to be a good thing. A girl came up to
me not so long ago when Ria and I were taking a walk and told me, 'You look real pretty,
ma'am,'" she replied, feeling confused, "I'm not sure if I'm supposed to be offended or
flattered."
"People like to call me 'that handsome son of a bitch'. If it's got the word 'handsome'"
in it, I'm happy. If it doesn't, then often times that person is no longer seen at work," he
laughed.
"I'm both bored and annoyed now... For the love of Divines, dad, please try to make
up better jokes in the future," Ria complained.
"Of course, sweetie," he nodded, "anything for my little girl."
"I don't think that's a girl, uncle," Fisc commented and sneered as he took a sip of
wine.
"Ignore him. He's mildly retarded," the Silver told her friend, "dad, do you think
Tangora and I could go someplace else? Somewhere fun?"
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"As long as Fisc goes too."
"As much as I'd loathe to admit this... I can't stay here for much longer. Where do you
wanna go?" Fisc inquired.
"Anywhere that's not here."
"Actually, I think I'll rather stay here..." Tangora told them.
"Why?" Ria glared at her.
"Master Rorschet's gonna want me to study when we get home," she tried to make up
an excuse.
"It's fine, Tangie. I'll tell your master where you are. You kids go have fun. Fisc?"
"Okay, I'll take you," he rolled his eyes, "but if any one of you gets drunk I'm not
gonna get in trouble for it, okay? It's your fault you're too dumb to not know where your limit
is. I'm not driving anyone to the hospital. Seriously. I'm gonna leave you to die."
"I want you home by three, not six in the morning," the Don warned them.
"Let's go, you two,"
Thus, the three of them left the wedding and went out into the cold, unforgiving world
know as the nightlife.
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CHAPTER TWELVE
Red, Green and Blue
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"Here it is. This is where most of the rich scumbags of Charclay hang out," Fisc said
after having parked his land glider near the entrance to the Ambermane.
"Is that a strip club?" Ria inquired, "Fisc, we wanted a dance club, not a whorehouse."
"Well fuck you, this is the most sophisticated joint there is. At least here I can keep an
eye on you. It's not as crowded as the other places, and you can actually breathe."
"Can you at least dance in there?"
"Yes! Just get the fuck out of the glider!"
They walked inside, greeted by preforming showgirls and a gust of musky odors
mixed with too much cologne. Tangora found the music to be very pleasing and seemed very
into the performance. Ria, on the other hand, was not as impressed.
"Table for three," Fisc told one of the waiters.
He led them to a nice little booth near the left wall from which they had a good view
of the stage. The dance floor seemed to be right up front. Ria, Fisc and Tangora sat down and
watched the ending of the performance where the showgirls demonstrated some very difficult
acrobatic moves. The choreography was pretty impressive, but what really got Tangora's
attention were the colorful and eccentric costumes the dancers were wearing.
"What are you guys gonna have?" Fish asked them.
"Just water," Tangora said.
"Tangie, you gotta loosen up. You're gonna grow old one day and regret not having
more fun when you were young. She and I will have shots," Ria added.
"No no no! Last time I tried that I didn't know how much people usually swallow at
once and I almost puked," the Green complained.
"Leave the girl alone, Ria. If she doesn't wanna drink then she doesn't have to. It'll
save me some hard-earned cash. I assume I'm gonna have to pay for you since you seem to
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forget where your dignity is every time the fucking check needs to be taken care of."
"That is correct," Ria grinned, "you're a good cousin, Fisc."
"You know, this is much more fun than those clubs where there's lots of people and
you need to wait at least fifteen minutes to get a glass of water. We have a place to sit, which
is great. You usually gotta be very lucky to find one of those. Last time we went out with a
bunch of people, I almost dehydrated. My feet hurt so much I couldn't feel my talons for two
days."
"Tangie, you sound like my grandpa. Please, stop it," Ria scolded her.
"Okay..." she replied and lowered her head a little.
"You can be a real bitch sometimes," Fisc turned to his cousin.
"Excuse me?"
"I'm surprised you even have friends. Every other thing you say is like a hidden insult
directed towards the only person who actually wants to hang out with you."
"It's okay, Fisc... She's just trying to help me," Tangora defended her.
"It's for her own good. She'll thank me one day."
Fisc then waved to a waitress and waited for her to approach them before ordering the
drinks: "Salinzer tonic, two glasses of water and a Blazingsteed."
The waitress wrote the order down and left.
"I'm glad these people don't bullshit around and wanna be all friendly. This is how
you do it. You ask for the order and you go," Fisc commented.
Meanwhile, closer to the stage, a large group of men were cheering for the lead
dancer performing for them. Everyone knew those full lips and fiery hair well.
"What's so special about that woman? I don't see it," Tangora spoke with envy and an
angry expression.
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"Who? The Orange in the middle? Are you serious? Look at her! She's gorgeous!" Ria
exclaimed.
"That's not a person, that's a garbage can with legs. You two would get along, you
seem to have so much in common," Fisc added.
"She doesn't even know what she has. I'd live in a dumpster just to have one guy my
age that's not closely related to me adore me like that."
"Disturbing. If you wanna get laid just ask Ria to hook you up. She's experienced in
that field."
"Fuck you. I'm embarrassed to even be seen with you," Ria tried to insult him.
"Hmm... Let me check who's the famous musician here and who isn't."
"Your songs sound like what a bland, undercooked chicken tastes."
"We'll let my adoring fans be the judges of that," Fisc grinned.
"Come on, Tangie, let's go sit at the bar before I shoot myself," Ria took Tangora's
hand and dragged her over to the bar.
"When you think about it, our dresses aren't really appropriate for this place..."
Tangora said whilst looking around, trying to find something interesting to puzzle over.
"Look at that guy over there. What's he doing here?"
"Uhm... Sitting at the bar? I can't see what he's drinking from here though."
"I know, I know, but... I mean, this is a pretty expensive place."
"Not all Reds are poor, Ria. You're like my mom, just leave the poor guy alone."
"Stay here, I'll be right back," the Silver told her and went to sit near the Red who had
piqued her interest.
He seemed quite muscular and had fairly large hands, but then again, many Reds do.
His skin was somewhat a dark, smoky gray with pale, yellow zigzag lines around his
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forearms and shoulders. He had two identical horns that resembled hooks coming out of his
skull and a small horn on the end of his snout. His eyes weren't easy to ignore either. The two
amber drops in the center of them complimented his skin tone perfectly.
Tangora sighed and turned around to watch the performers dance, thinking to herself
how she could do it so much better.
"Hey, you," Ria turned to the young, large-bodied stranger.
"Hm?"
"Could you answer a question for me?"
"Maybe. Depends on the question," he replied wittily, speaking with a fairly strong,
deep voice.
"What exactly are you doing here?"
"Oh. You're one of those people..." he rolled his eyes, "are you gonna arrest me for
paying good money to get a drink here?"
"Buddy, I didn't ask you because I wanna argue. I don't have the time. I was just
curious," she replied and was rather angry with him for speaking to her with that arrogant
tone of voice he used.
"I like it here. They put on fun shows."
"Do you live around here?"
"No, officer. I'm just a miner from Warmbury. If you wanna know how I came up with
the money to buy drinks here, I'll be more than happy to tell you," he spoke sarcastically,
"you see, today is my birthday. I'm twenty-three. I save money during the year and then on
my birthday I go here and treat myself with a drink and a good show."
"I'm going to just go ahead and say you think you're in love with the hot chick you've
never even spoken to and that's the reason you're saving up money to come here. Saaaaaaay
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that Orange everyone's so obsessed about."
"Scarliotte? She'll stay attractive for another decade. I have to find someone who's got
a longer expiration date. A smart hairdresser sounds alright. She'll be able to work and still
have a little time to spend with the kids, but it all depends on whether we'll have similar goals
and interests."
"So you're serious? You don't save money to buy yourself something you like?"
"This is what I like."
"You like spending money on booze?" Ria asked him and leaned against the edge of
the bar with a judgmental look in her eye.
"The atmosphere. It's relaxing."
It could have been boredom, or perhaps she was intrigued, but something made Ria
feel uneasy about this guy. She wanted to crack him so desperately. She wanted to dominate
him, but he just wouldn't budge. She stared at him for a few moments, thinking about how
much he annoyed her with his attitude. Then she took action.
"Dance with me," she ordered him.
"Let me just finish my drink."
The Silver was a little surprised by his response. He didn't directly obey her wishes.
She wasn't used to this kind of treatment.
"You have ten seconds," she gave him an ultimatum.
"Then I'm sorry, but it looks like that dance isn't gonna happen after all," he told her
after taking another sip.
"Finish your drink now," the Silver ordered him again.
"Look..." he sighed and towered over her quite aggressively, "I don't take orders for
free. Especially not from a spoiled little brat who thinks she can get anything she wants just
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by waving her tail and batting her eyelashes."
Ria glared back at him the whole entire time he spoke to her as if he was ready to
punch some sense into her. As soon as he was finished talking she grabbed hold of his face
and kissed him like she had just been reunited with a lover she thought was dead. Tangora
turned around and was devastated by the sigh. Envy, sorrow and rage were sizzling through
her entire body like boiling water. Tears began to flow from her eyes uncontrollably,
regardless of her choice about wanting to cry or not. She marched right into the restroom on
the other side of the room with pride as tears gliding down her face. The second she entered
an empty stall she let go of her pride and proceeded to relieve herself of her pain by crying it
out. However, she did not weep or moan. You could only hear her sniffling and she would
occasionally hit the side of the stall with her fist.
"Hey, everything okay in there?" a male voice spoke to her from outside the stall.
"No. No, I'm fine. Thank you," she replied with a tone where you could tell that she
was upset, but was trying to hide it.
"Miss, I can tell you're upset. If you'd like to talk about it I'd be happy to listen."
"No, no. I just need to cry this out and I'll feel better..."
"It'd be easier if you told someone what's bothering you."
"No one wants me. It's that simple. And when someone does, it has to be someone
who's too old for me," she cried.
"Is age really so important if you two like each other?"
"He could be my dad! It's sick and it's wrong!" the girl shouted.
"Alright, calm down, I didn't mean to make you angry," the man said, "listen, this isn't
really a good place to talk. We'll go backstage and I'll get you some tissues and water, okay?"
"I'm sorry... Thank you for trying to help, but I'd rather just stay here."
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"There's other people there, if that's what you're worried about," he chuckled lightly in
attempt to assure her he meant no harm.
"Sorry. I can't..."
"No, that's okay. I can understand. I'll be right back with the tissues then," the man
told her and left.
By the sound of his footsteps, Tangora could tell that he was an Orange. She peeked
down under the door and saw a pair of black hooves covered in gray, spotted fur. She got
frightened by his offer quite a bit, wondering now whether she should stay in the bathroom or
join Fisc at the table. She certainly didn't want to be humiliated. That would be the case if
either he or Ria noticed that she was crying. However, Fisc could have already seen her, but
chose not to follow her into the bathroom to let her calm down. Just when she decided that
she'd rather be safe and go back to Fisc, the Orange returned with the tissues as promised,
and Tangora sat back down onto the toilet seat.
"I'm back. I'll slide you the tissue box under the door, okay?" he told her and did as
promised.
She picked it up and started wiping off the mascara from under her eyes.
"Thanks... There wasn't enough toilet paper..."
"Listen, if you're that concerned about not being able to find a man, why don't you
come work for us?" he offered.
"Work? Here?" the girl asked in confusion, "no, I don't think that's a good idea."
"Why does everyone have to think of prostitution first every time I do this?
Sweetheart, I meant as a professional dancer. Entertainer. You wouldn't be an escort girl or
anything like that. I can't say I know the reason why you haven't found a guy yet, but if you
were to work here as a dancer you'd be adored by hundreds of men each month."
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"Thanks for asking but I think I'll pass. I wouldn't be able to find an excuse for having
to leave the house so late at night," she tried to reason with him and end the conversation
without seeming timid, "but you're really sweet to offer. Maybe in a couple of years when I
get my finances together I'll have time."
"To tell you the truth... We're having a bit of a money crisis ourselves," he sighed,
"this place ain't what it used to be ever since one of our girls died. She was almost as loved
and popular as Scarlie, our lead showgirl. I've seen your face for a brief moment while you
were walking towards the restroom. You'd almost be considered as beautiful as Scarlie.
Sounds stupid, but I really think that. The more girls like you we'd have, we could get this
place back to its former glory. Won't you help us, just for one show? That's all I'm asking. If
you don't like it you're free to leave. We won't hold you back."
"Till when do I have time to decide?"
"The next show is tomorrow. You'd have to stay here until then so you can learn the
choreography in time."
Tangora saw this as a great opportunity to get a little more insight on the Orange's
intentions. She wanted to see how he'd react to her next question.
"Maybe you're right. Maybe someone will finally like me after the show. Even if it's
just for my looks. I don't really have much of a choice. Would it be okay with you if I told my
roommates about this so they don't have to worry?" she asked. "oh, and could they come to
watch the show?"
"Uhm... That's fine. We'll reserve a table for them. And don't worry, you'll get paid at
the end of the shift," he replied, a bit puzzled at first.
"How much?"
"Seventy-five balvas sound good?"
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"Okay, I think I'll stick around. Would you mind if I just went to talk to my friend
first? She's here with me tonight and I want her to know she doesn't have to wait for me."
"Not a problem. I'll go tell Scarlie and see if you can crash with her for tonight. She's
really nice, so I don't think you two will have any problems getting along. You just come look
for me backstage when you're ready to go to bed. Ask for Marmou," he told her as he was
leaving the restroom.
"Is anyone a Green in your family? Marmou just sounds like a Green name."
"I had it changed a few years ago. This one sounds a bit more classy," he happily
replied and went out the door.
Tangora was relieved that he left. Now was her chance to go get her friends and leave
this place. But... she took a second to think about the conversation she just had. Marmou
didn't seem to have a hidden agenda. Having analyzed his reactions and replies, she was quite
sure he wasn't up to anything suspicious. He didn't have a problem with her demands when
she asked him if it was alright to tell her imaginary roommates about the whole thing. He
wouldn't want cops to come knocking on the door, so there was very little possibility that he
lied. And besides, she was very well aware that she's not a prize, but if she were to impress
even one guy or at least attract him with the clothes she assumed she'd have to wear, perhaps
dancing at this place would end up being a good thing. Waiting for a prince to waltz into her
life was already taking too long. It was time to take back the wheel from fate. Still, even just
the thought of it got her feeling anxious. What if something went wrong? What if she
misinterpreted the signs? Should she tell her master? Should she tell anyone for that matter?
It was a terrible and idiotic idea to even consider the offer, but what else was there to be
done? She read book after book on how to attract a man and what men wanted in general.
Nothing worked for her thus far. If being a showgirl for a night, parading around in tight and
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revealing clothes, guaranteed her the attention from young men, then taking a risk this once
might be worth the trouble she would probably cause. A bit indecisive and frightened,
Tangora thus exited the bathroom and glanced at her table and at the bar, but Fisc, Ria, and
the Red she was with were nowhere to be seen. Her blood rushed through her like waves. She
was very scared, yet at the same time thought to herself that perhaps this was a sign from the
Divines that she was supposed to stay and accept Marmou's offer. She got out her reader from
her purse and sent a reading to Ria.
"I couldn't find you at the bar. Fisc is gone too. Could you please do me a favor? A
really huge favor? I'll stay here to practice for a gig tomorrow night. I'll explain everything
later. Just please tell anyone who asks that we're gonna be staying at Fisc's place. And be sure
to tell him the same thing so the stories match. I don't have his number. Thank you!"
And that was the end of it. Now she had to send a reading to her master. She dragged
herself outside and paused for a few moments to calm herself down first. Once she heard his
voice, she felt like her heart was going to jump out through her throat.
"Yes?" Rorsched replied.
"Hi, master... uhm... Is it okay if I stay with Ria and Fisc at his apartment for a day or
two?" she told him without giving a reason, knowing that her master wouldn't ask questions
because Ria often liked to pester her about sleepovers.
"Of course. Would you like to come home to grab some things first?" he inquired.
"No thanks, I'll borrow something from Ria. I don't wanna fly all the way home and
back."
"I could bring you some clothes. It's not a problem."
"I'm sure you have better things to do, master. You really don't have to do that," she
panicked a little inside, but did her best to keep her voice calm so he wouldn't suspect.
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"Are you still out?"
"Yeah, we're at some bar. I don't know when we're gonna leave, but I really hope it's
soon. I'm so sweaty the top of my dress is now a darker color."
"Alright, I won't bother you then. Have fun and get some sleep. I suspect you're going
to need it," he spoke with a satisfied, calming voice.
"Okay, bye," she said and hung up, relieved that everything was going according to
plan. After all that, the only thing left for her to do was to go find Marmou and tell him that
she was in.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
The Green-Eyed Monster
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Rorschet had just ended the reading exchange with his student. Still overjoyed and
excited about the information he received from her at the wedding, he decided that he should
indulge himself. He hadn't been paying much attention to the things around him when he was
in her room before, but now that he was alone, it gave him plenty of time to soak all the
details. Regardless of his emotions, it was still more rare than often for him to do this sort of
thing while Tangora was away. Sometimes he just wasn't feeling like it, perhaps. But today
was not one of those times. Tangora's old doll Pirry was still on her bed. By picking it up, he
remembered when she talked about him on her first day in this house. She said he was her
boyfriend. The need for affection at that age fascinated him, though it should not have come
as a surprise to him, seeing how orange was her secondary color. Her room was not
extremely tidy, but it was fairly organized. Every drawer had a role to play and contained
specific types of objects. He then remembered, while looking at her pencil case neatly tucked
away in a corner, how she kept her eraser in the small plastic bag it came with. She claimed
that it would get dirty if it wasn't in there.
He reassured himself that in a few years her insecurities were going to drift off into
the sky like steam from a cauldron. His masterpiece would become perfect, as he always
envisioned her. When that time would come, others would start to see her as the magnificent
work of art that she is. Men would follow her on their knees, her ambition would skyrocket
her towards any goal she'd set for herself. He wasn't going to be her mentor anymore, and if
the Divines allowed it, he'd become her lover, husband, and the father of her young. This
tormented soul was finally going to know what love feels like when it is returned. What it
tastes like. And now, at least for these moments, he was feeling more like a boy than a man,
opening the drawers and wardrobe in her room, telling himself he was just going to gather her
things to bring to her in the morning so she would have fresh clothes. All of her beautiful
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dresses were hung on coat hangers. He remembers where and when she wore them. He knew
exactly which one was which just by touching them and feeling out the materials and
accessories. There was the white one with bows and lace she wore to the haven when she
sang with the choir. He had it made to resemble the one she wore when they first met. Every
single detail had to be exactly the same, apart from the size. It was his personal favorite. Then
there was the peach-colored one she occasionally liked to wear on some outings where she
felt the need to impress others. The sky blue one with wide, batwing sleeves was for high
temperatures because she worried about sweat marks beneath her arms often. So many
wonderful memories were engraved on the stitches of those dresses. Yet, there is one more he
would like to see her wear. Her wedding dress. That dress would keep his most cherished
memory safe.
Rorschet, while floating softly in his reminiscence of the past, moved to inspect the
contents of the drawers by touch. One had her shirts and the other had her jeans and
sweatpants. He knew that the pants on the top of the piles were the ones she enjoyed to wear
most. Many people have the habit of putting their favorite clothes in a place that's easiest to
reach, so it was nothing unusual. As for the shirts, he picked two with wide sleeves because
she found those to be the most comfortable ones. She told him once how her favorite shirts
are tight around the torso, but have wide sleeves. She hated the wide ones with tight sleeves.
Then came the drawer where she kept her undergarments. Rorschet's hand shuddered lightly
upon discovering it. He was very unsure about what he should be feeling, but seeing how he
was alone, he let himself feel light glee instead of forcing himself to have no feelings at all.
Somehow, by inspecting them and choosing a pair or two for Tangora he couldn't help but
imagine what it would be like for him to feel them as she was wearing them. How it would
feel to slip them off her body and embrace her warm, soft flesh. Or perhaps he would take his
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time and be gentle, leeching and feeding off her every breath, moan or sigh as he'd slowly
explore the part of her that's never been touched by man before. As he held a pair of laced
underwear, he stared blankly at it, though he could not see the shape in the darkness and
carefully tugged at one side, envisioning his dearest student in them that very moment. How
she would shiver under his touch. How she would whisper his name. Again. And again. None
other than his. No other woman could suffice his growing hunger. They would all be nothing
but empty shells. Either rotten or cold and hollow. Tangora was a soul within a heavenly
body. One unlike any other, because he loved her so much. Curse this solitude. He wanted to
hear her speak. It would put out the flaming torch that was his heart. It was torturing him
when he couldn't hear the sound of her voice. Then he remembered how they danced at the
wedding. How close she was to him. Everything he had to go through was worth it for that
one dance. Each step and twirl he would think about what would happen if he were to kiss
her. He was more than glad that he did nothing of the sort. Just a little bit longer. Just a few
more years and she'd be his. They would end each other's agony. It was all very exciting to
think about. The act itself. He had never experienced it. Passion or tenderness? How would
he know what to choose, if he knew he was going to lose his mind to the moment, drunk off
her affection.
Once he put all her things she would need in one bag, he thought about the reason
why he fell in love with her in the first place. There was so much goodness, innocence and
honesty in her. She came to him like light at the end of a dark tunnel. Of all the wretch of this
earth he witnessed do harm to others, including him, she was not one of them. She wasn't
afraid to approach him as were the other children. She was ambitious, but perhaps a little too
selfless. Most people don't even deserve the sacrifices she'd be willing to make for them. She
still needs to learn that sometimes it is necessary for her to put her own needs first. She was
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intelligent, kind, obedient... So many qualities. She may not have been perfect, but she was
the closest thing to perfection he'd seen in his entire life. Who would have thought that he
would be blessed to be her guide and protector.
At times he would become furious with her friend Ria. He despised it when she'd give
her orders, and scold her for something irrelevant or something she didn't know she did
wrong—but maybe it was all for the best. She might teach Tangora to be more assertive.
After all, his dear student often complained how she hated it when she'd see, for example,
someone bullying the person at the cash register for something that wasn't their fault, and
how she was too afraid to step up. She was still an unfinished sculpture, but once he'd let his
hands touch her she would be perfected. He was glad to be a slave, for he was the slave of a
little dove in an open cage from which she refused to fly away.

***

"Hello?" Tangora peeked through the velvet curtains and looked around to spot
Marmou in the crowd of dancers and performers lazying around, smoking and taking a break
to have a cold drink, "excuse me, I'm looking for Marmou. Is he here?"
Everyone turned around and stared at her with awe, as if a heavenly entity had walked
into the room.
"Marmou! You've got some girl looking for you!" a plump Red woman wearing
skimpy clothes called out for him.
In a few moments, both Marmou and Scarlie walked out of one of the doors to greet
the Green.
"Great! You're here. Scarlie, this this is the girl I was telling you about," the man
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turned to her and introduced his rising star.
"Hi!" Tangora smiled and retorted happily in order to mask her fear.
"Scarliotte. It's really great to meet ya," said the Orange as she shook her hand.
"Sorry, but I think I forgot to ask you for your name. So..." Marmou added.
"Alasteire. But just Allie's fine," she answered, trying to hide the fact how much lying
made her nervous.
"Okay, leave us be, won't you? we've got girl talk to do," Scarlie placed her arm
around her new protege and shooed him away with her hand.
"Don't forget, practice starts at nine," he said and left them as the two went to Scarlie's
bedroom.
Upon entering the room, Tangora already noticed a couple of things she wished she
could take home with her, and her bright smile whilst gazing around the room gave her away.
"I try to keep things interesting," Scarlie commented, "you thirsty, Allie? You've got a
really pretty name, by the way. Very high class. Alasteire. Kinda tastes like golden bubble
water when you say it out loud."
"Thanks!" she smiled back, "I love your walls."
"You're the first person I've met to compliment a wall," the woman chuckled and was
very delightfully surprised.
"I compliment everything I like. For example, I really like these little stones that make
up your walls. Makes the room look more cozy and mysterious. I could totally see a murder
scene for a movie being shot here."
Scarliotte burst out laughing. Once again, like many others, she was bewitched by
Tangora's strange comments.
"These walls were put together from the cheapest piece of crap you could find. I
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wouldn't be surprised if they used glue to keep the stones together."
"Even better! Cheap and pretty," the girl replied.
"Not like your dress though. Just look it..." the Orange rushed to her so she could feel
the soft fabric enveloping her body, "this... This must have cost a fortune. I can only dream of
wearing something like this. I bet you live in some big fancy house and get to wear stuff like
this every day. You just say the word and whatever you want is yours. Nobody else's."
"Yeah, but when you're born into a family that doesn't have money problems, you sort
of don't have the need for so much pricey stuff. Unless you're spoiled. That can happen too.
I'm just happy I could find a dress I like at all. I'm really picky, and my other dresses are too
informal to wear to a wedding," Tangora explained and felt a little uncomfortable with the
way Scarlie was inspecting her dress.
"Would you... Would you mind if I tried it on?" she inquired and looked up at her with
hopeful eyes.
"Uh... Okay, but only if you give me something else to wear. I know we're both girls
and all, but I don't want someone barging in and seeing me in my underwear," the Green told
her.
"You're an angel!" she kissed her forehead and ran to her dusty, worn out wardrobe to
grab a big shirt for her.
Once she found what she was looking for, she tossed it over to Tangora. The girl then
proceeded to take her dress off in front of her and put on the shirt she had been given. Scarlie
grabbed the dress from her hands excitedly and put it on as quickly as she possibly could.
"It just feels so amazing!" she said, "How do I look?"
"I'm not really the best person to be answering that question. My taste differs from
most people. A lot. But you look good. I like it."
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"Oh Divines, I'd sleep in this if it were mine. I'd never take it off," Scarlie commented
as she was walking around and twirling.
"At least take it off to wash it," Tangora giggled.
"Never. I adore it!" she shouted and wrapped her arms around herself, not being able
to stop smiling.
All of a sudden, a memory came to her in her mind. A vision of a past event. She was
here, wearing an expensive, most gorgeous dress she had ever seen. She was twirling just like
she was right now, only instead of Tangora, in front of her stood a dear person she had lost
years ago. Ninafae.
"How do I look?" the Orange asked with a bright smile across her face.
"Does it matter? You sound very happy. That's more than sufficient for me," Nina
spoke with her gentle, whispering voice.
The Violet, once Rorschet's unfaithful wife, was quite a slender and fragile-looking
woman. Her soft gaze seemed like that of a helpless little fawn, yet her fur was as sinister and
dark as twilight. Female Violets differ a little from their male counterparts because they only
have two to four teeth that grow outside of their mouths, at the sides of their lips. Nina's lips
were thin, small and humble, much like her chest and overall figure, but she was still quite
tall. Regardless, Scarliotte had never loved a person like she loved Nina. They started out as
friends, but having never been treated like a human being with dreams, hopes, desires and
feelings, she couldn't help but fall in love with the Violet. The moment she was remembering
happened over a year before she met Rorschet. The two were enjoying life, and each other,
having no reason to hide from anyone but Nina's mother and father, enjoying dreaming about
escaping to a place both of them could call heaven.
"That doesn't mean you can't feel it," the Orange gazed at her seductively and
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embraced her lover, leaning her forehead against hers and directing her hands to touch certain
parts of her body.
"It's... nice," she stuttered a bit and blushed, "you should keep it."
"What? Seriously?!" Scarlie pulled away and stared at her in shock and joy.
"I'm not wearing it anymore and it makes you happy. Why shouldn't you have it? It's
yours," Nina smiled back at her and tried to hide her blushing face.
"Thank you thank you thank you thank you soooooo much!" the Orange exclaimed
and threw herself into her arms, showering her with an endless supply of kisses.
At first, Nina seemed surprised and caught off guard, but the way she was kissing her
made her hungry for more. With eyes half closed from intoxication, she started kissing her
back and held her closely against her, almost digging her fingers into the skin on her back.
Scarliotte sensed her desire and couldn't help but feel it as well. As she remembered it, it was
one of those wonderful nights they made love. Remembering Nina and that time she gave her
a dress as a gift made her start crying a river. Silent, she just kept staring blankly at the floor
as tears poured down her cheeks.
"Hey. Are you okay?" Tangora asked her with a worried tone of voice.
"I'm fine. I just remembered something," she replied and wiped her face clean with
her hands.
"That happens to me too. When I have nothing to do but think. The human mind can
be very masochistic."
"Heh. Yeah," the woman chuckled as she wiped off the rest of the tears from her face
and sniffled a few times.
"Just a fair warning, you can wear the dress while I'm here, but if I don't come back in
it I don't even know what kind of trouble I'll be in. It's my roommate's. She's pretty strict," the
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Green warned her.
"No, sure. I don't wanna wear it anymore anyway," Scarlie said and took it off,
returning it to its rightful owner, "you can keep those on you until the show. I wouldn't want
you to ruin that dress."
"Oh, okay. Thanks," the Green smiled back and placed the dress next to her as she sat
down on the sofa.
"Thirsty?"
"I'm good."
"Great. I was afraid I was actually going to give you something," she turned back to
smile at the girl and approached the small refrigerator she keeps next to the bed.
"That's okay," Tangora replied, "hey, thanks for letting me stay in your room for
tonight."
"Oh, sweetie, it's the least I could do. You're gonna be reeling in some high-paying
fish tomorrow. Lots of Violets from around town like to come here. Especially after their
winter sausage fests."
"Sausage fests," the girl repeated with a giggle and a naughty grin.
"We may look like a classy establishment, but it takes a lot of cash to keep it that way.
Our manager, the owner of this place, is a nasty son of a bitch. Thank the Divines he only
comes around maybe two or three times a year. He doesn't like to do business in person. The
problem is that he's hogging all the cash and we're helpless to do anything about it. I know
you're gonna ask why we don't just leave. We would if we could. There's just not a better
place for us to go to around here. If you think we have it bad with our measly paychecks and
the fact that the bastard takes over half of what we earn here, the others are doing far worse.
Especially when we're their biggest competition," Scarlie told her, sat down on her bed and
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poured herself a glass of whiskey.
"Why not look for a different kind of job?"
"Really? If you think you're gonna get anywhere in this city without a diploma, I will
pray for your sanity from here on out. Even the cleaning ladies have to have some form of
education nowadays."
"I'm really sorry. I wish there was some way I could help."
"You're helping us a whole awful lot with what your doing. Most girls of your status
would either dread to even think of setting foot on that stage in what you're gonna be
wearing, or are scared shitless of what their parents would say and do when they'd find out. I
was shocked myself when I learned they're all over twenty and still have to deal with parents
punishing them forward like they're little kids."
"They have tight grips, but if you can get them to trust you, it's actually not that bad.
My mentor was a really good friend to me. Whatever I'd ask of him, he'd do it. Mostly."
"He must have thought you had a pretty nice ass to do stuff for you like that, huh?"
Scarlie grinned.
"Yeah, in my dreams maybe," Tangora spoke and smiled awkwardly, realizing that
what she said was actually true.
"Oh, I just remembered, Marmou told me you were crying in the bathroom when he
found you. Would you mind if I asked why?"
"Uh... Well... I have this... problem. Ever since I was little I've wanted affection from
guys. I'm twenty-two and I still haven't had my first kiss. It's even worse since boys used to
tease me a lot back when I was a kid. They didn't want to touch me. Kept calling me fat. I've
been wanting for someone to make love to me for almost six years now. Maybe just to feel
better about myself, but... I still wanna feel what it's like when someone loves you in that
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way."
"They're all idiots. You're better off alone. You think you want it now, but you'll only
be disappointed," the woman told her.
"I can't know if I don't like it unless I try it first."
"It takes some people over thirty men to find the right one. You seem like the type of
person that will meet Mr. Right on your first try. If I'm right, you won't have to go through so
many heartbreaks and waste time and energy on relationships that can't be fixed. Most
importantly, you have a choice."
"Beggars can't be choosers. As long as he's not closely related to me or there's a big
age difference between us."
"Oh, sweetie... You think it's that easy? That you'll be able to like and give yourself to
anyone who asks?"
"Why not?"
"There are so many things you don't know about this world. You're identifying love
with sex. It's not the same thing. Just because someone wants to do you doesn't have to mean
they're in love with you in the least."
"People think you're beautiful. Have you ever tried being a person men are disgusted
with for one day?"
"I'll grow old. Take a good look at what you see now cuz you sure as hell won't be
wanting to look at it in a decade or two. You're basing your view of yourself on the way some
little shitty brats used to look at you. Twenty-two is still not much, but it's time to smell the
coffee and stop telling yourself you'd be happy doing what I'm doing. A good number of men
that come here have wives and children. How do you think they'd feel if they found out about
this? There's no room for love in this establishment," Scarlie explained.
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"Is there someone you would make love to? With your own free will?" the girl
inquired.
"There was," she sighed, "she treated me like a living being, which is more than I can
say for the rest of the people here."
"She?"
"Why does that surprise you? If there's one thing those fucking Violet priests got
right, it's that love doesn't know age, gender or color. You don't fall in love with someone's
body. You fall in love with their soul. Sounds naive, but it's really true. That's the difference
between love and lust. My partner... she was an unbelievable person," Scarlie continued to
speak as Tangora could feel a touch of sadness in her voice, "she listened to me when I talked
to her. Really listened. She didn't talk much herself though. She said she liked to listen to me
more. I've been with so many men, you'd think I wouldn't care anymore, but sometimes I'd
just start crying out of nowhere, feeling like I'd been robbed of my joy and innocence. Like it
was my first time all over again. The first time that should have been the most beautiful. The
first time spent with someone you care about. Instead, I had to give it away. And for what?
My happiness was taken from me because I had nothing else left to give. I used to dream
about that moment. I'm guessing you probably are too. How it will be. How you'll remember
it until death comes knocking. How would you feel if that feeling was taken from you? That
first time? Any time? The woman I loved... The woman I still love was the only one there to
comfort me when no one else had the time to hold me and tell me everything was going to be
okay. She gave me a dress of hers because she liked to know that I was happy. She told me
she'd take me far away from here someday. Somewhere where I'd never have to give myself
to anyone but to the person I loved. You'll dance tomorrow. You'll see how men will adore
you for what you look like. Then I want you to go and never think of coming back to this
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place in search of love. Here is where love gets nailed to a wooden board and left to slowly
bleed out."
Tangora had no desire to speak. She silently nodded and kept staring down at the
ground with a light frown.
"Okay, that's enough depressing stories for today. We've gotta rehearse tomorrow. Try
to get some sleep, okay, sweetie?" Scarlie smiled back at the girl in attempt to cheer her up,
"come on, don't stare at the floor like that. It's not as pretty as the walls."
She chuckled lightly and managed to force a smile onto her face as she glanced back
at Scarlie.
"You can sleep on my bed. I'll crash on the sofa for the night. Don't worry about a
thing. If you need anything, just throw a pillow or something at me," the woman told her
whilst getting up to get an extra pillow and sheets for herself.
"You don't have to do that. I don't mind sleeping in the same bed with you," Tangora
replied, stuttering a little in embarrassment, "unless you don't wanna sleep in the same bed
with me. Which is fine! It's your room. I'll sleep on the couch. And thank you for the shirt. It's
really comfy."
"Oh what the hell. Okay, since you're so nice to offer," she threw her head back and
belly flopped onto the bed, "there's gonna be an alarm sound at eight so just to warn you, it's
loud."
"That's okay," the girl said, climbed up onto the bed and wrapped herself in the light,
soft sheets.
"The switch is next to you," Scarlie told her.
Tangora flipped the switch and the room went dark. The two women said "goodnight"
to each other and closed their eyes, leaving their dreams to take over and ease all of their
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burdens.

***

Today was a beautiful morning for those who were waking up by the side of a loved
one. Those who were alone were left to feel their way through the darkness without a hand to
guide them. For some, today was the day the sun would not rise. A dark day in which
creatures that fear the light would finally come out to show their true forms, but while those
significant others were still enjoying their slumber, Ria Ferrero was opening up her eyes.
Those blue eyes. Blue as the surface of the ocean. Clear and inviting. And who would be
there to enjoy the sight of them decorating her slender, bare body, but the only man who was
more arrogant than her. There was no place in his heart for intimidation. While Ria was
almost always in control over most people, this man dared stare back at her instead of bowing
his head like an obedient dog. The empress has finally met her equal. Perhaps even her
superior. As she was waking up and stretching her back, she looked to the side and noticed
that the warrior was still asleep. Annoyed by this, she began lightly slapping his face in order
to wake him up.
"Hey. You. What time is it?" she asked the corpse.
Once he stopped snoring, Ria was certain he'd finally speak. Much to her disliking, he
only moved his arm to push her away and didn't even bother to open his eyes. The young
woman almost fell off the bed and was enraged by his actions. Like a child not wanting to
accept defeat, she punched his shoulder. Unfortunately, his body was already so strong and
muscular from working in the mines that he barely even felt that, but Ria wasn't going to give
up. She sat on his back and continued to mercilessly flair her arms and pound his back and
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shoulders. He let out a light moan like he was being given a very relaxing massage. The
Silver stopped to glare back at him furiously, then started smacking his head.
"Get up, you lazy shit! I need food!"
"Go get it yourself," he groaned angrily.
"I don't know where you keep your junk! Move!" she shouted at him.
"You crushed it with your fat ass."
"My ass is fine! And you don't have the right to complain, you were my first. You
should be fucking thankful!"
"Yeah, about that, around here everyone cleans up their own messes. I don't want
people thinking I murdered someone here."
"It's your place, your problem," she rebelled and finally stopped bothering him with
her constant slapping.
"My place, you do what I say," he shook her off him and quickly rolled over to loom
over her on all fours, "you're a guest, start acting like one."
"You're the host. You start acting like one!" she argued.
Just then, the two froze in sheer terror once they heard the sound of a door being
unlocked and voices of a woman and younger child walking in.
"Biren, we're back! Are you up yet?" the woman called out.
"I'll go wake him up!" the little boy told her and both Biren and Ria could hear his
footsteps approaching the room they were in.
The Red quickly got off Ria and both covered themselves with the sheets as the boy
entered the room.
"Shit..." he groaned while he held his head with one hand when the boy opened the
door and stared back at them in shock.
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"Mom!" he ran back to his mother, shouting, "Biren brought a girl home and they had
a sleepover! You said we couldn't have sleepovers!"
"Biren?" Ria turned to him and almost burst into laughter, "that's your name?"
"Yeah. What's yours?" her rolled his eyes in nuisance.
"You seriously don't know who I am?"
"I know you're the only Silver on the entire planet, but I didn't care enough to
remember your name from the news," he grinned.
"You're a complete piece of crap. I'm starting to think you drugged me to get me to
sleep with you. It's Ria, for your information."
"Excuse me, Ria, but you kissed me first."
"Like I said, you probably drugged me."
"You're so annoying..."
"Don't talk to me like that. I gave you the most sacred thing I have! The least you
could do is not be a jackass."
Then they heard a voice shouting out to them, "Biren, ask your friend if she'd like to
stay for breakfast!"
"No, she was just leaving!" he shouted back.
"What's your surname?"
"Zinae. Why?"
"I'd love some, Mrs. Zinae!" the young woman replied in joy.
"Fuck. Why didn't I see that coming?" he pounded his head with his fist.
"Stop doing that. This is why you're such a freaggin' retard," she scolded him and
moved his hand away from his head so he'd stop hurting himself.
"What do you like?" the nice woman asked from the kitchen.
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"I'll have anything you make! Biren said you're a really good cook!"
"Are berry cakes alright?" she replied with a light giggle.
"Sure!" Ria said, got out of bed and went looking for her clothes without any shame.
"I'm curious but, if you think I'm such a reatard and a jackass, why were you all over
me back at the bar in the first place?" Biren inquired and went to get dressed as well.
"Cuz if there's one thing you're not, it's a pussy. And I did have a nice time, if that
means anything," she turned back to smile at him.
"You're really hard to figure out, you know that?" he smiled back, not really sure why.
"Well, if we're gonna be seeing each other more often you're gonna have to accept the
fact that I like being on top in and out of the bedroom, but if there's anything I like more than
that, it's being challenged," she gazed at him with a very alluring look in her eyes while she
was fixing her dress and putting her shoes back on.
Biren felt a little flattered by her words, but didn't exactly want to show it. It was
strange and all new to him. She was puzzling, and therefore attractive. He couldn't so easily
figure out what her goals and motivations were. However, not understanding something never
stopped him from trying to learn, and it was definitely not going to stop him now. As the two
were on their way to the kitchen, Ria didn't even bother to check for readings that may have
been sent to her reader in the meantime.

***

Meanwhile, while life was bustling in the streets of Charclay, Rorschet Salavreech
was just having his morning tea at home when he heard the doorbell ring. He got up to open
the door and was a little surprised to learn Fiscosino was there. The Blue sounded quite
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concerned and frightened.
"I need to talk to you about something... May I come in?" he asked politely.
"Of course," Rorschet replied happily, "let's go to the kitchen. Have you had breakfast
yet?"
"Yeah, thanks. I'm not sure where I should even start with this."
"Have a seat. Would you like some coffee?" the Violet inquired.
"No no, just... Please sit down and let me talk," Fisc sat down at the table and was
struggling with letting himself look into Rorschet's eyes.
"Alright?" he said and did as he asked.
"I... lost Ria and Tangora..."
"Aren't they..." Rorschet paused for a second as his face started to turn pale, "Tangora
sent me a reading. She said she and Ria would be staying with you at your apartment."
"We were at the Ambermane... Tangora and Ria went to sit at the bar when Ria saw
this one guy and went over to talk to him. They uhm... kissed and I saw Tangora go into the
bathroom. I think she was crying. A couple of fans then came to ask for my autograph. By the
time I noticed anything Ria was leaving the club with the Red she'd been making out with. I
was sure Tangora wasn't going to go anywhere so I followed them, but I lost them as I was
leaving the bar," he explained with a heavy heart, "when I got back to get Tangora, I couldn't
find her. I've already told uncle. I thought you had the right to know... I'm so terribly...
horribly sorry for all of this, but I swear I'll help find them."
Upon hearing him say all of that, Rorschet's heart grew weak with fear and anger. He
just sat there, silently staring at Fiscosino, yet his mind wasn't there with him. He didn't know
what to do or how to react. Scenarios and scenes of what could have happened to his dear
student started flashing through his mind. It made him want to claw his eyes out and pierce
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his eardrums from the guilt.
"Dad's already called his guys to search for them. We'll find them."
"Could you... Could you please excuse me, Fisc. I need to be alone," Rorschet gulped
and stuttered a bit as he spoke.
"I'll go see how I can be of use. I won't be able to forgive myself if we don't find
them..." the young man sighed and went out of the house as quickly as he could.
He found it too difficult to be in Rorschet's presence after having lost his precious
student. He didn't wish to show it, but he was furious with himself on the inside. Rorschet
even more so. Fear was devouring him. Every part of him. Panic crept in. He felt completely
helpless. It was like his own shadow was whispering to him, telling him how this was all his
fault. As silent and cold as autumn nights, the Violet stood up from his chair, breathing
heavily, and started walking up the stairs. As there was not another sound to be heard, you
could only hear his footsteps and the breaths he was taking. The darkness of his eyes was
even worse to behold with his furious glare fixated onto the blank space in front of him. He
stopped by the door of his room and turned his head to sense a little creature bundled up
under the sheets as if it were hiding from something. Rorschet could clearly hear the
whimpering and sobbing sounds it made. He slowly approached it with heavy steps and lifted
the sheets. Who he was now staring at was a little boy, barely ten years old. He was covering
his head and face with his arms, shaking and trembling in overwhelming fear.
"This is all your fault..." Rorschet told him as he continued to stare.
"I did my best... I thought I could..." the little Violet whimpered.
"You thought what...? THAT YOU COULD PROTECT HER?!" he shouted at him
with all his might, and threw him onto the floor in his rage.
"I'm sorry! I'll do better next time I swear!" he cried whilst struggling to stand up.
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"She could be in someone else's bed... A stranger's bed..." the xarrin walked over to
him and grabbed the boy by the shirt, "THEY COULD BE SELLING HER OFF BECAUSE
YOU FAILED TO KEEP HER SAFE!!
The second Rorschet blinked, the little boy who looked like him when he was
younger was no longer in his clutched claws. Instead, he was holding a pillow... nothing
more. That was when his reader sounded. Rorschet waited for a few moments, then took it
out of his pocket and placed it near the side of his head.
"Yes?"
"Rorsch, it's me," Quiserco spoke, "did you talk to Fisc yet?"
"Unfortunately," he sighed, "I don't know if..."
"Ria's back. She came home just now," the Don interrupted him, "you should get over
here so we can talk to her and see if she has any leads on Tangora's whereabouts."
"I'll be right over," the Violet told him, put his reader back in his zipper pocket and
rushed to the balcony to fly over to Quiserco's house in Canterholm, the suburbs where
mostly the wealthy live. When he landed before the front door, he could already hear Ria and
Quiserco arguing inside. He rang the doorbell and it was, in fact, Zanneki who opened it.
"I came as soon as I heard," the Yellow said, "come in."
Rorschet followed him to the living room where the father and daughter were having
their argument.
"How are you feeling?" he asked the xarrin.
He didn't answer Zane's question. He completely ignored him, because there was no
way he could understand how he was feeling right now. There was not a single word that
could describe his emotions.
"The police won't start an investigation until forty-eight hours have passed, but
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Quiserco's already sent his men out to search for her," the Yellow explained.
"She could be anywhere by now... Someone could have taken her from the
Ambermane... They don't kidnap people there. Bad for business, but that doesn't have to stop
one of the guests."
"I don't know if it's alright to say this now, but... I really admire how you're holding
up. I know how much she means to you."
"No. No, you do not," Rorschet calmly walked past him and approached Ria and the
Don.
"What do you care who I was with?! It's my life! Fisc was supposed to watch her and
the lazy fuck failed at the simplest task!" the Silver shouted.
"He wouldn't have left if he hadn't gone to follow you! What the hell were you
thinking?! Do you have any idea what could have happened to you?! Are you fucking
insane?!"
"SHUT UP!" Rorschet silenced them, then proceeded to speak in a strict, yet calmer
tone of voice, "both of you. You may resolve your quarrels once my student is safe. Right
now finding her is the priority. What do we know so far?"
"I know I shouldn't have left, but I thought Fisc was going to watch her. I got her
reading this morning while I was on my way home."
Ria gave the reader to Rorschet and let him hear the thoughts Tangora sent last.
"She could still be at the Ambermane. Let's go," the xarrin stated and rushed towards
the door. Quiserco managed to stop him before he left.
"Wait a second, Rorsch. If you go there now, demanding to see her, they'll just deny
she's there and you'll get kicked out. You won't be able to get to her no matter what. The
police won't do us any good either. The owner has friends in high places," the Don tried to
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talk some sense into him, "I'll call off the search for now. Me and the boys will go down there
tonight and get her when the auctioning starts."
The auctions at the Ambermane are events that many like to attend. People would bid
on women to keep them company the night of the purchase or on a specific date. With
Tangora being a Green, everyone is certain they wouldn't be leaving her out when she could
earn them a fairly large amount of money.
"Keep your head cool and let me and my guys handle things," Quiserco said, "nobody
would have dared to touch her if she's a virgin. She's worth more to them if she stays that
way. Believe me, I know you want to go get her this instant, but you'll just cause more trouble
for us."
"Every second I wait they could do her harm," he turned his head in order to glare at
his friend.
"He's right, Rorsch. You gotta trust him. It can't be easy for you, we can understand
that, but if we go with the Don's plan, we have better chances of getting her back," Zane tried
to comfort him.
"I'm going with you," Rorschet demanded.
"No, you'll ruin the whole operation. Let me handle this. I'll get her home safe."
"Quiserco, I have to see her and know she's alright. I'll be there if I fucking want to,"
Rorschet replied angrily as everyone stared back at him in surprise and fear.
"Okay... but you gotta promise me you won't do anything."
"When does this show start?"
"Rorschet, promise me."
"Fine... I promise," the Violet growled.
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***

It was evening. The darkness continued to cover the sky and cloud the mind of
Rorschet Salavreech as he, and Quiserco and two of his men entered the Ambermane. There
was quite a crowd gathered inside. They barely found a table to sit at, but being the owner of
a record label and a well-known xarrin came with some perks. Quiserco was keeping a close
eye on Rorschet for some time before the show started. That blank stare in his eyes was
unsettling. He was breathing so shallowly, one would think he wasn't breathing at all. The
Violet was just glaring at the red curtains like he was imagining all the disgusting, torturous
ways to end the lives of those who had anything to do with the theft of his flower. Then the
moment when the curtains rose finally came. Every flashing light was now directed towards
the stage. All of those staring, starving eyes were impatiently waiting for the show to start. A
voice was heard throughout the room, announcing the beginning. It was a man who stood in
the middle of the stage with a microphone in his right hand. Everyone, just like him, was
rather enthusiastic. If you were to stand on that stage, you'd notice a blank stare piercing
through the holes in your skull and the concerned expression of a man who feared the dark
aura next to him. Rorschet and the Don were the only outcasts in this sea of joy and mirth.
Blessed were those who are not within the green-eyed monster's reach.
"Ladies and gentlemen!" said the announcer, "ready your wallets because as many of
you may already know, tonight is one of those nights we hold our auction! Bear with me, we
just need to go over the rules for the newcomers. Highest bidder gets the prize for twelve
hours after payment is made or on a certain date. Bidding takes place after the show, like
always. We only accept cash, so those who have the most bills in their pockets can certainly
buy some good company! Now let's relax and enjoy the show our ladies have worked hard to
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put on for you! Give them a round of applause, people!"
They cheered and they applauded. The loud noises they made were starting to torture
the already agitated xarrin whose heart pounded faster and faster each second.
"We'll wait until the show is over. After that, you'll stay put and me and the boys will
go backstage to do business," Quiserco whispered to the silent bat.
Two rows of showgirls wearing glittery and tight bikinis, decorated with pearls and
feathers, walked out before the crowd and strut their lovely limbs for the world to admire.
Those that were Blue or Red wore very high stilettos regardless of their stability.
Nevertheless, all of them stood in them without difficulty. Energetic music with an
abundance of drums and high speed rhythms was playing through the speakers on the sides.
The choreography required the ladies to move their bodies very elegantly and alluringly, like
snakes swimming through a still river. No thin girl nor a plumper one got less attention than
the ones with more appealing attributes. And though the dancers mostly moved and danced in
sync, sometimes they had to improvise in order to express their individuality and make it
easier for the potential customers to choose which doll they'd rather play with. Rorschet
listened carefully and paid attention to the bodies moving in the light, but he could not
recognize his beloved student amongst them. Then the ticking clock was silenced. As soon as
all the other dancers moved to the sides, the announcer spoke once more, "Now here come
our stars! Please give it up for our crown jewels, Scarliotte and Alasteire!"
Upon seeing the two girls walk out on stage, Quiserco kept his breath calm and did
not make a move. He hoped Rorschet wouldn't notice that it was Tangora up there from all
the noise, and he had no intention of letting him know that with his own reaction. But,
unfortunately, he was mistaken. When a beam of light passed by the Green's face and torso,
Rorschet's heart started beating like a war drum. Tangora, decorated like a beautiful and
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exotic jungle queen, spread her magnificent wings and showed off with Scarlie at the center
of the stage. Her innocent smile and mysterious gaze at the crowd caught the interest of many
men. Scarlie indeed noticed that she was no longer the center of attention and she couldn't
have been happier. Confidence was bursting out of the young Green like fireworks. No longer
did she feel like the scum of society, unworthy of love. She felt like a warrior queen, a
champion, undefeated. Then... in a matter of seconds, her happiness turned to dread when she
saw her master stand up from his seat in the crowd. He immediately stormed towards the
stage. Quiserco and his men were too slow to react. A mist of fear was keeping them from
running after him right away.
"Rorsch, stop! the Don shouted at him and stood up," I told you to stay put!!
But as good as the xarrin's hearing was, he was def to the sounds of his friend's voice.
Anger was flooding his body. His fists were clutched as he approached the stage.
"Hey, what's that guy doing?" a man asked.
"Where does he think he's going?" another inquired as well.
"Rorschet, what are you...?" Scarlie looked at him with horror and confusion in her
eyes once she noticed that she was the one he was walking towards.
His black eyes glared furiously at the Orange, almost as if he was ready to end her
pitiful existence. He didn't let her finish her sentence. He just swung his bony fist and
knocked her down onto the ground. The woman let out a cry before she hit the floor, then
quickly looked back at her attacker so she'd be ready to protect herself.
"Master! Don't!!" Tangora shouted at him.
She couldn't believe what she was seeing. Never had she seen him this angry. The
poor girl was paralyzed. Her warm tears ran down her face as she watched the man
mercilessly beat Scarliotte.
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"YOU DID THIS!" he yelled and knelt down to punch her again, "YOU
MISERABLE WRETCH!"
"I didn't know! I swear!!" the woman cried in pain with every hit she received.
Tangora, Quiserco's men and a few others pulled him away and tried to keep him
from hurting the Orange any further. The other showgirls ran over to her to help her and tend
to her.
"I'LL RIP YOUR GUTS OUT AND HANG YOU WITH THEM, YOU FUCKING
PIG!!" Rorschet screamed as he thrashed.
"Don't hurt her, please!" his student begged him, desperately trying to keep him away
from Scarlie by pushing him back with her palms against his chest as the men held his arms.
The xarrin stopped resisting all of a sudden, shook his limbs out of the men's grasps
and violently grabbed Tangora's arm.
"We're going home," he told her.
"Master, I..." she tried to speak.
"NOW, TANGORA!" the Violet shouted and stormed off with her.
Quiserco watched them leave and sighed to himself as he approached the others to try
and fix the mess his friend had just made. Meanwhile, the teacher and his student flew back
home. When they walked back into the house, Rorschet shut the door and leaned against it in
exhaustion, his back facing Tangora who was staring down at the floor and trying not to weep
or let out more tears.
"I'm so sorry, master..." she whimpered, "I didn't..."
She failed to finish her sentence. Rorschet turned back around, grabbed her hand and
took her up to her room. With an emotionless expression on his face, he hurriedly went
through her stuff in her closet and took out a pair of sweatpants and a shirt.
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"Put this on," he spoke and threw the apparel onto the bed, keeping his back turned
while he was waiting for her to change.
She did as he asked and continued to stand there with her head facing the ground like
a scared little mouse, awaiting more orders and wondering what would happen next.
"Sit down," he ordered her.
The young woman sat down on her bed and he sat down next to her, staring blankly
out into space.
"If you don't want me as your student anymore, I'll understand," she sniffled.
Rorschet turned to her and took both of her hands, cupping them between his. The
Green was too ashamed and afraid to look at him, but then she heard something she had
never heard before in her life. He started to cry, then leaned his head onto her hands. She
didn't know what to say or do. It was horrible to have to listen to those sounds.
"Master... No one touched me... I swear," the girl tried to comfort him.
After so much time spent keeping an impression of a strong soul, he finally confessed,
"I was so afraid..."
"Nobody did anything to me..." she continued.
"I had no idea where you were... what you were doing... who your were with. I didn't
know if you were well or not..."
"I chose to do it. It was my fault. I was... desperate..."
"Why?" the xarrin asked her as he looked up to face her with his eyes submerged in
his own tears, "hy can't you see your own worth?"
"I'll go pack my things..." she told him, then attempted to stand up.
"No! Stay!" Rorschet panicked and grabbed her into a strong embrace like he was
holding on for dear life, "I can't lose you again..."
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Tangora let him hold her. Seeing him like this made her feel even worse for what she
did. She had no idea she hurt him so much. The guilt inside of her was eating her up. And
thus, in her room, in complete silence, they stayed for some time. Rorschet was now even
more afraid for Tangora's safety. After realizing what he had done at the Ambermane, his
fears grew larger and larger each day. Even though everything went back to the way it was
and nobody dared to mention what had happened that night, Rorschet was determined to fight
the demons that had been unleashed. He wanted to keep Tangora safe, knowing he would
never forgive himself if he hurt her. He was the biggest threat to her now. He couldn't let it
stay that way.
But... he was not the only one who was looking to make a change. Tangora wanted to
do everything to put a stop to her desires so that she would never cause anyone pain again
because of them. In the meantime, Ria continued to date Biren and was planning on
introducing him to her family soon, despite her father not being fond of the idea. After Zane
found out about the incident with Tangora, he decided it was best not to draw attention to
himself and to leave her alone until the dust settled. However, his patience was growing thin.
He had to stay away from his son's watchful eyes as well when it came to attempting to talk
to the Green in private. She kept her distance from him as much as possible, which made
things even more difficult. She still didn't want to tell her master anything, fearing he might
lose his temper once again.
As for a little brighter news, Jin and the daughter of Rorschet's cousin, Doronna,
became quite fond of each other. His little sister was more than happy to find out about their
growing relationship. And as the rest of the summer flew by like a gentle breeze, autumn
came to knock on the door. That was when Tangora decided to pay a visit to an old friend and
seek aid for that which ailed her.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Impatience and Decay
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Tangora kept telling herself that today was going to be the day for change as she was
getting ready to go out and visit Bibbi at the Indigo camping grounds just outside the city.
Rorschet was glad that she was going to keep the old woman company. She could use things
to occupy her since the two sons who were still there with her were doing all her chores. The
Green put on a pair of shorts and a black batwing sleeve shirt with a leather collar before
heading out. The trip was not entirely short because of the winds, but it still pleasantly sunny
just, like she liked it. When she managed to arrive, she spotted Bibbi sitting on a big tree
stump. It was her usual observation spot while everyone else was working.
"Tangora?" the old Indigo's eyes lit up when she saw the girl walking towards her,
"it's so good to see you again, dear. You've lost weight. Are the boys giving you trouble
again?"
"No, it's just stress," Tangora chuckled, "how are you holding up, Mrs. Tertim?"
"Help me up, would you?" she asked her.
Tangora gently took her arm and helped her stand up. Once Bibbi was able to stand on
her own, she gave her visitor a very warm and motherly hug.
"I haven't seen you in a while. Are you being a good girl?"
"I'm trying, heh. Especially after the whole incident at the Ambermane..." she frowned
a bit in shame.
"Mistakes are a part of growing up. Rorschet overreacted, but it's understandable. You
know he cares a lot for you. He was just scared," Bibbi explained, "come, let's talk in my
caravan. I need tea. Wild cherry, right?"
"Sure, thank you," the girl smiled and followed her into the little wooden house on
wheels.
Tangora asked if she could help with anything, but Bibbi insisted on her taking a seat
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while she was preparing the tea from the ingredients her daughters-in-law had picked for her
in the forest. The smell of old wooden furniture was very pleasing to the young guest.
"Did I ever tell you how much I love the smell of this place?" she commented as she
was rolling her torso around on the table out of excitement.
"You're too kind, Tangie, but you don't have to make smalltalk," the old lady turned
her head around and flashed her a smile, "I've gotten used to the fact that you young people
only come visit your elders when you need something."
"You're making me feel like a jerk now..." she frowned.
"Oh, lighten up. I was just kidding around. What's on your mind?"
"Okay, well... You know how I'm always angry and sad when someone mentions love
or sex around me?" Tangora straightened her back and began talking about her problem.
"Uhuh?"
"And how I hate to watch people doing it?"
"My dear girl, how old are you?" Bibbi asked her with an annoyed expression on her
face.
"I've read about a ton of girls getting pregnant at the age of fourteen. Sometimes I feel
like I wanna do really horrible things to them, you know...? I mean, why can they have a
boyfriend and I can't? Why is it so easy for them?"
"What am I supposed to do about it? Pay someone to sleep with you?"
"I have my own money, thank you very much. I just... wanna stop wanting it so much.
I wanna know what's missing in my life that makes me want it."
"Would you like me to give you a reading?"
"Yes, please," she smiled brightly.
"Maybe if you won't listen to everyone else, you'll listen to them," the woman
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chuckled and placed the two ceramic tea mugs onto the table before sitting down.
"I'm out of options here. I've read books about it, studied it, tried to use the things I've
learned on guys, but nothing has worked so far..."
"If it'll help you sleep tonight."
"Thanks," the Green sighed happily, "so... What do I have to do?"
"First you take these cards and you shuffle them," Bibbi told her, took out a big deck
of cards from the drawer under the table, and placed them in front of Tangora.
"Like so?" the girl asked for approval whilst shuffling the cards.
"We're going to do a spread which enables me to see the past, present and future."
After she finished shuffling the cards, Tangora placed them neatly back onto the table,
making sure no edge was sticking out of the pile.
"Take out three and lay them next to each other from left to right."
She did as was asked of her.
"Turn the one on the left around. Let's see what your past tells us."
Tangora flipped over the first card to reveal an image of Nero Umbra, one of the
Divine Brothers, facing her.
"Wisdom, curiosity, freedom, logic. You have always been a bright young girl. This
must not come as a surprise to you."
"I thought you guys didn't believe in the Divine Brothers," Tangora commented.
"Rorschet told me the same thing when I was giving him a reading," Bibbi tittered
like the sweet old lady she was, "it would seem that you're growing up to be just like him.
Very observant, but after all, he practically raised you."
"Can I turn over the next card?"
"Go right on ahead."
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The following card showed a beautiful Blue woman wearing a diamond tiara and
having her half naked body enveloped by light from above like a satin veil as she was
swimming through the clear waters. Unfortunately, the card was facing Bibbi instead of
Tangora.
"The Queen of Blue. Turned upside down like this, it represents loneliness and
isolation. Just as we've established. You feel lonely. You want love and affection. The kind
only a man can give to a woman, yes?"
"Yeah..." Tangora frowned lightly and rubbed her shoulder.
The girl thus turned over the final card that represented the future. She was quite
shocked and surprised by what she was looking at. A Violet painted onto the card was facing
her. His fur was dark like a moonless sky and his stare was frightening and noble. The
monarch held a golden scepter in one hand and wore a glorious crown atop his head,
decorated with jewels in all the seven colors of the rainbow.
"Ah. I see the King of Violet has caught your interest," Bibbi smiled.
"What does it mean?" the girl inquired with a bit worried tone of voice.
"Mercy, leadership. A good servant serves without question. He serves the law. A
good leader is the one who knows when to punish and when not to, but that is not what this
card says about you. This card tells me that you are going to mature into a savior. A guide
who will lead one particular person out of the darkness from which he wishes to escape. Have
mercy on his soul and he shall thank you by giving you a gift greater than any other. His very
heart.
"I've saved someone before... He... said he's in love with me, but... he's so much older
than me. He has kids and everything. I can't be with someone who's old enough to be my
father," Tangora sighed.
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"Then perhaps he isn't the man you seek. Try looking somewhere else. Perhaps...
somewhere closer to yourself," the old Indigo tossed a smug grin her way.
"Okay, I get it," the girl smiled lightly, "so that's it?"
"That's it."
"Nothing else you wanna tell me?"
"Do you have any more questions you want to ask?"
"Actually, I do."
"Let's hear them," the woman stared back at her with squinted eyes as she was sipping
her tea.
"I've had this weird dream where... master Rorschet and I made love," she looked
away in shame while she spoke.
"Did you tell him?"
"Yeah... He said that I don't have to worry about it. It just means I'm getting wiser."
"And how did that dream make you feel?"
"I don't know... Really weird. He's my mentor..."
"Alright, let's exclude the fact that he's your mentor. How would you feel about it
then?"
"Are you seriously asking me if I have a crush on my master?" Tangora smiled at her
awkwardly, hoping that she was joking.
"Do you?"
"No! Of course not! I could never have a crush on my mentor!" the girl tried to defend
herself.
"Why?"
"It's not right! Plus, what would my parents think?!"
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"Again, I'm going to ask, what if he wasn't your mentor?"
"I don't know... I guess he doesn't look too bad... and I could talk with him for hours
about all sorts of stuff. He's very reasonable..." Tangora then paused in confusion, "wait. Why
are you asking me these questions anyway?"
"I'm not accusing you of anything, Tangie. You can stop worrying."
"Okay?" the girl gave her a puzzled look.
"But I feel that because of your desires you're not able to appreciate what you already
have," Bibbi explained, "your master loves you. He sees you as his closest friend. Someone
he can trust and talk to. And it hurts him very much when you're upset. But... you're so
focused on complaining about not having a mate that you completely disregard the fact that
perhaps he has problems he'd like to share too."
"I've never thought about it that way..." Tangora added and stared back at her with sad
eyes, full of shame and regret.
"I'd like you to do me a favor. When you get the chance, try taking an interest in him a
bit more. It would mean the world to him."
"Okay," she agreed and nodded.
"Besides, is a boyfriend imperative for your survival?" the old lady glared back at her.
"Well... for the survival of our species maybe?"
"You're one of many who think women are flowers and love is water. They die
without it."
"Wouldn't we all die without water?"
"Hush!" Bibbi hissed.
"Sorry..."
"You anxiously wait for the gardener to pour water some onto your roots, but you
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always forget about rain. Rain that falls from the sky when it becomes too heavy for the
clouds to carry. The rain will come no matter what. It is the way things are... always have
been. You just need to wait. Rarely does such a beautiful flower like yourself go untouched."
"What if you're in a desert?" the girl commented.
"Then you're screwed."
Tangora took a good long look at her and sighed in disappointment.
"Awesome. And how long exactly am I supposed to wait for this 'rain'?" she asked.
"When you become ripe for picking, my dear."
"But how can I become ripe without rain?"
"Alright, out with you now. I'm too tired to keep this up, the Indigo stood up from her
chair and went to shoo her out.
"Okay, okay! I'm sorry!" Tangora pleaded for forgiveness as she was forced to leave
the caravan.
"Say hello to Rorschet for me," Bibbi smiled at her and closed the door.
With nothing else left to do or say, Tangora decided to fly back to her nest, thinking
how she never got to finish her tea. In addition, she now felt terrible for being so selfish and
only thinking of herself. This talk with Bibbi enlightened her. She was determined to be a
better friend to her master and give him her undivided attention for the rest of the day as
compensation for all the times he had to listen to her complaints. Unfortunately, what
welcomed her back was a very uncomfortable surprise. She rang the doorbell and Rorschet
opened the door wearing nothing but a creamy yellow towel with a few bubbles and foam
gliding down his head and shoulders.
"Sorry, I was in the shower," he told her once he opened the door for her.
He was ready to walk back to the bathroom, but Tangora's nervous expression got him
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a bit worried.
"Is everything alright?" the xarrin asked.
"Uhm... yes?" the girl replied very quietly and shyly, trying not to look at him, "it's
just... you're not wearing anything...
"Like I said, I was in the shower."
"Okay, well... when you're done I was hoping we could... You know what, never
mind. I'll just be on my way," she spoke and rushed past him in her overwhelming anxiety.
"Before you go..." Rorschet stopped her, "Quiserco called and we've been invited to
dinner at his house tomorrow evening. The Tyllebs are coming as well, and from the looks of
it, so is Ria's new companion. We're leaving at seven."
Tangora nodded and walked up the stairway to her room as quickly as she could, even
thinking of flying just to get there faster. After watching her walk back to her room, the Violet
decided to go finish showering and preparing an outfit for the dinner tomorrow. He was
actually glad that he had to go open the door for her at such a bad time. It pleased him to find
out that he was the reason for her nervous behavior. She'd always look so adorable when she
was embarrassed.

***

As evening crept its way into the city, Tangora and Rorschet were making final
preparations for their outing. He was curling her hair while she patiently sat on the chair in
his bedroom, dressed like a child's doll.
"You weren't quite yourself yesterday," Rorschet commented.
"I wasn't?"
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"You would usually stand tall and bold to hide your anxiety. When you saw me half
naked, you seemed very disturbed. It wasn't the first time, so I was just curious as to why you
acted the way you did."
"The circumstances were different. I saw you in a towel after I had been discussing a
very particular dream with Bibbi. Wouldn't you have been embarrassed too?" she explained
to him.
"That dream is still bothering you?" the xarrin chuckled.
"Don't laugh! It's a really serious issue!" she shouted a bit at him, feeling annoyed that
he found her problem laughable.
"Are you saying you wouldn't consider me as a suitor? I'm deeply hurt, Tangora," he
continued.
"You're my mentor! That's like a schoolgirl going out with her teacher!"
"Calm down, I'm just teasing. Though, I can't say I would object to the idea. You're
young, beautiful, you have wealthy parents, and we've been good friends for years. As for
me, I look nothing like my real age, but am that much experienced and wiser in many aspects
of life. Still, you'd be able to teach me a few more things, I'm sure," the Violet grinned.
"That's kinda mean."
"It was just a dream. Let it go."
"Wouldn't you be weirded out if you had a dream about sleeping with your mom or
something?" she asked him, feeling frustrated.
"You think of me as your parent?"
"That's not the point!" she argued, knowing she'd just said something she shouldn't
have and wanted to avoid answering the question.
"Tangora..." Rorschet sighed with a serious glare fixated on her, "I've told you never
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to compare me to your father. Did I not?"
"Yes..." she replied with a bit more mellow and frightened voice.
All the boldness was sucked out of her in an instant when he spoke so grimly.
However, now that she was reminded of the forbidden word, she couldn't help but wonder
why he would forbid her from calling him her father in the first place.
"May I just...?" she tried to inquire about it.
"No, you may not," he interrupted her very sternly, "your hair is finished. Let's go
before everyone starts wondering why we're late."
"Are you mad at me?" she asked him like a scared little fawn as she was standing up,
feeling guilt and remorse, "I'm really sorry. I didn't mean it that way."
Rorschet stopped and turned around, petting her head lightly with a smile.
"Of course not. Please, forgive me for my harsh tone. You have the right to know," her
master apologized, "the reason why I don't want you to think of me as your father is because I
know the kind of relationship you have with yours. You two aren't very close. You barely
have anything to talk about when he and your mother come to visit. I don't want it to be like
that between us. Ever."
"Yeah, we don't have a lot of stuff in common. I also don't like the way he thinks I
should do everything that everyone else is doing. Going out every night and all..."
"Precisely. I would feel awful if you were to think of me as someone who doesn't
approve of your individuality," the xarrin added.
"And sorry about that whole dream thing. Not that I find you unattractive or anything,
please don't get me wrong," she started to blush again as she spoke, "it's just... weird."
"Tangora, it's fine. You don't have to explain yourself to me, but we really should get
going."
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"Do you think we should bring a present or something?"
"Good thinking. I'll go fetch something from the cellar," he admitted and left to get
the gift.
It was a short flight to the Ferreros' house. Tangora and her mentor arrived in front of
the house at around half past eight. Vicatri opened the door for them. Everyone was already
sitting at the table and chatting as a maid was serving them the first course. The Green
noticed that everyone was there but Fisc. Instead, she saw the Red who Ria was kissing with
at the Ambermane. She and Rorschet thus greeted everyone before taking a seat. Things
already seemed to be pretty tense. Zanneki was trying hard to lighten up the mood and put
out the fire between Biren and Quiserco, who couldn't help but bicker. Once he saw Tangora
enter, his focus quickly shifted.
"You must be Biren," Rorschet greeted the Red, "it's nice to finally meet you.
Rorschet Salavreech."
"Biren Zinae. Ria told me you work as a mentor and a priest at the haven," Bired
smiled back at him in respect.
"You've heard right. Tangora is my student."
"Hi!" Tangora waved her arm and flashed a friendly smile towards the newcomer.
"Nice to meet you."
"If you don't mind me asking, where exactly do you work?" the Violet inquired whilst
searching for something salty to nibble on.
"In the mines north of the city," he replied.
"Ever thought about a career change? Maybe doing something with a better
paycheck?" Quiserco asked him very boldly and with the intention of showing disrespect.
"It's an honest job," Ria defended him, "what's wrong with working in the mines? Do
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you even know how much he makes?"
"I was just meaning to ask how he thinks of someday supporting a family with what I
assume is a low salary."
As they continued to argue, Tangora noticed that Zane was glancing at her quite often,
which made her feel extremely uncomfortable. She felt helpless—she couldn't make him
stop, and she couldn't tell a soul about it.
"I only want what's best for my daughter," said the Don.
"Dad, can you please stop talking like a passive-aggressive jackass?" Ria raised her
voice at him.
"Young lady, I am the one who raised you, fed you, put clothes on your back and paid
for your education. You will not talk to me like that ever again, especially in front of our
guests. Did I make myself clear?" the Blue growled, "if you are going to continue with this
behavior, feel free to leave and live any other way you know how because I did not raise an
ungrateful little brat and I certainly don't need one leeching off me."
Ria's glare made it obvious that his tone of voice intimidated her a bit. She was
quickly hushed up and just stared angrily at the ground without a word. Biren wished he
could defend her, but he sided with her father.
"Uhm... Let's not talk about work right now," Zane suggested.
And just like him, all the others tried their best to lighten the mood and steer the
conversation away from such negativity.
"Is that fish pâté?" Tangora inquired happily as she was taking a bite out of the bread
she spread it over, "it's awesome, by the way."
"Jincris, I heard you and Dora have gotten to know each other quite well," Rorschet
commented with a grin.
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"They're dating," Vicsine sneered.
"Yeah..." Jin took a moment to think of a proper response, "it's a long story."
"You guys are dating?!" Tangora exclaimed in joy.
"I caught them kissing while watching a movie once," the younger Yellow replied.
"Vick, it's not exactly polite to spy on your brother," Zane scolded her.
"It's not banned either. We live in a free country."
"That reminds me, Tangie, I found a store where they have those reader skins you
were looking for. I left my stuff by the door. Come with me, I'll give you the address," Zane
notified her and stood up from his chair.
Jin carefully observed the situation. He noticed a worried look on Tangora's face
before she smiled.
"Oh, great. Again, thank you so much for helping me out. I couldn't find them online,"
she thanked him and stood up to follow him back to the entrance.
Jincris only kept a subtle, yet serious stare directed towards his father who failed to
notice him as the two walked away. When they turned the corner, at the last minute, a sound
from the wind blowing through an open window passed them and Rorschet felt their
movements the second before they were out of sight. Zane placed his arm around her. Not
only that, but he did it when he was certain no one could see them. Immediately, jealousy and
worry knocked on the door. This was one of those times when he was compelled to use his
most heightened sense to its full potential.
"Ah. Can you feel that breeze?" Rorschet sighed happily out of nowhere and closed
his eyes, "it's so soothing."
"Yeah... sure," Vicsine raised an eyebrow in confusion as she and the others thought it
was strange for him to say that when no one else could feel it, but they decided not to dwell
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on it too much.
Rorschet took this moment to concentrate. He isolated every sound that was present in
the room. The simmering of boiling water in a pot in the kitchen, the chatter of the help as
they were preparing their next meal, the sound of the wind entering the house through the
open windows, waving the curtains around like ghostly specters, his friends talking and
continuing their discussion while forks and spoons were hitting the plates during the meal.
Finally, he heard Zane and Tangora talking by the front door.
"I've really missed you," Zane told her.
"Can't you find someone else? There are plenty of very nice women your age. I'm
terribly sorry, but age is just too big of a factor for me..." Tangora confronted him with a little
more bravery this time—knowing there were others nearby gave her some courage.
"All I'm asking is for you to give me one chance. One evening, that's all I want. I
won't do anything you don't want me to, I swear."
"You only like me because you feel grateful. If you want to thank me then I'm
begging you, please, just be my friend!"
"They will hurt you! I swear on my life I would never let that happen. You deserve so
much more!" the Yellow tried to convince her and held her hands tightly against his chest.
Tangora's heart raced with fear. She just wished this whole thing would disappear. He
was so persistent, she had no idea how to get out of this mess. The way Zane spoke to
Tangora sickened Rorschet. With an emotionless expression and tone, he excused himself
from the table and went the other way, pretending to be going to the bathroom. He had to take
the slightly longer route to the entrance, but once he was there his fury could not have been
compared to anything on this earth. However, remembering Bibbi's words about his demons,
he had just enough strength to hold back from mercilessly beating the Yellow to death.
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Touch her again..." Rorschet snarled as he walked over to them and violently pushed
him away.
"Master!" the girl gasped and tried to move him away from Zane, terrified that they
might get into a fight, "please don't hurt him! He's not himself!"
"Don't worry, he won't be harmed," he spoke angrily as he embraced his dear student
in order to comfort her, still focusing a furious glare at Zane.
"I never touched her, Rorschet. I just wanted to talk to her," Zane replied, feeling fear
starting to consume him.
"No, you didn't... If you had, you would not be leaving this house with your own legs.
You're a very lucky man. I had to let Tangora see me as a monster before. I won't let it happen
again. Now, I want the truth."
"You wouldn't understand. No one would. She saved my life! If it hadn't been for her I
never would have created a life for myself and my kids like the one we have now."
"She may as well have saved my life as well as yours. Does that serve me as an
excuse to torment her?"
"I never did anything to hurt her! I just want to make her happy! Does that make me a
bad person?! For wanting nothing but the best for her?!" Zane asked him, raising his voice at
him, but not so much so that it could be heard all the way to the dining room where everyone
else was.
"This girl is confused and you're using that to try and convince her how she should
love you, Zane! If you really want to make her happy why won't you let her decide whether
she loves you or not?!"
"I am letting her decide! But I can see it in her eyes, deep down a part of her wants
this! I know perfectly well what it feels like not to be appreciated! I know how much it hurts
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and she has been suffering long enough!"
"If you care about her opinion as much as you claim you do, why don't we ask her
then?" the xarrin proposed.
The two men turned to her as she slowly revealed her face from her master's embrace
and stepped between them, taking a deep breath and not wanting to look each of them in the
eye while she spoke.
"Mr. Tylleb, it's true that I'm not in the position to choose. I'm not a pretty face that
can have anyone she wants. If you were only twenty years younger I would have said yes. I
have nothing against you, but... I'm so terribly sorry... You are a father to two children who
are almost the same age as me. I wish the circumstances were different, but our age
difference is just too big to ignore. I'll want a child too someday. You've went through all that.
You probably won't want to raise another baby. I have respect for you like I have for my
father or for an uncle. Our relationship couldn't possibly function if we were to be together...
To Zane, those words did not hold as much weight as did the way she spoke. She
sounded like she had made up her mind and that there was no hope for him to ever convince
her to reconsider. It felt like a rock chained to his leg, dragging him deeper and deeper into
the depths of the merciless ocean. He stared back into Tangora's eyes, unbelieving. If only she
could understand what a mistake she was making.
"Tangie, you have to listen to me! You will only end up heartbroken and hurt! I don't
want you to have to go through what I did before! You saw what I was like! I don't want the
same thing to happen to you! You don't deserve it!" he kept on fighting.
But it was of no use. Tangora didn't want to look him in the eyes. She could only stare
down at the ground in shame and try to hold her in sadness.
"She told you what she had to say," Rorschet added, "there is no need for you to keep
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embarrassing yourself. We have to get back before others become suspicious. No one will
know about this. No one will find out. We will pretend this never happened. However, you
are never to speak to Tangora other than to greet her when others are watching. Do not even
dare to look at her. Under no circumstances are you to touch her or even so much as hand
something over to her. Should you do any of the things I have mentioned, I will expose you
for the sick bastard that you are. The Ferreros will want to have nothing to do with you and
you will very likely be out of a job. I care not for your family's existence anymore, regardless
of your children's lack of involvement in this. I'm only letting you off with a warning because
Tangora wants me to. The least you can do to thank her is leaving her alone."
"Master..." Tangora sniffled.
"You have crossed me in a way you might never understand how powerful, Zane.
Now, both of you, go back to the others and smile like this conversation never happened," the
Violet ordered them.
Without questioning him, Zane did as he was told, and so did Tangora. As they were
leaving, Rorschet could only glare at the man with hatred, thinking what a pathetic excuse for
a living being he was. He not only didn't have the guts to stand up to him, but he dared to
slowly pick the petals of his precious flower behind his back. If Tangora wasn't there, he
surely would have snapped. Thus, the xarrin went back to the bathroom to finish his
imaginary business. Zane and Tangora sat back at the table while everyone else was already
eating the main course.
"Did you guys pass Rorschet on your way over?" Vick inquired after gulping down
her food, "is he still in the bathroom?
"Probably. He washes his hands literally before and after everything he does,"
Tangora joked, hiding her concealed emotions quite well.
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Zane on the other hand, looked like something was bothering him as he ate in silence.
With even more conflicts and tension floating around once Rorschet returned, nobody was
really enjoying themselves anymore. Only Vicsine had no problems or fights to think about,
but since nobody else seemed to be in the mood to have a nice discussion, she gave up on
trying to pull out a few more words out of anyone. Ever since that day, Rorschet was very
reluctant to meet with Quiserco if Zanneki was going to be present. Fortunately, he did not
forbid Tangora from seeing Jin or Vick, for the last thing he wanted was for the Green to start
hating him. Ria had less and less time to spend with Tangora and the others. Biren seemed
like much better company and the two once best friends slowly grew apart into being just
friends who had known each other for years. Nothing was as nice and sunny as it was before.
Rorschet was the one who missed those days the most. He used to love the solitude of his
fortress, but after meeting Zanneki and Quiserco, he couldn't help but admit that he used to
enjoy having friends like them. Perhaps the answers to fixing his once cherished utopia lay
beyond what the eyes can see and the hands can feel.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN
King of Violet Aria
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Winter arrived and the time had come for Rorschet to leave his darling student in the
care of his cousin and his family. He arrived before the door of the monastery on the first day
of winter with many other male xarrins, seeking answers and the purification of his soul. He
was now ready to purge the demons within that his father had passed on to him. The garden
around him was white, silent and without movement or life to be sensed. Still, there was
beauty in that dead, cold place. The darkness and silence were sometimes just as beautiful as
the light and heavenly voices. He was now next in line to enter. The doors opened and he
stepped into the warm, dim light of candles burning. Arjadan was standing in front of him,
wearing white and golden robes with a violet crown situated upon his head like a halo. Under
it was the hood of his robes. Two other xarrins, dressed in the same apparel, stood at his sides
and all three of them held the same paint in marble bowls they use to bless the people at the
haven.
"Leave your shame, your lust, your hatred and your fears at the door, brother. The
Divines welcome you to their home as a guest, as an equal. We live in darkness that we wish
to explore. It knows all, but we know very little of it," he spoke, and the priest on his right
marked a black dot on the left side of Rorschet's forehead.
"Moderation. The middle is golden. Listen to our dearest mother and you shall
continue on your path from the darkness into the light."
He then marked the middle with a gray dot.
"The light may enable you to see, but it may also blind you if it is too strong. Embrace
it, and do not look directly at it. Step into it with courage and you will keep your sight."
The xarrin on his left marked the right side of his forehead with a final, white dot.
"Divines be heard," Rorschet said.
"Divines be heard, indeed, Arjadan repeated.
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As he continued to speak, the two other priests placed their bowls on a small table,
and began to disrobe the Violet standing before them until his skin was completely bare and
exposed. Then, they dressed him up in the same white and golden robes they were wearing,
with the hood concealing his head, but letting his ears pass through the cut holes.
"Within these walls, in these gardens, you shall be at peace. Your troubles are here to
be resolved. Your questions are here to be answered. The masks you wear are here to be taken
off. Blindness here is nothing more than a state of mind. When you walk out of here on the
first day of spring, you shall see more clearly. New paths shall be revealed and your kingdom
shall be larger than before. Accept your crown, king of your own horizon. Your people are
expecting you."
With that, the three bowed their heads to Rorschet and Umbrix replaced the bowl of
gray liquid in his hands with a purple crown similar to those they were wearing. He gently
placed it onto Rorschet's head.
"Divines be heard."
"Divines be heard," Rorschet repeated after them and walked past them into the room
where the other xarrins were.
Ganvil, Alendre and Phoxx were already there. They appeared to be very glad to see
him.
"Warm greetings to you, fellow ruler," Phoxx joked and bowed his head down.
"Good to see you, Rorschet," Ganvil nodded.
"Is anyone other than your student going to be missing you this winter?" Alendre
inquired.
"Unfortunately, no. My luck hasn't changed just yet," Rorschet smiled back.
"Alright then. I propose we go to the hot spring and unwind a little. I am sure you
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have things on your mind you would like to forget for a second as much as the rest of us. I
see no point in waiting for more familiar faces to arrive. It will take them a while," Alen
added.
"I wouldn't mind," the last Violet to arrive agreed.
And with that, the four of them headed downstairs through a tall wooden door at the
end of the room. The corridor itself was not very spacious, not to mention dark. They ended
up in what appeared to be a hot spring in an underground cave. The stalagmites and
stalactites were carved and shaped to resemble beauties of all colors, dancing around the
pool. Small crystal fragments were hung off strings from the ceiling and little light bulbs
softly lit the cave which was surrounding them with its magnificence and abstract shapes on
the walls. Two other Violets were already in the pool, relaxing as the minerals and the
warmth of the spring eased their bodies and souls into a state of calmness. The others joined
them, but their presence did not disturb the others at all. As Rorschet took off his robes and
crown and entered the water, he leaned back against the edge and couldn't help but gaze at a
barely visible outline of one sculpture created to look like a young Green woman. She was
arching her back towards the earth and reaching for the heavens with one hand while her
right leg was raised to complete the image of feminine elegance. Her wings were gently
opened up and spread like a silky fan, just waiting to lift her off the ground. He continued to
stare at her and the only person he could see was Tangora. The xarrin lightly closed his eyes
and let his body be detached from his mind as he was taken to an imaginary place amongst
the clouds, yet still here, in the hot spring, away from sunlight. His emotions needed a voice.
They needed to be expressed. Thus he started to sing.
"I hear the calling, my brothers."
"Galbina atolita," chanted the other five xarrins around him who were staring at the
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ceiling.
"The songbird has let out a sound."
"Azoltina se."
"With twilight I surface, she calls for the day. Three more mornings and she'll fly
away," Rorschet continued, feeling a very soothing sensation, similar to that which people
feel when they are taking their final breath after a lifetime of suffering.
"Cage her. Cut off her wings. She'll die when the winter comes," the other Violets sang
in unison, "Claim her, oh king of kings. She'll thank you when she succumbs."
"Born to be the light in a tunnel."
"Galbina atolita."
"Bred to be a lucky man's bride."
"Azoltina se."
"She's blooming into a flower."
"Enularia ipsei vinera guloria," they continued.
"I wish to wake up by her side."
"Xitetli oorah."
"For her I'd move mountains and then split the sea. Just to touch her I'd set her free,"
the dreamer continued to sing, still gazing at the statue of the Green beauty.
"Cage her. Cut off her wings. She'll die when the winter comes," the xarrins repeated,
"Claim her, oh king of kings. She'll thank you when she succumbs."
"How do I make her love me?" Rorschet inquired.
"Cage her. Cut off her wings."
"I raised her. I protected her. I am her master!" he exclaimed.
"Claim her, oh king of kings."
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"I shall be denied beauty no longer.
"Galbina atolita. Azoltina se. Enularia ipsei vinera guloria."
"My dearest flower..."
"Xitetli oorah," the choir chanted one last time.
Once they were silenced, they continued to lie peacefully around the edge of the
spring. Rorschet found himself being surrounded by two young girls sitting by his sides and
dipping their feet into the water. He knew exactly who they were without having to hear their
voices or see what they looked like. He simply knew their identities. The one sitting on his
left was Tangora at the age of six. That little, playful child was happily waving her feet
around in the water whilst admiring and fixing a garland made of colorful flowers atop her
head. The other one, humming and doing her best to keep a good posture, along with a
tucked-in tummy, was Tangora when she was thirteen years old. Both of them were wearing
that same white dress she wore when they first met in the auroratorium.
"Well? What are you waiting for?! Go talk to her already!" the older one ordered him
with a playful tone.
Rorschet first took a glance at the child in confusion, but then he saw Tangora across
the water on the other side, as a young adult, sitting on her knees and staring down into the
water, wearing the same white lolita dresses as the other two. The sight of her made
Rorschet's blood rise in temperature and his pupils widen in his infatuation with the maiden.
When the sound of thirteen-year-old Tangora's voice echoed through the cave, he could sense
the nymph's presence clearly. Even the bright smile shining across her face. The way she sat,
the way she held herself felt like standing before a work of art. There was nothing left to do
but keep admiring it and letting himself fall in love with it. Her graceful movements and
feminine posture were inspiring.
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"I think she's starting to feel happier being alone," the youngest added, "she doesn't
cry as much."
"She seems more confident. If that doesn't finally get her a guy, I give up," the other
spoke.
"She does," Rorschet replied with a grin, "she's turning into a swan."
"I think she'd be really glad if you went over there to talk to her."
"Don't copy what I say," the older Tangora warned her younger self.
"Sorry," she apologized and looked away in guilt and shame.
"Okay, I'm sorry... Don't be sad. Please," the older one sighed, feeling bad for making
the child upset.
Little Tangora joyfully smiled back at her.
"Mr. Salavreech, you gotta trust us. Okay, yeah, maybe she's not glancing your way..."
"And maybe things aren't looking too good for you since Mr. Tylleb made her feel
really uncomfortable with the thought of being with older guys," the little one continued.
"But it's really all because he just looks older and has kids."
"That's it!"
"If there is anything keeping her from liking you as a potential mate, it's your job."
"But if you weren't her teacher, you'd have no obesticles standing in your front yard!"
little Tangora exclaimed.
"You mean obstacles, right? Don't pronounce it so weirdly," the older one corrected
her.
"Yeys," she smiled.
"See, I know you're doing that on purpose because I don't remember anyone
correcting my pronunciation when I was your age."
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"What if I ruin everything by wanting to rush things?" Rorschet inquired, still gazing
at the beauty on the other side.
"The things you don't say or do are much more regrettable," said the older one, "Now
is the time, master. You can stop waiting."
Just then, out of nowhere, a large arm surfaced out of the water and grabbed hers,
trying to pull her in as the poor girl struggled to escape. Rorschet immediately swam over to
her in order to save her from the beast hiding beneath the surface. He grabbed hold of it an
tried to drag it down to the bottom. The lights went out while he fought the monster in the
depths, but he continued, no matter how difficult it may have seemed. Tangora curled up into
a ball and held her legs tightly against her body as he sat with her back against the wall of the
cave, panting and hiding her face in fear. After a while, Rorschet surfaced, victorious and
covered in drops of water and the blood of his enemy. He noticed that the lights had gone out,
but he could still easily sense Tangora and her position in the room because of the sounds of
her breaths. He fell onto his knees before her and gently held her in his arms, careful and
even a little scared of frightening her more. She trembled a little once she felt his arms coil
around her, but she didn't pull away. The lights slowly came back on again, and Tangora
looked up to face her savior.
"Does it hurt, flower?" he whispered.
"No... it feels good..." the young woman replied with a soft, gentle voice and a smile
once her eyes met his with a gaze that was drowning in lust and desire.
It was also the moment when Rorschet woke up from the dream. He found himself
still relaxing against the edge of the hot spring. Everyone was silent. It was thus quite
difficult to tell who was asleep and who was keeping their eyes closed for the purpose of
enjoyment. There were more xarrins in the pool now. He didn't notice them come in while he
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was resting. Fortunately, thinking about them didn't distract him from remembering his
beautiful dream. He kept trying to feel the sensation of holding Tangora against his skin over
and over again. The memory was still very fresh and he wanted to milk every drop of
pleasure he had received from it while he could still recollect it. He took a few quiet deep
breaths and placed his right hand on his chest to feel his heartbeat. He was so close. If only
the dream had lasted longer for him to taste her. Just for a second.

***

It was the second day of winter, but the surface was still lightly covered with white
flakes from the snowfall from a few days ago. Temperatures rose quite a bit, yet it was still
too cold for most to leave their coats at home. As always, Rorschet liked to take this time to
stroll around the barren land of the gardens in the early morning and enjoy the cool air
against his bare torso while his robes were protecting his legs and keeping them warm. There
was something on his mind though. He was thinking about when he should converse with the
Divines and his deceased father and wife. Remembering his dream, he was now confident he
would be able to conquer the demons within him, but that was not what was bothering him.
How should he react when he sees his father and wife after so many years? What should he
say? It certainly wouldn't be easy to start the conversation, but regardless, he needed their
help if he was to be worthy of receiving the hand of his princess. And what would happen
afterward when he'd been purged of wretch? When Tangora is to turn twenty, he would no
longer be her master. How should he begin his courtship? He wouldn't be able to come up to
her and simply tell her he loved her right away. Perhaps he should ask her to spend a little
more time with him, since he would be too saddened by her departure to let her go. That
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almost sounded like a plan. Where would he take her? It was the final stretch. The sight of the
finish line. Everything had to be perfect to the very last detail. Though he wished for much
more than her lips, being humble was imperative. That way, there would still be a chance for
her to change her mind, were she to reject his advances. All of these years he had to watch
her grow up into something beautiful and breathtaking. For all these years he'd been holding
back. With each day it was getting harder for him to resist the temptation of brushing his
fingers against her delicious skin, or breathing in the scent of her sweet, luxurious hair. The
hunger was painful, yet it was wonderful. Hope was making it all the more delectable. Maybe
he should write her a poem and keep it to himself until she knew about his feelings for her. A
love song would be best, but anything he did now would be pointless, for it would only sate
him for so long. Tangora's poison had spread though his veins and contaminated his mind. It
was too warm. Why is it so warm, he wondered. The air was so thin. Rorschet threw himself
onto the cold ground and felt relief as he took a deep breath. Love felt like a fever. A disease
that acted like a drug as it spread through his body. Once infected, a blow to the heart was
usually a fatal one, but Rorschet had no worries. Tangora was the best person a man could
trust with his heart. Just thinking about her was making him feel as carefree as a child, talking
to himself and pretending to be hallucinating like he didn't care if someone saw him and
thought he was out of his mind. He felt to good to keep silent.
"What are you thinking about, little dove?" he spoke whilst smiling and staring up at
the clouds that were floating through the sky, "who's on your mind when you look yourself in
the mirror and touch your pearly skin? Are your hands still cold? I wish I could hold them
and keep them warm for you."
He continued to lie there. Then about ten minutes later, a xarrin found him and helped
him up, feeling concerned for his health.
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"Brother, I admire your discipline, but don't you think this has gone a little too far?
You'll get sick and curse yourself for this," the Violet told him as he was helping him walk
back inside the warm and cozy walls of the monastery.
"I'm fine, brother. I was just feeling a bit hot. I needed to cool myself down," Rorschet
replied.
"Rorschet! Brother, your back is wet. What were you doing outside if I may ask?"
Elilei quickly approached him when he saw him being carried into the room.
"I saw him lying in the snow out there. I wasn't sure if he had collapsed or..."
"Thank you for your help, Tasmahr. I'll take it from here."
With that, Tasmahr left the two and went back outside to do what he originally
planned to do.
"You were lying in the snow?" Elilei raised his eyebrow and stared back at the Violet
in confusion.
"I was hot."
"You might be conjuring up an illness," he thought and felt Rorschet's forehead with
the back of his palm, "what's disturbing the stillness of your mind?"
"I'm trying very hard to keep it still. I just haven't gotten there yet. Things will get
better in a few days," Rorschet assured him, then stormed off towards the prayer room.
Elilei could only stand, watch and wonder what was going on inside those mysterious
thoughts of his. In the prayer room, Rorschet joined a group of other xarrins who were sitting
cross-legged on the floor with their elbows resting on their knees and their fingers
intertwined to form what they called the "Obanitli crown". The fingers of the right hand were
slid between the fingers of the left hand and facing upward while the thumbs were touching
the tips of the middle fingers. The xarrins were meditating before three relief sculptures of the
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Divines that were covering the entire wall. On the left side was Nero Umbra made of black
granite, looking up and pointing one finger of his raised arm towards the sky in which he held
their sacred religious tome. The hand in which he held an atom and its electrons was situated
closer to his stomach and arched like he was holding a child. Albus Lux was carved out of
marble and every detail of his monstrous appearance was perfectly presented. He looked like
he was reaching out towards the people who would stand in front of the wall, eager to devour
them whilst holding the four spheres of the elements in his hands. Finally, in the middle was
the statue of Diva Canitia made of rough gray stone, similar to the one they have in the haven
in the chamber of fertility. Rorschet decided to join his brothers and finally defeat his fear of
confronting his father and his wife. He found a free spot on the large Violet rug, thus got into
the meditative position in which the others were. As he was clearing his mind by only staring
into the darkness with his closed eyes, listening to nothing and imagining nothing, he let
whatever messages come through to him pass without doubts or fears. After a while, he lost
track of time. It took patience and discipline to do this, but if you were to succeed, the
Divines would answer your calling and reveal themselves, letting you speak. And so, all so
suddenly and out of nowhere, Rorschet found himself in a different place from the sound of
it. He could hear a deep thundering voice greet him.
"A warm welcome to you, friend," the voice said.
After the sound wave passed and spread through the room, the xarrin saw the Divine
Brothers sitting on their thrones and looking down at him. He recognized the voice that
greeted him. It was Nero Umbra that spoke first.
"What knowledge do you seek?" he inquired.
"Whose forgiveness do you ask for?" Albus hissed, grinning maliciously, and staring
at the xarrin.
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"I wish to conquer what corrupts me in order to..."
"Feel like you own the right to the hand of your beloved?" the white Divine laughed
like an insane maniac, interrupting him without a care.
"That is one way of putting it," Rorschet calmly replied.
"You are wise to have come. If an illness is ignored and goes untreated, it only grows
stronger until the host can no longer provide it with a source of sustenance," Umbra added.
"Yes, dear sibling, but at what cost? Does it make him a better person when he kills
the snake about to poison his enemy so that he may be the one to ultimately end his
existence?"
"Mistakes are a part of their journey. They learn from observing, but also from the
mistakes they make."
"Lord Salavreech, we have been waiting for this day to come. Because of the wrongs
that have been done to you, I have judged you worthy of healing. It pleases me to know you
are willing to go through a painful purification process in order to cherish the gift you have
been given," Albus praised him.
"If you approach this with an open mind, you shall be given the knowledge you seek,"
Umbra nodded.
"But!" his brother shouted, "should you at any point try to use force to get what you
want, just keep in mind that your punishment when you join us won't equal to the pain your
guilt shall bring you."
"I understand," Rorsched replied humbly.
"Let us begin. We have summoned two guides who will assist you on your journey,
upon your request. I'm sure you three have much to discuss, so we shall take our leave until
your purging has been completed."
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"And remember, pick the flower gently. One mistake... and your mind will become a
prison of everlasting nightmares," Albus laughed once again before disappearing with his
brother. Rorschet could still hear the frightening echo of his laugh a few seconds after. Two
other figures then stepped out of the shadows and revealed themselves to him.
"Hello, Rorschet," Ninafae greeted him as she stood before him, smiling, "I'm
relieved to know that you've finally come to understnad why I had to hurt you."
"You planned everything," Rorschet replied.
Nina nodded in silence.
"I spoke to our beloved Divines when I found out about my illness. Albus told me he
would turn the moments I have left into memories I'd remember fondly, in exchange for
helping a lost, wounded soul be healed. I'm sorry for what you had to go through, but if I
hadn't been the drop that tipped the glass over, you never would have met Tangora," she
explained.
Rorschet turned to the man by her side. Just as he remembered, his gaze was strict and
merciless, hard as stone. Fear was not his enemy, but his pet.
"Rorschet," the male Violet spoke.
"Maxime."
The two stared at each other for a moment, not knowing what they should say to each
other, but one of them had to speak first. Maxime was quite a tall gentleman, not to mention
that he had broad shoulders. His skin was similar to Rorschet's, only much darker, whereas
his eyes were yellow and he bore dark green root-shaped lines from his lower neck across his
chest. Unlike Rorschet, he had a tall ponytail hanging from the back of his head and down to
his shoulders. Looking at him now, Rorschet still felt traces of intimidation when he was
sensing that serious and cold stare of his.
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"I know my words don't mean much to you, but it would at least be fair of me to tell
you how sorry I am," the father sighed.
"Your body was ill, not your spirit. The Divines told me that years ago, just as they
told me about Nina's intentions."
"That doesn't excuse my actions. Nothing I do will ever be enough to make up for my
mistakes, but whatever you need, I will be there to assist you. My flawed mind created the
anger you now bear inside you. I don't want you to become what I've become. I will help you
pull out its roots so that it may never surface again," his father explained.
"Both of us will. You were so good to me when we were married and I was the one
who treated you poorly. Not intentionally, but still... You deserve the happiness you've given
me when you let me be with Scarliotte. It's your turn."
"Thank you," Rorschet spoke.
"There is no need for you to thank us. We're the ones who would like to thank you,"
Maxime replied, "thank you for your forgiveness."
"You can thank me by helping me. What do I need to do?"
"You may already know that many aggressors grow up to be ones themselves because
the same thing happened to them at a younger age. While my problem was a malfunction in a
part of my brain, yours is something you learned. You were always a quieter child. Whatever
triggered this to surface must have been very upsetting."
"News of Tangora's disappearance was what caused the first outburst," Rorschet told
him.
"Your anger is mostly channeled towards those who have wronged you. However, if it
continues to grow inside of you, it won't be long before the victims become those dear to you.
Tangora is the first in line. You'll grab the closest person at the moment to let your anger out
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onto."
"That's what I'm afraid of. It's why I've come to ask you for help in the first place."
"And you've done good."
Rorschet smiled lightly and gazed back at his father for a moment before opening his
mouth to speak again. This was the first time he said that.
"That's all I've ever wanted to hear..." he spoke.
"You have become a great man, despite everything that I've done," Maxime grinned
and nodded in approval.
"I just wanted you to love me and be proud of me."
"I am proud of you, and if your mother could see your right now I think she'd agree."
"Mother?"
"She's alive and well. I sense that she's happy now, unlike your poor brother."
"Which one?" Rorschet asked.
"Your half-brother. Remember? You saw him when he was little. The Yellow and his
mother in the park less than forty years ago?
"I do, but why are you bringing him up? I've never met him."
"He needs you. That fight you two had over your student hurt him very much. He's
not as strong as you and me. Believe me, he feels guilty. If you would just talk to him, with
your reason, I'm sure you'd be able to come to an agreement that would benefit the both of
you," Maxime explained.
"You mean Zane is... He's the boy we saw at the park?" the xarrin stared back at his
father in shock.
"Albus hasn't just planned all of this to compensate for your sufferings. Like Maxime
said, Zanneki is more sensitive and fragile. He needs you to be strong for him and to be there
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for him as a brother. Tangora's fate has been directed towards you so that she may reunite you
two as well. You've met because she motivated him to get back on his feet. Think of him as a
bar of steel. The cold makes the outside forces unable to penetrate his exterior. If you give out
enough heat, love, kindness, he will melt and you can shape him into anything you like, Nina
added.
"What about Tangora? He was tormenting her and trying to take her away from me,"
he growled lowly while thinking about it.
"Which is exactly why you should speak to him. Ask him about it," his father
suggested.
"You surely understand what he's going through. After his wife left him, he was afraid
of being alone and clung onto the first woman who showed him a little kindness."
"Sound familiar?"
"What I feel for Tangora is completely different," Rorschet defended himself, "I don't
love her out need and desperation. I won't lie, the way she approached me while all the other
children ignored me or hid from me was what initially drew me to her, but that is most
definitely not the whole reason. Nina, you of all people should know what it's like to find a
soul like that."
"I know. And... if it's not too much to ask... could you tell Scarliotte I'm going to keep
my promise?" she pleaded.
"What promise?"
"You'll find out. Please don't forget to tell her that."
"What if I do forget?"
"Coincidences are amazing little things. Don't worry about it."
"We're wasting time," Maxime spoke with a louder tone of voice to get their attention,
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"if you'll permit me, I'd like to give you your first assignment for the week."
"Are you saying I won't be able to contact you tomorrow?" Rorschet inquired.
"Persistence is crucial for success. You will need to do what I ask of you continuously
throughout the course of the week in order to achieve results. That is... if you want to be
cleansed by the time you come home to your student."
"I'm ready."
"Excellent. For starters, I would like you to smile and say 'yes' to everything you are
asked to do," Maxime told him.
"Is that all?"
"It's only the first week. Each week will be more difficult to get through, but I assume
it is a worthy sacrifice for the prize that awaits you."
"Alright. We'll speak again on Sunday."
"Take care, Rorschet," Nina smiled and nodded.
"Good luck," Maxime said as they both disappeared.
The xarrin opened his eyes and found himself back in the meditation chamber, ready
to tackle his first challenge on the path towards his purification. It was a fairly smooth
process in the beginning. The monastery was not a place where one could find his anger
triggers. This was quite an encouragement for him and he was ready to take on the next task
the following week, confident that it would be just as easy, but Maxime was not lying when
he said that the tasks would get harder. Rorschet even needed to ask help from the other
xarrins later on. They were supportive and understanding, as expected. They began planning
rage triggers on their own without his knowledge. That was when things began to get turn
ugly. Especially when they made up a secret mail delivery service that allowed them to
communicate with the outside world without the archbishop's knowledge. Of course, Arjadan
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knew about their operation and was inclined to help as much as he could. They even got in
contact with Tangora in order to request help from her. They asked her to write back to her
master when they'd convince him to start writing to her. However, they also asked her to
write to him about an imaginary boyfriend. He was almost every parent's nightmare, but
Tangora was clever enough to describe him in a way so that he wouldn't seem bad to her, yet
would still make her mentor feel very concerned. Their plan was perfectly executed.
Unfortunately, as time passed, Rorschet's health began to decline. They all assumed it was
because he was fighting off the urge to unleash his fury, which was true. The xarrin kept
having nightmares and would often be waking up in cold sweat. There was no doubt that the
man had a serious fever. He almost couldn't sleep through the nights—barely ate or drank.
The others were getting worried. The whole time, Rorschet was fighting the urge to let out his
emotions and was keeping them bottled up inside. It was exhausting. Sometimes he'd start
ripping and biting his pillow out of nowhere at night, then suddenly stopping to hold it tight
as his body was shivering. He would also yell at those who would try to talk to him, but then
apologize shortly after. Arjadan was indeed notified of all of this, but found Rorschet's
behavior more disturbing with each day. There was a hidden side to all of it and he had to
know what it was so he could help his dear friend. That was when he decided to summon him
for a drink.

***

"Rorschet?" Arjadan approached his bed in the darkness and whispered as he touched
his shoulder.
Startled and fearing for his most sacred possession, the awoken priest clawed at his
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outstretched hand and snarled like a wild beast.
"No!! Don't touch her!!" he shouted in anger and clutched his claws around his pillow
to protect it from the enemy.
Arjadan quickly stepped back and took a deep breath to shake off the adrenalin from
the attack. He then had to tell the other xarrins who had been woken up by the noise to return
to slumber.
"I'm not going to hurt you or anyone else. I am merely here to ask you if you would
be interested in joining me for a drink, brother."
Rorschet first eyed him for a few moments like he didn't recognize him anymore,
though he could barely even make out his location in the darkness and silence. The eyes of
the weak soul became more feral, but you could still see a glimpse of humanity left in them.
"She can come too," Arjadan told him and glanced at his pillow.
He reached out to Rorschet once again, slowly and patiently, as if approaching a stray
dog to let it sniff your hand and know you mean no harm. In the end, he succeed, and the
xarrin took his hand with a confused stare floating around the dark room. Arjadan led him
through the darkness while whistling quietly in order to find his way to his study. There, he
helped Rorschet sit down onto a wooden chair with his pillow still tightly held in his arms.
The only source of light was the faint glow of moonlight coming from the window on one of
the walls. If a non-Violet were there at that moment, he or she would see the anger and dread
locked away in Rorschet's eyes, as well as his expression. He would look aimlessly around
the room as he sat, and gasp in fear upon hearing every little sound coming from outside.
Each time, his grip on the pillow would become tighter.
"I have been informed about your situation. I am glad you have decided to do the
right thing, but I am also very concerned. You are not eating, nor drinking. You barely sleep,"
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Arjadan spoke as he sat down behind his desk and poured himself a glass of water.
"We've been talking," Rorschet replied with a light smile and a glance.
"They tell me you are like this because you heard that your student is in a relationship
with a very troubled young delinquent. They also say that you are angry because you are
afraid he will drag her down the wrong path."
"I'll rip his eyeballs out... Then I'll shove them down his motherfucking throat..." the
xarrin snickered and his hands began to shake and tremble.
"I do not believe them," Arjadan added.
"I don't want him touching her..." Rorschet whimpered, feeling his eyes starting to
water and his breath becoming heavier.
"Why is that?" the vrispasha leaned forward in intrigue.
He didn't answer, just kept lightly shaking his head and staring down at the ground
like a child being punished.
"Are you... jealous? Is that what this is about?" Arjadan inquired.
"I know she doesn't love him!" Rorschet shouted once more.
Arjadan stared back at him in confusion and surprise, but sat firmly in his chair,
unafraid.
"I'm sorry, I'm sorry..." the xarrin whispered and held his pillow closer while petting
it, "I didn't mean to shout. Don't cry... Please don't cry..."
"Is that... her? Tangora?"
"She doesn't like being shouted at... When she went on a field trip with Ria when they
were children this one bitch who was with them shouted at her for something she didn't do,
but the bastard that did it let her take the blame. She didn't want to be a snitch. She kept quiet.
And she cried when she called me, begging me to come pick her up. I wanted to take her
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home where they couldn't hurt her, but I had to leave her there to grow stronger... for her
sake. She's been doing so well... She's turning into a swan," he smiled.
"Rorschet... tell me everything," Arjadan sighed, worried about what he may hear
from him.
"She's so beautiful, Arjadan. I... I'm not even sure how the divines managed to create
this angelic being," the Violet stuttered whilst softly caressing the pillow as if he was
brushing his fingers through a living person's hair, "I like talking to her. I like... being near
her. I despise having to see her in pain. You can't imagine what's it's like to... to have to watch
her cry when she'll looking at two people kissing or even worse, making love on... You're
there and she needs you to hold her, but you can't say anything. You can't do anything to help
her. It's three years too early."
"So... You have not done anything to hurt this child?" his friend inquired just to
clarify.
"I couldn't. Never. But it wouldn't do her harm. She wants it. She's been wanting it
almost all her life. Still... I don't want anything coming between us. I don't want her to reject
me because I'm her mentor. But... she's already dreamed of me. I just wish I could have been
there with my own spirit to feel it. Her. You haven't seen her nor felt her the way I have. She
approached me when no one else would. Never in my life have I been happier to see someone
smile. I can't believe... this is what it feels like. Love. It's incredible, yet excruciatingly
painful at the same time. Just look at what she did to me. Does my image not speak for
itself?"
"Love does have a tendency of making people a little insane," Arjadan nodded, "and...
if I may ask, for how long have you had these feelings for her?"
"At first I thought it was just... fascination. Or perhaps a sensation one would get from
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doing something good or hearing a child's laughter. Then I would often catch myself gazing
at her. I couldn't help but notice how sweet and innocent she looked in her little dresses. I'd
wonder if there was something terribly wrong with me, but I'd often reject those thoughts
with the explanation of just admiring her wonderful spirit, until I began to fear that perhaps I
was... falling in love with her. It made me sick to my stomach, thinking I was going to start
having different... more intimate thoughts of her, but it wasn't that. I wasn't attracted to her
that way until much later. She's the embodiment of everything that is good and beautiful. She
outshines light itself. How could I not fall in love with the virtues she holds within her,
Arjadan? She's... going to become a woman soon. I feel like I want to touch her... Hold her
tighter than before... I don't want it to be innocent anymore, our relationship is already pure
as it is. I want us to lie in bed together and let our bodies sin to our hearts' content while our
spirits finally merge. Bodies cannot feel. They may only express what our souls feel. They
translate love into lustful pleasures. I am telling you this because I suspect you may now
think of me as someone who simply wishes to copulate with an attractive young woman. I'm
not trying to deny anything. I won't hold back if she gives me permission. I simply want to
explain to you that my love is not a product of obsession. If I didn't care so much for her, why
would I have waited all these years?
"She is still quite young. You need to give her more time before making claims that
she is your soul mate," Arjadan told him.
"The Divines have already told me so... Please, cease with your taunts. I don't want to
scare her again..." the xarrin's voice trembled as he spoke, "Nina confirmed it as well. She
said the reason why she had to hurt me was so that I could experience happiness to
compensate for all the pain I had to suffer through. Ask them yourself if you wish. You'll
have your proof."
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"No, I believe you. I am only concerned... If it were someone else listening to you
right now, they would not let you return to Tangora after hearing all of this."
"Look at me, Arjadan! Do I not look like a hungry beggar?" Rorschet showed him his
palms and shaking hands.
"Perhaps what you are feeling is guilt."
"If I was feeling guilt I wouldn't be talking to you. I would be rotting in my grave like
a bastard that deserves it. How could I hurt her? She told me she doesn't want me to die," the
poor man's tears began to slowly run down his thin cheeks as he spoke, "she gave me a
flower... and came to me for protection when she was scared."
"I do not know what to do, Rorschet. Tell me. What should I do with you now?"
Arjadan inquired with a deep sigh.
"Don't take her away from me. Please," the weak Violet whimpered, "why do you
think I'm not dead yet? Food tastes like poison. Even water burns my throat like acid, yet I'm
still breathing. I live off her image. Her beauty. Her very soul. I live off the hope that one day
I'll be able to touch her like a man would touch a woman... and she'd accept me."
"If it is the Divines' will, then their will be done. You have done a good job raising her
so far. I have little reason to believe you shall not continue to do so," the vrispasha said with a
smirk.
"If I had nothing to feed her with I would feed her my own flesh," Rorschet still kept
trying to convince him that his feelings were true.
"Then I think this conversation has fulfilled its purpose. I shall escort you back."
"Thank you..." the xarrin whispered and thus plodded back to the sleeping chambers
with Arjadan's help.
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***

When the final week came, Rorschet felt like he was completely losing his mind. He
would walk around his bed and on top of it before collapsing and falling asleep for a few
hours. He would only agree to eat if he could have apples or any kind of fruit with lots of
juice in it. Now feeling the effects of refusing to drink before, he was constantly asking for
water and even taking cold baths. He didn't speak much, but he kept his pillow safely
wrapped in his arms at night and seemed to enjoy stroking it with his hand like it was a pet he
was holding. He would hiss and claw at anyone who tried to come near it. In all of those
letters he was writing to Tangora, he wrote like his normal self. She didn't suspect a thing, but
he was in fact, burning up inside, wanting to tell her so many things. Send her all those
poems he had written about her and then burned. At the very end, just like he had broken
down before Tangora when he brought her home from the Ambermane, Rorschet woke up on
the day before winter was to end, sat up and started to cry and weep. The others only
observed in silence from their beds, and listened to him talk to himself.
"If she's happy, then I'm happy," he cried whilst trying to keep a smile on his face,
"I'm grateful. I really am. I just want to see her smile, that's all. I don't need anything else. I
don't even deserve this... I just want to see her smile..."
During his final meditation session, both Nina and Maxime told him that this moment
was the beginning of cleaning up the final traces of filth from his soul, now that the mother of
rage and jealousy had been removed. The other xarrins were also notified during their own
meditations and told him the truth about Tangora's letters. Rorschet could not have been more
glad. He was incredibly thankful for having such brothers to help him in his time of need,
even if it meant having to stand idly by and let him suffer until they were allowed to tell him
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the truth. The person who walked out of the monastery on the first day of spring was no
longer the frightened young boy who grew up to become a monster like his father. The person
who returned to Tangora that day was a knight worthy of walking three more steps towards
the future queen. All that was left now was for him to take a knee.

***

After having taken some time to recover from his uncomfortable experience at the
monastery, Rorschet Salavreech decided to invite a very special guest out to lunch. At around
two in the afternoon, on a beautiful sunny day, Zane and Rorschet met at the Dama Blanca
bistro.
"You wanted to talk...?" Zane asked as he was just about to sit down, keeping his stare
away from the Violet's eyes.
"Yes. Again, don't worry. I come in peace," Rorschet smiled.
"Alright?" he looked at him in suspicion.
"I'll cut to the chase," the xarrin told him, "the incident with Tangora made me very
upset. This winter, I learned a lot and I understand why all of that had happened. I've come
here to tell you that I'm not angry anymore."
"I don't... understand," Zane stuttered a bit nervously.
"I believe you fell in love with Tangora because you were afraid to be alone and she
was the closest woman you could find to love. She saved your life in a way, after all."
"Rorschet, I know what men are like. She'll only end up hurt and heartbroken. Please
don't let that happen. I swear I'll stay away from her, but please just keep her away from
them. You know what it's like to be hurt by someone you thought cared about you," Zane
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begged him, but kept quite calm and tried to get though to Rorschet by gazing into his eyes
with a light and concerned frown.
"She is very lucky to have someone like you wanting to look after her, but she told
you the problem already. Unfortunately, I can't be of help there. However, I have figured out
a way to try."
"What do you mean? And why would you wanna help me anyway?"
"Do you know who your father is?" Rorschet asked him.
"What does that have to do with anything?"
"Do you know how you were conceived?"
"Stop," Zane tried to hush him up.
"I was conceived that way as well. He's your father too."
The Yellow stared at him in painful silence.
"Do you recall a moment from your childhood when you were at a park and your
mother was talking to two Violets?" the xarrin inquired.
"Yeah, but... I didn't pay much attention to it. I just remember that one of them made
her angry."
"That was me and my father. Your father, that is. I'm surprised I didn't recognize you
when Quiserco introduced you to me, but now that I think about it, I'm sure that was you. The
way your mother and my father spoke to each other, I could tell that he was asking whether
you were his. Your mother's overprotective reaction gave the answer away. I knew then that
she was another victim," Rorschet explained.
"This is... all too much," Zane sighed as he was holding his head.
2I have nothing to gain by lying about something like this. I've made a mistake and I
want to correct it. I let my own feelings for Tangora get in the way of seeing the bigger
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picture. You know she means a lot to me, she's my student. I just wanted to protect her and
the incident with her disappearance didn't help. If you were a Violet I would have nothing
against you two being together. She has a problem with your physical age. I'm very sorry, but
you are going to have to let her go and understand that what you are feeling for her is not
love, but gratitude and fear. It's not enough for a relationship to work. You need confidence.
You don't have to love the first person that's nice to you. Zane, I think you're a kind soul and
a caring man. You have the ability to choose. There are a lot of women out there who have
been hurt, who are alone with children just like you. If you took the time to go out there and
find one, I have no doubt she'd think what a wonderful man you are.
"What if you're wrong? Inca left me. How can you guarantee me someone else
won't?" the Yellow's stare became a little more hostile as he looked up at him, trying to ask
who is he that can assure him he won't be heartbroken again.
"Because that's just life. And there's always going to be someone who won't be able to
stand something about you. However, that doesn't mean there is no one out there that just
might stick around," the Violet smiled and pulled out his reader, sending out a reading to an
old friend in front of him as he was getting ready to leave.
Zane could only sit there and stare at him, puzzled.
"Uni? It's me," he said, "yes, you may come in now."
Rorschet then waved towards a Blue who was just entering the bistro. His half brother
turned around and back to Rorschet, feeling even more confused and very much embarrassed
when he realized he set him up on a date with someone.
"Unfortunately, I must attend to other matters, but I leave you in good hands,"
Rorschet grinned and patted his shoulder, then headed for the door.
"But I..." Zane stuttered, sitting there helplessly and watching the xarrin leave, then
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finally realizing that his new acquaintance was approaching. She stopped for a second to
speak to Rorschet who took one last glance at Zane before walking out the door. The Violet
was confident that he did the right thing and felt good about it. The wounds of his bond with
the Tyllebs and Ferreros were slowly mending with every little act of kindness. The future
glowed bright in beautiful shades of green. A flower was soon to blossom and it was going to
be the most breathtaking, most gorgeous one of them all... because the most beautiful flower
is the one you've waited for to bloom before your very eyes.
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PART 3

Adulthood
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN
She Became a Swan
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"Ladada da da dadaaa," the voice of a beauty sang on the balcony early in the
morning.
On the dark, wooden floor, two gray talons with golden anklets were dancing around
big suitcases. The sun was shining directly onto that balcony, caressing the white lolita
sundress which was enveloping the beauty's body as she twirled. Another being, attracted by
the sound of her voice, approached from behind, silently and fiendishly.
"Ladadaaaaa da da..." the maiden continued to sing until she made another twirl, and
bumped into the man who was now standing behind her, "uf!"
"And that is why I don't like you listening to music when you go out for your daily
walks. If I was a glider, your insides would be sprayed across the floor right now," Rorschet
stated very sternly as he stared down at her.
"People who drive aren't usually this mean," she replied in an annoyed tone, "they
don't sneak up on others and wait for you to bump into them."
"I admit, I couldn't resist the opportunity to startle you," he chuckled, "again, thank
you for agreeing to come. At least this way I can enjoy a few more days with you. It will be
easier for me to say goodbye when the time comes."
"Master, we don't have to stop hanging out when I move back to my parents' house,"
the young woman comforted him, "but if this makes you feel better, why not? At least I'll
have an excuse to dress like a pretty princess,"
As she said those last words jokingly, she was smiling with an alluring look in her
eyes and flipped her hair over her shoulder with the back of her hand.
"And you promise to go with me wherever I invite you to come?"
"As long as we don't have to go to some lame-ass night club," she replied and picked
up one of the large bags, then struggled to lift herself off the ground by violently flapping her
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wings.
"Of course," Rorschet grinned and picked up the other one.
"Did you lock everything up?" the girl inquired just as she was flying down with the
heavy suitcase and placing it on the ground as gently as she could, which was rather difficult
because of its weight.
Rorschet followed her without breaking a single sweat. When Tangora saw him land
that thing like it was a sack of feathers, she felt a little embarrassed.
"Everything is secured. Your parents will stop by to pick up the rest of your things
when we return. I gave them my spare key."
"Okay, what about the part about who's gonna sleep in the same room with whom?"
she asked.
"Quiserco wants you to sleep with Ria in the same room. Biren and I will be in
another, so will Zane and Uni. Quiserco will be sleeping alone," the xarrin explained.
"Want Pirry to sleep with you?" Tangora asked and pulled out her doll from her bag,
then playfully pressed it against Rorschet's face.
"Uhm... If you'd like him to," he smiled a bit awkwardly and took him in his hands.
"Great. Thanks for making more room in my bag for me," she glanced his way and
winked, making her former mentor feel uneasy and a little drunk from her sensual and
perhaps a little flirty tone of voice, even though he knew that wasn't her intention.
"Not a problem," the Violet added.
While they were distracted, Quiserco thought it would be appropriate to notify them
of his arrival by honking the glider's horn a couple of times. Rorschet shook just a little bit
when he was startled by it. Tangora, on the other hand, cringed, gasped and raised one leg up,
pressing it against the hamstring like a ballerina, and a cat that has just been thrown into
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freezing water. The talons on her hands were clutched and shaking. The Don rolled the
window down, then reared his frightening head out whilst shouting very loudly and laughing
after his final statement, "Let's get a move on! I know we have until Monday, but I'm not
wasting a second because you pansies are going to take forever to get in the damn glider, so
pardon my language, but get in the damn glider!"
They hurried up to put their luggage in the back with the rest and went inside to take a
seat. Biren and Zane were sitting in the back, which left two empty seats in the middle next to
Uni. It didn't matter much to anyone else, but it made Rorschet a bit happier, knowing he'd be
sitting close to Tangora for a couple of hours until they got to their destination. They were
vacationing at Quiserco's parents' house in a small town at the seaside where he was born and
raised. According to the Violet, it was a perfect setting for creating a more romantic mood
between him and his former student. While she was listening to music with her headphones
on and looking out the window as Quiserco was driving them, he kept imagining how
wonderful this weekend was going to be. This was the weekend he'd been waiting for. He'd
been through hell some winters ago when he decided to change himself for the better. For her.
After so many years of waiting and after his encounter with madness, he was going to enjoy
this weekend. Small town, intimate atmosphere, quiet streets at night, secrets to explore...
Maybe if he was lucky, Quiserco's parents were going to mistake them for a couple. Wouldn't
that be a very enjoyable and charming misunderstanding to witness? Rorschet then wondered
what she'd wear to dinner when he'd ask her out. Whatever she wore, there was not a single
doubt that she wouldn't look as gorgeous as always. His beautiful flower. His little bird of
paradise.

***
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Quiserco pulled the glider over in front of a fair-sized stone house surrounded by a
couple of olive trees and a spacious yard. Near the front door, an old Blue was sitting at a
white, wooden table. He managed to stand up with a little more effort when he saw the glider.
Much like Quiserco, he was quite plump and stark, only he looked like an anglerfish that got
run over by a monster truck and then inflated. His eyes were a bright orange color and
complimented the red spots on his upper chest. As for his skin, it was dry, a pale yellowish
color, and he had a large stomach to add to the image of a proper gentleman of the sea. But
despite all of the flaws of his looks, everyone in town loved his company. You could say he
brought joy to them even when he himself was feeling down. He was nicknamed St.
Piencino's Arliaccio after the main character of the same name from a famous opera by
Sangerro Liuncavallo. You rarely saw him without a big, rusty smile.
"I've been waiting out here in this heat for hours, son! If you were any more late you
would have been greeted by a rotting corpse!" the old man shouted at his son as he was
getting out of the glider.
"I told you we should have just bought some bagels, Ria," he scolded her.
"Hi grandpa!" Ria greeted him and ran into his arms to give her grandfather a warm
hug.
"There's my little star!" he laughed as he held her, "is that old fart giving you
trouble?"
"He's not letting me sleep in the same room as my boyfriend," she pouted.
"Quiserco, you bastard, why won't you let the kids have fun?" the old man glared at
him, "do you think I didn't know you used to sneak Lillira into the house while you were still
living under this roof?"
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"She should be thankful I even let the boy come with us on this trip."
"So what's he like? Is he the stupid, handsome kind, or the ugly, smart kind?"
Ria pointed towards Biren who was taking the luggage out of the trunk.
"Handsome young fellow," her grandpa commented, "I was like that once... until my
metabolism crapped out on me. I'll go introduce myself. You go say hi to your grandma."
"Let's go, Ria, your grandfather will distract him while we make a run for it,"
Quiserco told her.
"If only you could run," she sneered.
"Ha ha ha, just keep moving," the Don rolled his eyes in annoyance.
"Biren, would you like some help with those bags?" Rorschet asked him politely,
feeling sorry for him when he saw that Quiserco assigned him to carry all of that heavy
luggage.
"No, I'm good. Thanks," he replied whilst dragging the last ones out of the vehicle and
closing the trunk.
"Sorry, I carry a lot of shoes with me," Uni apologized whilst moving her suitcase out
of the way.
"You sure it's not a pile of bricks?" the Red chuckled and sighed once he was finished.
"Quiserco's not cutting you any slack, huh?" Zane commented.
"It's no big deal. I respect him. I'd just like to find out why he has a problem with me."
"He's looking out for his kid, that's all. When it comes to Vicsine, I don't trust any guy
either, but if you want my advice, I'd spend more time with him on this trip. He just doesn't
know you that well. You haven't exactly been in contact too much over the past few years."
"Looks like I'll have to now. There's really no other way," Biren admitted.
"Regardless, I think this trip is gonna be great for all of us!" Tangora commented in
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joy, "I've always wanted to go on a trip like this with a bunch of friends! It's like we're
roommates or in a soap opera! Some of us are going to be staying at home while the others go
out and vice versa. Everyone's gonna be doing something and we'll get to talk about it in the
morning when we're all eating breakfast."
"Welcome to our humble little castle, friends!" Quiserco's father exclaimed and
opened his arms like he was meaning to grab all of them in a tight embrace.
"Hi, Mr. Ferrero!" Tangora waved at him.
"Call me Gurshun or Gursh for short. I'm not comfortable with strangers in my
home," he laughed and shook each on of their hands.
"Thank you for having us. We won't be too much of a bother, I hope," Rorschet
nodded.
"We'll be out in the town most of the time anyway," Uni added.
"Please don't. It's boring enough in the house as it is with the kids all grown up and
gone. It'll be a pleasure for us to have you as company," Gursh told them, "let's start with
some names first. Which one of you is Zanniki?"
"That's me. It's Zanneki, actually," Zane responded with a friendly smile, "Zane is
fine."
"Oh, I'm so sorry, my good man. My memory's been taken away by good wine a
couple of years ago. I can't go too far from the house or else I forget how to get back," the
Blue chuckled, "and this must be your beautiful wife. Uni, right? Your name is much easier to
remember."
"Great to finally meet you," she replied.
"Oh, why, it's a pleasure, my dear. Lovely ladies are always welcome in my home,"
the old man grinned and turned to Tangora, "that includes you, angel. The girl whose surname
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I could not pronounce. Tangora, if I'm not mistaken."
"Yup," she smiled with her hands behind her back.
"Ror... something. I'm sorry, too many letters."
"Rorschet," the Violet laughed lightly, "my mother and siblings like to call me 'little
count' if that makes things easier for you.
"Little count it is! Now you, dear boy, you're the infamous Biren, aren't you?" he
walked over to him and glared into his very soul, "you're the miner boy."
"That is correct," Biren replied, not being intimidated by him one bit.
"Well, thank the Divines you're not a cop!" he laughed warmheartedly and embraced
the Red, "welcome to the family!"
"Uhm... Thank you," the young man said in a bit of confusion, but was just grateful
that Ria's grandfather was more friendly than Quiserco.
"Come on, the wife's making my favorite stuff, so we gotta hurry before they eat
everything up," said the old man and everyone followed him inside the house with their
luggage.
In the kitchen, mixing tomato sauce with water in a big pot, creating a wonderful,
juicy blend for the meatballs wrapped in cabbage to swim in was a plump and short, but
sweet old lady named Namelia. Her lightly scaly skin was yellow with the exception of
having violet stripes on the sides of her arms and torso. Her fins were almost transparent and
small to add to the adorableness. Never to be disrespected, Namelia was a tough woman
when she needed to be, and enjoyed large groups of people to talk to. This visit was
something she had been looking forward to ever since Quiserco called them. Three women
meant new stories and more gossip to tell her lady friends. If there was one thing she
absolutely loved to do, it was talking. Some people have been unfortunate enough to have
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had to listen to her talk so much they'd been avoiding being spotted by her in town ever since.
Of course, she wasn't always this cute and chunky. Everyone in the family could agree that
Ria looked very much like her when she was her age, minus the cat parts. She was hugging
her child and grandchild, and asking Ria questions about her Red boyfriend when the others
came inside. The aromatic smell was filling almost the entire dining room, as well as the
kitchen. Everyone was tempted to follow the lovely smell and peek through the door to the
kitchen with beads hanging from the edges.
"Nami, are those chufs ready yet?!" Gurshun shouted and took a seat at the head of
the table, "we have more guests to feed!"
"Munchkin, why don't you and your father go take a seat and I'll go meet your friends,
okay?" she asked Ria, thus the two left to sit at the table and patiently wait for food.
The old woman waddled into the dining room in her kitten heels and indigo polka dot
dress, immediately hugging anyone she could get her hands on and then letting them
introduce themselves.
"Thank you so much for coming! We are so happy that you could come visit us. St.
Piencino is a wonderful place. You'll have plenty of things to do for the weekend," she told
them, "you'll fall in love all over again!"
"The chufs, please! Let the people breathe. It's bad enough you're smothering them
with your death grip!" her husband exclaimed.
"He's always impolite and cranky when he's hungry," Namelia told them, "I'll go get
the chufs."
"This place smells like grandma's chicken soup," Tangora whispered to Rorschet, "I
feel so nostalgic here! Reminds me of my grandparents' house in the hills where they have
their vineyard."
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"I'm guessing I'm not invited to the harvest next fall since I'm no longer your mentor,"
he smiled sarcastically.
"Of course you're invited. The more men there are, the less work I have to do," she
grinned and smacked his chest lightly.
Everyone was seated, and grandma Nami brought the chufs to the table. As she was
using a wooden ladle to scoop up the meatballs wrapped in cabbage and placing them on
shallow plates, hungry mouths couldn't stop watering. Everyone almost burned their tongues
in order to take their first bites. It was too delicious and salty to stop eating. Tangora, for one,
covered her mouth with her hand with each flaming spoonful in order to blow out the hot air.
"Are you going to town tomorrow?" Nami asked them as she was blowing into her
spoon, "we could show you around a little if you'd like."
"She just wants to pretend you're all her grandkids so she can make Mrs. Vinnsel
jealous," her husband tried to ridicule her.
"Excuse me, but that stuck up goat is always bragging about how she's going to all
these big weddings her grandkids are organizing. For once, I want to be the one able to show
off! In case anyone's interested, I'm willing to pay in desserts."
"Can you make Gruchkan caps?" the Green looked up and inquired with a suggestive
smile.
"If you'd like."
"Master, would you help me?" she turned to Rorschet and put on a cute face with her
big indigo eyes, fluttering eyelashes and sweet, smiling lips.
"I wouldn't mind. And you don't have to call me master anymore," he replied with a
grin as his eyes glanced her way when he was just about to swallow his food, "I'll need to
know a few details first. How we met, how long we've been together, how I proposed to you
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and when and where the wedding is going to be held."
"It feels weird to call you Rorschet, but okay. Now, the wedding's gonna be... let's say
in a month. We met at the park back in Charclay where I saw you reading the same book I
like. You proposed to me with a standard wooden statuette of Diva Canitia,"
"Let's make it an amethyst statuette! You made it out of a stone you brought back with
you from your around-the-world trip," Nami explained.
"Do you really think she'll buy all that, mamma?" Quiserco asked her and tried his
best not to laugh at her ego-boasting story.
"Of course she will. She's dumber than a pine cone."
"Oh, and we've been dating for four years," Tangora added.
"I don't think it's realistic to say someone would spend four years in a relationship
with such a beautiful young woman and not be married to her by now," Rorschet commented
and lightly shook his head in disagreement whilst staring down into his bowl with a smile.
"Yes! Say that in front of her! She'll be so jealous when she hears that," the old lady
praised him for being so spontaneously romantic.
"And on who exactly did you practice your romantic speech, Rorsch?" Zane laughed.
"Hey, the man's a natural. You, on the other hand, are a disgrace to your family,"
Quiserco told him jokingly.
"Uni, I would appreciate you backing me up on this," the Yellow turned to his spouse
and expected her to compliment his charm.
"I prefer letting people's actions speak for themselves," she told him.
While they continued to bicker and joke, Rorschet noticed that Tangora wasn't eating.
Rather, she was staring into one single spot on the table. He had no intention of interrupting
her flow of thoughts, for he suspected she was thinking about his words. The thought itself
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was very pleasing and he couldn't stop smiling as he ate. The next time he glanced at her, she
was eating again, but her cheeks were blushing a bit. It was obvious that she was confused
and had no idea whether to be flattered or annoyed.
"Rorschet, would you and Tangora be inclined to join me and Kindrit for coffee
tomorrow after breakfast so I can show you two off? Gurshun will drive us to the beach after
that. You don't have to kiss, but a little sweet talk and holding hands wouldn't do any damage.
The more perfect of a couple you look, the better," Namelia spoke to them, feeling excited.
"We can do that," Tangora smiled.
"You know, honestly, I'd never be able to imagine you two together," Ria chuckled.
"Why wouldn't that be a possibility? Think about it, we've know each other for years,
we're already very good friends..." the Violet asked, keeping a steady and friendly grin on his
face in order to hide his wish for giving her a more passive-aggressive reply.
"No, I get that. It's just... You know, Rorsch, you always seem so serious, tall and
mighty. Tangora's jolly and... you two just look like opposites to me," she attempted to
explain as she was trying to avoid hinting towards the fact that she really thought of Rorschet
as an intimidating man, whereas Tangora was more like an innocent angel.
"I second that," Uni added, "I remember when I first met you back when Tangie was a
kid. The way you talked to me... I honestly felt like I had killed your family or something.
Although, when I think about it, you don't seem that hostile anymore. Maybe you just don't
like being yourself around strangers."
"I'm aware that I'm very skeptical when it comes to people I don't know well. Unless I
have to be polite in order to get in their good graces, of course. I envy Tangora very much.
She's trusting and honest, but will always tell a white lie if it's for the better good," the Violet
spoke and then turned to his beloved, "do you remember when you and Doronna were getting
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ready for a dinner party at her house? You slept over. When I arrived, you two were up in her
room all dressed up and making some finishing touches to your outfits. Dora asked you how
she looked in her dress and you said she looked great. When she left to go to the bathroom,
you told me you didn't like it. I asked you to elaborate and you said that people are prettier
when they're happy, no matter how they look in an outfit."
"Confidence is always better than a nice dress," she agreed.
"My point is, even back then, you were a very bright and kind-hearted young girl. I've
always admired that about you. It's also one of the reasons I chose you as my student," he
smiled and gazed at her with pride.
"Thank you. It's really nice to be appreciated," the lady smiled back and quickly
turned her head away, feeling a little embarrassed by how much he'd been praising her to the
others thus far.
"Honey, you haven't said a word since I put the food on the table," the old man's wife
complained.
"Nami, be thankful I've shut up for once. When I'm eating, I'm eating. Ask Biren. He
knows when it's time to talk and when it's time to shut up," he told her and got everybody
laughing at his reply.
"I'll take that as a compliment," the Red added, feeling glad that at least Quiserco's
grandfather was on his side.
"Are you dears going to go anywhere today or are you going to stay in and rest?"
Nami asked the others.
"Zane and I were thinking of going exploring a little," Uni answered.
"Rorsch, you and Tangie wanna tag along?"
"Sure. I'm in," Tangora spoke with glee.
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"Thank you for the invitation, Zane. We won't bother you much. I'm sure you two
would like to have some alone time," the Violet thanked him.
"And what will you be doing for the rest of the day, little lady?" Quiserco turned to his
daughter with a bit sarcastic tone of voice.
"Biren and I are gonna go to town too. Is that a problem?" she glared at him and
crossed her arms with the intention of intimidating him with her arrogance.
"Quiserco, I don't know why you hate this guy, but so far he's been the best fucking
guest than all of you combined. No offense. He does the donkey work, shuts up and doesn't
complain. I say our Ria couldn't have found a better guy," Gurshun argued and told him off.
"We're not having this conversation now. I'll tell you about it later."
"Thank you, but I prefer to fight my own battles," Biren nodded lightly towards the
grandfather, "these kinds of things really should be discussed in private."
"Let's change the subject, please," Namelia suggested as she was starting to pick up
the empty plates from the table.
"Oh, I'll help you, Mrs. Ferrero," Tangora quickly rose up from her seat to help her.
"Oh, no, no, there's really no need, dear."
"It's okay. I gotta stretch my legs a bit anyways," the Green insisted and flashed
another one of her signature, innocent and bright smiles.
Rorschet felt the need to join her, but decided to stay seated because he'd already done
enough in public for one day. People would start to suspect things they shouldn't yet.
"Oh, almost forgot to tell you folks..." Gurshun remembered and took out a couple of
room keys from his pocket, "I've already agreed to Quiserco's arrangement, but now that I've
been presented with some new information, I think I'm gonna change things around a bit, if
you don't mind."
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The Don sighed quite angrily, but decided that he better not make a scene. Besides,
Biren and Ria wouldn't possibly be so stupid as to have sex in a house full of people.
"Ria, sweetie, you and Biren can be in the same room if you'd like."
"Thank you, grandpa," she thanked him and gave her father a smug grin.
"So... Where does that put me?" Tangora asked since she was supposed to be in the
same room with her.
"We have four other bedrooms, three of which have two beds and the last one used to
be our eldest daughter's room until she moved out. One of you will have to sleep in her
room," Nami told them.
"I'll be with Rorsch, Tangie. You take the single bed," said the Don.
"No, that's okay. This is your parents' house. You take the single bed. We're the guests
here, so it's only fair that we be the ones to conform," the young woman insisted.
Rorschet was incredibly delighted by what he'd just heard. No matter what the reason
was, he was happy that she wanted to stay in the same room with him. He looked so serene
and calm. Nobody could tell how glad he was.
"Alright, if you insist."
"You're just doing Rorsch a favor. Dad snores like an elephant," Ria commented with
a smirk.
"I'm not surprised. His mouth is huge!" Zane laughed.
"Okay, that's enough. Need I remind you that you're still my daughter and you're my
employee? I've fired people over less than this," the Don pointed at them.
"Here are your keys then," Gursh tossed them over to Uni, Ria, Rorschet and
Quiserco, "we'll go to town after you've rested. Nami and I will take my glider. How does
three o'clock sound?"
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Everyone agreed to meet in the living room at three, and so they all went upstairs to
get settled in their rooms. Tangora was the last one to leave because she stayed to help
Quiserco's mother clear the table. Unfortunately, Gurshun didn't tell them which room
belonged to who, so they had to try which key could open which door in order to figure it out.
The first thing Rorschet noticed when he walked into his room on the farthest end of the
hallway was the beautiful, light, wooden furniture and the small window on the only stone
wall. The other three sides of the room were painted over with magnificent and large olive
tree branches. He could only see a few details and lines that were popping out of the wall's
surface by the abundance of paint used as the sunlight from the window was casting shadows
onto them. Still, he enjoyed the coziness and small size of the room very much. The two beds
on which he and Tangora were to sleep were pretty close together, much to his delight.
Everything was falling into place.
"Master, are you in here?" Tangora knocked and spoke from the other side of the door.
Rorschet opened it for her and let her in.
"Thanks for bringing my suitcase up here, but I really could have done it myself," she
thanked him as she entered the room.
"You're a lady, Tangora. It's only proper for a gentleman to help with anything he
can," he replied and followed her while she walked around the room.
"It smells like old wooden toys! And salt!" she exclaimed in joy and made cartoony
gestures with her arms like she was some kind of super villain, clutching her fingers and
taking a really deep breath to breathe in the scent.
She then gasped with a big smile when she saw the beds.
"No hole under the bed! Pink flower sheets with light wood!" the girl continued to
shout in amazement and threw herself onto one of the beds, "and the mattresses are soooooo
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soft!"
The Violet couldn't stop gazing at her and chuckling to himself the entire time. Her
joy was bursting out of her like fireworks. There was so much life in her. She was a sight of
incomparable beauty.
"You know, people really underestimate beds with no holes under them. First of all,
hiding under the bed is the worst possible thing to do because everyone always thinks to look
for you there. Plus, murderers could be hiding under there too," Tangora commented, "see,
that's exactly why I love small houses and rooms. It's easier for a murderer to hide in a big
house because there are tons of places for him to hide in."
"Murderers don't always have to hide. Maybe it's someone you know. Someone you
trust," he grinned and glanced at her before approaching the window to see the view.
"I always try to be good to everyone. Maybe a little too good. I don't think anyone
holds a grudge against me."
"Of course not," the Violet assured her, "so, is there anything you'd like to do or see in
town?"
"It'd be nice to get ice cream for dinner."
"Anything else?"
"We're going to the beach tomorrow, right?" she asked him.
"Yes. After our meeting with Namelia's friend. Also, I've been meaning to ask you...
Would you perhaps like to go out to dinner with me tomorrow evening?" he inquired, feeling
a terrible pounding sensation inside his chest.
"Oh, uhm... Sure, why not?" the young woman replied with a light smile.
"You sounded a little unsure."
"Well, I didn't really expect you to ask me something like that. Usually a guy asks a
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girl out to dinner when he really likes her, you know. But then again, the whole reason why
we even thought of organizing a trip like this was because you were sad to see me go," she
giggled, "even though I already told you we can still hang out after I move back in with my
parents."
"Like it or not, you're my creation. I can't let you go that easily. Surely you
understand," he elaborated.
"No, I get that. Good thing I brought a fancy dress in case Ria would succeed in
getting me to go to a night club with her. If there even is one out here."
"Good to hear," Rorschet approved, "do you perhaps need to get changed before we
depart?"
"Just one thing."
"I'll leave you to it then," he spoke and left the room in order to give her some
privacy, but also to calm down his racing heart.
This whole trip was now feeling more like a dream for him. Who knew what else
could happen? This was only the beginning. A very wonderful beginning to the most
beautiful of fairy tales.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
Lips as Sweet as Cream
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At approximately three o'clock, everyone gathered in the front yard and drove to town
in Quiserco's and Gurshun's gliders. It was a relatively short drive, about ten minutes. Once
they tasted freedom, everyone split up to start exploring the wonderful little town of St.
Piencino. In the end, Tangora and Rorschet decided to go off on their own and take a stroll on
the stone seafront. It was very amusing to watch all the local people wandering about, doing
their daily chores and old people sitting on benches. A perfect sunny day was hovering above
them, not too hot, and a little breezy. The old stone houses and little shops were all looking
very alluring. Wooden signs hanged near doors with beautifully-painted writings. While most
of the stones the houses were made of gave away a significant light gray color, the roofs were
mostly red. Tangora was very impressed by a little bridge she saw two floors up that
connected the town haven and a house next to it as they were passing through a few narrow
passageways between the houses.
"How awesome would it be to have a bridge connecting your house to someone
else's?" Tangora asked her companion, staring up at the flower-decorated bridge above them
and smiling like a joyful baby girl, "if we had that I'd probably be walking across it all the
time. It's hard to explain, it just gives away this sort of vibe that makes me imagine the stories
behind it. That's what makes it so beautiful.
"All of these things you can behold and a little bridge is what impresses you most," he
chuckled, "you're something out of the ordinary."
"You've known me for fourteen years and you still haven't gotten used to my
comments?" she grinned, "so, what do you like?"
Temptation was a cruel mistress. Fortunately, a bright idea came to him like a miracle
sent from the Divines. He sensed the presence of an engraved sign near them that said Starry
Night Pastry Shop and had his answer for her.
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"If I tell you, will you let me do it?" he asked her.
"I don't see how I'd be able to stop you, but okay."
"Wait here and close your eyes. I'll be back in a moment. Just promise me you won't
look until I tell you to."
"Uhm... Sure." she hesitantly agreed and held her palms over her eyes.
She could hear Rorschet's footsteps as he was walking away in order to go inside the
pastry shop and buy his little dove a token of love and appreciation. Knowing he couldn't
really see the colors nor read the cards on which the contents were written, he decided to take
a different approach. He told the woman behind the counter that he wanted to surprise his
lady friend who happened to be very fond of crumblecakes and Gruchkan caps. He also
mentioned that she didn't like fruit very much, but adored chocolate, coconut and whipped
cream. Anything chocolaty and creamy, really. The woman presented him with a fist-sized
crumblecake with chocolate and macadamia filling, topped with whipped cream, coconut
sprinkles and some melted caramel. Rorschet was a little surprised that she was able give him
something so specific, but then again, the whole shop was full of shelves with all sorts of
sweet goodnesses displayed in glass casings. He was just lucky the line wasn't that long while
he was there. It must have been be because people usually rested after lunch at this time.
Regardless, he was very thankful and hurried back to Tangora after paying for the sweet.
"I'm back," he spoke.
"Can I open my eyes now?"
"Not yet," the xarrin told her and carefully held the creamy top of the crumblecake in
front of her lips, "stick out your tongue and lick."
"No, it's gonna be something gross!" she declined shyly and tried to hide her face.
"You still don't trust me?" he smirked.
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"Okay, okay... But if it's something gross I'm not gonna go to dinner with you."
"I promise, you'll be fine."
He placed the crumblrcake in front of her lips once again and she slowly and carefully
stuck out her tongue, touching the whipped cream with the tip. She was a little unsure at first,
but decided to take a small lick.
"Is that... whipped cream? And caramel?" she asked.
"Open your eyes."
When she saw the giant treat, she couldn't stop smiling. Rorschet was more than
delighted to witness her happiness.
"Where'd you get that?!"
"A pastry shop near here. Good thing you missed it. Echolocation seems much better
than sight now, don't you think?" he grinned and gave her the crumblrcake.
"Wait... Getting me stuff is what you like doing?" the young woman asked him in
confusion. "I mean, I don't wanna sound ungrateful. I'm incredibly happy and thankful, but..."
"I like to see you smile," he replied and gazed at her almost lovingly.
Tangora was very flattered, but also felt a bit embarrassed. Her cheeks started to blush
and more confusing questions were rushing through her head. She kept avoiding his gaze and
looking away like a bashful little bird.
"Uhm... Anyways... Thank you very much. Can we continue walking?" she stuttered a
bit suggested that they keep going.
And so the two kept strolling along and got to a nice little walk across a wider street
atop the town's walls where the sea was surrounding them from one side and a variety of
cafés and shops on the other. Many of the people strolling there as well seemed to be young
and old couples. As they were passing by, Tangora was trying to figure out how to eat the
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crumblecake without getting the cream all over her face, then decided she ultimately had no
choice but to get a little dirty. She was completely oblivious to anything else happening
around her. The crumblecake became her whole universe. In the end, she decided that the best
plan of action was to eat the top part of the whipped cream and then combine the bottom part
with the rest of the crumblecake. Once she took another bite, Rorschet saw an opportunity to
make his move again. As they passed through some light that was shining through the
branches of the trees above them, he glanced Tangora's way and noticed that she had some
cream left on her face.
"Hold on. You got some on your lip," he grinned in delight.
She swallowed and looked up at him in confusion just as he picked up the cream from
the side of her lips with the tip of his long, bony finger and licked it off.
Now even more confused, the young woman's heart was beating much faster and her
cheeks were blushing with the redness of her blood.
"Thanks," she replied quite normally, but continued to eat and stare blankly in front of
her as they walked, like something was bothering her.
After a while, Tangora noticed a peculiar wall in an alley which led to a small
courtyard. It was covered with chalk writings and hearts. The chalks were even placed upon
little pedestals on the sides.
"Hey, look!" she exclaimed and hurried over to the wall, "I think people write couples'
initials here."
"I wouldn't know," Rorschet replied and followed along.
"Wanna write something?" she inquired with a suggestive grin, like she was trying to
find out whether he had found someone he really liked yet.
"About who?"
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"You tell me."
"Tangora, you know my mother, my sisters, and you are the only women I love," he
chuckled.
"Okay, write all of us in," Tangora suggested.
"If it pleases you that much," the xarrin flashed her another smile, took some red
chalk from one the pedestals and started writing the initials on the wall where she told him to.
In one heart he wrote, "R + B + M + L". Then in a separate one, which was also the
biggest one of the two, he wrote: "R + T".
"Why am I in a separate heart?" the young woman inquired.
"I don't love you all equally," he told her and placed the chalk back in its rightful
place, "have you heard of instances when the artist falls in love with his creation?"
"Uhm... Yes? But you can't say you love me more than Bibbi or your sisters."
"I do," he approached her and stopped to move one of her chocolate-colored locks
behind her ear, "you have a very special place in my heart."
Tangora continued to stare at him like a baffled little fawn as he walked past her. After
she took a few moments to return to the real world, she quickened her pace to catch up. The
feeling of awkwardness wouldn't leave her alone. She was beginning to suspect some things.
The way Rorschet has been behaving so far was making her feel incredibly uncomfortable.
Not because he was acting so strangely, but because she may have actually been glad to
suspect he was feeling something for her as a man would feel for a woman. The "he's her
master" wall no longer stood between them. Now that she'd been thinking about it an
glancing his way as they walked, he didn't look half bad. His half unbuttoned bishop sleeve
shirts tended to make him look very alluring at times. She always liked those best, along with
his knee length harem pants. That combination was a very typical style for him when he
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wasn't wearing his priestly robes for the haven. And she'd always liked his hands. They were
fairly large and his fingers were thin. You could almost see the shapes of the bones beneath
his skin. She had always enjoyed observing how they moved so elegantly and gracefully
when he spoke. His monarchy-worthy posture was not something to ignore either. But by far,
the most captivating thing on him had to be his smile. Even more so when she took notice of
the circumstances. She could only compare that smile to a man who was a good guy, but had
such an evil smile you couldn't help but always suspect he was the antagonist. The faint grin
he made as he licked the cream off his finger that he'd removed from her face made her feel
something she never thought he'd make her feel. All this time she thought of him as her
mentor, as her friend. That image was slowly changing and she didn't know if she should
have been concerned. He was a very good, considerate, and reasonable man, but she was still
a little scared of the fact that she might have been starting to feel something more for him
than friendship. Besides, what if he was just being friendly? Misinterpreting his signs could
lead to incredible embarrassment. She needed more evidence in order to devise a plan of
action and reaction. What was she to do? She had never experienced anything like this
before. She would usually be the one to make moves on a person she liked. Was this how a
desired woman felt when men pursued her? If it wasn't Rorschet she was suspicious of, this
would have been a much more wonderful feeling. All of a sudden she wasn't hungry
anymore. A very strange sensation in her stomach took over and she couldn't take another bite
out of the crumblecake that tasted so ungodly delicious.
"I'm stuffed..." she sighed, "wait here, I'll just go throw this away."
Rorschet watched her rush over to the nearest trash bin with a concerned expression.
He felt a little heartbroken, asking himself questions such as, "Didn't she like it?", "Is she on
to me?" and "Is this her way of saying she wants me to back off?" Could it be that all of his
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hard work was for nothing? The castle he worked so hard to build started to crumble before
his very eyes and there was absolutely nothing he could do to stop it. Dread filled him, but
reason came to the rescue and pulled him out of the mud. She said she was stuffed. It was
fairly large for a treat that was supposed to be but a small dessert. He he mustn't let doubt
disturb his balance, he thought. And fortunately for him, hope had arisen once again. When
she returned and they continued to walk between the stone walls, he noticed that she was
walking with a fixed posture and was holding her stomach in. Not only did he understand the
real reason for throwing the sweet away now, but he was also incredibly glad because he
knew she was feeling like she needed to look good in front of him and impress him.
"Again, thank you so much for the crumblecake. Sorry I couldn't finish it. It was just
huge and I really ate too much at lunch," she commented with a light, awkward laugh.
"Don't worry yourself with what others might think, Tangora. I used to have the same
kind of fear," he sighed with a confident grin and put his arm around her, pressing her side
against his.
The young woman felt her heart flutter and her stomach twist. It was such an
uncomfortable feeling, yet it felt... right somehow. All she could do was try to contain her
anxiety and pretend like it was a completely normal thing. She wouldn't be feeling this way if
it wasn't for all the confusing signs he was giving her in the first place. Her eyes darted
around, avoiding to stare or glance at Rorschet at any cost while she was still trying hard to
keep a smile on.
"My father taught me during his life that I was of no worth because my mother is an
Indigo. It's not because of any prejudice he had against the race, although it sounded like it. It
was because the mark of my secondary color kept reminding him of what he had done.
Because of that, I used to be afraid of others finding out that the people I call my real family
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are Indigos. I'm actually very surprised that you'd be feeling this way. I learned to stop caring
what others think from you, after all," he explained.
"How did I teach you that? You know I was always feeling nervous when I noticed
people staring at me," she told him.
"At times, you would try to amuse yourself in public in so many ways people would
consider strange... Seeing you so joyful and carefree... it taught me that even as a Violet who
cannot die of old age, I have no reason to let people stop me from being happy... and saying
and doing things that made me happy. Just don't take that too literally. You still can't do things
that may bring harm to others, no matter how happy they make you," he told her and smiled
back.
"You'd make a great lawyer," Tangora added, "you always consider all other
possibilities of understanding the things you say so that others can't twist your words and use
them against you."
"I just like to rule out misunderstandings. I loathe them. They're a very stupid way of
creating errors. Just like dying from exhaustion in the water because you forgot to place down
the ladder to get back aboard your water glider. And in the end, none of them are humorous
nor frightening. Just idiotic."
"I know!" she exclaimed in joy and waved her arms frantically while being so glad
that someone understood how she felt, "It's like the dumbest type of humor!
Misunderstandings aren't funny! They can be avoided if only people weren't stupid enough to
keep quiet!
"Exactly," he nodded in approval, "so... Are you coming with us to the beach
tomorrow or would you prefer to stay in? I know you're not exactly fond of it."
"Are you coming?"
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"Very likely. Depends if you're coming," he replied with a light grin as he glanced her
way.
"Do you wanna go?" the young woman continued to question him.
"Truthfully, it doesn't really matter as long as you're with me to keep me company."
"Maybe we should go," she suggested, "it could be fun."
"You've always been able to find a way to entertain yourself. That shouldn't be a
problem for you."
"Meh. I guess..."
"You've always loved to swim too, but when you'd get cold or tired, you'd sit in the
shallow water and collect rocks," the xarrin reminisced.
"I'm probably gonna be doing that again. I don't like swimming alone."
"I'll go with you."
"Thanks, but you don't have to sacrifice all your time for me. You probably wanna do
other stuff," she smiled shyly as she spoke.
"Like what? This whole trip was organized because I wanted to spend time with you
before you move out. Believe me, you're not going to have as much time to keep me
company as you may think. Who knows when we'll meet again next time? Of course, if you'd
like to be alone or if I'm bothering you, you can tell me. I'll understand."
"No, no. It's fine. You're not bothering me. I like spending time with you," she flashed
him another one of her bright smiles.
"I'm very glad to hear that," the Violet smiled right back.
And so their afternoon slowly passed. It was time for the bird to return to her nest and
the bat to his cave. Rorschet was very pleased with his accomplishments today. It has been a
productive outing. Back at the house, while Tangora was taking a shower in one of the two
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bathrooms, he was lying in bed and trying to recapture the moments when he held his arm
around her as they walked. He could feel the softness of her shoulder with the tips of his
fingers. All of her beautiful, delicious curves pressed against his side. What else was
tomorrow to bring at the beach? Tangora looked so mesmerizing when the sunlight would hit
her face and casts shadows. He'd be able to fully see the textures, the peaks and the valleys of
her angelic face. If only he could see the colors as well, but if he wasn't a Violet, it wouldn't
have even been possible for him to have her. She would only see him as a frail old man. What
good would seeing her colors be if he wouldn't be able to taste them? Soon enough, his
beloved walked into the room in her pajamas, carrying a bag with her cosmetics in it. She
used to wear nightgowns, but stopped years ago. He was still hoping perhaps she'd bring one
with her on this journey. She thus placed her clothes on top of the plastic bags in which she
kept her other clothes. She had always been so organized. Whenever she'd travel she'd pack
each type of clothing in a separate plastic bag before putting them in her suitcase. Shirts and
dresses would go in one bag, pants in the second, and undergarments, including her pajamas,
in the third. After neatly putting her things away, she climbed onto her bed and crawled under
the sheets.
"Good night," she said.
"Good night, princess," he replied, leaving her to be alone with her thoughts and that
last sentence.
She was quite surprised, just as Rorschet had predicted. She blushed. What did he
mean by that? He used to call her child, but never did he call her princess. Should she have
said something? Better not. It would have been awkward. Why was he acting so strangely
today, she wondered. It was almost as if he wanted to tell her something. While thinking
about it, her exhaustion silenced her and put her to sleep, enclosing her mind in a veil of
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darkness and moonlight.

***

The princess is now in her castle, in her chambers, in her sanctuary. Surrounding her
are paintings she once loathed, but no longer payed attention to. All of them showed one
image. A garden, paradise in which the Divine Mother was sitting and overseeing her
children playing. They preached beauty and joy that virginity brought. How she used to hate
those paintings, but they were practically invisible now. Wearing a long, silky, white
nightgown, she was fixing her hair as she sat in front of a golden-framed mirror and happy
with what she was looking at. With her was Ria as her handmaid, standing next to her in
silence like a soldier. From her mirror, Tangora saw a bloody, hideous creature crawl past the
window. She was startled by the sight and upon turning around accidentally knocked over a
vase with a bird of paradise flower in it. The vase broke and the flower was left lying there on
the floor. She stared at the wooden door that shook as the monster was banging its fists
against it, trying to barge in.
"Let me in, Tangora!" his cries echoed like those of a haunting specter, "please help
me! I know you're in there!"
"It needs air. You have to open the door or it will die," Ria told her very calmly and
disappeared by the time the Green turned around to look at her.
Her attention was drawn to the flower on the floor which was very slowly starting to
wilt.
"It hurts! Open the door! Please!" Rorschet's corrupted voice continued to shriek.
At first, she was too scared to open it, but somehow she mustered up the courage to
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do so when she reminded herself that the thing behind that door was still a man. Regardless
of his appearance, he would be able to give her what she wanted. Now excited and full of
desire, she unlocked the door and took a few steps back, opening her arms to welcome
whoever was trying to gain entry to her chambers. The noises stopped. The creature slowly
opened the wooden barrier and the creaks it made did not disturb the maiden. Someone she
knew well reveled himself to her. Rorschet, bruised all over, wearing torn robes and bleeding
from his eyes which he no longer had. His lips were completely dry and his body sickly thin.
The xarrin was barely a skeleton with his skin still covering what was left of him. No longer
afraid of what she was looking at, Tangora continued to smile and eagerly waited for him to
take her into his arms. Much to her surprise, he scurried right past her and fell onto his knees
before the spot where the vase fell and broke. Like a man whose life was hanging by a single
thread, he desperately tried to scoop up the water with his shivering hands in order to drink.
Once he had tasted the sweet elixir and quenched his thirst, the Green watched his muscles
grow and begin to fill the void between his bones and skin. After his transformation was
complete. He stood up and turned around to face her. No longer were his eyes two dark holes
from which blood dripped. There were no more bruises on him either. He was himself again.
"You've been so kind to me," he told her with a seductive grin showing through his set
of sharp teeth while the water was still running down the sides of his mouth.
That was when Tangora opened her eyes and found herself lying in bed with her hair
messily pulled out of her bun. That dream—she hadn't dreamt about Rorschet for a long time.
What did he mean by his words? What did he mean by it? How was she kind to him? She sat
up in order to fix her hair and started picking out cloths from her suitcase in search of
something to wear to the beach today. The rustling of the plastic bags woke the Violet up.
"I wish I could get out of bed as easily as you," he commented.
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"If I'm too well-rested my body starts to hurt unless I stand up," the girl replied,
"remember, we gotta be downstairs and ready to go at nine."
"After breakfast. Nobody is going to die if you're a little late. I'm sure everyone will
oversleep, so you might as well expect us to leave at least an hour later."
"I don't like being late."
"I know," he told her, "I could go downstairs and make you some cold milk cereal.
You have time. I'm sure you'd like to take a quick bath while everyone else is still asleep."
"You... knew about that?" she turned her head and gave him a light smile to go with
her delighted surprise.
"I noticed you started bringing them upstairs at one point. You left the bottle in the
bathroom and figured it out," he admitted.
"Thanks for offering, but you really don't have to do that," she tried to convince him
and shyly hid her smile away.
"I don't have to, but I must," the xarrin insisted.
He thus got out of bed, and proceeded to urge her to stand up and lightly push her out
the door, towards the bathroom.
"Uhm... Thanks. I, heh... Really don't know what to say," she thanked him and tried to
hide the awkward feeling inside her stomach again by keeping a smile on her face.
"You've said enough. You can thank me by enjoying yourself," he told her and turned
on the hot water in the bath before leaving, "I'll be right back."
He was never this... nice. He was usually nice, but not this nice. Could it be that he
might have secretly had feeling for her? Maybe she wasn't thinking straight. Maybe she
wanted to think that's what was going on, but in reality he was just being more friendly than
usual. It would be just like it was every other time. She'd think a guy's niceness is a sign of
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infatuation, open up, make a move, and then he'd run away or ignore her at the very least.
Still puzzled, she took off her clothes, wrapped her body in a towel and sat on the edge of the
tub, waiting for him to return. As she continued to think, coffee with Nami's friend seemed
like a good place to get some answers. She just needed to think of a way to subtly make him
give her a clearer hint regarding his intentions. Or maybe not. They both had the excuse of
saying that everything was a part of the act. Rorschet knocked on the door just then, and
asked if he could come in. Tangora granted him permission.
"Here you go," he spoke as he handed her the bowl of cereal.
"Hey, you got the measure right!" she exclaimed happily.
"I've lived with you long enough to observe some of your habits," the xarrin replied,
"also, I remembered we have coffee with Namelia arranged before the beach, so, I just
thought I should remind you. It's a good thing you've woken up a bit earlier than planned."
"I know. Thanks again!" she smiled back and watched him leave.

***

Once they've finished eating breakfast and completed their preparations, Gurshun,
Namelia, Rorschet and Tangora drove themselves to a local café while the others went to the
beach. It was a small place with sea-themed decorations, such as fishing nets on the walls,
along with sea shells and origami fish made of colorful papers. The locals that often came
there all treated the employees, the little there were, as family and friends. They made the
atmosphere very sweet and intimate, but even with so many new things to observe, Rorschet
still couldn't keep his mind off Tangora today. She wore a tight, sun yellow dress with thin
straps. It was made of a very light material, one that would easily dance with even the lightest
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gust of wind. The bottom part swirled around her waist and thighs like an open flower. She
even wore two golden rings as earrings to match, and barely had any makeup on. Just some
light pink lip tint. The way that dress was hugging her body gave the Violet goose bumps.
She was wearing her swimsuit under it, so he could just barely sense the two little pearls
jutting out from under the fabric. They were hardly noticeable, but still enough to make his
mouth water. As they approached the table where Mrs. Vinnsel was sitting, he knew he had to
keep it together, but all he could think about was how it would feel if he were to brush his
fingers against those two beautiful little buds on her inviting chest.
"Kindrit, hello!" Namelia waved at her, "did you wait for us long?"
"Oh, no. I came here about ten minutes ago. You two are looking good today. Going
somewhere?" the pufferfish-looking Blue told them and offered them to sit down.
"We're planning on joining Quiserco and the family at the beach, but that can wait. I
haven't spoken to you properly since you returned from Calbacutla. I'd like you to meet
Rorschet and his fiancée Tangora."
"A pleasure," Rorschet nodded and shook Kindrit's hand with a charming grin on his
face.
"It's really nice to meet you, Mrs. Vinnsel," Tangora added.
"Same here," she smiled, "and I do believe congratulations are in order. You two must
be very excited. I know my granddaughters were always very stressed when they had to plan
their weddings."
"I wouldn't know. We were thinking of having a small wedding. Just something for
the family. It's not too much work to put together," Tangora replied.
"Oh, but it's such a big day for you both! You can't possibly settle for a small, private
wedding. It needs to be a spectacle!"
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"We just want something simple, that's all," Rorschet told her.
"Alright, I guess I can respect that," the old woman chuckled.
"Besides, we need to start thinking about the kids. It's better to spend money on them.
Rorschet's planning on stepping down as CEO of the company and giving the job to his
cousin so he could spend more time with his family," the Green commented as she gazed up
at Rorschet and put her hand on his shoulder.
"So, tell me Rorschet, what kind of statuette did you make for this gal, huh?" Kindrit
asked.
"I had it made out of a large amethyst I found during my trip to Felrakhwa," Rorschet
explained, "I've always been an avid traveler, but at one point I realized I wanted to settle
down. The amethyst was the last thing I brought home from my travels. I realized I didn't
want to live that life anymore. Being away from Tangora for so long was more than I could
bear, and the statuette is a symbol of that."
"That is such a beautiful story," the other old woman commented with a loving,
admiring look in her eyes.
"I honestly never thought the family life was for me," the xarrin added, took Tangora's
hand in his and leaned his forehead against hers as he was facing her," but I wouldn't mind a
hundred children, just as long as they all grow up to be as kind and beautiful in spirit as their
mother."
Tangora blushed and made a bit surprised expression without even thinking. He was
so close. She could practically feel his gaze on her. A tingling sensation down between her
legs woke her up and she managed to put on a smile as she nuzzled him lovingly so no one
would suspect. Her skin was caressing him so very tenderly. Without even thinking, he closed
his eyes and tightened his grip on her hand as he was holding back from tasting it with his
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tongue. He wished for those couple of seconds to last just a little while longer, but alas, his
beloved had to part from him.
They finally ordered a couple of drinks and had a nice chat with Kindrit, mostly about
the family, Rorschet and Tangora. Namelia was able to let our her excitement over the fake
wedding as well. Soon enough Rorschet found a nice opportunity to get a little bit closer to
Tangora again.
"Can I take a picture of you two?" Kindrit inquired joyfully and took her capture
device out of her bag.
"Would you mind, princess?" Rorschet asked her with a grin.
"Uhm... No. Not at all."
The xarrin thus took her in his arms, gently as if he was cupping water in his hands.
He pressed her against his chest and feared he was going to lose his breath as he felt the two
numbs on the young woman's chest brush against the fabric of his unbuttoned shirt. The
sensation got him so drunk with desire that he failed to notice his grip around her waist
tighten. Tangora tried her best to ignore the pain created by his fingers digging deeper into
her flesh and just rested her arms and head on his chest whilst. The Violet placed his head
atop hers, but was gazing down at her instead of looking at Kindrit. The way he was holding
her... it wasn't like Tangora's former experiences. A couple of years ago, she went to a
summer camp where they had a dancing activity planned. She was the last one left and the
boy without a partner had no choice but to be hers. He held her so lightly, like he was scared.
Like he was disgusted and ashamed of being seen dancing with her. Rorschet held her like
she'd always dreamed of being held. Like he wanted her as close to him as possible. The
feeling of his arms wrapped around her made her cheeks blush even redder, but she stopped
caring. There was no excuse she could think of which could convince her that this was wrong
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now. If he was just being friendly all this time, he wouldn't be holding her like he wanted to
secretly devour her. It was time to do something about this. If she failed again, it just wasn't
meant to be. She'd move on and wait for her destined lover to come.
"Maybe we should stand up. These armrests are poking me in the stomach," Tangora
suggested before Kindrit got a chance to take the picture.
Oblivious to her intentions, Rorschet agreed and they both stood up from their seats in
order to get into position. Once again, she leaned her head against his chest and moved her
body closer to his. She held her balance gracefully with one leg on the ground and one raised
whilst taking his hands and pushing them down and forward. It didn't affect his posture, but
did in fact affect his mind. His heart wouldn't let him be at peace. He leaned his head against
hers and let Kindrit take her picture, but he was afraid to let go. He could feel his beloved
flower against him. It wasn't enough. He wanted to go further and was just barely able to hold
back.
"Alright, Kinny, we won't bother you anymore. We'll head back to the glider and meet
up with the others," Nami told her.
"Yes, I should probably get home. The kids are coming over to visit today. Have a
safe trip then!" she replied, "it was wonderful to meet you two."
"Same here," Tangora spoke as she moved away from Rorschet.
Why did she have to pull away? Even though the day was far too warm, he felt cold
and winter pass through the veins in his chest when Tangora was no longer there. Unlike his
father, he'd say "please" and "thank you", but just like him, he didn't beg or plead. It didn't
surprise him to realize that this young woman was able to break him. She did so when he
found her in the Ambermane three years ago, when he thought they had plucked the petals off
his dearest flower. The second time was when the other xarrins asked her to write lies to him
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so that he could be purged of his demons. This time, it may not have looked as obvious, but
inside, he wanted to fall down to his knees and beg her to let him hold her again. It would be
a mistake to do so. He had to remain sitting upon his throne and not stoop to the level of a
peasant or else his princess may not consider his offer. Zane would have been more likely cut
himself to please his mistress. Rorschet was the one who people knelt before of the two
brothers, but for the first time he believed he might have actually understood how it feels to
know he's ready to bleed for his love.

***

After a short drive, the four companions arrived at the beach. There were no grains of
sand shaped like stars or hearts, but it was still beautiful. The shore was covered with little
stones and went all the way into the clear waters. And much to Tangora's liking, it wasn't too
crowded. Ria and Biren were both sleeping under a parasol which was protecting them from
the sun while she was lying on top of him only with her upper body. Quiserco, Zane and Uni
were nowhere to be found. They suspected they must have gone swimming or for a walk. Not
wanting to wake Biren and Ria up, Rorschet, Tangora and Quiserco's parents spread their
towels and placed down their things a bit further away from the young couple. Tangora sat
down on hers and started taking off her dress while Rorschet was sitting beside her. He
continued to stare at the sea as he observed her using the sounds reflecting off her
magnificent curves. His body began to itch. He wanted to touch it. Feel it. Caress it. Taste it.
It was almost painful to have to sit there and not be allowed to do anything.
"I thought you didn't like to go swimming by yourself," he asked her with a bit of
sarcasm in his tone.
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"I was just gonna ask if you wanted to come with," she said and smiled at him as she
placed the dress in her bag.
"Mrs. Ferrero, would you mind watching our things for us while we go for a swim?"
Rorschet inquired.
"Go ahead. It's the least I could do for your wonderful performance at the café," the
old lady told him.
With her permission, Rorschet took off his shirt and pants until his swimming trunks
were the only thing on him. Tangora managed to keep her gaze away from him while they
were walking towards the water, but she stole a few glances when she was sure he wasn't
going to notice. Once the cool liquid got up to her waist, she shivered from the chills that ran
through her.
"Shit, it's cold..." she whispered and then criticized him, "can't you walk a little
slower?"
"I'm not going anywhere. Take your time" the xarrin chuckled and turned around to
wait for her.
She was struggling to go deeper, but didn't want to show weakness.
"Would you like some help?" he offered with a friendly smile across his face.
"No, no. I'm fine," the girl assured him as she was slowly walking through the water
like she was a cartoon character sneaking away after snatching a priceless artifact from a
museum.
But Rorschet wasn't going to let this opportunity pass him. As he approached her,
Tangora was pretending she hadn't noticed and didn't want to look up. The Violet lowered
himself into the water in order to get his body wet and then, much to Tangora's surprise,
embraced her with his arms under hers, trying to show her this way that his intentions were
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not really that friendly. Both the startle she got from the cold and his sudden move were
enough to make her let out a light squeal. Her heart began beating at a higher speed all so
suddenly as she felt his arms wrap around her back. What should she do? What should she
say? How should she react? Her mind was turning into one big bowl of spaghetti, unable to
think straight. She could feel every indent and curve on his torso. His fur was incredibly
smooth, but what really got her blood simmering and her cheeks red was the feeling between
her thighs. She had never been so turned on in her entire life, except for those certain times in
her dreams. It was such an incredible feeling. She didn't want it to stop.
"Maybe it'll be easier for you now that you've felt the cold," the xarrin told her and
leaned back a little in order to see her face.
"Uhm... Thanks, heh," she replied with a smile and her usual jolly tone of voice.
Though she managed to keep her current emotions concealed, she was incredibly
upset that the moment had to end so quickly. Rorschet couldn't suspect a thing, but he noticed
that she wasn't moving away from his grasp. He was very pleased with this observation.
Perhaps this was a good time to make a little less subtle gesture. Thus, he held her against
him once again, leaning his head onto hers and gliding one of his hands down her gorgeous
locks and back. Tangora couldn't believe what was happening to her. He did it again. This
time, he even stroked her hair. When he hugged her the first time in order to get her wet so
that she could start swimming more easily, she really couldn't have been sure whether that
was just an excuse or not. Now she finally realized that all of those other gestures he made
during this trip were signs of affection. Was Rorschet hiding these feelings from her all this
time? For how long? More importantly, did it really matter? Three years ago, when she
dreamed about them making love, she felt horrible and confused because he was her mentor
whom she had known since she was a child. Regardless, he looked as young as her and was
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now no longer her teacher. There was nothing she could think of that could make this
moment feel wrong. So... as she was silently enjoying the aching sensation between her legs,
she slowly and hesitantly placed her palms onto his back and gently pulled herself even
closer against him. Both of their hearts continued to throb violently within their chests. Both
now wanted the same thing, but were still a little scared to make another move or say
anything, so they just continued to enjoy their embrace in silence. When Rorschet felt her hug
him back, there were no words he could think of to describe how mirthfully happy he was
feeling at that very moment. Unfortunately, he still had to contain his desires for just a little
while longer. He was desperately trying not to imagine all the things he would be doing to her
if there were no people around to serve as witnesses. After a while, Tangora suspected that
not much more was going to happen, so she gently pulled away from him whilst staring shyly
at her legs.
"Do you... still wanna go for that swim or...?" she asked him.
"We could sit in the shallows and collect rocks" the xarrin offered, gazing directly at
her and keeping a confident smile on his face.
"Okay then," she replied, still not wanting to look at him as she walked back to shore.
Rorschet followed along and sat down with her close to the shore, but still in the
water. Tangora was doing her best to look feminine, sensual and a little withdrawn,
pretending to ignore him whilst looking for pretty rocks. She kept her stomach tucked in and
back beautifully arched in order to appear more attractive. Her feminine movements were
pleasing to observe. She usually did these things, but he was appreciating the beauty of them
much more now that he knew she was doing it to impress him in particular.
"Are you thirsty? Want me to get you some water? I have an unopened bottle in my
bag," she asked him out of nowhere.
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Rorschet was incredibly flattered by her sudden concern. He saw her act like this once
when she had a short crush on Fiscosino at the age of twelve. She would tirelessly keep
trying to find something she could do for him. To think that she felt the need to please him
made him feel both incredibly honored and flattered. He wouldn't usually accept this kind of
offer, but he had a feeling it would be a good thing to let her have this little pleasure.
"I could use some, if it's not too much trouble for you. Thank you."
"No problem," she gave him one of her gorgeous, sunny smiles and rushed to fetch
him his bottle of water.
When she returned she handed it to him with both arms stretched out if front of her as
she was sitting on her knees and facing him with a smile. This time, she was looking him in
the eyes. He gladly accepted the water, but not before giving proper thanks.
"Thank you very much," he replied and intentionally stroked her hands while taking
it.
If only he could kiss them. Alas, male Violets were unable to use their lips for
affectionate touches because of the teeth that grew on the outside.
His princess nodded and went back to her rock collecting business. They would
occasionally glance at each other. When their eyes would meet, Tangora would quickly turn
away and smile. Rorschet, on the other hand, wouldn't stop gazing at her. Catching him doing
so was a wonderful feeling for the girl. She couldn't decide whether to pretend she hadn't
noticed or return the gaze. For all of those years she'd known him he'd always been this allknowing, just, kind, yet strict authority figure she enjoyed being friends with. He was still the
caring caretaker in her eyes that used to cradle her in his arms as a child, but now when she
looked up at him in awe, she also saw a powerful lord or emperor that had chosen her as his
plaything out of all the other maidens presented to him. He found her to be the most beautiful
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and intriguing one.
"So, do our plans for this evening still stand?" he asked her.
"Of course," the Green said, "why wouldn't they?"
"Just making sure."
"Do you have a specific restaurant in mind?"
"The arrangements have already been made. Gurshun recommended the place," he
added.
"That... uhm... when we..." Tangora mumbled a bit, unsure what words she should use
to describe their earlier actions.
"Embraced?" he chuckled.
"Yeah, that. What kind of an embrace was it...?" she inquired insecurely.
"What kinds are there?"
"Well... Fatherly kind, brotherly kind... Friendly kind?"
"I'm not sure enough to give you an answer right away. I propose we analyze it," he
offered with an inviting grin as his eyes shifted to stare at her without him turning his head
first, "come here."
He took her hands gently in his and slowly pulled her closer as he sat up on his knees.
Tangora was feeling a little anxious and feared that her cheeks were starting to blush again,
but she followed his lead anyway.
"When you look at a hug or an embrace, there doesn't appear to be any difference
between the types you mentioned. We find out the nature of it by observing small, subtle
hints," he explained and held her close.
The young woman kept silent and listened to him speak with the voice that suddenly
seemed incredibly soothing and arousing to her senses. She only wanted him to confirm that
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they had certain feelings for each other with her question, but now that he seemed to want to
repeat the event, she had no intention of interrupting him.
"When one holds another with their arms resting on their shoulders, it can be
interpreted as anything," he demonstrated, "but when one participant holds his or her arms
under the other's, like so, it enables you to push the person towards yourself. We can safely
conclude this hold is a little more intimate because of that."
The xarrin embraced her with his arms wrapped around her from under her arms as
before.
"The first time, the excuse was my intention to help you get used to the water's
temperature more quickly. What we need to pay attention to are the small gestures we made
the second time we were brought together. I touched your hair and gently glided my hand
down your back."
Then he did so just like he said, supporting Tangora's weight as she leaned against
him, instinctively spreading her legs in order to be closer to him.
"And you accepted me into your arms. You didn't pull away," he spoke, "if I had given
you an answer to your question packaged in a single sentence, I wouldn't have had the
pleasure of holding you again."
Tangora's heart fluttered and raced upon hearing those words. She didn't let out a
single sound. Her mind was blank. There was nothing she could think of to say to him.
Whether she kept silent or not, it didn't matter to Rorschet. Her eagerness to stay like this told
him everything he needed to know.
"Is there anything you want from me?"
"I... I don't wanna say it," she stuttered a bit.
"You don't have to," the man replied, "show me."
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"No... I can't..." the frightened maiden continued to whisper.
"Show me," he demanded.
With a little more hesitation and a lot of eagerness, she wrapped her arms around his
neck and gently moved her lower body closer to his abdomen, now sitting atop his legs with
her knees lightly hovering over the ground near his sides. Her lips ached more severely now
that she was feeling him against her almost bare skin. She could also feel an itching sensation
forming between her legs again. Still in control over her body, she didn't allow herself to let
out a moan. The xarrin had to be even stronger, for that matter. By this point it was very
difficult to keep his emotions contained, but he was disciplined enough.
"If my lips weren't concealed behind these fangs I wouldn't hesitate to kiss you," he
whispered.
"How long have you... wanted this? Me?" she asked him with insecurity in her tone.
"For too long..." the xarrin answered and gasped lightly as he breathed in her scent.
The way he was touching her and feeling her... it was an incredible sensation. She
didn't want the moment to end. All she kept thinking about was whether she should feed her
lustful cravings or not. After a few moments of silence, much to Rorschet's delightful
surprise, she kissed his chest. Then she did it again. As she proceeded to rub her face against
his neck like a feline, continuing to caress him with her lips, he let out a quiet moan
combined with a sigh while he kept brushing his fingers through her hair. Soon enough he
wanted his own share of delights, so he forced her to lean back a bit as he glided his head
down to her shoulder where he began to lick the base of her neck with short and firm strokes.
The young woman held on to him tighter and couldn't believe how good his tongue felt. It
was fairly long and a bit more pointed rather than round. She didn't want him to stop there.
There was so much of her body to explore and so many places she wanted him to touch.
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Barely holding back from letting out a sound other than an occasional deep breath, she felt
one of his hands moving down her waist to her thighs and entangling his long fingers in the
tight string on the side of her swimsuit that was so alluringly hugging her flesh. She wanted
him to undo the knot. All of them. So many years have passed and she's only been
unfortunate enough to be in the company of boys who were too scared and shy to even
attempt to approach her the way Rorschet did.
"Pull away," he ordered as he dug his fingers into her, holding her body as close to
him as he could.
"Why...?" the Green gasped lightly whilst holding on to his back.
"Please... Pull away..." the xarrin growled onto her neck.
With that, Tangora did as he commanded and pulled away from him even though she
hardly wanted to. They stared at each other for a few moments and then finally managed to
relax and ease their urges a bit.
"We... we could go someplace else..." the young woman trembled.
"You're shaking..." Rorschet noticed.
"I know... I've never been so scared and excited at the same time, heh..." she chuckled
lightly and rubbed her shoulders.
Without another word, her former master picked her up and held her in his arms,
gently, like a wounded little sparrow. Her eyes opened up more widely in surprise and her
cheeks continued to burn. This was the first time someone carried her. She had no courage
inside her to look into his eyes again.
"I'm fine, really!" she tried to convince him, feeling incredibly embarrassed.
She even attempted to struggle a bit in hopes that he would let her go, but she stopped
trying once she realized that thrashing would make her look incredibly stupid. And while she
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even tried to roll out of his grasp at one point, Rorschet wouldn't let her go at any cost. Her
struggles amused him and he couldn't stop smiling.
"Uhm... Could you please let me go...? Pretty please...?" she pleaded, almost sounding
like she was whimpering.
"Absolutely not," he sneered.
Without having a reply to give him, the Violet thus took her back to where Namelia
and her husband were. There, he placed her onto his towel and used hers to keep her warm,
even though she thought it was completely unnecessary. Nevertheless, she didn't want to
complain. The way he took care of her... it was sweet. It felt good to know she was so loved.
Finally, as a small token of gratitude, she flashed him a warm, yet still a little shy smile
before he sat down next to her.
"Hello, you two," the old woman greeted them, completely ignoring the fact that she
just saw Rorschet carry the Green in his arms, "by the way, Tangora, I'll have your Gruchkan
caps ready in the afternoon. Don't think I've forgotten about our deal."
"Thanks again for volunteering to make them," she smiled.
"Oh, please. We had an understanding. Besides, Kindrit was so in love with you two
that she even asked to take a picture of you. You must have really impressed her. She usually
only has pictures of her garden flowers," Namelia praised them.
"Yeah, unlike you. You take pictures of your cooking," Gurshun laughed.
"If you don't like it don't eat it. You're too fat anyway," she glared at him, for she was
offended by his remark.
"It was just a joke, Nami. I love your cooking, honest to Divines!"
"It wasn't that difficult, but thank you for the appreciation," Rorschet added.
"No kidding," the old man flashed him a smug grin, "you two looked like you were
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going to eat each other up down there.
Tangora's face immediately turned red and her brain froze. She couldn't think of a
proper nor witty response for the first time in her life.
"Shut up, Gurshun! I thought we agreed to pretend like we didn't see anything!" his
wife scolded him and started smacking him on the head with a rolled up magazine.
"I'm sorry! I couldn't help myself!" he continued to laugh at her feeble attempts to
hurt him.
"It's alright, Mrs. Ferrero. We are at fault for not having gone somewhere more
private," Rorschet told her with a polite smile on his face.
"I didn't know you two were a thing. Quiserco just told us Tangie used to be your
student," Gurshun chuckled after his wife decided to stop hitting him, "if the word got out,
other mommies would be afraid their daughters might get involved with their teachers too."
"When the student becomes an adult and is no longer in need of the teacher's services,
there is no law or belief that says they shouldn't be allowed to have a more romantic and
intimate relationship. As a matter of fact, Tangora and I have taken our relationship further
only half an hour ago. Or at least I believe that's how long it's been."
"Either way, you looked very adorable," Nami smiled, "reminds me of how Gursh and
I were young and had our own share of endeavors together."
"Our first time was behind a couple of bushes at an outdoor party," her husband
snickered.
"Why do you have to ruin my fantasies for me?!"
"That actually sounds kinda hot," Tangora added after she had finally relaxed when
Rorschet was kind enough to give Gurshun a proper reply.
"See? She gets it!"
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"I'm sure everyone has their own definition of the adjective 'romantic', Mrs. Ferrero.
Your first time with your husband may not have looked like something depicted in most
romance novels, but would you still be willing to trade that moment for anything else in the
world?" the Violet asked her.
"I... I guess not," she admitted, "I just wish he was more romantic, you know... He
used to be so sweet. He would come over to my house and play guitar every other evening,
though Divines know he'd never touched it before in his life. Then he'd carve little funny
faces out of wood, melt chocolate in them, cool them off and bring them over to my house.
But after we had the kids, it all stopped..."
"Somebody had to work to put food on the table," Gurshun growled a bit angrily.
"Sex doesn't have to be romantic just as romance doesn't have to be erotic. Smaller
gestures pile up into a big one. Sometimes those little things are much more appreciated than
one single big thing you do for your loved one. I'm sure you could think of some that require
the least amount of effort."
"I get what you're trying to say, little count, but she's just so needy! It's always,
'Kindrit's husband bought her flowers today!', 'It'd be nice to feel a little more appreciated
around here!'" he complained in a whiny voice to imitate his wife, "I'm old! A walk to the
flower shop is like a marathon for me with those fucking stairs in the way!"
"You just don't care anymore..." his wife shook her head, staring down at the ground
with a frown.
"Why does a flower have to represent the amount of love I feel for you?! It's a
flower!" the old man shouted.
"Namelia, why exactly is receiving a flower from your husband so important to you?"
Rorschet inquired.
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"It shows that he appreciates what I do for him and that he still loves me. Kindrit's
husband buys her flowers all the time!"
"Again with Kindrit..." Gurshun raised his arms in annoyance.
"We can all understand that you might be feeling unappreciated, but I believe you're
not fully understanding your husband's words."
"I don't follow," she replied.
"He stated that he doesn't believe a flower could represent his love for you, for it is
worthless in comparison. You strive a bit more materialistic approach and it seems that you
may be doing yourself damage by comparing yourself to Kindrit. Your relationship with your
husband is far more intimate because you trust and love each other so much that you have no
need to show it with gifts. You may think that more attention and presents are going to sate
you, but I believe the problem might be in the fact that you are being poisoned by a little bit
of envy. Do not compare yourself to others. Who says that Kindrit's marriage is a happy one
either way? If you ask me, you two are an inspiration to us all. Two people whose love cannot
be compared to anything you can touch or see, even after so many years have gone by."
"Wow," Namelia thought, "I've never really thought about it that way."
"Nami, you know I love you. I love your cooking, your wardrobe, your smile, your
everything. If you really feel this way I'll walk up those steps every day to get you a flower.
I'll carve out those funny faces and make you those chocolates like I used to," her husband
spoke to her after having taken her hands in his, "I'll make you feel like a queen next to those
hags if that's what you want. I just thought I didn't have to do all those things like before
because I've already won you over. Honestly, after we had the kids I was too tired. I didn't
think you'd mind."
"Well shit, Gurshun, now you made me look like a spoiled brat," the old woman
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laughed lightly in sarcasm as joy returned to her big, red eyes, "keep your flowers, I'd rather
have you alive. Who knows if you'll survive the next time you go up those slippery steps?
You know, now that I've thought about it, Rorschet was sort of right when he said I might be
just a tad bit envious. I'd probably be more upset than happy. Those things aren't cheap unless
you pick them, but those you'd pick wouldn't then look as good as those Kindrit gets."
"See, that's why I love you so much! You think rationally. All those other bimbos
wouldn't give a damn whether a kid a needs to be put through schooling or not."
"I love you too, Gurshy," she nuzzled him lightly and chuckled.
Tangora gazed endearingly at them for a few moments and then, like most times, a
random question popped into her head.
"Quick unrelated question, aren't you guys like some sort of mafia family? I mean,
Quiserco's a Don, right?" she inquired.
"We earn money on the side by providing protection for those who are willing to pay.
Perhaps 'mafia' is not the right word to describe it. Also, the title 'Don' was chosen as the title
of the leader only sarcastically. You know, because all this bozos in organized crime you see
in the pictures usually have a 'Don'," Gurshun explained, "my grandfather was a very noble
man. Good man. Didn't wanna see what happened to his wife's family happen to anyone
else's. From what I've heard, she lived in complete paranoia and terror since her parents' store
had been set on fire. You see, this Coviak guy was in love with my grandmother. He was a
born psychopath, to say the least. When she turned him down he made an attempt to rape her.
He failed, thank the Divines. The whole thing went to trial. He was sent to jail, but while he
was in there the store in which my grandmother's parents worked was burned to the ground...
with her parents still inside. My grandfather then got this idea of creating an organization that
would protect those whose pleads to the police would be cast aside. It was one of my cousins,
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Quiserco's predecessor, who made it into a paying business. However, we still do charity
work where needed—but for money, we mostly do things like protect weapon shipments that
are in danger of being sabotaged and keep pirates from taking over privately-owned cargo
ships."
"The Divines are said to be quite selfish by many. One cannot ask of them to tell us
what the cure for a deadly disease is or how to stop hunger in developing countries. We
cannot ask them to make every child be born healthy. Many xarrins have tried, and sadly, we
may never know why they choose to do certain things to alter our lives or why they only
answer questions they find appropriate," Rorschet spoke, "in our sacred tome it is written,
'The world was once utopia. Even children have found a way to destroy it. It is in their nature
to be curious and afraid of danger. Because of their curiosity, they disturb the beast in
slumber. Because of fear, they kill it.' What these words are trying to covey is that sometimes
the good things we do may result in something bad happening, just as bad deeds can make
good things happen, thus we are destined to create chaos out of order no matter what path we
choose to take. We learn from them that life is not black and white, only gray and all the
darker and lighter shades that come with it. Albus is known as 'the judge', but he still does
not, nor can he, decide what is right and what is wrong. He merely questions us. Tempts us.
Provokes us. All to try and make us doubt our own choices and choose the best possible ones,
but no matter how good the choice is, there will always be a sacrifice. Albus is there to poke
us with one of his claws to keep us on a path with the least number of victims. The lightest of
gray. Umbra gives us legs to walk upon it with. The Divine Mother puts obstacles in our path
and never smiles in order to pull out the best in us. If your grandmother's store hadn't been
burned and her parents killed, perhaps your organization would have never existed and you
wouldn't have done the good deeds you have so far. As I've said, there will always be a
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sacrifice. Very often today, man won't fear the rose until he is pricked by it."
"I can't say I don't agree, little count. All we can do now is try to prove to ourselves
that the sacrifice wasn't in vain," the old man added.
"Alright, let's not talk about such depressing topics anymore. I'd like to get home and
start making lunch if that's not a problem," Namelia said and began packing her things in her
fairly large beach bag.
Everyone simply followed her lead because no one wanted to keep the mistress from
feeding them. They notified the others before leaving, of course. And so as the day continued
to pass, Rorschet and Tangora could only think of the dinner they planned for the evening.
The Violet decided to reveal that night all secrets he had kept hidden from her. His eternity of
darkness was soon to come to an end.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
In Bloom
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"So, where are you taking her?" Biren inquired whilst sitting downstairs at the table
with Rorschet and reading the newspaper.
"Quiserco recommended Ideia Copra, so I made reservations there," the xarrin
replied.
"Hope you have a good time."
"I know something is troubling you, Biren. You can tell me. I might be able to help."
"Are you a psychologist?" he chuckled lightly in sarcasm.
"Scholar. I'm not currently pursuing that career path, but I do know a few things
regarding the subject."
"It's Ria's father," the Red sighed, "I'm actually waiting for him to come downstairs so
I can talk to him and ask him why he's treating me like his lesser."
"His behavior suggests he doesn't think you're quite the right suitor for his daughter,
though I've never really been curious enough to ask him why. You seem like a decent man.
He wouldn't judge you because of your color if that's what you're worried about."
"It sure looks like he does."
"I ask of you to be a little more understanding. As a man, you know what many of us
are like. With that knowledge, wouldn't you be afraid of your daughter ending up with one of
those men that are not afraid to hurt her?" Rorschet spoke.
"It's been three years. He should have figured out I'm not looking for a short fling by
now. Is it my job, then? Does he have a problem with me not being as wealthy as him?"
"He wants Ria to be taken care of. Especially if you plan on having children. But she
has a well-paid job. I'm sure that's not the issue either."
Footsteps were heard from behind them. Down the steps the shining star treaded.
When the warm light of the lamp hanging from the ceiling hit her, one could have been
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blinded by her magnificence. With her shimmering, chocolate-colored locks wrapped firmly
in her high ponytail and a silky red dress hugging her body like sheets of satin, she
approached. Golden vines were printed onto the dress and swirling around her. Her golden
earrings accompanied the pattern nicely, but not as well as her smile and those big, indigo
eyes. Even Biren couldn't help but stare at her for a few moments. Rorschet, on the other
hand, quickly stood up from his seat as a sign of respect. The two gazed at each other like
they were completely alone.
"I'm really sorry. Did you have to wait for me long?" she asked, feeling a bit anxious.
"Not at all. I've lost track of time either way. Shall we?" he replied and gracefully
waved his arm towards the door.
"Bye, Biren!" the Green flashed him a smile before walking out.
"Good luck," Rorschet added and closed the door behind him.
"Yeah... Thanks," he nodded to himself and was once again left alone in the dark
room with a bit of light keeping him company. About ten minutes later, Quiserco came
downstairs and grumpily sat at the table a few seats away from him.
"I'm listening."
Biren took a deep breath, folded his arms and looked him in the eyes, ready to face
the beast.
"Why do you hate me?" he inquired.
Quiserco burst out laughing. The young Red then patiently and quietly waited for him
to calm down as he watched him hold a tight grip on his stomach from the pain.
"I don't hate you, you dimwit. Are you telling me you dragged me all the way out of
bed to ask me if I hate you?"
"I want only what is best for your daughter."
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"You are so irritating..." he groaned after having calmed down, "look. I have nothing
against you. You're an honest guy, you're not lazy and you're not willing to put your family in
danger to chase some stupid unrealistic dream. You're like me. The problem, dear boy, lies in
money."
"I'm not making enough for your standards?" Biren glared at him as he said those
words.
"Don't start throwing your shit at people until you see whether they're approaching
with a gift or a gun, son. Wait till they show you what's behind their back."
"Alright then. What do you have behind your back?"
"I have a record label I'm responsible for. I won't live forever. Somebody is going to
have to take over. Unfortunately, Ria doesn't wanna run the company after I'm gone.
Fiscosino, well... He says it's too much work for him and that it might turn him into a greedy
business ass. The only person left, one I'd hopefully be able to trust, would be Ria's husband
if she had one. Fiscosino has shown no interest in women or men for that matter, so his
nonexistent spouse is out of the picture. You may be wondering why I don't simply give my
company to another relative, seeing how I have a shit-ton of those. That's because I want only
those who are closest to me and who I care for to benefit from my life's work, namely Fisc
and Ria. Especially Ria. I had a whole list of guys suitable for the job, but then you came
along. You're not experienced in that line of work. You have no idea how to run a company. I
won't be able to lie peacefully in my own grave knowing you're probably losing everything I
left to you kids because you have no idea what you're doing."
"I can learn."
"What?" Quiserco looked up at him in confusion.
"Teach me. When you deem me worthy of running your company, you will give me
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your blessing to marry your daughter," the Red told him.
The Don first paused to think, but he had already made up his mind. He just didn't
want to convince himself of that.
"Alright..." he nodded, "you have my blessing."
"No. I want you to give it to me after I've completed my training."
"Fuck me, son, don't look a gift horse in the mouth! You've already proven yourself
by offering to improve just to be able to be with her! Now get the fuck out of my sight before
I slap one across your head for waking me up!" he shouted at him.
"I won't let you down. Thank you, sir."
And with that, he left, leaving the Don alone with his thoughts and a humble, warm
chuckle.

***

Tangora and Rorschet landed in front of their destination and entered the restaurant
hand in hand like a true aristocratic couple. The dimmed lights provided by the candles
created the perfect intimate atmosphere for a lovely evening. The stone walls were making
the whole place look more like a medieval dungeon, but in a good way. Tangora loved it.
Including the historical-looking portraits on the walls and wooden furniture decorated with
white lace. A waiter took them to their table and they were seated in a corner as Rorschet had
specified. He knew Tangora would appreciate two walls closing in one her. She always
enjoyed smaller spaces. Apart from the restaurant itself, something else was keeping her eyes
occupied just as much. Rorschet's gaze. From the moment they sat down, up until the
moment they ordered their food, he barely looked away from her. She felt like he was trying
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to hypnotize her with it. Every time she would glance at those two dark eyes, she would be
reminded of wanting to ask him something very important. Just the thought of it made it a
little harder for her to breathe and quickened her pulse.
"You think it'll... cause problems when my parents find out?" she inquired a bit
nervously.
"I don't see why it should. You're no longer my student and you're twenty years old."
"I know. I just don't think they'll see it that way."
"Tangora, if you feel that you won't be happy in a relationship your parents can't
approve of I will respect that," he told her.
"But there's really nothing for me to be ashamed of. If anything, you've proven that
you can be trusted with me."
"If I hadn't been thinking about your wellbeing these past years, would I have
waited?"
"Thank you..." she sneaked a smile onto her face.
"It was... difficult. Three years ago, in winter, remember when the other xarrins told
you to write to me?" Rorschet asked her with his head tilted a bit higher as he continued to
inspect her with his piercing gaze.
"What about it?"
"In order for you to fully understand and appreciate my sacrifice... to see how much
misery my jealousy has caused me... I'd like you to read one poem I wrote. The only one left.
One I did not burn."
"You were... jealous?" she asked whilst squinting her eyes a little.
"You're very talented. You made me believe your words when you said you were in
love with another man. Everyone thought I was upset because I was just worried about you,
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but yes, I was jealous."
"You're talking like something horrible happened," Tangora tried to force a faint
chuckle in her ignorance.
"You'll understand once you read the poem," the Violet spoke softly and slid a sheet
of paper to her across the stone table.
A little concerned and afraid, Tangora picked up the paper and began to read.

Sepulcher Most Divine

Here lies a little boy,
Covered by his sheets in dread and fear.
His heart will beat once more with joy,
When the footsteps he can no longer hear.

An angel came and helped him stand,
Broke his iron mask and bloody chains.
She did not shudder when she touched the hand
Of a corpse that no longer in its grave remains.

Then came a day when his flower they stole,
His waking demons he could not shun.
With no one to keep his spirit whole,
He became his father's son.
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Here lies a blessed man,
Bathed in light that shan't cease to shine.
Wishing to stay for as long as he can
In the sepulcher most divine.

Tangora stared back at him, puzzled by the words on the paper. Her interest was quite
aroused and she couldn't help but question him about the poem.
"The first paragraph... You talk about how your dad used to beat you, right?" she
asked a bit nervously, fearing that she might upset him by bringing up the subject.
"Correct," he nodded.
"What about the second one?"
"I'm not all that surprised you don't understand it. You were six years old. It's
probably because you don't remember that day we met as clearly as I do."
"What did I do... exactly?" the Green inquired, looking a little introverted because of
the way she held her back a bit hunched and her head lowered like an obedient dog.
"I sat down on the edge of the fountain and many of the children fled in fear to the
other side. Others that remained, the little there were, completely ignored me. It's always
been like that, most of the time," he explained and started quoting some of the words he
overheard others whispering behind his back in the past, "'That's Maxime's son. You should
know better than to talk back to him.', 'If you value your career you'll stay out of his way.' It
wasn't until later I was lucky enough to make honest friends like Quiserco and Zanneki, who
didn't fear my father's legacy."
"What about Phoxx, Elilei and the others?"
"If you hadn't been there to charm them I hardly believe they would have continued to
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invite me to their social gatherings, the xarrin smiled at her lightly, "what I meant to say in
this paragraph was how happy you've made me when you swam up to me and nudged my
hand. You were the only one of the children in that fountain who took any interest in me."
"This third one is about what happened at the Ambermane three years ago..." she
sighed and frowned a little as she remembered that frightening event.
"Often times people do bad things because they have been wronged in the same way
before. That was the case with me, only my demons first surfaced when Fiscosino notified
me of your disappearance. I still feel terrible regret for not being able to control myself and
having to make you see me as the monster my father turned me into."
"If I hadn't done anything it wouldn't have happened."
"But it would have... at a different time. In a way I'm glad it happened and even more
glad you came out unharmed. My problem was lingering beneath the surface. It was nothing
more than a matter of time before it jumped out and harmed someone. Perhaps even you, but
I've cured myself in the monastery with your help and the help of other xarrins there. Still... I
cannot forget the pain I had to endure. When I read that you were in love with someone else,
my health gradually began to decline. Soon I couldn't even sleep at night. I lost the need for
food and drink. I think I even... lost my mind for a time. And the only person I could see
during my trip to the darkest reaches of my subconscious was you. Keeping me from
destroying everything within reach was the though of you resting in my arms or singing to
me. I feared whenever someone got close that they would take you away from me," his voice
whimpered a little as he spoke those words, "I couldn't let them. I didn't want to. I'm not even
sure how I survived with barely any sustenance. Then one day I yielded my will to the
Divines. I had to come to terms with the fact that perhaps you weren't the gift I was meant to
receive for my sufferings after all. I was ready to let you go. Tell you to pack your things and
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leave me to finally be laid to rest when the one thing that was keeping me alive flew away.
After having heard what he had to say, Tangora suddenly remembered her most recent
dream. It all made sense now. The pieces of the puzzle were coming into place.
"I had a dream last night," she spoke.
"Hmm?"
"You were trying to break down the door and begging me to let you come inside.
When I opened it and saw you. You were horribly thin, bleeding from your empty eye
sockets. I... uhm... wanted you to run into my arms, but you rushed right past me and started
licking the spilled water from the flower vase off the floor. And then you turned back into
your normal self. You turned around and said, 'You've been so kind to me,'" the young woman
explained.
"What you described was close to what I became during my cleansing process. I
hadn't yet become skin and bones, but I was weak. I even hallucinated in my pain and
madness."
"What does the water from the flower vase symbolize then? It turned you back to
normal," she puzzled.
The xarrin only let out a light chuckle as he continued to gaze at her with a very
lustful and sly grin.
"Was there a flower in the vase?" he asked.
"That orange flower that looks like a bird. Kinda like the one we saw in the monastery
garden this spring."
"I've always liked that flower. It reminds me of you. Do you know what its called, by
any chance?" Rorschet asked.
"Uhm... No."
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"Bird of paradise," he told her, "I think it's a very fitting name."
Tangora shyly looked away once more, unable to find the right words to say. Her
heart was already fluttering like a hummingbird's wings. It was painful because of her
embarrassment, but also intoxicating because of her growing infatuation. Nevertheless, she
wanted to feel it some more.
"I think you'll find the answer in the last paragraph of my poem."
"Well... that's just the thing," she got a hold of herself and searched through the words,
stuttering a bit as she spoke, "I'm not sure I get it. Are you saying you want to die...? That
death will bring you peace?"
"The last paragraph speaks of an image I wished and still wish to see in the future, be
a part of, that is. Don't you think a tomb or crypt would be a far darker place where no light
can shine through? I have clearly stated that the man is being bathed in sunlight."
"Now I'm even more confused..." she told him and placed the poem in her handbag.
"Princess..." he chuckled in amusement, "I've been deemed unworthy of beauty, thus
I've created my own. Until now I have been just a beggar, sitting on his father's throne. You
are the songbird that woke me up from my sleep... You are the flower too. It pains me that
you are unable to see... that the divine sepulcher is you."
Tangora's face began to blush like a ripe tomato. She found it hard to look him in the
eyes now that she finally understood what that meant.
"I know. No matter how much you've wanted this, you can't help but feel nervous and
a bit afraid now that it's actually happening to you."
"Yes..." she whispered in fright through her soft, inviting lips.
"Believe me, I may appear calm, but I'm just as terrified as you. We can talk about
something else if you feel uncomfortable with this topic."
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"Sorry..." the maiden replied as it was getting a little harder for her to breathe while
she would remember the sensation she got from when he held her, "it's just... I've been
meaning to ask you something..."
"Anything," he smiled.
"After this... when we get back to the house... would you like to... uhm..." she spoke,
unable to gather the courage to ask him the question.
"Tangora, you don't have to take charge this time. Let me help you carry your
burdens. I want us to become equals," he added and sighed happily whilst gazing at her,
"you've always dreamed of being the pray instead of the predator, but it's hard for a lioness to
retract her claws. She feels vulnerable without them. You want to be vulnerable and in some
way it pleases you. Still, you can't help but feel the fear that comes with yielding one's
weapon. Be it to a friend or a stranger, it's never easier for the one who submits.
Unfortunately, you've never had a choice. Because of your more dominant approach to men,
which came as a result of your need for affection, you've scared potential suitors away for a
reason. You are not worthy of them. They crawl on the ground or under it, skulking and
feeling around for another blind mole to hold them and then abandon them in their time of
need when another one wanders by. You reach out to them in hopes of saving them and
bringing them into the light, but yours shines so brightly that they fear it. They use their
shriveled little hands to cover their eyes, for if they were to even attempt to hold a candle to
you, their flesh would rot away, leaving nothing but their undeserving, rat-like bones... What
I am trying to say is, you seek men your age, which is acceptable. What you fail to realize is
that they are selfish and inexperienced brats who do nothing but run after every skirt they see.
Someone like you was meant to be cared for by a man, not a boy."
"You know me better than I know myself, heh," the Green admitted.
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"Even now you're masking your anxiety with a smile. You reply to flirtatious remarks
with unclear and ignorant statements one would often receive whilst talking to children,"
Rorschet grinned, proud of his knowledge and glad that she was impressed by it, "now, I
would like to ask you something."
Tangora waited for him to speak again, smiling sweetly and looking away while she
was holding her hands beneath her legs.
"After dinner, would you like finish what we've started...?"
Without hesitation, Tangora nodded lightly and glanced his way. She and Rorschet left
the restaurant after having eaten, and walked back to the house of Quiserco's mother and
father. The sky was so full of starts that evening, it almost looked like a big bowl of milk. For
the couple, there were just some things far more beautiful to gaze at than the night sky. As
they were walking under the streetlights, Rorschet couldn't help but walk close to his
beloved, occasionally brushing his arm against her shoulder by accident. Tangora held her
head down and became frightened by the speed at which her heart was beating. Despite her
anxiety, she still let the hand closest to Rorschet dangle freely, curious to know whether he
would hold it or not. Since the dawn of her life, men shunned her and feared the very thought
of doing so. This was the night when would die. Then, she was to be reborn once her most
wanted wish came true. And after a few minutes, much to her delighted and fear-filled
surprise, Rorschet took her hand. The young woman glanced up at him, noticing a light smile
formed on the side of his lips as his gaze was focused in front of him. He said nothing, even
though he knew she turned her head. Her hand was so cold, just as it always had been. She
shuddered lightly when he touched her, but she didn't pull away.
"Tangora, I sense your fear. We don't have to do this tonight. This is a big leap for
you. I suspect you're under a lot of stress because of it," the xarrin spoke.
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"I... uhm..." she stuttered.
"You're not obligated to do anything."
"No, I... I want this... I'm just a little nervous," the girl added with a skittish smile,
"ignore it. I'll loosen up eventually..."
"Take your time," the Violet replied.
As they walked down the empty streets, Tangora eventually leaned onto Rorschet's
shoulder. She coiled her arm around his and tried to hide her blushing face away from his
dark, regal eyes.
"Aren't Biren and Quiserco inside?" Tangora remembered, "I mean... won't they be
able to hear things...?2
"Just focus on your breathing," he told her.
"Sorry... I don't know how these things work in real life..."
"Neither do I," Rorschet chuckled, "but I wouldn't worry about it. Don't think of this
as an obligation. You do what your heart tells you and I will follow."
Tangora took a few seconds to think yet another one of her questions through. She
wanted to ask him something again, but began to worry that the question might make her
seem insecure. Rorschet noticed her pause, and decided to wait for her to make up her mind.
"I know you've already told me... all that stuff about me and why you like me... But
I'm still finding it hard to believe. And when I remember how Zane used to act around me for
some time I..."
"Forget it ever happened," he interrupted her abruptly, "if he was really in love with
you he wouldn't have done the things he did. He had no idea what loving you even means."
"What does it mean...?" she asked him as her eyes looked up towards him like those
of an inquisitive and obedient child.
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"What he was feeling was gratitude. I believe he was also physically attracted to you.
Both of those things made him think he was in love with you," Rorschet explained, "loving
you means waiting fourteen years, watching you grow up, teaching you, learning from you,
being there for you, protecting you... It means ripping out the demons from deep inside of
you and having to endure the most torturous pain to keep you safe. Zane was hungry for
affection and he saw you as a source of sustenance. He's no better than all those young men
who were afraid of you. Unfortunately, I think his brain shall remain at the stage of
adolescence for the rest of his days. He was only experienced enough to not be afraid of you
and your appetite."
The second Tangora turned to look at the path they were taking, she noticed the house
and quickly tightened her grip on Rorschet's arm.
"Tangora..." he sighed.
Without any warning, she rushed through the unlocked door and ran upstairs as fast as
her legs could carry her. The Violet was very surprised by her actions and cautiously followed
her up to their room. When he entered the room and closed the wooden door behind him, the
creaking sound it made enabled him to notice Tangora's dress and undergarments on the chair
under the desk. He turned around to face her. That's when he saw her... sitting on the bed and
pulling the covers over her bare back and alluring curves. She was too scared to look up and
face him. Her breathing sounded so difficult, yet quiet. Rorschet had to take a moment to let
the light from the lamp on the nightstand illuminate her body. The middle parts of her chest
and stomach were showing, softly revealing the sides of her breasts while the darker parts of
the skin remained hidden beneath the covers. His mind raced along with the beating of his
heart. She was right there. Waiting for him. All he had to do was remove the sheets and reach
out for her with his hand. The gorgeous, mesmerizing sight was setting his body all aquiver.
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He wanted to say something. Anything. Despite his abundant vocabulary, he couldn't find a
single letter to breathe out. With slow steps, he approached the bed. Tangora's face still
remained facing the mattress. She was waiting for Rorschet to do something. Make the first
move. Her mind was overflowed with questions about his intentions. She'd been waiting for
this moment almost all her life. The thought of it happening to her right here and now made
her soul burn inside her body, making her unable to decide whether the feeling was enjoyable
or painful. The xarrin thus proceeded to take off his black satin poet shirt tied with two thin
golden ropes around his waist. By doing so, he revealed his indigo birthmark spiraling around
his abdomen towards the center. Tangora only glanced up at the mark for a second out of
curiosity, but dared not look any more. She feared her body would begin to tremble. She'd
never felt this level of difficulty when it came to her breathing. It wasn't painful, but it was a
strange and new sensation for her. Rorschet didn't even touch her yet, and already her body
was making preparations for their copulation. Warm, and viscous liquid began to ooze down
her inner thighs while she was sitting on her calves. In the meantime, her lover got undressed
and showed her his slender figure. He waited a few moments to see if she would take another
glance, but she refused to look up.
"Why do you fear to look at me now?" the Violet asked.
"I... Uhm..." she mumbled, not knowing how to answer him.
"Is it impossible for us to be equals? I know you want me to do as I please..." he
added, "but I'm not going to do that. I'm not your master anymore."
Tangora's pupils shrunk in surprise and dread. She managed to hold back from letting
paranoia consume her and waited in silence for him to clarify his decision before jumping to
conclusions. Although, she still feared the worst.
"Perhaps the only way of making you understand is for you to be my mistress,"
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Rorschet told her and sat down cross-legged in front of her on the bed, waiting.
Having been inspired by his words, Tangora looked up into his eyes and faced him,
regardless of how awkward and unpleasant it felt. It was difficult enough for her to focus and
not glance down to see certain parts of his body. Not knowing what he looked like without
his clothes on protected her from further excitement she feared would have been too much for
her to handle. Then an idea came to her. Something about this moment seemed awfully
familiar. It took her a few seconds to remember, but she now knew that she had seen it
before. It was in a dream three years ago. The violet-skinned monster was sitting before her
just like Rorschet was now. It seems all she needed to spark her courage was knowledge.
Knowing how to approach her lover. Thus, she crawled up to him on all fours, then just like
in her dream, she nuzzled the beast ever so softly. She let her body begin to be filled with
ecstasy as their skins touched. Without fear, without insecurity or doubt, she moved a little bit
closer. Rorschet let out an almost silent gasp while they were gently rubbing their faces
against each other like two animals longing for affection. There was nothing there to stand
between them now. This was the moment of healing he had been waiting for. The picking of
the flower, letting its divine properties heal his body and soul.
"Say something... Please..." he whispered to her and took a deep breath whilst trying
to keep his hands to himself for now.
No matter how tempting nor how starving he was, he wanted to enjoy this moment for
as long as it would last.
"What do you want me to say?" the Green replied as she slowly let her body and
desires speak for her while leaning closer to him.
"Don't speak to me like you're my slave. Do as you wish and let me do the same," he
told her and gently held her now surprised face, forcing her to face him, eye to eye, "don't
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avoid my gaze. Don't bow your head."
Tangora trembled and let out a light, shallow gasp combined with a feminine moan as
she leaned against him. She let him support almost her entire weight while they continued to
share affectionate moments like two flowers brushing against each other with the approach of
a playful breeze. Her unexpected move made Rorschet's hands, already weak from such
overwhelming happiness, slip and glide against her soft cheeks and through her heavenly
locks. Suddenly she didn't feel so nervous and scared anymore. Her dream was becoming a
reality. She found the courage to approach the beast that had chased her to the end of the
maze. He was turning back into a man. A man she'd always trusted to keep her safe from evil
and anguish. The young woman had never suspected that he was only footsteps away from
harming her. In the end, he proved that he was a good soul inside the body of what others had
always thought to be the son of a monster. Feeling her tender, bare skin against him,
Rorschet's heart skipped a beat in panic and excitement. He was eager to touch her, but he
didn't want to give in to temptation. He entwined his fingers between the shiny locks of her
hair and let her have her way with him. The Green was now smiling and groaning lightly as
the tips of his fingers tickled her upon brushing against her neck. Feeling a bit of discomfort,
she wiggled around and held her shoulders up high in hopes of protecting her sensitive skin.
Rorschet understood those sounds too well. They were the sounds she'd make when someone
of the opposite sex would make physical contact with her in order to cause a humorous effect
which she disliked, but was thankful for simply being touched. With nowhere else to retreat,
she tried to move away from his hands by finding sanctuary closer to his body. They could
feel everything. It was absolutely intoxicating. The xarrin felt a rush of excitement that
ultimately forced him to grab the young woman's body and push her thighs against his waist
as he was sitting on the messy sheets with his feet restlessly clawing at the mattress. Both of
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them flapped their wings a couple of times and moaned softly. It was out of their control, for
euphoria was beginning to take over. With every breath she took, with every sound she made,
Rorschet's lust grew stronger. Tangora, like him, closed her eyes whilst experiencing this
blissful moment when the most sensitive parts of their bodies touched. She rested her head
and arms on his shoulders, letting her mind go blank in order to feel the sensation of their
bodies merging into one. During that time, she let her mouth hang open with her tongue
slightly sticking out, slowly panting for air. Meanwhile, the xarrin did everything he could to
contain his almost beastly urges in order to let Tangora be in charge and move at her own
pace. He was hungry. Frightened too. Perhaps even ashamed. There was barely room to think
about love. The feeling of merging his body with the woman of his most greatly kept secret
fantasies was simply too overwhelming. Still, deep down he knew he was also overjoyed
because he was sharing these moments with his beloved. Those thoughts were simply
silenced for the time being. Especially when the young woman carefully began to glide
upward and then back down for her inner thighs to rest against the sides of his pelvis. His
hands traveled all over her body, not leaving a single spot untouched. Upon firmly running
his palms against her breasts and erect nipples, she threw her head back while holding on to
his shoulders. The friction being created between her legs during their ritual only enhanced
her pleasure. Rorschet grabbed hold of her and held her against him as tightly as he possibly
could, breathing in the scent from her neck as she continued to grind. With her mind losing a
grip on any thoughts she might have had until now, she felt an uncomfortable sting with the
following movement she made. Surprised and a little concerned, she stopped for a moment,
but was relieved to realize that it was probably just her hymen being torn to make way for
further penetration.
"It's alright..." he whispered and stroked her hair.
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But she didn't say anything. It was as if she never heard him in the first place. She just
let her mind go blank and focused solely on the pleasure filling her body as she rode him.
Rorschet was more than delighted when she finally did as he wanted and stopped seeing him
as an authority figure. And what she did was try to push him down onto the bed so she could
scratch the itch that bothered her so much. He yielded and lied down, letting her take full
control. That very second she quickened her pace. The Violet had never enjoyed anything as
much as this. The only thing that was missing was her making more noise. It would have
driven him straight back to insanity he tried so hard to escape from before. However, Tangora
wasn't quite pleased. She knew she couldn't satisfy her lust with the speed at which she was
going. After a few minutes, she detached herself from his body and sat down on the side of
her leg while holding up her upper body with both palms pressing against the mattress like
pillars. Rorschet tried to catch her and prevent her from leaving his nearness, but she slipped
right through his arms.
"No!" he cried out in a quiet, yet terrified tone and lunged at her, "don't leave me
now! Not now!"
She let out a helpless moan when he pinned her down and kept a bright smile shining
across her face. As her half-closed, inviting eyes continued to gaze at him, she spread her legs
for him and pulled his head closer to rest on her shoulder so he could hear her breathe.
"I love you..." she whispered.
The xarrin, smiling in relief and joy, reentered the sacred temple, moving at a steady
pace in fear of hurting her. That pleasureful sensation of being one returned to both of them
almost immediately. Tangora closed her eyes completely, turned her head to the side, rested
her arms on the soft sheets above her head and let her body and spirit be taken away to
heaven. It didn't take long for Rorschet to return to the tempo that he enjoyed more. His
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dearest flower seemed to be enjoying herself just as much from the look of the smile on her
face. He was gradually picking up speed and gripping the young woman's thighs for support.
While their bodies were latched on to each other, he kept caressing her sensitive skin with his
tongue and breathing heavily onto her neck.
"I love you," she would whisper over and over again.
"I adore you," the xarrin replied between his breaths.
He then straightened his back and loomed over her to make his efforts a little easier.
He could feel unbelievable amounts of pleasure when he started to grunt quietly with every
thrust. The sounds he made seemed to make Tangora's walls close in on him, which only
made the heavenly sensation feel even better.
"It feels so right," she gasped, "I don't want it to stop..."
Her cries made him hungrier. He dug his fingers into her flesh and made love to her
like an animal, without sympathy or emotions, only a strong need to please his needs. His
goddess spread her legs to the farthest point, excitedly realizing that she was being taken over
the edge. Her gasps became louder and she whimpered like a wounded critter. The most
beautiful surge of pleasure was passing from her spine through her entire body. It was as if
she couldn't feel it anymore. Like it was paralyzed. Her talons twitched out of her control and
she clung to the sheets beneath her. Rorschet let out a long, muffled moan shortly after and
was taking quick and shallow breaths as bolts of electricity danced around his nerves. He
opened his eyes and stared blankly at Tangora's stomach when he felt the strong emotional
release he'd been waiting for. Still feeling sparks from the sweetness of their copulation on
their lower bodies, the two parted and lied next to each other, catching their breaths. Tangora
even sounded like she was laughing. It warmed Rorschet's heart to hear her laughter. She
sounded so happy. And as a result of that happiness, she had never felt closer to him. She
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cuddled up to him in search of protection, then leaned her head against his shoulder. He
looked down at her with a smile forming on his face. Their eyes met when he ran his fingers
through her hair and placed his arm around her.
"That was... incredible!" Tangora exclaimed, "I mean, I've had orgasms before, but
this..."
"I'm glad you've come to your senses. I was afraid you were going to remain treating
me like your superior forever," the xarrin chuckled in reply.
"You're not tired? Don't guys usually fall asleep after sex?" she asked.
"I do feel a bit drowsy."
"Wanna sleep on my stomach?" the young woman offered playfully and slipped her
legs beneath her blanket.
Rorschet gladly accepted the offer. He thus lay sideways and moved his lower body
under the covers as he rested his head on her soft, smooth abdomen.
"Tangora...?" he spoke.
"Yeah?"
Silent and a bit anxious, he took her hands in his, gazed up at her and said, "would
you be willing to let me spend the rest of my life with you?"
"Uhm... I'm not sure if I..." she muttered, feeling nervous.
"Marry me."
The girl had no idea how to react. There was absolutely no time for her to think it
through. It was a big decision with many factors to take into consideration. However, despite
all that, somehow she felt like she wanted it. Especially after what they've done. They've
know each other for years. He'd always been a good friend and caretaker. He even proved
himself to be an excellent lover. Perhaps rejecting him would only be delaying the inevitable.
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They haven't just met, after all. He was not a stranger. Their relationship had been flourishing
into a beautiful friendship for years. The only difference was that they chose this weekend to
add romance into the mix. She smiled and confidently gazed back into his eyes, then only
said one word to him, "Yes."
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CHAPTER NINETEEN
Dearest Flower
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The bells have finally tolled after so many years of waiting. The groom opened the
doors of the haven and was immediately welcomed into the world by warm rays of sunshine.
Because this was a very special occasion, he wore a white uniform and a special hooded cape
with silvery white edges that showed the colors of the rainbow when touched by light at
certain angles. In her beautiful, white wedding gown, carrying a single flower, the bird of
paradise, Tangora Salavreech stepped outside the haven by her husband's side, glowing like
an angel and smiling just as beautifully. Rorschet was filled with joy and pride as he would
take yet another moment to glance at his beloved bride. Family and friends all cheered and
showered them with colorful flower petals while they were walking towards a white land
glider in which they would be driven back home to host the festivities. Though Tangora
wouldn't have had a problem with flying, Rorschet insisted on hiring a driver, for he did not
even wish to think about any force of nature ruining his wife's beauty on this day. But before
they left, he asked her to pose for a picture and took her to a nearby weeping willow where
she raised her arms with her palms facing the sky, smiled for the camera and spread her
pristine, pearly white wings with orange spots on the tips of the feathers. The photographer
took several of them, including a few where the Violet stood by her side. Though he would
not be able to see them on a flat piece of paper or a computer screen, he would remember this
day till death. Even past it. Who could have known he who was banned from knowing beauty
would be blessed to own it. Such a spirit like his wife was rare and it now belonged to no one
else but him. Now that the ceremony was over, the guests, groom, and bride all went to
Rorschet's house in Arcanvein to celebrate. As Tangora's always wanted, there was a small
chocolate fountain on each buffet table. Her eyes glowed like jewels on a crown when she
saw them. After having showered Rorschet with kisses, she thanked him for the lovely
surprise. Then she ran over to the table with the milk chocolate fountain, grabbed a cup and
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scooped some of it up in order to taste the liquid delight. White sheets and flowers were
hanging from the ceiling all around the hall, as well as the walls. The light shining through
the windows made the decorations look even more picturesque. Everybody took turns in
congratulating the happy couple. Later, the two danced to soothing and graceful music just
like at Phoxx's wedding before, only this time Tangora did not hesitate to press herself
against her husband and be as close to him as she possibly could, not keeping her eyes off his
gaze for a second. Though skeptical at first, Tangora's parents accepted Rorschet as their sonin-law. Her mother more easily than her father, but she managed to convince him to ease up a
bit with logical arguments. Ria and Biren, soon to be happily married and awaiting the arrival
of twins, were watching them dance from the side and feeling glad for them, as were the
Tyllebs. Even Bibbi and Rorschet's other siblings were there to attend the celebration. Despite
all the joy that was preventing anything from ruining this day for the xarrin, there was one
person that shook that almost unbreakable pillar. After their dance, Tangora took her husband
to greet an old friend. She went over to the Orange who was sitting silently in a corner and
staring down nervously at the ground. When she noticed them approach, she quickly stood up
and raised her head to face the Violet and the person who invited her to the wedding.
"Rorschet, you remember Scarliotte, don't you?" Tangora asked him happily.
His expression immediately turned grim and upset. He was still holding too big of a
grudge to be happy about her arrival. Even less her attendance here on the greatest, most
beautiful day of his life.
"It's good to see you again. Uhm... Congratulations on the wedding," the woman
stuttered and got frightened by his glare.
She tried to extend a hand in friendship, but Rorschet did not shake it.
"And what, if I may ask, are you doing here?" he inquired with a strict tone of voice.
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"I invited her," Tangora spoke up.
"As I recall, this woman was going to auction you off to someone as an escort the last
time I saw her," the xarrin turned to the bride for answers.
"That's not true, Rorsch! She was just going to...2
"You do not have the right to speak," he interrupted the intruder.
"Please, just listen to her," the bride added.
"If I had any idea that she was your student I wouldn't have even let her dance that
evening," the Orange tried to convince him, "I'm not a monster, Rorsch! I wouldn't ruin her
life like mine was! You... never even gave me a chance to apologize."
"You've apologized. Now what? The door is that way," he told her and pointed
towards the exit.
"Things have gotten worse for her since the incident. I know you're mad at her, but
you don't have a reason to be. She needs our help. Please, just let me make this one decision
on my own. You won't regret it, I promise," the Green pleaded.
The second he heard her say the word 'promise', he was reminded of something. Of
what Nina told him in the monastery four years ago. Perhaps he should at least hear what she
wishes to do.
"She's living in misery, Rorschet. Can't you tell by the way she's dressed? She's taught
me something invaluable when we met, and she's my friend. I have to return the favor. I can't
let her walk out of here and I won't. I want her to stay with us and hire her as our maid."
Both of them looked at her in surprise. They didn't expect to hear that.
"Tangie, I..." Scarliotte muttered quietly, "you really don't have to do this."
"You'll live with us and receive a monthly salary for your services. I don't know about
Rorschet, but I plan on having kids some day and I'm gonna need your help. This is a big
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house, you know."
"No... I can't ask of you to do something like that for me..." she turned her head and
spoke with sadness in her voice.
With a cold glare fixated on the Orange, the xarrin stepped forward and looked down
upon her.
"I can't be certain whether you speak the truth or not, but if I have learned anything
from Tangora it's that we must be willing to forgive, otherwise peace would be merely a
dream that could never become a reality. And if we are to truly be husband and wife, I will
have to start supporting her decisions, even if my personal grudges get in the way. So.. if
Tangora trusts you, then perhaps I may do the same one day," the xarrin explained to her and
then, out of nowhere, dared a smile, "besides, it would be very ungrateful of me if I didn't
fulfill Nina's wish of keeping her promise to you."
Two glimmering tears glided down Scarlie's cheeks. Immediately, she hugged the
newlyweds out of sheer joy.
"Thank you!" she cried, "thank you both!"
"So, all your stuff is here, right?" Tangora inquired as Scarliotte was loosening her
grip on the two and drying her tears after a few moments.
"Yeah. I don't have a lot of it, as you would imagine," she added, "but it's not like I
need more."
"Great!" the bride exclaimed, "I'll show you to your room after the party's over so you
can get settled."
"Also, we are planning on visiting Ninafae's grave tomorrow for me to give my
thanks. You may join us if you wish," Rorschet told her.
"I... I would like that," the Orange nodded, still smiling and trying to wipe off the rest
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of her tears from her face.

***

Almost fifteen years had passed since a cold, almost lifeless soul walked under
heaven's gates and took an angel home with him. The delicate flower he grew in his garden.
Having drank from the well of life, he was no longer a walking corpse, but a man. Blind from
birth, he did not know beauty. Raised a priest, willing to sacrifice his happiness for that of
another, striving for the greater good. Growing a man, forging himself to be better than his
torturers and never again to stoop to their level. Grew a beast when, dying of thirst, was
presented with a cup of water. Rorschet Salavreech has had to go through many difficult trials
before finally being given the happiness he longed for. Determined to thank the person
responsible for his joy, he took his wife and his friend Scarliotte to Ninafae's grave near the
Charclay abbey. The tombstone, made of white granite, towered above the three visitors like
a magnificent obelisk with two round walls circling around it, but not fully enclosing it. The
top part of the walls was flat, leaving room for a small statue of Diva Canitia resting her head
against the small pillar in the middle on which the names of the deceased were written. One
of them being Ninafae Inumis Salavreech. The detailed carvings on the pillar were
breathtaking. One would always have to take a few seconds to admire the craftsmanship
before mourning their dead when they'd come to that particular tombstone. Rorschet, Tangora
and Scarliotte stood before the grave, silent and in deep thought until one of them finally
spoke.
"Rorsch... Again, I can't tell you how sorry I am for my happiness getting in the way
of yours," the Orange sighed and apologizes with her head bowed down in humility, "I can't
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thank you enough for what you did for me. And for her. Thank the Divines she ended up
marrying you. Who knows what someone else would have done to her?"
"A little rain... or a lot... must fall in order for the sun to return. If a blizzard is what it
took, then so be it," Rorschet told her.
"I feel guilty... You make it sound like she had to die for us to be together," his wife
added with an ashamed glance directed towards him.
"She just wanted to do a good thing before she left," Scarliotte comforted her.
"It was the Divines' will."
"So you really talked to them?" the Green inquired.
"To my father, and Nina as well," Rorschet replied with a smile and then turned to
Scarlie, "she entrusted me with the task of telling you that she would keep her promise. It is
also my belief that she used Tangora as her instrument in this whole operation."
"Divines bless her heart, as well as yours," the Orange nodded, you never really...
loved her. Did you?"
"Not the way you loved her. She was a good friend to me, but that was not what I
wanted from her. I needed more than a pat on the back and a handshake. I thought if I was
good and patient, I would one day be rewarded. And I was," he smiled once more.
Tangora snuggled her way into his embrace and looked up at him with bright, hopeful
eyes and the most beautiful smile the world had come to adore. Just like she did on the day
they first met. Rorschet looked down upon her and his heart was immediately filled with
admiration of her beauty and grace. The light within her soul reflected through her indigo
eyes like two uncut gemstones. He shall never cease to be thankful for as long as he breathes
and only wake up smiling next to his beloved flower for many years to come. As a gust of
wind blew from behind, he sensed a familiar presence not too far away from the grave. The
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two women with him gazed curiously at the orange bloom whose petals represented the
wings of a magnificent bird. The Violet picked it up and returned to place it on one of the
round walls surrounding the tombstone. After one last silent prayer, the three walked away
into their new, better lives. The bird of paradise remained on the grave for quite some time.
Even after it was picked, its texture remained soft and its colors vibrant. A gentle breeze blew
it off its pedestal onto the ground beneath which the dead lay. No one knows who planted it
in the abbey's gardens in the first place, nor where it came from. Exotic beauty such as that
would not have survived on its own in this alien place where people feared and shunned it.
One as alone as the flower dared to care for it, and now his home was decorated with the
most gorgeous one of them all. Because he did not pick it before it was to bloom, it shall
remain beautiful. As the fruit of their love, she now carried his child in her womb.
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Appendix
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Red

Being the lowest on the color spectrum and the second lowest regarding social
hierarchy, the Reds are still not to be disrespected. They play a very important role in
the world's continuing growth. Having a variety of talents and stamina to endure hard
physical labor without complaining is a vital characteristic which is imperative for
development and carrying out the visions of others. Though one cannot say the Reds
are ignorant, the majority of them are happy they don't have to make hard decisions
like the employees and employers that reside higher up the scale. Being the race that
is most down to earth, most of them only look to feed their young and spouses. They
tend to be quite stubborn, but very dependable, realistic, and honest. Unfortunately,
they are also the most aggressive race. Regarding their physical form, their skin is a
rather tough hide which may vary in color. Males tend to have a horn or two growing
on a distinct place on their skull. They are known for their strong-built bodies and
size. They bear physical characteristics of a rhinoceros, to put it simply. That would
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include a rhinoceros skull, but everything else, the torso, hands and feet, are all human
if we exclude the skin. The females, however, have human heads like the rest of the
females of other races, with the exception of Indigos.
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Orange

The Oranges are stereotypically known to be promiscuous artists. Most of them
strive to have careers where they can create and express themselves. However,
because of their nature, they are the most common prostitutes. The most wanted in the
business are those who have both orange and green blood in them, for they are the
ones most likely to take good care of themselves and their health. Wealthy customers
know that and are inclined to pay large sums of money for a sexual partner that has
the least chances of contaminating them with an STD. Beyond that, many famous
inventors, writers, painters, actors, singers are known to have the color orange in their
systems, whether it be the dominant color or not. As far as their personality goes, they
are very eccentric, innovative, creative and affectionate, but they can also be vein and
self-indulgent. Nevertheless, creation is their prime domain. Their appearance was
adopted from the equines. They have two horse-like legs, bushy tails, luxuriant manes,
and their entire upper body is basically that of a human. Finally, while most males of
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the other races have animal-shaped skulls, the Orange males have human heads like
their female counterparts.
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Yellow

The Yellows are famous for their high intelligence. They are researchers. They
are scientists. But do not be fooled. Though it may seem obvious that the Yellows are
those who are bound to be the most rational and logical thinkers, they are, in fact,
known to have the most problems when it comes to emotions. Unfortunately, the
reason for them becoming the race of the most intelligent minds is still unknown.
Those most successful are usually the ones to luckily lack the overemotional
characteristic of a Yellow. Once one learns to subdue it, they can achieve many things
with the power of their minds. They are part lizards—have tails, reptile feet, scales for
skin, and the males have lizard-like heads. Interestingly enough, most patients in
metal hospitals are Yellows.
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Green

Green is the first high color in the spectrum. While the low colors consist of
indigo, red, orange and yellow, the Greens are grouped into those that are respected
much more in the hierarchy, along with the Blues and Violets. They are healers, so to
speak. Most of their career choices range from medicine to psychology and anything
that requires them to help other people and creatures. Of all races, only the Greens and
the Violets have wings to fly with. The only difference is that the Greens have
feathered wings that grow from their backs. They would thus be considered to bear
physical characteristics of birds. This fact is also backed by the inclusion of other
physical attributes, such as talons for hands and feet. Their faces are human, as is the
case with the Oranges. Their skin is very similar to those of humans as well, but vary
in color. They are also famous for their colorful wings, which makes it hard to
distinguish their true secondary color. Nevertheless, their colorful feathers are said by
the Violets to be a sign that the Greens used to be messengers of their deity Albus.
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They are caring and loving, but they tend to have a big flaw. Jealousy is not an
uncommon trait among them. Other than that, the Greens are a fairly peaceful race.
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Blue

The Blues make up most of the celebrity population in the world. They are
known to be the most social, and have beautiful voices. Most politicians, lawyers,
journalists, are Blues. When it comes to their looks, one could say they are half men,
half fish. They may have different types of fins, gills, facial features and other things,
though. They walk on two legs, have two arms, and only have nostrils that look like
cuts instead of human noses. Their skin varies in color like those of the other races.
These social butterflies and lovers of good gossip make great storytellers, and know
how to please the crowds. Unfortunately, their reputation is not very good when it
comes to being loving and caring, but they are known for their loyalty. Despite the
fact that the majority of them are cold and lack interest in child care, they are the most
fertile of the races, and tend to have the most children.
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Indigo

The Indigos can easily be described as half wolves, half men. The females have
wolf-like faces just like the males, and they all walk on two legs, have two arms, and a
tail, not to mention that their entire bodies are covered in fur. They are the lowest race
of all, even though theirs is the sixth color on the spectrum. It's simply because they
refuse to live in the dominating community, and are instead more inclined to live a
nomadic life in the wilderness. They are mystics, psychics and fortune-tellers mostly.
They are wise and all-seeing, but they can also be naive. Many people like to come to
their camping grounds in hopes of having their fortunes told, participating in fun and
amusing nature-worshiping rituals, and buying some mystical items for decoration or
other personal use. They are not really hated for being the lowest color on the
hierarchy scale, but they were put in that spot because the Violets do not like to look at
them as a part of society, the reason being that they don't really make contributions to
it and follow a different religion. They do not work or make money which would one
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day go to the government. The visitors pay them with other goods for their charms
and trinkets. Money has no value to them. They hunt, gather their own food and travel
from place to place wherever the wind takes them, spreading good karma and fortune
to all who seek it.
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Violet

The final color on the spectrum is violet. The Violets are leaders, priests and
judges. They govern the people and love to study their religion. They are the most
spiritual of all colors. Having an appearance that resembles a mix between a man and
a bat makes them look a bit intimidating, though. They have large bat ears, fur
covering their entire bodies, and sets of teeth that not only grow inside their mouthes,
but they have a few sets of large fangs that are situated on the outer side. The females
are more fortunate to have less of those outside-growing fangs and are thus still able
to use their lips as tools for sharing affectionate touches. They rely on hearing most of
the time, so looks don't really matter to them as they might to the other races. Having
said that, it would be good to point out that they are not blind. They can make out the
difference between light and darkness, but they use their sensitive hearing for
orientation ninety percent of the time. Their greatest virtues are self-sacrifice in the
service of others and their high morals. However, they are a bit prone to adopting a
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feeling of superiority and may have lack of contact with reality at times. As was stated
before, they and the Greens are the only races with wings which enable them to fly,
except the Violets have bat wings instead of feathered ones. Even though not all of
them end up becoming priests, they are still very religious. The Indigos are
presumably the only ones who don't accept their deities and have their own gods and
goddesses associated with nature. Finally, the Violets are the only ones who don't age
anymore after reaching maturity, roughly around the age of eighteen. Science is yet to
discover a reason for this. They are by all means not immortal, but they simply do not
die of old age. Instead, when a Violet feels he or she is ready to join the Divines, a
ritual, called the ritual of passing, is performed in which they end their lives.
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